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FROM THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS GALAXY TRANSCEIVERS

The Galaxy FM-210 2Meter FM Transceiver
• Now every Amateur can buy Galaxy's well-known quality

and performance in a 2-~l eter FM Transceiver! This American-made ,
solid-s tate , FET front e nd transceiver offers n o com p rom ise perform
an ce for direct or repeater com m u n icati ons ... a full 5 watts of Power
(or 10 watts with the optional AC -DC Power Booster! ) Check the se
specs and you'll agree it's a lot of Transceiver for on ly $199.95!
See one ... try one!

___--------- SPECIFICATIONS ---- ,

Frequency range: 143-149 MHz. Antenna Impedan ce : 50 Ohms Nominal
Power Req'mts: 12-14 VDC (or optional pow er booster)

Transmitter: Power Input: 5 watts (10 W. with pow. booste r) • Freq. Con
trol: 3 Cha n. crystal contro lled · Microphone: High Impedan ce
req'd. • Deviation: Adj'. narrow or wideband with cl ipper filter
also adj. for optimum c ipping level.

Receiver: Sensitivity: SINAD .5uv for I2db, luv provides 20 db quieting.
• Adjustable squelch • Modulation Acceptance: FM wideband
(narrow band available) • Type: Dual Conversion, FET front end
for minimum cross modulation and overload • IF Frequencies:
1O.7MHz and 455 KHz· Freq. Control : 3 chan. crystal controlled
• Audio Output: 3 watts (intr'nl 3.2 spkr.)

Power Booster: Provides high power operation from either 12-14VDC or
117 VAC. Makes an ideal fixed station accessory. ($39.95).

'--~\\II/~.:----------------
~ ~

~ ~- galaxy electronics
~~t'l/ll\~ " Pacesetter in Amateur/Commerciai Equipment Design "

10 South 34th Street· Dept. 7J·F F46· Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501
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Marathon Nets '
FCC Actions ...de W2NSD/l

Wayne Green

Gravity Waves

My thanks to old friend Neil W20LU for
sending in a clipping from the New York
Times announcing that Professor Weber of
the University of Maryland has detected
gravitation waves. The existence of gravita
tional radiation is predicted by Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity and Professor
Weber believes that he has experimentally
verified Einstein's prediction.

A century ago Maxwell predicted from
mathematical calculations that there were
other types of electro-magnetic radiation
than light rays. In 1888 Hertz confirmed
Maxwell's predictions and opened the radio
spectrum.

As I mentioned a few months ago, here is
a field that is wide open for the amateur.
There are no professionals in the field yet.
What, all of us want to know, is the velocity
of propagation of a gravity wave? Speed of
light? Instantaneous? If it is faster then it
would make a wonderful communication
medium for interstellar contacts ... and
might explain how those pesky UFO's are
able to get here from planetary systems so
far away that reputable scientists say that
they cannot exist just because there is no
possible way for them to come that distance.

If you have any info to pass along on
gravity generators or detectors, let's pass it
along through 73 .
Vietnam Solution?

The educated opinion seems to be that
President Nixon has been hoping that he
could use the same route for settling the war
that Eisenhower used for closing out the
Korean conflict. That meant working
through Moscow, who, because of the Chi
nese difficulties, were supposed to be
anxious to accomodate the U.S.

This approach doesn't seem to have
worked out in practice at all, a situation
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which leaves us still boiling in our own kettle
of soup. Unilateral disengagement means,
essentially, the slaughter of most of South
Vietnam, the historic consequence of losing
a war in Asia. This, in turn, can hardly help
the non-communist forces in Laos, Thailand,
Cambodia, Malaysia, Burma and India. Any
promises we have made in the past of help
will hardly be honored after the disaster in
Vietnam, and they know this.

Obviously, getting out of Vietnam unilat
erally is a very bad solution to our problems.
Should we then turn around and escalate
again? We have seen that the communists are
able to match every escalation. They have no
intention whatever of losing the war. They
have been at it for many years there and are
not about to drop it now.

This is a subject that can better be argued
in a book-length form than a brief editorial
comment such as this, however I would like
to make an abbreviated suggestion for a new
course of action that might possibly prove
more rewarding. I wrote about this a couple
years ago upon my return from Asia, but not
much came of it. The ideas still seem quite
valid ... perhaps even more valid than ever,
since more options have been tried in the
meanwhile without noticeable success.

Basically, I propose that the Pentagon
and the State Departments do not have a
corner on the U.S. brain market. Experience
has rather indicated negatively in this re
spect. Possibly then, we could do better than
depend upon them for our total effort in
Vietnam, directing the fighting and peace
talks, which about sums up our activities
there.

Just suppose that we decided to fight a
much more basic fight, using our biggest
weapon? The bomb? No, not at all. The
battle between communism and capitalism is
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or experimenter!
International EX Crystal & EX Kits

OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER

OX OSCILLATOR

Write for co mplete catalog.

SAX·' Transistor RF Amplifier $3.50
A smal l s ignal amplifie r to drive MXX-1 mixer.
Si ngle tuned input and l ink output.

La Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Spec ify when ordering)

PAX-1 Transistor RF Power Amplifier $3.75
A single tuned output ampl ifier designed to
follow the OX oscil lator. Outputs up to 200 mw
can be obta ined depend ing on the freq uency
and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modu
lated for low power co mmunicat ion . Frequency
range 3,000 to 30,000 KHz.

BAX-1 Broadband Amplifier $3.75
General purpose un it whi ch may be used as a
tuned or untuned ampli fie r in RF and audio
applicat ions 20 Hz to 150 MHz . Provides 6
to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or
Amateur.

SAX-,

Crystal controlled transisto r ty pe.
Lo Ki t 3,000 to 19,999 KHz $ 295
Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz
(Speci fy when ordering)

MXX·,

MXX·l Transistor RF Mixer $3.50
A sing le tuned ci rcu it intended for signal con
vers ion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmon ics
of the OX osc ill ator are used for injec tion in
the 60 to 170 MHz range.

La Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz

(Speci fy when ordering)

PAX-' BAX·'

CRYSTAL MFG. CO.• INC.
10 N O . LEE • OKLA , CI TY. OKLA. 731 0 2
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most fundamental. Why not use capitalism
as a weapon? This is one weapon that has
been almost irrestible so far and yet we have
made little effort to use it.

For a fraction of the $100 million a day
we are spending in Vietnam we could ship
production machinery from the U.S. to set
up factories around Vietnam. I envision a
change from the present agricultural system
to a half agricultural, half industrial system,
with factories spread out so that workers can
continue to farm part time. ] wonder if this
isn't a happier way of living than our
all-or-nothing arrangement?

Factories in undeveloped countries are
rather basic affairs and far less expensive
than those in our country. With a relatively
small investment we could spread factories
all over Vietnam, providing jobs part time in
hundreds of villages. Would the people make
the change? If the incentive is there, they
will. The incentive that I have seen change
one country after another into industrial
countries has been the availability of inex
pensive cars and television sets. People will
work incredibly hard for these pleasures.

Suppose we set up a few dozen factories
making prefab huts and basic furniture and
gave these products to the Vietnamese, along
with a small plot of land for a garden? Not
only would we be able to clean up the
miserable camps now housing thousands of
refugees, but we would also have something,
very interesting to offer defectors from the
North. Cars, TV, and other luxuries would
have to be earned.

The whole bill for a give-away program
like thai might come to $1000 per defector,
but that is a small fraction of what we are
paying right now to try and kill them as they
come down to fight. It is costing us some
500 times that much!

Once we convert Vietnam to a capitalistic
system, they will be forever broken away
from the old patterns and can soon take
their place among those Asian countries who
have made the change ... Singapore ...
Thailand ... Japan. There are plenty of
markets in Asia for products manufactured
in Vietnam since few of the neighboring
countries are developed.

Does that sound better than the alterna-
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tives of fight harder or quit?
Danger

As those of you who know me personally
know, ] love to eat and as a result I am
generally a bit on the heavy side. Every
couple of years or so ] go on a diet and take
off the accumulated layer. This summer,
egged on by the wonders of the Doctor's
Diet, a lovely invention wherein you cat
meat and drink water. . .and not much else, ]
decided to make the plunge. The book said
that I could also drink all of the diet soda I
wanted along with the diet, so I loaded up
on my favorite flavors of "tonic," as they
call it up here in New Hampshire, all sugar
free.

Fat free beef and fat free chicken left me
with plenty of hunger pangs, but the diet
soda filled up the empty spaces and I found
that I was drinking more and more each day,
getting up to some four bottles a day. No
harm done, so why not?

Along about the third day I began to find
it difficult to focus my eyes and I started
having periods of vertigo. This got progress
ively worse and by the seventh day I
couldn't even .see to type, much less read
manuscripts and proof-read articles. My eyes
just couldn't focus any more at all. I realized
that meat certainly wouldn't do this to me,
and since the only other thing I was eating
was diet soda, it obviously had to be that. I
stopped.

Within a couple of days the headaches
stopped, the vertigo stopped and my eye
sight began to improve. After a week I could
read medium-sized print again and type.

The secret was right there on each bottle,
if I had taken the time to read the fine print
while my eyes were still working. That stuff
is supposed to be only for people who have
been requested by a doctor to restrict their
intake of sugar . .. diabetics. In moderation
I suppose it would not cause noticeable
difficulty. Who would notice his eyes slowly
deteriorating over a period of weeks or
months and tie it in with diet soda? Even
occasional headaches and vertigo might not
be suspected. And who knows what other
damage these beverages may be doing? They
certainly must be able to have a profound
effect on the human body to be able to do
me in so quickly on such a small dose.
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t ions show you how, f ree t ec hnical consultation availa ble ...
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8 Home Study Cours e ll . .. Ba s ic
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a nd transistor t heory. Applicat ion
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e Photographic Aids . .. Derkroom
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Extra Income
When people explain to me that they are

too short of money to buy a subscription to
73 I look at them in wonder. Short of
money! That is truly remarkable in this day
when there are so many simple ways of
making money in spare time. The money is
there for those that are willing to go after it.

There are so many things to sell and so
many services to offer that there should be
something for everybody. If you live in an
area where you can make unlimited local
phone calls at no extra charge, you have a
goldmine. You can sell products or services
over the phone.

Take for instance selling magazine sub
scriptions. Most families buy at least one
magazine subscription and some buy as
many as a hundred a year. Why should all
these people buy their subscriptions directly
from the magazines when they could just as
well buy them through you and save money
for themselves?

How do you get started in something like
this? Well, first I would write letters to the
circulation managers of the larger circulation
magazines on some quickly made letterhead.
If letterhead costs too much, make your
own with a rubber stamp on blank paper.
You can be in business for about $2 as the
Amalgamated Subscription Agency. You can
find the magazine office addresses on the
magazine masthead at your local newsstand.

Once you have some of those juicy
subscription agent prices in hand you can
start calling people right out of the phone
book and quote them a price on buying a
new subscription or extending their current
subscription to Life, McCalls, Reader's
Digest, etc. Once you get them for a
customer you naturally keep track of their
subscriptions and give them a call when
renewal time comes along. Ask them for a
list of the magazines they read and write to
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the other publishers too. Before long you
will be an agent for hundreds of publishers.

You can find out about special interests
locally too. Just as you can get a list of
customers from a radio parts store which
will help you sell radio magazines, also you
can get names from a sporting goods store
for selling sporting magazines, from a camera
store to sell photography magazines, and
from the sports car garage to sell car
magazines. You can build up lists of dozens
of special interests for magazine sales.

Do I have any other money-making ideas?
Sure, plenty. You're interested in electron
ics so how about selling some electronic,
equipment? Have you ever thought about
selling closed circuit television installations
in your area? Many businesses and even
homes are excellent sales prospects for them.
Or how about selling one of those radar
alarm systems to the store owners locally?

There are thousands of things to sell. You
can sell direct from your home, over the
phone, or even act as a manufacturer's
representative to sell items to local retail
stores. The magazine Salesmen's Opportun
ity lists more products looking for salesmen
than you can imagine. The Macfadden .50
book on How To Make A Fast Buck will give
you hundreds of mote ideas. Most of the
companies that do public surveys are in need
of help from the hinterlands and the pay is
sometimes surprising.

One of the biggest skin diving stores in
the country sprang from a small bedroom in
the wilds of Brooklyn. The enterprising high
school student rubber stamped up some
letterhead and became a dealer for several
manufacturers. Low overhead meant bar
gains for the customers and before long his
parents were being crowded out of the
house. Stop in and say hello to Harvey fat
me the next time you visit Sheepshead Bay.

One of the biggest ham radio distributors
in the country started out not many years
ago in a little corner of his father's furniture
store. Does that give you any ideas?

Wealth?

A few months back there was a very snide
reference in one of the other ham magazines
to a little booklet I wrote a couple yeats or
so back on How To Make a $1,000,000. I've
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mentioned this briefly in my editorials be
fore, I realize, explaining that my interest in
the matter is more academic than real.

This academic interest does lead me to
read most of the books that come out on the
subject of making money or keeping it, once
you've made it. And that can be a problem
too. In addition to the book by Lloyd
Colvin W6KG on making a million in the
home construction business, I might also
recommend the pocket books on The Rich
and The Super Rich, and Atlas Shrugged.
The first of these was particularly interesting
to me because it backed up my own deduct
ion that college education not only does not
help you to make big money, it in fact is a
severe hindrance.

Fortunately for our school system very
few people seem to be even slightly interest
ed in going for the big money. By big money
] mean enough to permit you to retire and
live comfortably from the invested capital,
not millions of dollars.

Fortunes are not being made any more,
just inherited. However, thanks to inflation,
it is not at all difficult to gather together one
little bitty million. This is being done quite
freq uently by those either shrewd enough to
figure out the system or those lucky enough
to fall into it. I suppose I should add a third
group that ignore the system and get there
by stealing.

Even considering Parkinson's Second Law
(expenses will always rise to meet income),
$1 million dollars invested at a mere 5%
should last you rather well. You won't be a
big yacht customer or buy a Rolls, but at
$50,000 per year the wife shouldn't have to
buy cloth coats for winter.

Naturally I recognize that the preponder
ance of 73's readers are inescapably com
mitted to their present life and that any
discussion of a career is, for them, quite
academic. On the other hand, few of us are
not occasionally put in the position of being
able to influence a younger person, so
perhaps a bit of thinking about careers and
the future is not entirely out of line.

It is all too easy to try to pass along the
values that we have been taught. I accepted
without hesitation the idea that everyone
that could should go through college. It
never even occurred to me to question this. I
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think I have the matter in better perspective
now.

A college education, complete with
Master's degree, is worth every dollar and
day to the fellow who wants to work for a
large company for the rest of his life. The
pay is good and the life is American Stand
ard. Of course it means buying most of the
big things on time payments for many, many
years. The house will never be paid for, since
advancement in business means moving into
a bigger house every few years with attend
ant refinancing. Add car payments, boat
payments, vacation payments, etc..

That little postcard from Cleveland Insti
tute that we bind into 73 every now and
then got me to thinking. I detest those
darned things, but as a publisher I have to
recognize the economics of my business and
run them now and then. At any rate, I sent
in one to Cleveland and in a few days one of
their nice four color brochures arrived. The
cover letter asked me, "Where do you want
to be in life in one year ... in two years ...
in three years from now?

My own plans are formulated, but I
wonder how many of the younger amateurs
have done much thinking about their future?

There are, obviously, many fortunes to be
made in electronics. It is one of the fastest
growing fields in the world today. This
means opportunity. The big corporations
will get bigger, naturally, but thousands of
little companies will blossom out and make
small fortunes for their entrepreneurs. The
little booklet that I wrote on making a
million dollars explains a very simple
method of taking advantage of this growth,
starting out with nothing and getting over
the hump in a very few years.

One does not become a successful busi
nessman by starting his own business any
more than a concert pianist succeeds by
going on stage with no experience whatever.
Success requires a lot of hard work and luck.
And the harder you work the luckier you
get.

Something else has changed with the
generations too, I suspect. It may be my
own special background, but in my youth it
was not looked down on as a goal to work
for wealth. Now, when talking with teen-

continued on page 126
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A Super- Gain Ed Dusina, W4NVK
511 Orange Avenue West
Melbourne, Florida 32 901

Antenna or 40 Meters

F ig. 1 . Super -gain 40 m eter sk ywire.

inches plus or minus I inch and is fed in the
center with RG 58 U coax or some other 50
ohm coaxial cable. This folded dipole an
tenna is suspended tautly seven feet above
flat ground using three wooden poles or
some other suitable support. If metallic
poles are used, it is suggested that nylon
cord be used for approximately three or four
feet between the ends of the antenna and
the metal pole so as to reduce the effect of
capacitance on the ends of the antenna. On
the ground directly below this antenna are
laid three reflecting wires of a noncritical
length sixty-five to eighty feet long. One
wire is stretched along the ground directly
below the antenna element. One of the
remaining wires is laid along the ground
parallel to the antenna but approximately
six feet from the wire directly beneath the
antenna. The third reflecting wire is placed
on the other side of the antenna such that
when the reflecting screen is completed
there are three wires six feet apart, one
under the antenna and one on each side
forming a reflecting screen about eighty feet
long by twelve feet wide. These reflecting
wires are laid on top of the ground but they
may be in the ground if desired. A slightly
higher efficiency will result if they are
placed on top of the ground, and the
method used here over a lawn was to cut the
lawn very low and lay the wires on top of
the grass. When the grass grows back out, the
wires will stay under the turf and not be

7'0' %3'
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This article gives briefly the results of a
study to develop an antenna for the 40
meter band which would allow the hams to
compete somewhat better with the foreign
broadcast stations which practically take
over the band in the evening and nighttime.
In this respect the study was a partial success
in that an antenna was developed based on
the theory of super gain arrays, which rejects
QRM from low angles. After some experi
mental work, a super gain antenna! was
designed for the 40 meter band which is
extremely simple, uncritical and offers large
gain and QRM rejection factors.

The propagation studies and design work
for this antenna were done at Dusina Enter
prises in Melbourne, Florida.

Briefly, the antenna to be described has a
forward gain of approximately 9 DB based
~pon engineering design data developed in
the literature? and in addition to the for
ward gain has an average of 15 DB rejection
against low angle QRM. Therefore, two hams
both using this type of antenna array can
gain an advantage of about 14 DB' improve
ment in signal strength and about 15 DB less
QRM when communicating via high angle
paths over short skip distances for an overall
SIN improvement of about 29 DB. Short
skip distances on the 40 meter band mean
up to about 200 miles radial distance from
the transmitter in the daytime and up to
about 1,000 miles in the nighttime. These
distances are selected from actual perform
ance measurements on the array to be
described.

The antenna is of the super gain class and
consists of a single dipole antenna placed
very close to and above a reflecting screen
such as to limit the radiation to 90 degrees
plus or minus 35 degrees approximately. The
antenna is made in a very simple manner as
follows. A 300 ohm TV type twin lead
folded dipole is cut to the length 63 feet 2
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bothersome. The ends may be wrapped
around large nails and the nails driven into
the ground to assure that the reflectors do
not curl up on the ends. Any reflector wire
size larger than about No. 26 will be
adequate, and larger than No. 14 is being
wasteful.

As can be seem from the foregoing
description, this antenna is sufficiently
simple that every radio amateur can con
struct one. Although this antenna is in
tended to be used mostly for short-range
communications up to about 200 miles, due
to the nature of the 40 meter band, short
skip conditions prevail much of the time at
night and the antenna is then effective for
distances of 1,000 miles and sometimes
more with full gain.

An antenna constructed in accordance
with the directions given above yields the
following VSWR when fed with a 50 ohm
coaxial cable. The antenna measured was fed
by 100 feet RG-58 cable, used No. 26 wire'
reflectors and was tested at 2,000 W PEP:,

FREQ 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.25 7.3 7.4
VSWR 3.6 2.6 1.3 1.05 1.5 3.0

Propagation Effects

Tests conducted in Florida on the effec
tiveness of this antenna in improving com
munications capabilities on the 40 meter
band revealed significant improvement of an
amount unexpected before the tests were
made. These tests revealed the following
characteristics :

Daytime Use

Typical daytime results comparing the
super gain antenna to a two element col
linear array with 2 DB" gain and elevated
sixty feet above the ground (maximum
radiation at 35° elevation) gave the fol
lowing comparisons.

Stations from Alabama received at Mel
bourne, Florida, were typically 10 DB
stronger on the 60 foot antenna than they
were on the super gain array. This communi
cation was at a distance of about 500 miles,
which is long skip (about 35° arrival angle)
for daytime 40 meter conditions. At approx
imately the same time, stations in North
Carolina, a distance of about 700 miles, were
6 DB stronger on the high antenna than on
the super gain array, while stations in Ten
nessee, approximately 700 miles distance,

[F04..DED DIPOLE

1
1"0'

GROUNO----...., I. - .
I.__ •·_ _ J.

SUPER GAIN ARRA.,. END VIE....

Fig. 2 . Super gain array end view.

were 6 DB stronger on the high antenna than
on the super gain array. The rejection drop
to 6 DB from 700 mile distant stations was
due to the loss of gain in the collinear at the
25° arrival angle and not due to improved
pickup on the super gain array at the lower
angles. These data show that the super gain
array does in fact discriminate against signals
arriving at the lower elevation angles. Com
parison checks, made at the same time, on
stations transmitting from sites in Florida
revealed that signals originating within 80
miles of the super gain array were approxi
mately 15 DB stronger and stations within
200 miles were 10 to 12 DB stronger on the
super gain array than on the collinear array
at 60 feet altitude. In general, in the daytime
a very marked increase in received signal
level is apparent on any station within
approximately 200 miles of the super gain
array, and the most noticeable aspect is that
signals that are received on the super gain
array are much more free from QRM,
whereas on the other antenna noticeable
QRM, or even difficult copy, may be
present. This is a result of the combination
effect of the super gain antenna 9 DB gain
plus its 10 to 15 DB rejection capability for
low angle QRM. The 15 to 25 DB improve
ment in signal to QRM is very obvious.

Nighttime performance

In general, the super gain array gives
approximately 10 DB rejection against the
foreign broadcast stations much of the time
but some of the time, due to the nature of
the 40 meter band, these long distance
signals arrive over many, many hops and
come down within the vertical acceptance
angle of the super gain array. At these times,
there is little significant difference between
broadcast interference received on the high
collinear or the super gain array, but the
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super gain still boosts the transmitted signal
greatly. At other times, when short skip is
not predominating, there is a marked reduc
tion in QRM as well as increase in signal
strength by the use of the super gain array
for communications out to a distance of
approximately 1,000 miles at night. Under
these conditions, the strength for signals
originating within 1,000 miles is boosted
similar to that experienced over 200 mile
daytime paths.

Most persons who have worked with
array antennas on the high frequencies are
aware of the fact that it is difficult to get a
sizeable change in S-meter level between a
reference antenna and even moderate sized
array. However, . the results obtained with
the super gain array are striking in that the
80meter moves appreciably, usually at least
one and sometimes two S-units in actual
signal level, and if the QRM level will be
noticed in the quiet periods of the trans
mitting station, it will be found to drop
from 3 to 5 Sunits when using the super
gain array. If the QRM is of low angle origin,
our experience has been that this antenna
frequently changes a QSO from barely read
able to armchair quality.

Due to the extreme simplicity of this
antenna and to its significant improvement
in communications on this particular band,
plus its small size, I believe that if amateurs
erect such an antenna and test it for them
selves, they will be quick to see the value of
it and by this means more use can be
obtained from the 40 meter band. Partic
ularly, this antenna would be an ideal
antenna for local nets or statewide nets
operating in the 40 meter hand in the
daytime, since it not only greatly increases
the signal strength of the stations communi
cating, but significantly reduces the QRM
leaving the state and rejects any QRM
coming in from outside the state.

For those amateurs wishing to study
further on the subject of super gain antennas
and the types of gain that may be obtained,
perhaps the most understandable and
clearly-written dissertation is to be found in
"Electronic and Radio Engineering" by
Terman, fourth edition. Discussions on pages
903 through 908 cover the subject briefly
and references are given there no more
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theoretical work should one desire to dig
deeper.

Many amateurs have from time to time
used very low dipole antennas on the 40 and
80 meter bands and some have remarked
that these antennas do not perform as
poorly as they would expect based on the
low height. These results, however, have
been erratic because the effect achieved is
greatly dependent upon the conductivity of
the ground under the antenna, and no
compensation was made for the drastic
change in radiation resistance or the change
in effective length for such low antennas.
The directivity gain of the very low antenna,
which can be up to eight times in signal
power, is frequently attained, in part, in
these low installations over moderately con
ducting ground. However, the counteracting
loss in antenna efficiency suffered, unless a
reflecting screen is placed under the antenna
to control the enormous losses in the
ground, the variable reflection distance and
low radiation resistance make the overall
results highly variable from one installation
to another.

The use of the reflecting screen is very
important for three reasons. First, the an
tenna impedance will be 50 ohms only when
the elements are cut as described above with
reflecting elements installed. Without the
reflecting elements this impedance can vary
significantly. Secondly, the efficiency of
drop well below 50 percent in most installa
tions without this reflecting screen. This
means that the overall gain of the antenna
may be anywhere from zero gain, or perhaps
even a loss, to a full 9 DB gain, depending
upon the peculiarities of the soil under the
antenna. Thirdly, without the screen the
spacing between antenna and image is un
known and unstable, varying with ground
conditions. Due to the utter simplicity of
the reflecting screen, it is not worth the risk
to omit it. Also, the effective length of the
antenna varies with ground conductivity
without the screen, so design becomes a cut
and try affair.

lt is hoped that other amateurs will erect
similar antennas and run comparative tests
on 40 meters as well as 80 meters and ·160
meters. The 80 meter band performance of
the super gain array has not been explored
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yet so that the relative percentage of the
time during which short skip conditions
prevail, and therefore the magnitude of
improvement possible, is unknown to me at
this time, but will be published as soon as
my t ests are completed. However, those
wishing to try such an antenna on 80 meters
or 160 meters may scale the dimensions
given, which is centered on 7250 khz, to
obtain the design numbers. For those with
lots of room, a group of these units oper
ating broadside could generate a formidable
signal indeed, but more than about four
units would begin to restrict coverage
noticeably. . . . W4NVK

1Patent disclosure filed.
23. "Maximum Directivity of an Antenna,"
H. J. Riblet, Proc. IRE, 36 p 620, May, 1948.
b. T. T. Taylor, Proc. IRE, 26 p 1135, Septem

ber, 1948.
c. "Phy sical Limitations of Directive Systems,"

r. J. Cbu, J. ApI. Phys., 19 p 1163, Deeem
ber, 1948

d. " Direc tional Antennas," G. H. Brown, Proc.
IRE, 25 P 122, January, 1937.

3This figure is referenced to a dipole, all others
in this article are referenced to iso tropic.

4Reference to dipole.

Printed Circuit Soldering Aid

Fixing printed circuits is really quite
simple. Just clip out the defective com
ponent, leaving as much lead on the board as
possible, and solder the new component to
t he old leads. This method works, and is
recommended by many aut hori ties. It d oes
look like a butcher job though, doesn't it? A
much better way which doesn't take much
more time, considering t he time spent locat
ing the defective component, is to take it
out completely. Usually the holes, whether
printed through or eyelets, are plugged up
with the old solder. Let it cool off; then
quickly reheat and clean the holes with a
piece of piano wire or stainless ste el wire
about .050 inch diameter. Solder will not
slick to it, ye t it can be fo rmed and filed to
a sharp edge at one end to aid in cleaning
out the fringes of solder. A bit of masking
tape makes a convenient handle if wrapped
around t he center portion of the tool.

Roy A. McCarthy, K6EAW
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Is Here!
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Brush up - Tone up - Shape up
with AMECO Technical Books

and code practice recordl.
EASY TO UNDERSTAND BOOKS

# 16·01 Advanced class license guide 50
# 17·01 Extra class license guide .75
Radio amateur theory course. Latest edition
is ideal-Ior brushing up.
# 102·01 (over 300 pages) 3.95

THE FASTEST MID SIMPLEST WAY
TO INCREASE CODE SPEED .,.

AMECO CODE PRACTICE RECORDS
(33% RPM)

# 104·33 Contains material to increase
code speed from 13 wpm to 22 wpm 3.95
# 106·33 19 to 24 wpm supplement
to above 3.95

AND FOR THOSE OF YOU
WHO ARE A BIT RUSTY

# 103-33 Conta ins material for 8 to 18 wpm 3.95
# 105·33 supplement to above 3.95

AT LEADING
HAM DISTRIBUTORS

--AMECO- - -
DIVISION OF AEROTRON, INC.
P. O. BOX 6527 • RALEIGH N. C. 27608
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DX Corner

Dave Mann, K2AGZ
One Daniel Lane
Kinnelon, New Jersey 07405

A number of letters have come in from
WTW Certificate holders asking me to cor
rect errors .in the standings list published in
March. While there isn't a lot that we can do
about the list already published , every effort
will be made to see that future boo-boos are
kept to a minimum. Bear with me and I am
sure that it will alI be straightened out.

The cards that have been coming in show
that 20 meters is still the favorite DX band .
But there are signs of increased activity on
the other bands. In the last few weeks I've
been pleased to see that cards have been
submitted for awards on two and even three
bands . I realize that many of you are chasing
that elusive 300 mark on 20, but you should
do a bit of listening on others. The results
may prove gratifying. You will find that a
great many DX stations will be eager to
make schedules for the other bands as well,
for they are also interested in contacts on
more than one band.

We have gotten used to thinking of DX in
terms of 15-20 meters, principally. A com
mon complaint goes something like this, "I
listened for a couple of hours on 10 meters
the other night and the band was completely
dead . There's nothing doing there."

I'd like to suggest that you aim your
antenna over the pole, about 345 degrees
here in the East, and calI CQ DX Pacific a
few times. I don't want to make any rash
predictions, but don't be surprised if you get
answers from VR, JA, DU, XW8, VS6 and
the like. It seems that a lot of people are
listening at the same time without calling. So
nobody answers!

I'd also like to encourage you to spend
more time on 75-80 meters. There have been
some very good openings lately, and would
n't it be nice to hang a certificate on the wall
for this band? How about it? In line with
this I'd like to suggest that if you have not
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gotten your copy of the 73 DX Handbook,
you do so at your earliest convenience.
Concerning my mention of 80 meters, there
is a tremendous article in the Handbook on
just this subject by John Devoldere ON4UN.
It is complete in every detail. John realIy
went alI out on this one. I am confident that
anyone who reads and absorbs it will acquire
valuable information that will assist in gar
nering many DX contacts on this band.

So I hope you will order this very
important book soon. If you are interested
in DX, I can assure you that it is the
smartest three bucks you could spend, and
worth many times the price.

I've been thinking-there are quite a few
persons on the air who express anti-OX
sentiments which often go unchallenged.
There seems to be an idea going around that
DX fever is an indication that somehow a
ham is not a gentleman. It is a bit reminis
cent of the atti tude of some of my dry fly,
purist angler friends toward bait fisherme n.

This, of course, is arrant nonsense. My
only reason fo r bringing it up at alI is that
I'd like some of these DX haters to try it for
themselves, just once. Let them get into the
compe tition for a piece of rare DX, over
coming their prejudice for just that brief
recess, for just a taste of it. I'll warrant that
a majority of them will be forced to concede
that they've had the time of their lives.

It's hard to ad mit one basic t ru th . AlI
types of operat ion may flourish and flower
without adversely affecting the organic we ll
being of ham radio as a whole. There are
some who express fear fo r the hobby's
future unless everyone throws out his com
mercialIy built gear and builds his own . Silly,
isn't it? Traffic men despise ragchewers. CW
operators have contempt for phone men and
vice versa. QRP enthusiasts loathe high
powered boys. AM'ers call SSB'ers names,
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Figure B

All amplifiers for SSB operation are called linear
amplifiers. Frankly most of them are "so-called"
linear. One amplifier, the 2K-3, stands out as a
linear linear. You've heard the clean, sharp signals
on the air. They shout "LINEAR LINEAR".
As proof. study the oscilloscope displays published
in a national amateur publication which reviewed
the 2K in comparison with competitive amplifiers.
Note the 2K's classic straight slope bow-tie pattern
in figure A as compared with the non-linear curv
ature of the competitive amplifier in figure B.
Remember. ..the curvature of figure B means
"splatter" on the band. Remember... the straight
lines in figure A are the sharp, clean signals of the
2K-3.

Wouldn't you really rather own a LINEAR linear
than a "so-called" linear?

The 2K-3 (Console or desk model) $745.00

Henry Rad io now has representatives in different areas of the United States to simplify ordering for those living
near one. Or you can order direct and we will ship ... across the street or around the world. Call or write for
detailed specifications and terms.
New York area : Cleveland area: Chicago area :
John Richardt, W2WIY AI Gross, W8PAL Bill Reynolds, K9ZXD

EASY FINANCING· 10 % DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF

PAID IN 90 DAYS· GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS· Nearly all make, & models
Our reconditioned equipment carr ies a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back
within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment . Write for bulletin.

Attention: Military and commercial users. "*
The new 3K amplifier is now available for contin- "*
uous duty high power RTTY and extra power SSB
operation. $895.00 F. O. B. Los Angeles, Calif. "*

CA. n DIRECT . . . USE AtEA. CODE

11240 W Olympic. Los Angeles, Calif. , 90064
93 1 N. Euclid , Anaheim , Calif. , 92801
Butler , Missouri, 64730

213 4776 701
714 772 ·9200
816 679 31 27

" W orfel's L.uges! Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"
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and low band ops wouldn't spit on VHF'ers.
And so it goes. The fact is, we all need each
other, for the very life blood of ham radio is
its broad diversification. We need all types of
operations on all our frequencies.

Since DX occupies the hearts and minds
of a large segment of our ham population, I
believe it's wrong for non-enthusiasts to
express violent opprobrium on the air, as
though they were talking about lepers.

Many of our critics became sour on DX
because they were not successful at it. They
probably discovered that it was not as easy
as they thought. Successful DX'ing is one of
the most demanding facets of the game,
calling for skill and patience, coupled with
experience and maturity. It is not unusual to
chase a specific country for years, and even
then, there is no guarantee of getting it. I
have been after a few of them for a long
time, and I scrutinize the bands for them
almost every time I sit down to operate. This
is the only way I know; there is no royal
road to success.

Many stations not engaged in DX chasing
are operated in a fashion that would make
the average D'X'er cringe. They use mediocre
antenna systems which simply could not cut
the mustard. Their procedures would not
begin to serve in DX'ing, for they still do not
comprehend the importance of listening,
listening, and listening some more. They are
far too busy saying their "By Golly" and
"Fine Business" for that.

But this is only one man's opinion. Don't
take my word for it. If you want to get a
taste of real excitement, put your signal and
skill on the line, and get into one of the
pile-ups sometime. You may become frus
trated, that's for sure. But you will also find
yourself developing a healthy respect for the
skill and ability of the successful ones.

We all recall the story of the completely
outfitted fisherman, with all the fancy
tackle, encountering the kid with the buggy
whip, dime store hook and can of worms.
The urchin has no fancy flies, no two
hundred buck rod, no waders, no nothing.
But he has a stringer full of fish, and the
fancy dude with the high class equipment
hasn't a single trout. All the kid has is plain
old talent, that's all! There's a lesson there
for the would-be DX'ers.
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Well, that's all I intend to say on the
subject. If you are against DX'dom, and you
have a feeling of superiority over the fools
who participate in it, why, you go right
ahead and do your rag-chewing or whatever.
lt will be your loss, I know .

* * * * *
I worked an odd one the other evening on

14 mhz CWo There was a huge pile-up on the
low end calling LG5 LG. He claimed to be
operating from the Independent Territory of
Morokulien, on the Norwegian-Swedish fron
tier. He gave his QSL address as LA4 YF, and
asked for three IRC's. Well, though I have a
very suspicious nature, I have a standard
procedure for cases that seem phoney. I
work 'em first and ask questions afterward .
So, I got the contact , hurdling the first
obstacle.

I must admit to curiosity, so I began to
investigate Morokulien. I consulted four of
the best atlases ever printed, and there
wasn't a trace of the place in any of them.
By this time I was pretty certain it had been
a counterfeit call, used by some joker, trying
to have some fun and excitement for him
self.

Later that night, however, I hooked up
with a Swedish ham who told me that there
really is such a place , and that LG5 LG is a
legitimate operation. He further informed
me that the IRe's are redeemed, and the
funds are turned over to a crippled children's
hospital and therapy center. Needless to say,
I sent my QSL out the next morning.

Both the SM and I agreed that it would
be extremely unlikely that this LG5 would
count for a new country, but today, when
national boundaries and political status is in
a constant state of flux, you can never tell.
Incidentally, he also said that opera tions
from Morokulien are very, very rare, so there
is not likely to be another operation there in
a long while. So, if you hear him, don't turn
up your nose. Get the contact, just in case.
What have you got to lose?

Gus has been making all sorts of stops in
the Indian Ocean area, but so far there's
been nothing that would add to anybody's
totals, either for WTW or DXCC. It's
pleasant to work Gus anyway, of course, but
it would sure be nice to hear him from some
rare one, Sikkim, Bhutan, Tibet or maybe
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BY land. Speaking of rare ones, I'm pre
paring a questionaire for publication in the
near future, which will aid in determining
the priority ratings of wanted countries. We
will then be in a position to assist DXpedi
tioners to plan their itineraries. It's not that
we spurn a country simply because we
already have it in our logs, but all of us are
itching to get a shot at some of the more
elusive ones, I'm sure. Is there anyone who
wouldn't jump at the chance to work a ZA,
YI, FOB Clipperton, etc.? The questionaire
will appear in a few months, and when you
get your 73, don't forget to fill the thing out
and send it in, so we can tabulate some
meaningful country priorities.

The I N2A that showed up on 20 Meters a
short time ago has to be a phoney. The
prefix is not assigned by lTV, and the Marco
Island he purported to operate from is not
listed in any of the four major atlases which
I consulted. I cannot find any island in the
area of coastal Peru which might be the one,
for all those shown have well established
names. Oddly enough, the signals peaked at
approximately the right beam heading. My
best guess is that someone was operating
someplace in Ecuador. Peru or Chile.

I heard another lulu the other morning,
claiming to be in Basra, Iraq. He was using
G3NOF/YI and called himself Mike . The
only catch is, G3NOF is Don McLean, a very
good friend of mine in Yeovill, who's more
interested in jazz recordings than in traveling
for an oil company, which this joker claimed
to be doing.

I simply can't understand the type of
mentality which goes to the trouble of
engineering a DX hoax. It's a lot of hard
work; almost drudgery. And ... fo r what? I
think that most of these guys must suffer
from vacant apartments in the upper storys.

Here's something that's bothered me for a
long time. You hook up with a German,
Czech or Russian. He speaks the English
language with an accent, that's for sure. But,
have you ever noticed, as I have, that his
grammar is perfect in most instances. Syn
tax, number, gender and case are used
properly. He never says who when he means
whom. He doesn't mix up imply and infer.
He doesn't split infinitives either. Yet, Amer
ican amateurs, born and reared in this
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country, sometimes speak the most horren
dously poor English to be heard anywhere.
It is downright humiliating to hear some of
the lingo that passes for English. As my
friend W2NDK, Arthur Harris, says, HHe
don't speak so very many, but he doing the
best what he are!"

I heard a couple of lads on 20 the other
night who were having a time for themselves.
They kept reducing power to see how long
the copy would hold up. The fellow in
Australia was audible here in New Jersey
when he was reporting a dc input of 500
rniliwatts. I lost the Ohio station at about 75
walls, but the VK continued to read him. It
was most interesting. I understood why the
VK came through so well when he described
his antenna. He was using a wire quad;
eleven elements on a 150 foot boom. I can't
even visualize an antenna like that. Brother,
that's what you call an aerial and a half!

During the course of the last year or so I
have been QSL manager for Danny Willis,
CT2AS. It is really surprising to see so many
hams who are still unaware of the impor
tance of getling the date correct, and making
sure that the contact is logged in G.M.T.
There simply isn't enough time in which to
go hunting through hundreds of log entries
in order to find one. It's the proverbial
needle in the haystack. Please, everybody,
get into the habit of using Zulu time.

We have finally gotten the new countries
lists for WTW from the printer, and they are
ready to be sent out to anyone who requests
them. Remember, you will need one for
each of the bands you intend to submit for,
but they need not be sent in with your
cards. You may transcribe the list on ordin
ary paper, typewritten, if possible, showing
the contact and date. So long as this list is
legible it will suffice.

Here are the currently claimed WTW
scores. Some of you have been inquiring
about countries lists. They are in preparation
and should be available, soon. All who have
requests in for them will receive them as
soon as they come off the press.

It looks like we are close to our first
WTW-300 certificate. I'd feel a lot better if
there were some hot competition for this
award. Many of you have evidently been
lying "doggo" recently, for I have not been
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151
100
100
105 (new certificate)

getting too many revised claimed scores
lately. How about pumping up those scores?
Frankly, WTW is hurting from a drought of
activity. There does not appear to be suf
ficient interest in the award at present, and
the reasons for this may be many and varied.
Not the least, I'm sure, is the removal of
some of the frequencies formerly enjoyed by
all of us. Rather than probe into those
reasons, though, let's just say that we hope
the inactivity is merely temporary, and that
we can look forward to better conditions
ahead . I'm pretty sure that if a rare one were
to show up there would be a revival of
interest. All we need is a Clipperton opera
tion; Tokelaus, Chagos, Agalega, Kuria
Muria, or the like, and watch those grounded
grid amplifiers start heating up. The Malpelo
action recently showed that there's still lots
of life among the DX hounds.

The Coast Guard has now revised its
former opposition to operations on Navassa.
They will now permit ham operations there
during the two times a year that a Coast
Guard vessel in in the vicinity. This is
excellent news, for there are many who have
expressed a strong desire to go there. So I
think that we can all look forward to
another shot at this goodie in the near
future.

wrw HONOR ROLL (claimed scores)
7 mhz-CW:
W4BYB
W3WJD
W8ZCK
VE3BLU

14 mhz-CW:
WB6NWW 113
K4CEB 102
W8EVZ 102
W4CRW 101
WA2DIG 100
K81KB 100
WB6SHL 100
W9HFB 100
W50DJ 100
WB2TKO 100
WA9KQS 100
WIETV 100
K5BXG 100
K4ASU 100
WA6GLD 100
W2UGM 100

14 mhz-Phone:
W6YMV 150
K2QOU 125
WB2NSG 122
K4GXO 120

16

KISHN III
WISEB 110
W4TRG 106
WA40PW 105
S¥0WL 105
W0SFU 104
W3SEJ 103
CN8FC 103
VE3ELA 102
VE6AKV 102
K4VKW 102
W60HU 101
W8WAH 101
WMOAI 101

21 mhz-CW:
W40PM 200
W0DAK 107
WA9NSR 103
WB2UDF 100
VE6TP 100
WA6GLD 100
W0RRS 100
WA90TH 100

21 mhz-Phone:
W40PM 220
WA5LOB 162
W6MEM 161
WA2FQG 155
WAIEUV 138
WA5DAJ 130
W9NNC 125
WB2RLK 110
W8WRP 106
W4SYL 106
W2PV 104
WIEED 103
K5HYB 101
W2VBJ 101
K4VKW 101
WB20BO 101
K9PPX 100
W6YMV 100
WA4WTG 100
WA00AI 100
WA8VFK 100

28 mhz-Phone:
WA5WB 150
W6MEM 129
WA5DAJ 117
WB2RLK 115
W2PV 106
W2VBJ 104
WA7BPS 102
W4GJO 100
W5YPX 100

We are in need for check points in the
1st, 4th and the 10th districts. Also any
clubs on the continent of Europe, South
America and Africa wanting to take on this
job, please get in touch with me through the
magazine or direct, if you would like to
help.

Here is a list of all current check points.
We still need three more to fill out the roster
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special CHARTER

SUSSeR PTIONS
RADIO TODAY is for the Novice Amateur

Radio is o ne of the greatest hobbies there
is today. There is fun in CB . . . fun in SWL
.. . in RC ... and even more fun in amateur

radio . .. being able to talk around the
wop d. Radio Today will help you enter the
world of amateur radio through a Novice li
ce nse . RADIO TODAY is written for the
average person, not the technician o r the e.n
gineer.

It isn't necessary to use highly technical
language to explain how to buy, hook up
and use commercially available equipment.

Join in the fun of radio by subscribing to
Radio Today.

The regular subscript io n rale will be $5
for one year with monthly publication to
start late this year. Charter subscribers may
subscribe for only 54 for the first year. Give
RADIO TODAY a try. Send in your CHAR·
TER Subscription today.

All Charter Subscribers will receive a
Special CHARTER SUBSCRIBER CARD
which will ' be extremely valuable later on.
Don't miss this opportunity. Don't miss that
first big (and rare) first issue.

RADIO TODAY is for the CB'er
Tests o f the newest equipment, reviewed

by fellow CB'ers, gadgets, accessories, an ten
nas, test equipment, everyt hing you want to
know about. How things work how 10
hook them up how to use them their
limitat ion s th e i r advantages all
straigh t from the shoulder with no punches
pulled, If it ha s any thing to do with CB and
is for sale in finished, kit o r surplus form,
you will read ab out it in detail in Radio To
day .
RADIO TODAY is for SWL's

Tests o n every possible piece of radio
equipment of interest to the SWL. Listening
on VLF, medium waves, broad cast band ,
short waves, police, fire, forestry. weather
bureaus, satellites, space ships, microwaves,
amateurs, aircraft, doct ors, taxis, telephone
services . .. or tuning in radio Teletype
weather, news, stock market , foreign lan
guages . .. or facsimile weather maps and
even the Tiros sa tellite d irect! If it is equip
ment used for listening . .. an accessory or
gadget , you will read about il in Radio To
day.

RADIO TODAY is for the Radio Controller
Read about every availab le piece of eq

uipment , accessory, test equipment , etc., o f
•

interest to the RC'er. We will cover con t rol
of model planes, cars, boats ... and even re
mote control of radio stations.

Regularly

One Year .... ,$5
Three Years . .$10

SPECIAL

$4
$8
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5th District Garland Amateur Radio Club
2905 Sheridan Drive
Garland, TX 75040

Canada (all) Edmonton DX Club
VE6GX, 12907 136th Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Oceania New Zealand Assn. of Radio Transmitters

\.s you can see, we are badly in need of
.dditions to this list in Europe, Africa,
iouth America and Asia. We could also do
vith one in Australia. Interested groups and

Jock White ZL2GX
152 Lytton Road
Gisborne, New Zealand

South America Venezuela Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 2285, Attention YV5CHO
Caracas, Venezuela

clubs please contact me via 73 magazine or
direct.

I take parlicular pleasure in announcing a
welcome addition to our award. The Com
mittee has agreed that we should establish
two new categories. Here is the rundown.

MWTW, Mobile Worked the World, is
awarded to mobile stations exclusively. The
one band-one mode rule is bypassed for this
category. All bands-ali modes will count
toward the certificate. The only stipulation
is that any contact must be made with a
mobile antenna. We will not honor any QSO
known to have been made where a mobile
rig was piped into a fixed station aerial, as is
sometimes done on vacation trips.

WTWM, Worked the World Mobile, is
awarded to fixed stations for contacts with
mobiles, including maritime and aeronaut
ical. In this category we will retain the one
band-one mode rule. All other WTW rules
will continue to apply, with respect to date
of contact, etc.

After some thought, ' it has been decided
that cards which may already have been
submitted and counted toward an existing
certificate, may be applied to the new
MWTW award. If you decide to go for this
certificate, you may re-submit any of them
which might be eligible for inclusion. But,
please make sure to note that they are
re-submissions so that we have a record in
your file.

We don't have the new certificates
printed for these awards as yet, but you may
submit the cards now. We will process them
now and notify you at once, sending the
certificates as soon as we get them. Please
send your entries to me, direct, as the check
points have not yet been notified of the new
awards. Good luck to all participants.

We will not issue new certificates for
credits above 200. Instead, we have designed
an endorsement sticker, which is to be
affixed to the original award. Any applicant
for WTW-IOO or WTW-200 will receive the
certificate, and when he applies for 300 he
will be awarded the endorsement.

This will save us a great deal of trouble
and expense, and it will save you the cost of
an additional display frame. Also, it will
enable us to send you back your QSL cards
plus the sticker in one mailing rather than

•

None (send cards here)

None (send cards here)

None (send cards here)

10th District

4th District

lst District

2nd District Peninsula Amateur Radio Club
Foot of 25th St., Veterans Park
Bayonne, NJ 07002

3rd District Western Pennsylvania DX Society
John F. Wojtkiewicz W3GJY
t400 Chaplin St.
Conway, PA 15027

6th District Orange County DX Club
James N. Chavarria
3311 Stearns Drive
Orange, CA 92666

7th District Western Washington DX Club
William H. Bennett W7PHO
18549 Normandy Terrace S.W.
Seattle, WA 98166

8th District Straits Area Amateur Radio Club
William Moss WA8AXF
307 Grove Street
Petoskey, MI 49770

9th District Montgomery County Amateur Radio
Club

Scott Millick K9PPX
Litchfield, IL 62056

and I wish some clubs and groups would
volunteer to complete our list. Meanwhile if
your area is not covered, send cards directly
here, at: I Daniel Lane, Kinnelon, NJ
07405, along with $1.00 to cover handling
and cost of certificate, etc. If you wish your
cards to be returned via registered mail, etc.,
be sure to enclose enough money to cover
same, otherwise they will be returned at the
cheapest rate; hardly the safest method.
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SAVE ' Special Pre-Pubtlcatlon Price!
• ORDER NOW FO R SPECI AL SAVI NGS

No. 65168, New 18th Ed . RADIO HANDBOOK.
Spec ia l pr ice unt il Dec. 31, 1969, only $ 11.95

(Afte r Jan. l , 1970. rUlilar price will be $13.50)

Order from your e lect ron ic parts di s tributor
or bookstore, or send cou pon below:

BIGGEST SELLING BOOK FOR THE
AMATEUR AND ENGINEER

Completely revised and updated by William I.
Orr. \VGSAI. Th is is the com prehensive com
munications ma n ual which is t he indust ry
s tanda rd for radio a mateu rs. electronic engt
neers and technicians. Ex plains in authorita
tive detail how to design. build. a nd operate a ll
types of radio commu nications equipment.

18TH EDITION
of the famous E & ENEW

LATEST HOW-TO-BUILD DATA
T he new 18t h Edition of t he famous Editors &
Engineers R ADIO HANDBOOK presents complete
design da ta on the latest transmitters , receivers.
transceivers, amplifiers. a nd test equipment . Covers
SSB des ign and eq uipmen t . RT'TY circui ts. and
lates t sem iconductor circui t s, as well as I C . Also in
cludes coverage of r -f a mplifiers. special circuit s . and
comp uters. All equi pmen t d escribed is of modern
d es ign. free of TVI prob lems.

COMPLETELY UPDATED-INVALUABLE
Provides a complete understand ing of t he theory
and const ruction of a ll modem ci rcuit ry. semicon
d uctors, antenna s , power sup plies; full da ta on work
shop practice, test eq uipmen t , rad io math a nd cal
culations. I ncludes aspects of t he ind ust r ia l a n d
military elect ron ics fields of special interest to t he
engineer a nd advanced a mateur. T he 18th Edition
of t he R A D IO HANDBOOK provides the broadest
coverage in t he fi eld - com plete information on b uild
ing and operat ing a comprehensive variety of h igh
performance eq ui pmen t . All data is clearly indexed .
Over 800 pages; 6 ~ x 9 }C ; hardbound .

r-Howard W. Sams & CO., Inc'-l
I Howard W. Sams & ce., Inc., Dept. 7 3 -10I 4300 W. 6 2 n d St .• Ind ianapoli s . Ina . 46268 I

o Sen d methe n ew 18th Ed it io n RAD IO HANDBOOK II at the specia l p re -publication pr ice of $11.9 5.
I $ enclose d . 0 Check 0 Money Orde r. I
I I
I Na m e I
I Addres; I
I C;t y St a t e Z; p JIL _

Try This One
Try this one on your friends and see how

many will take the bait without giving it a
second thought. The problem is: Your moni
tor scope has gone sour . The trace is very
faint with the intensity control at ma ximum.
You have checked the schematic and de
cided to measure the divider. According to
the manual this point should be at -560 vdc
in respect to the chassis. If you want to
impose the least possible load on the circuit ,

do you use the 1000 volt range on your
20,000 ohm per volt YOM or on your
VTVM , with its 11 meg input?

If you said the VTVM go directly to jail,
do not pass go , do not collect $200. The cor
rect answer is the YOM. The YOM on the
1000 volt rangex 20,OOOQ =20 megohms, or
nearly double the input resistance of the
VTVM and for this reason would load the
circuit only Ih as much.

. . . . Bill Turner WAIlABI

two . It will also do away wit h the problem
of mailing tubes, which, I swear to you , is
the biggest pain-in-the-posterior I have ever
encountered . You cannot buy less than a
gross of the bloody things, and when you do
get them you have to find adequate space to
put them. And , they collect more dust than
you could imagine, but worse than that ,
they seem t o be a natural habitat for
honey-mooning field mice , wasps , spiders,
carpenter ants and other unattractive var
mits of varying descriptions.

There may be a few recently issued
certifica tes whose holders are not listed t his
time. They will be included in the next
publication of the list.

Next time we hope to have a report fro m
Gus. Also may have some interesting dis
closures from a well known former DXpedi
tioner who will t ell all about some o f his
past corner cutting. This promises to open
up a whole can of beans, and is guaranteed
to turn a few faces red .

Next issue will include upda ted claimed
scores, new cert ificates issued and order of
standings. Don't forget about the new
MWTW and WTWM . I'd like to see lots of
applications in the mailbox. That's it for
now. See you next month.

... K2AGZ
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Chuck Hines K6QKL
8615 Idlewood Drive SW
Tacoma, WA 98498

FET Chirper

The Chirper is an automatically keyed,
crystal controlled, signal source which may
be used to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio
of a receiving converter. Homebrew or com
mercial, converters are a common thing
around an amateur station. And, most of the
VHF Tribe have read thru a jungle of
esoterica dealing with low noise front ends,
the velvet beauty of FEY's on Two, noise
generators and eternal truth, and how to
copy 20 db below the noise by the selective
use of liquid helium. With a kind of re
lentless evolution converters have been
gelling better and better, noise figures be
come lower, and the prices of suitable front
end devices are dropping by the hour. But
when it comes to aligning these converters
the scene is one of wretchedness. A black art
at best, the job is taken up with an enduring
combination of blunt instrument and myth.
The latter have a certain charm. Are you
convinced your converter is in top notch
condition because you can "hear noise"
when you attach the antenna - or better
yet, when you place a 50 ohm resistor across
the input? Try putting a complete short
across that same input. Shorts aren't much
good as noise sources. You'll find the short
gives about the same change in noise level as
the 50 ohm termination. What has changed
is the impedance the front end "sees". The
same is partially true of the noise from the
antenna. Neither is indicative of the
performance of the converter. Peaking the
system up for maximum on either a weak
signal or on noise gets you nowhere. The
diode noise generator which every VHF
book of substance describes is a good and
useful tool when used properly. The assump
tion is that everyone already knows full well
how to use it and does so. Few in fact do .

I'm sure you've read of it before in many
places, but a little redundancy is in order.
The noise with which you are concerned is
the noise generated internally by the first
tube, transistor, or other active device the
signal encounters upon its arrival at your
converter. By fiddling with the external

20

•

reactances, adjusting the vol tage and current
and otherwise manipulating the things
soldered to the device, one may minimize
the internally generated noise. At the same
time the reason the front end exists is to
amplify the signal. One usually desires as
much amplification possib le, short of smoke
and oscillation. Minimum noise and maxi
mum amplification is the game. Though the
two are not quite mutually exclusive a
certain amount of compromise takes place.
Thus, the signal to noise ratio. When aligning
a converter's first stage every adjustment
effects both signal and noise. Given a con
stant signal source coupled into the con
verter thru an appropriate impedance, the
job is finished when the front end has been
adjusted for the greatest difference between
signal and noise of which it is capable.

The Chirper is designed to help you do all
this by letting you see what effect each
adjustment has on both signal and noise. The
TIS34 oscillates at a frequency controlled by
the crystal. With the constants shown, that
can be anywhere between 8.2 and 36 MHz.
The variable capacitor must be adjusted for
resonance. It isn't particularily critical but
its selling peaks the rf output at either t he
fundamental or some harmonic. For 6
meters an 8.35 MHz crystal is used. A 9.0
MHz rock will pin the meter when the
Chirper is connected into a 2 meter con
verter. The Amidon 1 toroid is wound with
No. 30 enameled, 40 turns for the primary
and 5 turns for the secondary. After it is

1. 12033 Otsego St .. N . Hollywood. CA 91607
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• Wide·range fast attack /slow de
cay AGC.

• Receive Vernier with separate
on /off control.

• Suggested amateur net price,
$995.

NRC)'s compact new happening puts you on the air with complete SSB, CW, and
AM coverage of the 80 through 10 meter bands. There's a lot in it for you,
including built-in AC power supply and monitor speaker. Check these features,
and you'll see this is the rig to stay with!

• 1000 Watts PEP on SSB, 1000
Watts CW, 500 Watts FSK, 500
Watts AM.

• All -solid-state except for driver
and PA.

• Built-in RF speech clipper.

For compl ete (and impressive) specifications and details, write:

U## NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC.
NRCI 37 Washington St., Melrose. Mass. 02176

© 1969, National Rad io Company, Inc.
Internat ional Marketing through:

Ad Auriema, Inc., 85 Broad St., New York. N.Y. 10004
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Fig . 2 . T est set -up for conve rter alignm ent .

For converter alignment, the test set-up is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The Chirper is fed to the
converter thru an attenuator for two
reasons. First, the power output of the
Chirper is too high on six and tw o. You
don't want to align with a forty over nine
signal. Something around S-5 to S-7 is
desired. Second, the attenuator maintains a
50 ohm termination for the co nverter. A
converter cannot be aligned with a floating
input impedance. Fixed and variable attenu
ators of excellent quality are available thru
surplus and homebrew data is available . See
73, January 67, p. 40 for one that will do
the job. Turn the receiver ave off. The
read-out options are diverse. The best is
probably a scope connected to the if. A
vtvm can be used , connected to the audio
output. And, the Ssmeter can be used with
the ave on f ast. This will vary with the

current from the 9 volt battery is around 5
rnA.

Construction is non-critical and pretty
much a matter of taste. Mine is built on a
piece of vector-board and mounted in a
Suzurando? box, model M-IN. It measures
3~ X 2 X 4" and there is st ill room inside
for additions. It sells for 33 0 yen, about 92c.
A slide switch is used to turn the power on
and off. Paint one well of the slide switch
with red paint - Testor's Pia, a model plastic
paint, is good - and the switch will indicate
its position. Red for On and black for Off.
It saves batteries. Check your work and the
polarity of the large capacitor. Re-check the
connections to all the semi-conductors. With
four different kinds of devices things can
become confused. Set the pot to the middle
of its range. Insert a crystal in the socket.
Co nnect the Chirper to your converter, tum
the switch on and adjust the variable capaci
tor for the highest reading on your S-meter.
The oscillator will turn on and off. Varying
the pot will ex tend or diminish the amount
of time the oscillator is o n. Whatever you
do, don 't connect the chirper to an ex ternal
antenna. The harmonic co ntent is high and
even at this power level is sufficient to cause
severe interference to television receivers
within a two block radius

2. Suzura ndo, 1-104 11 Sotokanda Cb tyodaku, Tokyo

Fig. 1. Schematic of the FET chirper.
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wound, spread the turns to fill the toroid
and paint it with Q dope. The diode and 5
pF coupling capacitor are connected with
the shortest possible leads, the diode being
grounded at the rf connector. The harmonic
output is excellent and quite useable at 1200
Mhz.

The oscillator is turned on and off by a
multivibrator combination of unijunction
and NPN transistor adapted from the G. E.
Transistor Manual. The rate at which the
rnultivibrator cycles is determined by the
large value capacitor, in this case 33 mF. The
polarity of the capacitor is critical. Observe
it. To increase the cycling rate, decrease the
capacitance; and, to decrease the rate, put in
a larger value. Mine cycles a litt le under once
per second. A value somewhere between 30
and 40 mF should suit your needs. You are
better off scrounging some odd value from a
defunct cornpu ter board because of the
tolerance problem. If it says 33.2 mF, its
probably pretty close to that value. Other
wise you're dealing with tolerances of plus
100% and minus 50% or something equally
grotesque. The SOK pot determines the
portion of the cycle during which the
oscillator is On and is mislabeled rate on the
Chirper shown. The HEP-31O is generally
available and inexpensive. Other uniiunc
tions were not tried. On the other hand
almost any NPN of reasonable quality will
work in place of the 2N718 . A number of
2N388 and 2N3478's were tried and be
haved well. It 's a good place to use those
transistors you've replaced with FET's. Use
something with a Beta of 50 or better for
best results. The 5100 ohm resistor in series
with the pot is for current limiting. It's
deletion will increase battery drain with no
increase in Chirper performance. Normal

•
•
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Model 407
$34.95

ppd .

• Depencfable operation
• Rugged Elmac 3-1 OOOZ
• Instant Transmit . ALe
• Fast Band Switching
• Easy Load and Tune
• Real Signal Impact

BTl LK·2000 .. . Fo'
maximum legal amateur
input ••• 558, CW, RTTY.
Pd,. . ... 579500

BTl LK-2000HD ...
For heavy duty applica
t ions such as MARS, high .
power RTTY and 55B.
P,I,e . . .. 58 9 5 00

THE BEST

6 METER
CONVERTER

,

Dept. H, 196-23 Jama ica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11 423
VANGUARD LABS

50·52 MHz in. 28·30 MHz out
or 52·54 MHz with a second crystal
A f u ll descriptio n of t hilJ fantas t ic conve rte r
wou ld fill t hi~ page, bu t you can t ake ou r word
f or it (01' those of h undreds of s a tisfied user s)
t hat it's t he best. The reaso n is sim ple-we use
t hree RCA dual aete MOSFETs, one bipolar, and
3 diodes in t he best circuit ever. Still n ot con 
vtnced t T hen send tor our free catalog a n d g et
the full description , plus p hotos a nd even t he
sc hemat ic.
Can't wa it? Then sen d us a p os tal money order
for $3-1.95 and we'll rush t he 407 out to you .
NOT E : The Mode l 407 is also available in a ny
freque ncy com bi natio n u p to 450 MHz (som e a t
h iw:her p t'iCelil as listed in OUI" catalog . Ne w York
City and State reetdents add local sales t ax.

an AMAT£UR DIVISION

Hafstram Technical Products
4616 Santa Fe , San Diego, Ca. 92109
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. . . K6QKL

receiver and it's particular t ime constants.
What needs to be avoided is ave pumping
that interferes with your readings.

Turn the Chirper on, adjust the attenua
tor for a convenient signal level. When the
oscillator is on, you're reading signal. When
the oscillator is off, you' re reading noise (on
the scope, vtvrn, S-meter, etc.). As you make
adjustments on your converter, observe the
effect on both signal and noise. Adjust for
the greatest difference between the two.
Turn the Chirper off and re-check the
converter neutralization. If necessary. re
neutralize the converter and go t hru the
whole thing again. Talking about it makes it
seem somewhat complex . It really isn't and
the whole business won't take long once
you've done it. It will become quickly
apparent that highest signal level and lowest
noise level do not coincide. You can vary the
bias, voltage, etc., and observe the effects of
each on the signal-to-noise relationship. You
can, in short, optimize your converter's
performance.

A number of things can be done with t he
Chirper. There is room in the box to build
another oscillator section connected to the
transistor collector, operating in parallel and
simultaneous with the first oscillator. By
appropriate choice of crystal and attenua
tion, both signals can be introduced into the
converter in order to adjust the mixer for
minimum cross modulation.

Or, instead of using an oscillator at all,
you can use the switching section of t he
Chirper to key a noise genera tor on and off.
This has a certain attraction where an
integrating network is used prior to a vtvm.
In this case noise is used as a signal.

In spite of it 's name, the Chirper is
remarkably stable. Chirp becomes apparent
from two meters or so , but is no problem.
Build one and take the myths out of your
converter.
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The Inside W. Edmund Hood W2FEZ
223 Pullman Ave.
Rochester NY 14615

In 0 on

Alexander Graham

Fig. 1. Diagram of a run-of-the-mill Bell tele
phone.

opens disconnecting the earphone, and S2
closes. As the dial returns, S3 opens and
closes pulsing the line. You can follow the
circuit from the red lead through S2, which
remains closed until the dial reaches its rest
position, then through the pulser, S3,
through S5 (closed because the receiver is
up) and out via the green lead . A dc voltage
is present on the line, and the closing of S3
shorts it out, producing pulses which are
sensed by the stepping relays at the central
office.

After you have finished dialing, S I and
S3 are closed, and S2 is open. The dc voltage
now reaches the mike from the green lead,
through S5 and S3, through the mike, then
into the autotransformer, L, where it is
stepped up and sent out over the line. The
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As long as there have been radio
amateurs, hams have been interested in the
telephone system and sought ways to
integrate it into ham communications. The
worth of this idea needs no explaining. With
their great tradition of public service and
emergency work, ham operators have time
and again proven their skill and efficiency in
time of need. Nonetheless, in order to be a
truly effective service, ham radio should be
ready. whenever necessary. to utilize any
and all media for communications. In spite
of the fact that the two services grew up
together, comparatively little data of any
value is available for our use. Therefore the
ham is often inclined to experiment on his
own. This clandestine activity can have
tragic results in the form of angry telephone
officials, and, in some cases, can produce
real damage to the telephone system, to say
nothing of the expensive ham equipment.

In all fairness to the telephone people, it
should be pointed out that a service so
widespread as theirs can become night
marishly complex. Take the telephone found
in the average home. It's a lot more intricate
than the cheap field phones they used to sell
in the Radio Shack.

The diagram is the result of the dissection
of a surplus telephone, rather than any
revelation by Mr. Bell. With the receiver
hung up, S4 and S5 are held open. A strong
ac signal can pass through C2 and ring the
bell, but the rest of the instrument is
disconnected . When you pick up the phone,
S4 and S5 close. As you start to dial, S I
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Fig. 2. Touch-tone switching matri x.

closes a relay in the central exchange which
connects you into an available line to dial,
and isolates your phone from incoming calls.
As you dial, the pulser, 53 . produces a series
of brief shorts, so far as your telephone is
concerned . At the exchange, however. these
"shorts" are seen as a series of current
pulses. These pulses go into a device similar
to a stepping relay , which counts the pulses
and connects your phone to a set of contacts
determined by the first digit you dialed.
Each set of contacts is connected to a
second stepping relay. The relay on the set
of contacts corresponding to your first digit
is pulsed when you dial the second digit.
This connects you to a third stepping relay,
and so on until you have dialed the full
number. The final position of the last relay
is connected to the telephone you are
calling. The presence of your signal trying to
reach this number closes another relay which
sets the ringing mechanism into motion.

The ringing mechanism sends a 48 volt ac
pulse into the line you are calling. This pulse
passes through the blocking capacitor and
rings the bell. When that line is picked up, its
current censor closes making the final
connection. The ring pulse, by the way, is
one of two possible signals, depending on
the service you have. Both are based on a
5-second cycle. A "long" ring is on for one
third of the time and off two thirds. Some
phones ring in a sequence of two short rings,
each one sixth of the time with one. sixth
interval between them, and then pause for
one half of the time.

The touch-tone system, now available in
some localities, sends a combination of two
audio tones down the line which trip a
frequency sensitive relay. From there the
sequence is similar to the dial system except
that frequency sensitive relays are used

capacitor, C I blocks de from the auto
transformer.

The de voltage on the line is in the order
of 48 volts when it leaves the exchange, but
can be considerably reduced by the time it
reaches the subscriber. Sufficient tolerance is
built into the system to allow a wide
variation. The signal which rings the bell is a
20 hz . The voltage of the ac is 48 volts, but
since it is superimposed on the de, it can
sum up to a total of 96 v. The dial tone
varies from exchange to exchange . Anything
that will make a sound will do.

A line from the exchange to the sub
scriber is called a loop. The overall im
pedance can range from 900 ohms to about
1.5 k., although they like to shoot for a
happy medium of 1.2 k. Since the sub
scriber's telephone is midway around the
loop, it looks into an impedance of around
600 ohms, and this value is the standard
value used by radio stations in a remote
broadcast loop. The frequency bandpass for
conversational subscribers is 300 to 3khz.
This has proven most effective for trans
mission of speech with the highest intelligi
bility. Broadcast loops come in several
classes. One has a passband essentially the
same as a standard telephone loop. This class
is used most often for sports and newscasts.
The class of loop used for disc jocky type
programs, where some transmission of music
is required, passes up to 8 khz ., and finally,
FM stations occasionally use the most ex
pensive class with a full audio passband.
(With very few exceptions, AM broadcast
stations have an"audio bandwidth limiting at
6 khz.) .

Audio levels for the telephone system are
centered around a reference (0 db) of I
milliwatt across a 600 ohm load . Broadcast
loops generally hold their audio levels at 0 to
+6 db. Home subscribers have no engineer to
watch a level meter, and so it is difficult to
pin down the audio level. Bell system
engineers have no way of knowing whether
the user will be a love-sick bobby-soxer or an
eight-year-old telling grandpa about the fish
he just caught. These represent two extremes
for audio level. For design purposes, they try
to consider the average of all voltage levels
over a three-second period at -12 db. Using
this figure as a design center, they are ~t

least able to minimize crosstalk between
lines.

When the receiver is lifted, and switches
S4 and S5 close, a de path IS closed for the
48 volts on the line. The resultant current
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instead of the stepping relays. The combina
tions 3fe given in the matrix shown here.
The tones for any given digit are determined
by the intersection of the tone-lines at which
the button is located. For example, the digit,
4, would send out a combination of 770 hz,
and 1209 hz. The two figures in the bottom
row, 11 and • are only available on certain
military and industrial phones. The 941 hz
signal only appears in a standard phone
when the zero bullon is pressed. The fourth
vertical row (1633 hz) is not used at present,
except in certain data-transmission systems.
For the most part, it is reserved for further
expansion.

The descriptions given so far are a very
simplified version of what goes on when you
make a phone call. Multiply this by a
theoretical ten million possible number
combinations and you can get a slight idea
of the nightmarish complexity of the
system. One small goof by some character
who doesn't quite know what he is doing,
reflecting back through the central ex
change, can upset the whole applecart. The
telephone system, being an emergency
service, is therefore protected by federal and
state laws against any tampering that might
disrupt the service or invade anybody's
privacy. As one telephone engineer explained
to me, "It's not that we're trying to
monopolize the equipment, but unless we
know what is hung on that line, we can't do
our job. Also, you're paying for the service,
not the lines. If you put on an extension
phone of your own, you're taking service
that you're not paying for. "

Over the years, Amateur Radio has
proven its worth time and again in emer
gencies. When disaster strikes, it is good that
all services can work together and combine
all available facilities for the public good.
Now the telephone company cannot and
does not object to the infinitesimal amount
of competition offered by hams challing
long distance over the air. But when we use
their own facilities to phone-patch a pleasure
call in competition with them, you've got to
admit that's gelling a bit dirty. While the
telephone company won't go broke from the
loss of an occasional service charge, the
reputation of Amateur Radio is far too
valuable to allow it to be cheapened by so
small a thing as that. What I have told about
the telephone system so far, as well as what I
am about to tell, is not by any means being
revealed so that my brother hams can
outsmart Mr. Bell, but rather, if the need
should ever arise, that they might have-the
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know-how necessary to make use of every
available facility for the good of their
fellow-men . In such a case as that, even the
strictest of the telephone people would very
probably go along with you. And so I clear
my conscience with the reminder that you
receive with this knowledge a responsibility
to use it only to the greater credit of the
fraternity. One clown can ruin things for all
of us.

When it comes to coupling into a tele
phone line with equipment of other than
Bell System design, we should look first at
the broadcast stations. They do this sort of
thing on a far larger scale than any other
telephone company customer. In the broad
cast industry the most common method is
transformer coupling. Broadcast loops are
generally treated as if they were 600 ohm
balanced lines. Therefore, any 600 ohm
transformer winding should offer a decent
match. It is worth noting that the telephone
people sometimes clear their lines with a
high-power surge at around 500 volts de. A
blocking capacitor of sufficient capacity
with a good high voltage rating can save you
a lot of grief. Remember also that the 600
ohm winding only looks like 600 ohms if the
other winding is properly matched. If the
transformer has, for instance, a 10K
primary and a 600 ohm secondary, it must
have a 10 K load across the primary. Also,
some means should be provided to insure
that the audio level does not exceed about 0
db, even if it means buying a meter. For
those who want to stay on the good side of
Mr. Bell, the telephone company makes
available in many places a coupling trans
former together with a telephone filled to
automatically remove it from the line when
the receiver is down. After a $5 installation
charge, it only adds SOc a month to your
bill.

If you intend to record off the phone,
remember that the law requires that a
"beep" be sounded on the line, or that the
other party know right from the start that a
record is being made. .

There are a number of low-priced
induction pickups on the market which
work by detecting the magnetic field of the
autotransformer or of the earphone. These
not only work, but they will also reed a
signal into the line if the level is high
enough. However, unless the other party is
aware of it from the beginning, it may prove
to be a violation of the federal wiretap
laws. .

The diagram shows all the necessary
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place. Taking another case, suppose you
were using the same transformer as before,
but feeding it from a 10 K source. R2 would
still match the transformer, R3 would match
the source (10K), R I would. have to be
about 10 times the larger of the other two
(in the case, 200 K). If the apparatus had an
impedance equal to the primary impedance
of the transformer, you could then leave out
all three resistors and there would be no
attenuation. The meter, MI is a standard VU
or decibel meter to ensure that the lever
going out onto the line were the same as that
coming in (no more than 0 db). The
capacitor serves to block against any high
power de surge, and is picked so that the Xc
is about 1/ I0 that of the line. I have given
enough information for the ham who is
reasonably proficient in the art to quickly
calculate the proper values to meet his
needs. In the interests of Amateur Radio,
and also in the interests of the reader, if you
cannot figure out the proper values with the
information given here, I'd say don't mess
with the line. Unless you really know your
stuff, it's better for you to buy a pickup coil
or pay the extra few bucks to the phone
company for one of their couplers.. W2FEZ
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SERIES 78 The series 78 coaxial switche s are manually operated with true coaxial switching members (not waler
switches). They are offered in 2, 3. 4 & 6 position (illustrated) types, plus a transfer or crossover and DPDI. The
useful frequency range is 0-1 Ghz except 500 Mhz using UHF connectors. The unused positions are open circuited
or non-shorting. Also available with other type connectors such as N, BNe. TNC or C.
SERIES 60 The series 60 are remote operated, of rugged construction and designed for low-level to 1 KW use.
The unit illustrated is equipped with a special high isolation connector ("G" type) at the normally closed or re
ceive position. This "G" connector increases the isolation to greater than -100db at frequencies up to 500 Mhz,
although it reduces the power rating through this connector to 20 watts. This is also available with other type con
neetors such as BNC, N, TNC" C or solder terminals.
SERIES 71 High power 6 position switches commonly used for switching antennas, transmitters or receivers
at frequencies up to 500 Mhz. The unit is weatherproof and can be mast mounted. The illustrated unit has the
unused input shorted to ground. It is also available with a wide range of connectors, different coil voltages and
non-shorting contacts or resistor terminations. Each of the six inputs has its own actuating coil for alternate or
simultaneous switching.

ce
FIg. 3 . Isolat ing c irc u it for co up li ng to
phone li ne.

elements for coupling into or out of a
telephone line. The three resistors may be
entirely unnecessary if the primary winding
of the transformer matches exactly the
circuit feeding it. Using realistic values,
however, it's perfectly possible to have a 20
K transformer and a 1 meg recorder or
modulator input. If such were the case, R2
would have to equal the transformer im
pedance, (in this instance, 20K) R I in series
with R2 should equal the apparatus im
pedance (I meg.) The values are different
enough that R I could be I meg, and the
series combination of RI and R2 would not
make that much difference. With this
arrangement, R3 could be left out. This
could take audio off the line quite effective
ly, but it would have a 50: I attenuation if
you tried to feed voltage in. Much better to
properly select your transformer in the first

LETDOW-KEY HELP SOLVE YOUR ANTENNA
SWITCHING PROBLEMS . . .
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Leaky

I've been lambasting the editorialist ofQST for
quite a while, on the basis of his ill-conceived piece
last February con cerning freedom of speech. After
a couple of recent experiences, I have revised
slightly my stated views on this matter. and would
like to outline my current ideas on the subject.

You will recall that I opposed the notion that
freedom of expression should be censored in any
way. I said then that mature and intelligent people
are capable of discussing anything under the sun
without becoming emotional or insulting. I still
feel this to be valid. Unfortunately, I did not take
into account the fact that there are some who are
not all that intelligent. I neglected to remember
that there are people who will go out of their way,
and seek deliberately to hurt, out of intolerance,
bigotry, envy, or some fancied grievance.

T here are many malcontents in this world , and
we have our fair share of them in Amateur Radio.
There are bullies, misfits, paranoids, and a whole
range of peculiar types who are not prepared to
maintain that degree of dispassionate detachment
which would permi t discussion minus any violent
verbal abuse. The very existence of this group cas ts
some skepticism into my mind now, about the
wisdom of my words; I have misgivings.

It isn't proper, after all, to steer clear of foul
language, if I'm going to turn right around and
backbite some o ther ham. I may never utter a
sacrilege, yet I may get away with slander, libel or I
may bear false witness. Though I may avoid highly
charged questions and political con troversy , I may
indulge in hypocri sy of the vilest kind .

There seems to be some idea that if a guy waves
Old Glory and says he believes in the sanct ity of
motherhood and the home, he is then perfec tly
free to go on the air and express all kinds of
poison, withou t fear of retribution. He can say
any thing, (so long as he doesn't cuss.) about
another race, creed or color. He has only to avoid
foul language, treason and sed ition, heresy or
irreve rence, and he is within bounds.

I don't mean to suggest that we should no t
express dislike or disapproval. But, if you feel that
someone is an unmitigated scoundrel or a plain
louse, don't tell some third party about it on the
air. It sounds horrible . Put it in a letter to him. or
call him on the phone, and tell him. Or better yet ,
try to ignore the whole thing, and save yourself an
ulcer . We'll all be better off.• •Apropos this question of contempt fo r o thers, I
wonde r if you 've seen some "letters to the editor"
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Dave Mann, K2AGZ
One Daniel Lane
Kinnelon , New Jersey 07405

Lines

from some of the younger hams. I'm getting a bit
fed up with characters who automatically classify
everyone over thirty an old foge y. T hey tend to
put their age alongside their signature , as if to
proclaim. "Look what a brigh t and precocious
child I am . ..

They say we aren't keeping up with electronics,
and call us a flock of d oddering morons. What a

•
crock of sophomoric sassafras! There are all sorts
of persuasions in ham radio. But I warrant that the
very firs t th ing that attrac ted almost all of them,
like almost all of us, was the ability to communi
cate ; that's the name of the game . T heory, design,
research. construction and o ther technical facets
almost invariab ly are a later developmen t.

Why does a teen-age kid presume to tell his
elders that they have no right to indulge their own
particular desires and aspira tions? Are only the
young entitled to "do their own thing?" How do
some people arrive at the startling conclusion that
anyone who does not share their standards is
somehow unworthy? Where is the justification for
this canard?

This hobby is all things to all hams, and if some
of these child prodigies don't like it, perhaps they
should forsake ham radio and cultivate astro-phy
sics, brain surgery or some other field wherein they
may breathe the highly rari fied air of genius.

I resen t any implication that everybody who
has achieved adulthood is a doddering, senile cre tin
who once passed a test, and has been stagnating
and vegetating ever since. Perhaps we have lost
some of our bounce, to be sure ; that's life. But
there is one thing we like to think; we try to get
along. We try not to be rude and discourteous to
others, most of us. And, with few exceptions, we
do not treat our ham colleagues with contempt and
disdain.

l 'd love to be around to hear what some of
these "young Turks" will say, some fifteen or
twenty years hen ce, when some college punk, still
wet behind the ears, calls them dead w ood , and
says they ought to "shape up or ship out. "

• •
First "beisbol." Then motion pictures and TV.

Then the motorcar and airp lane . T hen moveable
type , penicillin, radio and the carbure tor. Oh yes,
pity poor Robert Fulton and John . Fitch; The
Russians also invented the steamb oat ; or d idn 't
you know that? What will they claim nex t? T his
reminds me of the old Gershwin song which went
something like , but not precisely like this:
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They all laughed at Ivan Tomashevski
When he said the world was round ,
They all laughed when Popovich recorded sound,
They all laughed at Vronski and Polonski
When they said that man could fly,
They told Kazullski wireless was the-bull-ski
That's the same old cry..... etc.

I'd like to say a few kind words about SWL·s.
Not so much extravagant praise, but merely some
recognition for the impulse behind the cards we
sometimes get via the bureaus. I've noticed that in
addition to the information they convey. some
times surprisingly comprehansive with respect to
condi tions, propaga tion, and so forth, these people
often display marked ability to copy code. Some
how it makes all the little carping complaints of
the anti-Cw proponents seem a bit unworthy. The
hams who propose dispensing with the code as a
requisite for a license should devote some thought
to this. The SWL wants to accumulate QSL cards
from hams. He therefore se ts about learning how
to copy CWo There is no requirement tha t he do
this. The achievement is its own reward . He has a
goal, and th is prov ides him wi th the necessary
incentive. How then, can hams ind ulge themselves
and abandon themselves to inertia and indolence,
bemoaning their misfortune at having to meet code

-standards, at the same time knowing that non-hams
are beating them at their own game?

I hope the time will never come when CW is
done away with . Not only is it an efficient mode of
communica tion, bu t a time-hallowed and tradit
ional part of our historical development. Many a
golden chapter in the shining chronicle of Amateur
Radi o would never have been written but for this,
our first and most venerable method of transmit
ting radio signals.

• •
Remember how Charlie Corre ll used to answer

the phone? "Hello. Dis is de Fresh Air Taxicab
Company. Andrew H. Brown, president, speakin'...
Then came the sultry voice of the temptress,
Madame Queen. " Hello, Andy." And y' s tone of
voice would change completely . " Heeeee-llloooo,"
he would d rool.

I'm always reminded of this Amos 'n Andy bit,
whenever I hear the following phenomenon.

A flock of guys are on the air, yapping about
this and that; everything in general, and nothing in
particular. Lots of kidding; references to graying
hair or baldness, false teeth, and bulging waistlines.
There's talk about grandchildren, mobile homes in
Florida, and moaning over lit tle aches and pains ,
bursitis and lumbago. In short , from all indica tions
these gen ts are certainly well within th e category
of middle age, and perhaps just a teensy-weensy bit
older.

All of a sudden a female voice is heard, 'way off
in the distance. just about a smidgeon above the
noi se level. Immedia tely these elderly parties are
galvanized in to a strange and wonderfu l meta
morphosis. In one fell swoop they not only
develop supe r-acute hearing, but they seem to shed
the accumulated years as a snake molts his skin .
They revert to virile rooster-hood in an instant. and
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they become a gaggle of contending tomcats,
serenading and caterwauling to some feline para
mour from the backyard fence . They fall all over
themselves -in a spiri ted competition for the lady's
attention. From the sound of the response to this
tomatoe, you would think she was Raquel Welch ,
Brigitte Bardot and Sophia Loren, all rolled in to
one.

Next time you hear a YL breaker. pay particu
lar attention to the atavism of all the old gaffers.
and see if you don't get a great kick out of it. It's
more fun than monkey gland extract, or a hor
mone injectio n. and who knows? It might just be
the answer to the growing prob lem of geriatrics.
There 's nothing like a little old fas hioned S - X to
stimulate some life in the old bones, righ t?

• •
FAMILIAR SOUNDS DEPARTMENT

"Hello, CQ, CQ, CQ, from K2AGZ. Kilo two
Alpha Golf Zulu calling CQ and standing by."

"K2AGZ. K2 Z. Thisis K Baker,
wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.•..·QRZ. Q RZ. QRZ. The
stat ion calling K2AGZ, please try again. QRM took
you out. This is K2AGZ standing by for you."

"K2 AG this is KR 7 Whhheeeeeeeeee.
Hello test. one two three four. ....four three two
one. Whhhhheeeeeeee squawk, splatter, squeak,
crunch , bang. clang. crash, @t $%!&*0 testing,
testing, heeeeelllllllllloooooooooo test."

"KR7 question mark. KR7 question mark, this
is Kilo two America Germany Zanzibar. I'm not
quite getting your call, old man. There's heavy
QRM. would you try it one more time please?
Over."

'. H e e e e e e e 1111111111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , t e st.
BBBBbbbbbZZZzzz. RRR RrrrrRRRRRrrrrr. Burp,
wah-wah-wah. twee t tweet twee t tweet. Whistle.
tweedle-dee-dee . Hallllooooo, test. is anybody
using this frequency?"

" Nobody is using it. Go ahead, old man. You're
a real nice fellow. K2AGZ clear and QRT." * * *

• •
In kee ping with my genera lly iconoclastic

a tti tudes. I 'd like to give the "back 0 ' me hand" to
all these self-appointed watchdogs who seem to
have proliferated recently on the bands. These
screwballs, of course, did not just appear out of
nowhere . They were spawned, in my view. by a
recent editorial in a certain magazine which saw fit
to open a whole can of beans about self-policing

·ourselves.
Now. there's nothing new about this. Indeed .

we have been discu ssing it fo r yea rs. In fac t, it is
the number one subject of the speech made by the
Director of any given sect ion. at the annual roast
beef dinner of the Radio Club. But this time it was
a bit different. For the very first time. someone
came out in print. favoring the vitiation of one of
our basic Constitutional privileges, Freedom of
Speech . But Freedom of Speech is like pregnancy
or death. There's no such thing as a little bit of it.
You either have it or yo u haven't!

A typewri ter is like a gun. It will shoot
anything you point it at. The man behind it must
exercise good judgment at all times. In this
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particular case the man behind the typewriter ,
obsessed with his own brilliance and wit, having to
come up with a column abou t something or other,
allowed himself to make an error of judgment. He
exhumed this moldy fig from his mildewing trunk
of ideas, never reckoning that it might raise a
stench. And he underes t imated the common sense
of the readers hip!

For years and years hardly anyone ever took
issue with the pronunciamentos which came down
from New Mount Sinai, Connecticut 06111. Sacred
cows, like other ruminants, become so absorbed in
the chewing of their cuds that they develop total
obliviousness to their surroundings; a sort of
self-mesmerism. But in today's world things are
different. Th ere are no longer any sacred cows. Or,
if there are, they simply are not venerated any
more. Poor old Hiroh ito celebrated his birthday
the other day , and it rated three lines on page 27
of the Paterson Evening News. 'When Mr. H. H.
Humphrey crossed the street in St . raul , a cab
driver honked his horn and snarled at him, and two
elde rly Republican ladies made a rude gesture. Sic
transit gloria mundi!

T he Editor never considered that this piece
would provoke a deluge of protest. Who woulda
thunk it? Wonder of wonders? from the Sanctum
Sanctorum an encyclical had been pronounced, yet
it was not accepted unquestioningly as dogma. This
was decidedly not th e react ion he had anticipated .

So......in the next issue but one, along with
some of the letters of objection, the Editor wrote
some minor retractions and statements of clarifi ca
tion, which sounded, for all the world ,. like
backtracking. He had to, for clearly, the natives
were restless. To the everlasting credit of amateur
radio, people who rarely expressed any opinions at
all, wrote articulate, intelligent , and even brilliant
denunciations o f this a ttempt to stifle free speech
on the bands.

Of cou rse, there were some who agreed with
the editorial. I have heard a few of them, anony
mously playing "vigilante" on the air, taking issue
with those with whom they disagree. Mostly they
concern themselves with an occasional hell or
damn. One of these persons is a confinned addic t
to the use of " By Golly" and "J iminy Cricket" .

Consulting my Partridge's Dictionary of Slang, I
came up with the following. By Gosh, By Golly
and By Gum are explet ive subs titutes for the Name
of the Deity. Strange to say, the mild expressions,
Goodness Gracious and Doggone It are similarly
der ived . Since one of the Ten Commandments
expressly forbids taking the Name of the Lord in
vain , somebody devised this method of cussing
without actually being profane. Semantically
speaking, however, the changed word s do not
change the subs tance or contex t; it's still swearing.

Jimi ny Cricket, Ju mpin' Catfish, Gee Whiz,
Criminy and Cripes, are all derived from the Name
of the Saviour, and their use is every bit as
objectionable as would be the use of His Name, as
innocently as they sound!

Shucks, Pshaw, Shoot and othe rs beginning
with the consonantal diphthong "sh" are all meant
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to take the place of that nasty pejorative which
refers to a certain biological function, the less said
about which, the better. In this group is included
the non sequitur, horsefeathers.

FUdge and Phooey I leave to your imagination;
this is a family type publication!

I hesitate to speculate upon the derivation of
things like I'U be hornswoggled, or I'll be jiggered.
But drat it, darn it, what the heck, and son of a
gun are perfectly obvious to anyone with half an
ear for sounds. I did not investigate either, into
nifty, to get one's wind up, or the often used
bodacious.

If you are interested in just how hairy this
question of linguistics can get, just try using the
terms, slowpoke or bugger, while talking to a
Britisher. You're likely to get your head handed to
you.

Well, what I've been driving at is this. I would
far rather hear someone sayan occasional hell or
damn than some of those overdone cliches which
are accepted as innocent. There is no valid reason
for a Cripes man to look down his nose at a Hell's
Fire man. If the latter were to say Brimstone and
Ashes, or Perdition . it would not even get a raised
eyebrow in polite society. Yet, the meaning is
exactly the same.

Let's face it; language belongs to those who use
it, not to those who would like to regulate and
limit it. And if you really want to get down to
cases, it's not really the words these people are
gunning for. They are trying to shoot down the
ideas that are expressed by words. And ultimately
to take away your right and mine to express them.

• • •
Would someone please explain .
. Why the hardest thing in the world to get is an

honest audio report.
Why the next hardest thing to get is a rotator

that doesn't quit during the worst blizzard of the
winter.

Where to find a ham who is satisfied with your
S-Meter.

Why the guy with the most atrocious banana
boat swing is the most zealous opponent of
electronic keyers, on the grounds that they rob
fists of individuality.

Why your XYL insists upon using the vacuum
when the signals are marginal.

Why certain hams send CQ at a swifter rate
than their ability to copy, and when you match
their sending speed exactly, they request you to
QRS.

Why some ignoramus breaks, uninvited , into
your discussion without identifying, and demands,
"Why don't youse guys stop talkin' about all that
political crap? Dontcha know that controversial
stuff is outa bounds? What are ya anyway, a bunch
0 ' commies?"

Why the lid who star ts calling CQ on your
frequency always says to the gu y he hooks up
with, "We're getting QRM'd. Boy, I dunno what's
happening nowad ays on the ham bands. There's
just no courtesy any more." But d on't get me
wrong .I love Amateur Radio! K2AGZ
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In the actual unit many cells seeing
different parts of the visible spectrum were
tested.

Since the idea is simple, I will say no
more.

V I emits light and is controlled by the
AVe.

Photo cell PR is in series with the Q
multiplier set in its minimum bandwidth
condition and therefore continually adjusts
to the signal tuned. II is quite effective for
weak signals, giving a better signal/noise
ratio. II is operated by a simple switch.

The patent for this device was granted Jan
uary 4,1966, number 3,227,961.r- -- -- -------- ...,
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Autobandwidth
The accompanying diagram is an auto

matic bandwidth control circuit for the if
strip ot ham receivers. II will give a mini
mum bandwidth of 1800 hz, with a signal
input at the antenna of I uv and the
maximum if response for signals greater than
1000 uv. Since the choice of photo cell PR
governs the actual extremes I shall not quote
any figures.
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George Wilson WIOLP
318 Fisher Street
Walpole, MA 02081

Scope Calibrator

convenient number of divisions when
measured by the reticle in front of the tube
face. Typically, a ten-volt square wave may
by applied and the gain adjusted such that
the square wave is ten divisions high on the
reticle. Each division on the reticle is then
equivalent to I volt. Similarly, if a one volt
square wave were applied and the gain set
for ten divisions, each division would re-
present 0.1 volts.

•
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Circuit Description
The calibrator circuit (see circuit dia

gram) consists of an isolation transformer, a
rectifier, a Zener diode clipping circuit, a
step attenuator, and a selector switch. The
isolation transformer minimizes the electric
shock hazard. Note that an electrostatic
shield between the primary and secondary is
suggested to minimize the coupling of 60
hertz hum into the oscilloscope's input
circuit. The rectifier reduces the sinusoidal
voltage across the transformer's secondary to
a "half sinewave," i. e., to a half-wave
rectified waveform. The clipping circuit
further reduces the waveform to a form very
close to a squarewave with peak-to-peak
amplitude of 10 volts. The step attenuator
provides outputs of 1.0 and 0.1 volts; these,
and the basic 10 volt square wave, may be
selected by the switch.

--

•

Introduction

Instrumentation for the amateur who
does his own design, construction and repair
work has improved remarkably over the past
twenty years! It is hard to imagine how we
tuned antenna systems without VSWR
meters and forward/reverse power meters.
Most of us were lucky if we had a simple
volt-ohm-milliameter. Those of us who knew
what an oscilloscope was considered it far
out for application to OUf amateur problems.
Today we have a wide range of instruments
available, varying in sophistication from the
spectrum analyzer C"Panadaptors" and
similar instruments) to gadgets like the
calibrator to be described in this article.

Functional Description

Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of
using an inexpensive oscilloscope is its lack
of voltage calibration. This frustration can
be easily eliminated by the addition of an
external calibrator which allows the signal
under test and the calibrating signal to be
switched without disconnecting and recon
necting the oscilloscope leads. The calibrator
produces square waves of known voltage
amplitudes. With one of these square waves
applied to the oscilloscope's input terminals,
the gain of the oscilloscope is adjusted until
the signal height on the tube face is a
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Physical Description

The calibrator is built in a
2-1/4 x 2-1/4 x 4 inch minibox. The layout
of parts is simple and not critical and,
therefore, no drawings have been included in
this article. Care should be taken to shield
and separate the test signal leads from the 60
hertz calibration signal circuits.

A pair of banana plugs are mounted on
3/4 inch centers at one end of the minibox.
These plug directly into the oscilloscope's
input terminals. A pair of terminals similar

to the oscilloscope's input terminals are
mounted on the other end of the minibox
and are used to connect the test signal.

The switch has four positions: test signal,
ten volts, one volt and 0.1 volts. This choice
of calibration voltages will allow full-scale
calibration of the oscilloscope in the range
from 0.1 volts to 100 volts.

Conclusion

The convenience afforded by this cali
brator makes it well worth its cost and the
time necessary to build it. Its accuracy is
governed by the accuracy of the Zener
diode. The diode specified in the parts list
will give 5% accuracy which is similar to the
accuracy provided by common panel meters.
Additional accuracy is probably limited by
the oscilloscope's deflection linearity and
the width of the oscilloscope's trace.

This device will greatly simplify work on
both transistor and tube circuits. It makes an
oscilloscope double as a vacuum tube volt
meter at minimum cost with the con
venience of not having to connect a separate
instrument to make voltage measurements.

. . . WIOLP
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Vidiots That Have Knoum. Me
Robert Manning Kl YSD
Box 66
West Rye, NH 03891

"Hey, you, you jerk! Yeah you, the
ham-operator dum dum!" A voice boomed
out into the morning stillness and assaulted
my eardrums as I was leaving for the
unemployment office (I'm having trouble
getting work in my chosen profession.
There's not much call for a human cannon
ball anymore -especially since the last time
out I overshot the net, carromed off the
cotton candy machine, which ran amuck
turning most of the audience into a cluster
of Bo Jangles looking for a Shirley Temple,
landed smack on top of the tatooed lady,
turning her black and blue and obliterating
most of her artwork, startled the fire-eater
who hiccoughed and set fire to the bearded
lady which scared hell out of the sword
swallower, causing him to inadvertantly re
lease the spring catch on a Malayan machette
thus performing not only an auto-appen
dectomy. but much more serious damage.
To this day, whenever he sees me, he kicks
off his high heels, lifts his skirt and tears
after me shouting all sorts of threats in a
shrill voice! I don't know what his complaint
is-they named a sandwich after him-sliced
chicken).

34

The roar had emanated from one of my
female neighbors -you know the type-so
misshapen and ugly that if she'd been seen
by Moses, there'd have been eleven com
mandments. She is the possessor of a cavern
ous mouth 'so large that , by comparison, a 7
ply 6:00x16 Goodyear white wall looks like
a licorice-and-peppermint lifesaver. "Do you
know," she thundered , "that every time you
play with that radio junk of yours, my toast
turns black and I start hearing things?"

Remembering item No. 32 from the
pamphlet, "How To Handle TVI Complaints
With Tact and Diplomacy," I deported
myself like any other mature, gentlemanly,
self-respecting ham would have done under
similar circumstances. I jingled the change in
my pocket, brushed back my Alan Ladd
forelock, straightened my tie, wound my

•
wrist watch, picked my nose, checked my
zipper and, with a yell of "Blow it out your
smokestack you beady-eyed daughter of an
illegitimate pickpocket!", I hurled the
largest rock I could find at the big-mouthed
old bat!

Unfortunately, I missed the old bag-my
knuckleball just isn't what it used to be-and
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hit her pet, "Heinrick," New England's
largest living carnivore-a German shep
herd-an animal with the mentality of a.
citizen bander, the disposition of a newly
appointed "00" and singularly devoid of
any form of mirth who'd obviously read
Mein Kampf and bore a grudge for losing
WW II.

Taking refuge in my car, I watched the
beast eat my fender, headlight, rear-view
mirror and top it off with my two-meter
halo.

Finally, fully gorged, fully sated and
having vented his spleen, he started back
towards his owner. I couldn't resist one
parting reparte' as I drove off in my now
fender-light-antennaless car, and I said,
speaking to the dog but in a voice loud
enough for the neighbor to hear, "See ya,
Heinrick, and tell your 'mother' (with all
which that implied) that if she keeps hearing
things, the men in the Good Humor uni
forms with the snow-white, crepe-soled
sneakers are going to certify her as a class
"A" goober and wheel her off in a wire mesh
basket wrapped in a wet bed sheet!"

As I rounded the corner on two wheels
chortling and wondering where I was going
to get a fender for a '36 Hudson Terraplane,
I heard a loud crash from the rear of the car.
Later investigation showed that I had solved
one of the old broad's problems. If she
wanted any more toast -black or other
wise-she'd have to run an extension cord all
the way to my license plate and trailer hitch.

This is but one of the 800 I.T.V.I. cases
that I had been involved in during a five-year
tour at a trailer park (ofttimes referred to as
a "horizontal high rise" or "an instant
slum"). [Now, if the type-setter has kept out
of the Haig&Haig, isn't hung over and hasn't
been distracted by a passing micro-mini
skirt, as I suspect' must have happened in
three of my last four articles, since, in each
case, a key word was changed, turning an
otherwise humorous paragraph into a mean
ingless jumble of unconnectable words, you
will notice that I said I.T.V.I.]

ITVI is a little complicated to define. The
initials, of course, stand for Imaginary Tele
Vision Interference, but it goes much deeper
and is more profound than simple imagina
tion on the part of an arbitrary or isolated
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television viewer.
ITVI is the product of the bigotted and

stagnated mind of "The VIDIOT." The
Vidiot (Video Idiot) has become an ever
growing ethnic group within our society 
moving into "1984" and "Big Brother"
twenty years premature. He is totally mes
merized by that flickering rectangular eye.
His entire thought processes, eating ·habits
and even his sex life are controlled by
CYCLOPS! CYCLOPS all hail the one-
eyed God! "Johnny has to be in bed by
half past the Flying Nun" ... "I want you
home before The FBI" . . . "The roast will
be done about quarter to ADAM-12 ...

(One Vidiot I know of became so des
pondent when his set was removed for
repairs that his wife was forced to light up
the aq uarium, sit him down in front of it
and keep reassuring him that it was a Jacques
Cousteau Special. When that wore off, she
mixed him a "Missing TV set cocktail"-six
parts prune juice to one part gin-the Vidiot
knew the TV was missing, but he was too
damned busy to really care.)

The Vidiot comes in two forms. The type
that has jumped from infancy to senility
completely omitting maturity, and the type
that exists in a limbo state of arrested
pubescence!

If you felt the urge for creative analogies,
you could call them Vidicon Buddhists
differing from the "navel contemplating"
Buddhists only so far as the location of the
navel to be contemplated is concerned. The
Vidiot searches for Nirvana through a trans
planted electronic and transistorized navel
installed in a cabinet, but is nonetheless
connected to it by an ivisible optical/audi
tory umbilical cord.

Imaginary interference can be conjured
up in the mind of a vidiot at the slightest
provocation (especially during one of his
favorite programs-like BOZO or Dark
Shadows or the Late Night Movie showing,
"The Oyster that swallowed Ml. McKin
ley"), and at the first flicker he can be
expected to leap into the air with a rousing,
"HUZZAH!", whip his bumbershoot out of
the elephant foot, slam his purple pith
helmet on his head, yank open the door,
and, like some modern Don Quixote,
wearing only the CD pith helmet, jockey
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shorts and mucklucks and waving the bum
bershooi in one hand and a TV Guide in the
other, race into the night screaming, "]
know you're out here-my TV is flickering!"

Where do vidiots come from and why do
they hang to this outmoded belief? This
fallacy -like burying a hank of hair and a
fingernail at the full of the moon to rid
yourself o f warts, eating raw eggs to improve
virility, or buying Play boy "just for the
articles" has been passed on from vidiot to
vidiot - stupidity is not contagio us, but to
not believe would mean that Cyclops is not
infallible.

TV repairmen live in constant terror of a
call from a vidiot where the set will have to
be removed. The "sophisticated" repairman
comes armed with COPE, NERVINE and
MILLTOWNS ; the "average" repairman
simply brings along a leather st rap or a bullet
for the vidio t to bite on while the repairman
pries his fingers off the fin e tuning knob; but
the uncouth repairman simply walks in and
bludgeons the vidiot with the stubby end of
an Indian club.

An ITVI or Vidiot call can almost always
be distinguished within the first few words
of the conversation. The vidiot has a ten
dency to "gild the lily ," the voices he
hears always "sound" like a ham , the lines
he sees always "look" like the lines ofa ham,
and more ofte n than not he'll claim that he 's
hearing Morse code.

You know this "frogmouth" wouldn't
know Morse code if Marconi, Samuel B.
Morse and Hiram Percy Maxim were all
simultaneously hammering out "CO DX" on
the frontal lobe of his cerebrum with an axe
handle, a No . 9 iron , and a croq uet mallet
respectively.

It was a common, rather than uncom
mon, thing to be interrupted during snoozes,
showers and other nefarious activities by the
ringing of Alexander Graham Bell's dubious
contribution to moderna. (Incidently, I have
defin itely established tha t the first phone
conversation was not "Mr. Watson, come
here I want you! " but rather a call from the
downstairs neighbor complaining that Mr.
Bell's infernal ma chine was interfering with
the operation of the neighbors' VICTROLA,
making Enrico Caruso sound like a bari
tone!)

OCTOSE R 1969

When the phone rings for a TVI call, as
some of you are undoubtedly aware, it
seems to possess a special tonal quality -sort
of a cross between a death knell and the
noise your car makes 30 minutes after
you've mailed off the last payment.

Picking up the phone on these occasions
I'd say in my most cordial manner, "Hello
there! Whom have I the pleasure of addres
sing over this veritable miracle of electrical
science?" After a slight pause, a voice would
rumble back, "Listen you wacky nut-you're
on my TV and if you don't stop it, I'm
coming up there and whomp you on the top
of the head with a 2x4 until you're bowleg
ged from the neck down!"

"Ah, forsooth," said I, remembering-be
nice, be calm. "If you will tell me where you
reside and abide, I'll come down and take a
look at your TV, for, verily, I haven't had
my rig on in almost a fortnight! "

"Whazzat? Whazzat? What the hell are
•

you talking about? Huh? Huh?"
"I said, where do you live, stupid?"
Living as I did in a trailer c ourt where

your furthest neighbor was as close as 100
yards and where there were over 80 TV's
within the area, I thought it a good practice
to visit anyone with a complaint -just to
keep good will up and rumors down. In all
800 cases, I never had a bona fide case of
TVI attributable to me. This gave me a
first-hand look at a continuing flow of
vidiots which defies description. At one time
I thought that I must possess some inner
personal magnetism that att racted the luna
t ic fringe like ZSA ZSA attracts and accumu
lates jewelry.

With each call, I would dutifully don my
"technical-type" coat -actually a sanitation
engineer's coat which I'd appropriated at a
Trailways bus depot-and picked up my
Interference Portmanteau , which contained
on one side TVI brochures, high pass filters,
wave traps and some test equipment (all
about as useful in ITVI cases as the "pill" is
to an octogenarian). On t he ot her side, I
carried my Vidiot Analytical Conglometer.

In order to understand the V.A.C., you
must first understand the mental workings
of the Vidiot. He will not install a high-pass
filter or a wave trap, even though they're
free. He wants someone or something he can
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blame, bate and rant about. The V.A.C. is
my own design and is flexible enough to
bandle most vidiots.

The Vidiot Analytical Conglometer is
housed in a 5x6 mini box . There are only
three basic parts to it: (I) A small variac
coupled to an ac meter and ac plug. The
meter is labeled in five stages. Depending
upon the vidiot you are dealing with, you
can adjust your congIometer to read the
cause of his problems as being A, the
weather; B, the bomb ; C, the Russians; D,
rockets; and E, UFO's. (2) The second part
is a 3" speaker with alligator clips to parallel
to the output of the TV-if you can cause a
feed back squeal, you can make him believe
anything. (3) Appearance-the conglometer
has got to look impressive. I have a rotatable
tea strainer plumb on top and a two-section
auto antenna on the side, plus a number of
lights, knobs and other assorted junk.

1 cannot possibly recount all 800 ITVI
cases, but I can give you a typical incident.

Clad in my technician-type coat, 1 jour
neyed to the home of the complainer. My
eyes had become accustomed to the dark by
the time I arrived. (Vidiots always call at
night.) So as I entered the dark, murky
interior, I could easily make out the semi
prostrate form of the vidiot with his hair
hanging down into his can of Black Label
which he clutched as if it would take a skin
graft to remove it.

I was immediately accosted by two ani
mal forms. The first, a future vidiot -a sticky
jam, tar- and glue-fingered, curtain-climbing,
crumb-grabbing, rug rat that attached itself
to my leg like Sinbad's Hold man of the sea,"
shrieking and screaming something totally
unintelligible (all vidiots have one or two of
these around the house; and the second was
the smallest, nastiest, noisiest, most pop
eyed Chihuahua that I'd ever seen.

"Clem," came a voice from the kitchen,
"tell the man he won't bite!"

"The dog or kid, lady?" I asked. "1 don't
mind that bug-eyed canine chomping on my
shin bone, but if that kid so much as breaks
the skin, I want a tetanus shot right away!"

About this time, Clem, the vidiot, de
meaned himself to notice me, and brushing
the ashes and crumbs from his gravy and
beer stained "T" shirt, he looked up but
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didn't get up, and in the vernacular of all
vidiots, he said, "Dahh, so you're the ham
bum that's been screwing up my TV, huh?"

"You tell him, Clem!" came the voice
from the kitchen.

"Look neighbor," 1 said, trying desper
ately to drop the portmanteau on top of the
dog while trying to get a death grip on the
40 pounds of animated garbage who was
now not only trying to get his gooey hand
into my pocket, but also doing his level best
to break every bone in my instep. "I came
down to see if I could give you a helping
hand. I haven't had my rig on in several
days-now where's the TV set?"

"Don't gimme that crud!" he said.
"Tell him off, Clem," came from the

kitchen.
"1 know all about you hams . . . yeah, we

had one of you guys back in Oklabraska
soon as the old man left, the old lady'd get
on there and start making dates all over
town. Then the kids would get on there and
talk to each other," he grumbled officiously.

"Tell him, Clem!" came the voice from
the kitchen.

"And another thing," he said, turning to
get another beer (I seized this opportunity
to Norden Bombsight the goddamn dog and
surreptitiously twist the kid's ear a full 180
degrees-both went screaming-louder, if
that's possible-into the kitchen), "That big
antenna of yours is sucking all the power out
of my set."

"Tell him off, Clem!" came the voice
from the kitchen (unbelievably over the
wailing din of a scrunched dog and a
twisted-eared kid).

"You suppose you could show me the TV
set and keep the commentary for later," I
said.

"Smart Bustard, huh? That's it over in
the corner. Maw had it for IS years and
we've had it for 5. Never had any trouble
except for you hams," he said, indicating a
large, brown crate about the size of a
restaurant freezer with what appeared to be
a broken coat hanger with tinsel hanging off
it.

"Where's the screen?"
"Right there, that six inch hole, see the

flickering? You're doing that. See what
you're doing? Huh? Huh?
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"Tell him off, Clem," came from the
kitchen.

" I'm standing right here, so wha t can I be
doing? Yo u ever thi nk about having 'er
stuffed?"

"The TV?"
"No, tha t voice from t he kitchen!"

Ducking a beer can, I continued, "Buddy,
this set is 20 years old and the only way
you're gonna get a picture on it is with the
help of Timothy Leary!"

" Who's he? Another screwy ham?"

"Tell him, Clem," came from the kitchen.
" Ya know, frie nd," I said, " I could solve

all your problems just by inserting a small
piece of lead in yo ur left ear! "

"That would fix every thing UP. huh?"
"As far as I'm concerned, it would!"
" How would you insert the lead?"
" With a .38 Smith and Wesson . ..

.. . KI YSD
(Type--setter 's note: I am not distracted by micro
mini skirts. However, the editor's Bermuda shorts
occasionally catch my eye . . . )
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Every day we get a handful of wrappers
back from the post office with either a change
of address on them or a note that the sub
scriber has moved and left no address. The
magazines a re thrown out and just the wrap·
per returned. Please don't expect us to send
you another copy if you forget to let us know
about your new address. And remember that
in th is day of the extra ra pid computer it
ta kes six weeks to make an address change
instead of the few days it used to when we
worked slowly and by hand.

during transmission because of the relay cur
rent , and some people may not like to wait
for the transmitter to warm up . However,
this was a good solution in my case because
of my style of operating and limited activity
on our local channel. If you don't like to
waste power, and you don' t like to run ca
bles and install switches where t here is no
roo m for switches, this system may solve
your problems too .

Clifford Klinert, WB6BIH

IN CONTROL HE AD

Fig. 1. Pow er saving heater c o nt rol.

,,

Mobile Transmitter Heater Switching
•

In amateur FM communications opera
tion long periods are spent monitoring a
sometimes vacent channel with relatively
few transmissions. When I converted an old
rig to put in my car, it soon became appar
ent that keeping the transmitter filaments
hot would result in a considerable power
waste from the already overtaxed car bat
tery. The receiver uses many filame nt ty pe
low current tubes, but the transmitter heat
ers waste power. The rig is remotely con
trolled in the trunk by a control head and
connecting cable. No means was provided to
allow separate switching for the transmitter
heaters.

To solve this problem I devised a switch
ing method that allowed the desired co ntrol,
but with no extra switches or cables on the
control head. The scheme is shown in Fig.
1. When the receiver is turned on, the trans
mitter filaments will not be turned on until
the microphone push-to-talk button is push
ed . When the button is pushed, the T- R re
lay and KI will be activated. AsKI pulls in,
it in turn turns on K2. One set of co ntacts
on K2 activates the transmitter heaters, and
the other set of contacts holds K2 in contin
uously. When you wish to t urn the transmit
ter heaters off, simply momentarily turn the
receiver power off and the voltage to K2
will be gone. The receiver can then be turn
ed on without activating K2, unless the push
to talk switch is activated .

In my case, KI was not necessary because
the T-R switch had an extra pair of contacts.
Be sure that the contacts of K2 can handle
the current that your transmitter requires.
Six volt relays can be used with series
resistors calculated from Ohm's Law, al
tho ugh this will add to current drain.

This system can increase power waste
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The Protector

Don McCoy WA0HKC
4250 Hoyt Court
Wheat R idge CO 800 33

Here is a practical circuit to have around .
It can be used for protecting your ham gear
or perhaps your expensive new colo r TV. A
fellow at work was telling me how his house
power went on and off three time s in rapid
sucession during a storm. He and his family
were watching their color TV at the time .
After the power settled down , his TV didn't
work and it cost somet hing like $130 to get
it all st ra ightened out. This got me to
thinking ab out what such an occurence
could do to my new solid state color TV.

The Protector is wha t I came up with .
Here's how it works:

Whe n 115 volts ac is available at the
plug, and the fu se is good , the Reset Read y
light will co me o n through pins 2 and the
norma lly closed pins 5 and 8 . Then you
press the momentary Reset pushbutton. This
operates the relay by putting I 15 volts
across pins 7 and 2, which is the relay coil.
When the rela y ope ra tes, t he Reset Read y
ligh t goes o ut due to pins 5 and 8 open ing .
Pin 8 closes to pin 6, which is wired to pin 7
and the relay " locks up" thro ugh its own
contac ts and stays operated even when the
momentary pushbutton is released . The 115
volts for the out put receptacle is taken fro m
pins 6 and 2 which are in parallel with the
coil. The "Thyrector" across the ou tput is to
limit any su rges o r t ransients in the house
current.

If the power sh ould go off or dip to
about 85 -90 volts o n my particular o ne, the
relay will drop out. opening pins 6 and 8 .

40

Now even if the power comes right back o n,
there is no path to energi ze the coil o r
supply power to the output receptacle. T he
circuit will stay this way unt il the rese t
butt on is pushed .

RESET -
RE ADY

THYRECTOR

Jut)' • RES£T

, , .:::r:::.
, I -

-#
3 AMP

Fig. 1 . D iagram of the protector using a
G .E . tbvrector , No . 6RS20SP606.

I used a Po tter & Brum fi eld KRPII AG
because I had o ne around . Just about any
single-pole double-throw relay which has the
contact rating that you need will do . None
of the part s are crit ical. T he " Thyrec tor"
and Reset Ready light arc kind of an
optional item. Depending o n your j unkbox
and scro unging ability . the whole thing
shouldn't cost more than a co uple of bucks.

I have mine between the colo r TV and
the o ut let now, and it has been workin g fin e.

... IVA~lIKC
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Buy your new GT-550
before November 1st-
Get the $29.95 VOX
ACCESSORY FREE!

... GALAXY GT 550 .

•••
•
•
•
•
•

• You've heard about th is fabu lous Galaxy GT-550... maybe
you've even had an opportunity to sit down and try one at you r Dealer's
or a fe llow Ham's p lace. Sooner or later you figure you're going to own
one -well, NOW's the ti m e ! During the month of October all Galaxy
De ale rs are giving away a VOX Accessory with every GT-550 sold. Bu t
if yo u're going to get one - act now, your order has to be in be fore
November Lst, 1969 !

Your Bonus Gift for buying
in the Month of October!

VOX ACCESSORY - VOX3SC
Completely solid-state and ins tant p lug- In (inte rnall y)
o n the GT-550 chassis . Three controls allow Ful l-range
settings for "vox guiu", "anti-vox gain" and "time"
de lay. Controls may be adjus ted from outside cabinet.
Re gularl y se lls for :S29.95.

OFFER GOOD AT ALL GALAXY DEALERS



Slower Tuning Rates

L. B. Cebik W4RNL
245 Morning View Drive
Athens, GA 30601

•

or Older Receivers

After the oscillator has been stabilized ,
the front end sensitized, and the if crystal
lized, older receivers still lack a feature
which makes the newer products attractive
despite their cost. That feature is a slow,
smooth tuning rate that allows one to tune
across and with the signal rather than by it.
Modern receivers have tuning rates varying
fro m ten to 25 khz per revolut ion of the
d ial. In addition, they are free of backlash
and have that smooth-as-velvet feel. Touch is
part of what sells the browsing·ham on the
display model in the radio shops.

A couple of years ago , W7ZCjW5CA
published an idea for slowing down the
tuning rate of the Drake 2-B. Basically, he
mounted a Jackson Bros. drive externally on
the panel of the 2-B, using the holes already
there for pa nel screws. Thus, he could
replace the original dial whenever he sold the
receiver without leaving any tell-tale signs of
his modification. To add the drive, all he
needed were a plate to mount it on and
some L brackets to anchor the plate to the
panel. The idea is adaptable to almost any of
the older receivers around and will give a
truly modern tuning rate plus the back
lash-free velvet feel that comes from ball
bearing verniers.

Since there are still plenty of older
receivers around just waiting for modificat
ion, the original idea co uld stand some
updat ing. It had a couple of drawbacks. With
the 2-B, for example, moving from 40, 20.
or 15 to 80 or 10 meters means shifting the
d ial from one end of the scale to the other.
It takes a while at 7 khz per revolution to do
this. In fact, one could miss a ten meter
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opening while getting to the left end of the
scale. Secondly, the W7ZC mounting pre
cludes use of the tuning dial scale. Although
calibration of the theorectically 40 khz scale
was not accurate because the oscillator was
not linear, the scale was useful for logging
purposes when one needed to find a station
again.

By revising the mounting scheme and
chosing an appropriate dial to replace the
original, it is possible to overcome both
flaws. In fact, one could even add a logging
scale to receivers not already having one.
With a little practice, interpolation of frequ
ency to tenths of a khz is possible and
practical.

The first job is to find a dial that will
permit the use of both the 6-to-1 reduction
and the straight-through features of. the
Jackson drive. That part is easy. The Galaxy
transceivers and the WRL Duobander use a
dial which internally holds a Jackson vernier
unit. If you order one or the other from
WRL as replacement parts, make sure you
order all the pieces and ask for the hardware.
They didn't send the little 2-56 screws to
fasten the straight-through dia l to the ver
nier, but perhaps this was an oversight. The
difference between the Galaxy and the
Duobander dials is that the former has a
logging sca le already scribed on the outer
dial. If your receiver does not already have
such a scale, this dial just might fill the bill.
You might also want to get the little plastic
piece that serves as a setting marker. Since I
have a 2-B, I ordered the Duobander knobs.

Before showing how to mount the new
dial, I should warn that anyone used to a
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large tuning knob will find the two-speed
dial awkward at first. It takes two fingers to
turn, and the straight-through takes effort,
since it has to move the little knob at six
times the speed. It is a case of mechanical
disadvantage. No more one-finger spinning
from one end of the band to the other. But
the whole point of the two speed dial is to
be able to get to the part of the band which
interests us and then to have really fine
tuning.

A tip on tuning technique: don't tune
overhand. It will tire you out in a few
minutes. If the dial is low enough, rest the
back of your wrist and hand on the table
and tune underhand. The techniq ue gives
you smooth tuning and a precise feel. Your
hand and arm muscles work only at tuning
(which takes little effort) instead of tuning
plus supporting the arm and hand (which
takes a lot of effort). Lillie things make the
difference between pleasant operating and
tiring battles.

With the WRL dial, the whole assembly
can be mounted closer to the panel than
W7ZC described. The Jackson drive extends
only about a 32nd beyond the dial. Using
the sketches as a guide, mount the dial and
drive on a plate the same diameter as the dial
on one side, and as long as necessary on the

CABINET

~ ----+"J- :=:;e-32

SET BCRtw

",e'

FRONT VIEW

11111 0.0." ~ LD. WASHEAS DR

OTHER SUITABL.( Fll:1CTON

FILLEA

FIBER WASHER
(ALREADY THERE)

PANEL

CHASSIS

80110f11 .... EW
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other. The rounded side allows you to
mount a calibration scale behind the dial,
which is about the same diameter as the
original 2-B dial. Since the plate is needed
only to prevent rotational movement (the
shaft does the main supporting job), it need
not be heavy or large. Eighteen guage alumi
num or slightly thicker bakelite is fine. For
the 2-B, I cut a second piece that crosses the
extension as a T in order to fit the panel
holes available. CUlling the original as a T
would work just as well.

The two-piece version has an advantage:
it allows final alignment so that everything
turns smoothJy. It is a good idea to drill all
screw holes in a slot shape and to let the
screws and lockwashers do the job of hold
ing things in place. No mailer how carefully
I measure, I am always a bit off with the
drill. After gelling fed up with the modifi
cation because the drive would bind, I
realized that it wasn't lined up properly. The
slots let me tighten the drive to the shaft
first and then align the plates to it. Now the
drive works as smoothly as without any
load.

By using 4-40 screws (which fit through
the sheet metal screw holes without reaming
them out) and a bunch of extra nuts I had
lying around, I solved the spacer problem. I

"8EII w......~,.::::::--
Jt

B
SPACEII-

2 PUO llIAI.;.~--j

B-32 NUT, BOI.;T. _-'"
ANO L;OCI(WA$HEII

I lOll SCAl.E --"''--tP~
PA"'EI. -

SlOE VIEW

Fig. 1. Mounting of plates and two-speed
dial/drive as applied to the Drake 2 -8 re
ceiver. Modify as required by the particular
receiver being adapted for a slower tuning
rate.
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Fig. 2. Plates needed for mounting two
speed dial/drive. Adjust dimensions to fit
particular receiver being modified .
Note: dimensions of slots not cr itical , but
keep slots aligned as shown. Reversal of
d irections allows plate hold ing the dial to
slip more easily as the dial is rotated. Lock
washers are essential in fastening the two
plates together.

dial, you will amaze everyone, including
yourself.

The real advance is in operating ease.
With a slow tuning rate, you will hear
stations that you previously passed over as
part of the popping line noise and QRN.
Now they have a tone that rises or falls
depending on which sideband you are tun
ing. "You can't work 'em if you can't hear
'em ", is an old saying, and we can add that
being able to recognize a signal is half the
job of hearing the hard ones.

An ultra-slow tuning rate is useless with
out a stable receiver. Some receivers drift
faster than one could turn the knob of the
new drive to follow them. That is another
place the straight-through knob comes In

handy. But stability comes first on the
receiver modification priorities. Once you
have achieved that or have a receiver like the
2-B, which remains stable even as it grows
old, then you can concentrate on tuning rate
and calibration. Here, the WRL knob and
the Jackson Bros. drive really help. And this
is the point where I came in.

....W4RNL
"David Middleton, WnC{W5CA, "Slowing Down
the Tuning Rate on the Drake 2-8," 73. Septem
ber, 1965, p. 44.
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recommend 3{8 inch spacers, but 1{4 inch
spacers with solid washers on top and fiber
or felt washers against the panel to prevent
marring will do as well. For other receivers,
the size of the spacer will depend on how far
out from the panel the dial shaft extends.

The shaft of the drive requires a half to
5{8 inch hole. I used the larger size because I
wanted to keep the 2-B calibration plate. It
is kept turning by a spring on the dial shaft
pushing against the plate which In turn
pushes against the dial. Since the Jackson
drive does not push onto the shaft as far as
the original dial, there is space to be filled
up. Tubing with an inside diameter of 1{4
inch of either metal or plastic, or even a gob
of electrical tape wound around the shaft
will do nicely. The aim is to keep the plate
turning with dial rotation but to allow
freedom enough to reset it at will. I had a
large number of 1{4 inch inner and 9{16 inch
outer diameter washers which slid very
nicely onto the shaft. Just choose the right
number for the shaft length to be filled up.
The advantage of the washers IS that if
something binds, the washers will turn
against each other so that nothing is dam
aged. But under normal tuning, they turn as
a unit because of their friction contact with
the shaft and with each other.

The same idea can be applied in adding a
scale to a receiver without one. The 2-B
backs up the spring by a wide margin on the
shaft. A washer against the panel, a spring,
another wide washer, and then a felt washer
with a drop of oil on it against the back of
the scale plate will allow the plate to turn
freely if something heavier on the friction
goes between the plate and the drive. The
gob of tape or a metal spacer with dry felt
washers on either end will do the trick here.

For a professional look, paint the metal
plate holding the dial black or to match or
contrast with the receiver panel and knob.
To impress your friends with your home
brew ability and with the fact that you are
one up on them with the same old gear,
leave it a shiny aluminum or raw bakelite.
The entire job is quite simple (about two
hours work), but it gives the impression of
immense complexity and ingenuity. And
when you tune in your calibrator note and
can hear it for a couple of revolutions of the
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A. E. McGee, Jr. KSLL I
2815 Marerborn Drive
Dallas, TX 75228

I

Positive Identi
•

cauoti o

Calibrator

The availability of low-cost high
frequency transistors and integrated circuits
has made it possible to build inexpensively a
100 khz crystal calibrator with useable
harmonics extending into the region of 400
to 500 mhz.' This means that you will have
perhaps 4,000 or so crystal controlled signals
available, all of which sound exactly alike
when tuned in on a receiver. It is a real
problem, therefore, to determine which
harmonic of 100 khz is being received at any
given time.

The usual method of identification

On the lower frequencies, when using a
general coverage receiver, you can tune to
WWV at some known frequency, and by
carefully tuning away you can count the
number of 100 khz harmonics tuned
through until you reach the desired fre
quency. For example, if you wish to locate
7.0 mhz, you can first tune to WWV at 5.0
rnhz, then tune higher in frequency until
you come to the twentieth 100 khz
harmonic above 5.0 mhz. This will be
exactly 7.0 mhz. Of course, you must be
sure of which WWV signal you are tuned to,
but since the WWV transmissions are spaced
at such wide intervals (2 .5 mhz between the
2.5 and 5.0 mhz signals, and 5 mhz between
the 5.0 through 25.0 mhz signals) there is
little likelihood of making a mistake, even
with a poorly calibrated receiver.

Possibility of error

With a limited-coverage receiver, such as
the ham-bands-only type, you can tune to
7.0 mhz and perhaps you will hear a 100 khZ
harmonic at this dial setting. This is
probably the 70th harmonic of 100 khz at
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Harmonics

7.0 mhz, but it could also be the 69th at 6.9
mhz or t he 7 1st at 7.1 mhz , and the
indication would still be exactly the same.

At higher frequencies even a receiver with
a wide tuning range will have the same
difficulty. For example, say you build a
receiver covering the range of 100 mhz to
120 mhz. A grid-dip meter will get you
somewhere near the desired range, but the
100 khz calibrator will be useless for
accurate calibration because you will be
unable to positively identify any of the 200
or so 100 khz harmonics that you will be
able to hear.

What is needed is some means of giving
each harmonic some characteristic that
would distinguish it from all of the other
harmonics generated by the 100 khz calibra
tor.

A new method of identification

A simple way to do t his would be to use
two crystal calibrators. One calibrator would
operate at exactly 100 khz, while the other
would be adjusted to operate slightly above

100 KHZ

I ST X TAL f-o HARMONIC

0" '"
,

' 0 FRECUENCY
RCVR

t COWH ER

IOO KHZ 1 F I

AUDIO
2 ND xTAL f-< HAR!oO" IC OUTPUT

0" '"
Fig. 1. B lock diagram of proposed m ethod
of identifying 100kh z ca librat or harmon ics.
f =frequency of 100k h z harmonic tu ned to .
f1 =frequency difference in hertz between
f irst and second oscillators. fo=audio output
frequency in hertz .
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INTRODUCING THE

DELUXE

MODEL 270 .. . 5 BANDS ... 260 WATTS
•

Amateur Net : $525
See the Swan 270 at your Swan dea le r

SPEC IFICATIONS: Powe r Input : 260 watt s P.E.P . in SSB
vo ice mode. and 180 watt s in CW mode . Frequ ency Range :
3.5-4,0 rn c , 7.0-7,3 mc , 14.0- 14 35 mc. 21 .0-21.45 me. 28.0

297 mc • C.F. Network s: Cr ysl al latt ice Filter. Same as
used In the Swan 500 C. 2.7 kc band widlh at 6 db down.
4 6 kc wide al 60 db down. uurmete re je cuon e xceeds
100db • Unwanted si deb and suppressed. 50 db. Carrie r su p
pres sed 60 db. 3rd order distortion down apprc x. 30 db •
Aud io Respon se: uet wit hi n 3 db I rom 300 10 3000 cycles in
both transmit and receive modes • Pi Antenn a coupl er 'or
52 or 75 ohm co axial cab le • Grid Block CW k ey ing with
o tt-set t ran smit f req uency • Soli d sta te VFO c ir cu it tern 
r.e-ature and vol l age st abi li zed • Receive r sens itivi ty bette r
Ihan '2 microvo lt at 50 ohms for signa l-plus -noise 10 norse
-enc 01 10 db . 100 kc Crysta l Cali b rato r and cnar-set con
t rol • s -met ee l o r rece iver . P.A. Ca thode me ier lor I rans
mtue r l uning • Improved AGC and Al C crrcu tt . Se parate
R.F . and A.F. gain co ntro ls . Sideband selec to r . Pro visi on
101 plug in pi VOX accessory , as well as he ad ph ones and /or
Cyqnet Line ar . Tube complement : 128A6 VFO amp. 12BE6
trans, mi xer, 6GK6 drive r, 6lD6 pwr. amp., 6826 tee . A.F.,
12BE6 rec. mi xer, 12BA6 l si I.F . am p.. 12BA6 2nd I. F. amp.,
12AX7 prod, del . A,F. amp.. 6AD5 A,F. output , 12AX 7 mtc .
amp., 6JH8 bal. mo d., 12AV6 AGC·AlC amp. Dimen sions:
5V2 i n . h igh , 13 in. w ide , 11 in. deep . Weight : 24 pounds .

$12
35
65
95

ACCESSORIES
Mobile Mount ing Kit. .

VX-2 Plug-in VOX Un it .

5 Band } Model 45 .
Mob ile Antennas Mode l 55 .

S'IMAIfI

The deluxe Cygnet is a complete amateur rad io
station including AC and DC power supply and
loudspeaker, beauti fully integrated into one pack
age. It contains al l the features required for home
stat ion operat ion with enough power to work the
world . Yet the 270 is com pact and light enough

• •
to make an ideal travel ing com panion on th ose
bu siness or vacat ion t rips (second o nly to the
XYL, of cou rse). Incidental ly, a c arrying case fo r
the Cyg net will soon be avai lab le.

Fo r temporary mobile insta llation. either in your
own or someone else 's ca r, Swan will soon offe r
an instal lation kit , inc lu ding an tenna. wh ich w il l
pu t you on the air in 5 mi nutes (no holes). Thus.
you'll be ab le to opera te mobile from a rental car!
For permanent mobi le insta l la t ion, your Swan
dea ler has mounting k its and 5 band antennas
in stock.

For those who fee l th ey need higher power to
c l im b above the QRM level, Swan w ill soon an
noun ce a matching 1 KW Cygnet Linea r. It wi ll
also come w ith a hand le just in case you decide
to take its 25 pounds along on a t rip . With this
muc h power of cou rse, it wo rks onl y on AC.

ELE CTRONI CS
OCtAN SIOE. CALIFORNI A . A subsidi ar y of Cubic Corporation



or below 100 khz. Let's see what would
happen if the second oscillator frequency
were made 100 khz plus 10 hz, or 100.01
khz. The 100 khz and the 100.0 I khz signals
are fed simultaneously into a receiver that is
equipped with an AM detector. If the
receiver is tuned to 100 khz, there will be
audio output signal, the frequency of which
is equal to the difference in the two
oscillator frequencies. In this case the
difference is 10hz.

Now we will tune the receiver to the
second calibrator harmonic at 200 khz. The
second harmonic of the 100 khz oscillator
will be 200 khz, and the second harmonic of
the 100.01 khz oscillator will be 200.02 khz.
The difference frequency is now .02 khz, or
20 hz, which is the audio output frequency.
The third harmonics of the calibrators would
be 300 khz and 300.03 khz, which would
give an audio output of 30 hz, etc.

As we go up in frequency the spacing
between the calibrator harmonics becomes
greater and greater, increasing exactly 10hz
with each consecutive harmonic. This could
theoretically continue until you reached an
output frequency of 50 khz, but the rf and
audio bandwidths of most receivers would
prevent going this high.

In order to determine which harmonic we
are tuned to, we only need to measure the
frequency of the audio output tone in hertz
and divide by 10. Multiplying this answer by
100 khz will then give the correct frequency.
After determining the frequency, you can
turn off the oscillator with the 10hz
frequency offset and zero the receiver on the
exact 100 khz harmonic for an accurate
calibration point.

Now if you tune a limited-coverage
receiver to 7.0 mhz, and with both calibrator
oscillators running you have an audio output
of 700 hz, you can be certain that you are
actually tuned to 7.0 mhz. This is the only
frequency, for all practical purposes, where
you would have a 700 hz output frequency .
6.9 mhz would give an output of 690 hz,
while 7.1 mhz would give an output of 710
hz, etc.

Technical details
The audio output frequency would have

to be measured very accurately - at least to
the nearest 10 hz or whatever 100 khz
frequency offset you may be using. A
frequency counter would probably be
required to get accuracy of this order. This is
no longer the hang up it would have been a
few years ago. The introduction of in-
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expensive integrated circuits has made it
possible to build a good frequency counter
at relatively small cost.2

.3 Some of the older
tube-type counters are also available at
surplus outlets at reasonable prices.

For our purposes the counter would only
need to be capable of measuring the audio
frequencies. The bandwidth of the receiver
would be the limiting factor in most cases,
and the 100 khz frequency offset would
have to be set so as to get a useable output
from the receiver when tuned to the desired
100 khz harmonic. For example, if the
receiver bandwidth is 10 khz, with a 10hz
offset the highest measurable 100 khz
harmonic would be the 1000th, or 100 mhz.
With a 5 hz offset you could measure to 200
mhz, with a 20 hz offset you could measure
to 50 mhz, etc.

The two calibrator oscillators must be
accurately adjusted to their proper fre
quencies. In order to set one oscillator to
exactly 100 khz, first tune the receiver to
WWV at the highest receivable frequency
where a steady signal can be heard. Wait
until the tone goes off (the last two minutes
of each five-minute period) and adjust the
calibrator frequency for zero beat. Watch
the receiver S-meter. When you are close to
zero beat, the meter will begin to move back
and forth at a rate equal to the frequency
difference. Adjust the oscillator trimmer
carefully until the meter moves very slowly
and then stops. This will be exactly the 100
khz point.

The other calibrator can be offset the
correct amount from 100 khz by using the
counter to measure the beat note between it
and WWV. For example, with a 10 hz offset
you would adjust the oscillator for a 1500
hz beat note with WWV at IS mhz (the
150th harmonic of 100 khz), or a 2,000 hz
beat with WWV at 20 mhz, etc.

The 100 khz calibrator oscillators must
be very stable. A transistor oscillator built
with high quality parts and powered by a
mercury battery would probably meet the
requirements. A simple 100 khz transistor
oscillator developed by the National Bureau
of Standards has a short-time frequency
variation of about three parts in 10,000
million', and a long-interval variation of
about three parts in 1000 million.4

You would have to take care that the
oscillators would be subjected to as little
change in temperature as possible. Of course,
if similar parts are used in both oscillators, it
is probable that they will drift at approxi
mately the same rate with temperature or
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Ham Tips: Save That Shielded Braid
Normally discarded shielded braid can

be used as both a soldering aid and a heat
sink. To utilize the braid as a soldering aid,
dip the tip of the braid into some rosin flux.
When desoldering components, heat them
first and then touch the braid to the
terminal. The mesh on the braid will act as a
sponge and soak up the solder, leaving the
terminal clean and solder-free.

When soldering to heat-sensitive compo
nents, use the braid minus the flux to
conduct excess heat away from the compo
nent.

As the solder fills the braid, simply clip
off the solder filled portion leaving fresh
braid for future use.

Happy soldering!
Elliott S. Kanter, W9KXJ

o
mffiw@@®®fu

3.00

.. . K5LLI

voltage changes. Thus the relative tre
quencies of the oscillators would not change,
and the location of the received harmonics
would still be correctly indicated.

Receiver stability would not be a deter
mining factor in the accuracy of this system,

•as long as the calibrator harmonics could be
held within t he pass band long enough to
enable measurement of their frequency
difference.

Since this output frequency is the result
of the calibrator harmonics beating against
each other in the AM detector, a slight drift
in the receiver local oscillator will not cause
a change in the output frequency, but only a
decrease in its amplitude .

Considerable thought has been given to
the ideas expressed here, and I believe that
their proper application would result in a
simple, practical method of positive identi
fication of any individual 100 khz harmonic
heard on a receiver. ] have not tested this
system, however, mainly because I do not
yet have a frequency counter. I don't think
any great problems would be encountered.
except possibly in the stability of the cali
brator oscillators.

* cables
* connectors
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W. B. Cameron, WA4UZM
324 South Riverhills Drive
Temple Terrace, Florida 3361 7

Adapting AM

Transmitters to FM
In many parts of the country, one of the

most popular bands today is two-meter FM.
Most of the equipment is obsolete com
mercial equipment which has become avail
able to the amateur market because changes
in the standards necessitated replacement of
the old wide-band gear with newer narrow
band equipment. Some new FM transceivers
designed especially for the amateur market
are beginning to appear, but they are in the
$300 range. If the amateur does not have
access to obsolete commercial equipment or
the inclination to adapt it to amateur
frequencies, he may feel cut off from this
interesting mode of operation. However, it is
possible to get on the air experimentally by
adapting existing AM equipment, as this
article will show.

The first thing to do is to receive some
body else's signal. If you have a two-meter
converter, you can do a passable job of
receiving strong local FM signals by slope
tuning an AM receiver, or using an FM
adapter which is available for some receivers.
If you are receiving narrow-band FM, the
product detector in a sideband receiver
works very well .

Once you have heard something on the
air, the next problem is how to talk back to
it. If you have an existing two-meter AM
transmitter, the likelihood is that it uses 8
mhz crystals. The easiest way to adapt this is
to build a separate FM generator which
produces a signal on 8 mhz and inject it at
the crystal oscillator stage.

I converted one such transmitter by
removing the AM modulator stages, and
utilizing the sockets which were there to
make a three tube FM generator. The diagram
and parts values are shown in Fig. l.Two
6SL7 tubes and one 6SG7 are used. These
were selected simply because the octal
sockets were already in the chassis. More
modem equivalents can be substituted and
only very slight modifications in parts values
may be required thereby.

One 6SL7 serves as a high gain voltage
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amplifier for a high impedence microphone.
There is nothing very special about this
except that it has an rf trap in the input,
which is a good feature to build into any
high frequency transmitter. You may not
need it, but rf has a nasty way of getting
into the grid of the first tube without it.

The other 6SL7 serves as a Pierce oscilla
tor and a PM modulator. You will note that
there are two variable capacitors in the
crystal oscillator circuit. The 25 pf capacitor
is a vernier frequency adjustment for
bringing the crystal exactly to the right spot.
The 100 pf capacitor controls feedback. The
two capacitors interact somewhat, and the
feedback capacitor can actually be replaced
in most cases with a small fixed mica of 20
to 50 pf, but if you put the variable in to
begin with, you have the advantage of
adjusting for optimum output even with a
balky crystal. This may prove to be
important, especially if you have to doctor
the crystal onto frequency yourself.

Divide the desired output frequency by
36, which will place the crystal in the four
megacycle range (146,940/36 = 4081.666).
You can order a crystal with- reasonable
tolerance from a number of the firms who
specialize in regrinding surplus crystals. The
crystal I obtained proved finally to be
slightly too high in frequency to net with
other stations on the air. The 25 pf con
denser was not sufficient to bring it all the
way to frequency, so I used one of the old
ham tricks. I opened the crystal holder and
carefully drew a 1/8 inch circle with a lead
pencil right in the middle of one side of the
plate. Upon reassembly, this proved to have
moved the crystal just enough so that the
APe padder would pull it precisely zero beat
with other stations on the air. I found a 20
pf fixed capacitor suitable for the feedback
circuit, although some crystals and tubes
might require as much as 100. Obviously, a
crystal oven would be better than a "raw"
crystal, if it is available.

The second half of this 6SL7 tube is a PM
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F ig. 1. Simplified 8 mhz FM generator a nd crystal subst itute.

modulator. Do not bypass the 22K resistor
in the cathode as this degeneration is im
portant to the operation of this stage. I will
not detail how this particular modulator
works except to note that it produces almost
as much amplitude modulation as phase '
modulation. The amplitude modulation
disappears after the signal is passed through
a number of saturated stages, which is one
way of describing the hard driven multiplier
stages in the typical transmitter which has to
multiply a fundamental signal 36 times to
get on the frequency . You can check with
the sensitive r{ meter at various stages along
the line to observe decrement in the existing
amplitude modulation. By the time you get
to the final. there should be none at all.

This does require that the first amplifier
after the modulator be a very sensitive high
gain stage. I found a 6SG7 to be a very
suitable tube for this purpose. Any number
of miniature tubes will serve as well. The
only thing you might need to change is the
screen grid dropping resistor, which should
be adjusted to provide the proper screen grid
voltage as indicated in tube charts. One
further question remains and must be left
open to experimentation and to the taste of
the operator. This is the question of audio
frequency response. PM tends to sound
tinny and some roll off of high frequencies
in the transmitter or receiver is required to
give a more pleasing sound. This can be most
easily accomplished by shunting the grids

and/or plates of the 6SL7 speech stages to
ground with various size capacitors until you
get the sound you want.

Obviously. this simple equipment is not
likely to give you the best signal on the
band, but then you haven't invested much in
it either. If this mode of operation intrigues
you and you want to carry experimentation
further. the next thing I would recommend
is a clipping or compressing circuit in the
speech stages. This will help maintain a
higher average deviation while restricting the
peak deviation. This serves the same basic
purpose as ALe in a side band transmitter or
clipping and compressing in an AM
transmitter, namely that it keeps the
apparent percentage of modulation at the
receiver high despite a wide variation in the
actual level of sound input at the micro
phone. Again, just as with speech treatment
in these other modes, excessive compression
or clipping will distort the sound patterns
enough to give the transmitter a very
artificial sound. Taste and judgement are
required, and for this, you need a good
friend on the air who can give you a
technically competent and honest report.
This may be the hardest part of the whole
operation to come by, but the FM fraternity
is still new enough to include a great many
experimenters, and you can probably find a
sympathetic critic in your area if you look
for one.

. .. WA4UZM
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CB Sets on Six

Rob McKnight WB2FHW
Dave Schmarder WA2HNJ
318 Dewey Avenue
Buffalo, NY

The band primarily used for local con
tacts is six meters. It is uncrowded and
transmitters with very low power as well as
receivers with modest selectivity are widely
used. Lack of a simple station for six,
however, keeps many otherwise enthusiastic
operators away from this band. Having to
build a converter for the station's present
receiver, and an entirely separate transmitter
for six is not very appealing to many
operators. This article has the answer to
their problem. Its subject is the conversion
of the ordinary, everyday CB set to six
meter operation. Several advantages make it
worthwhile: I. the set already has the basic
transmitter and receiver circuits and thus is
easy to convert; 2. its transceiver type of
operation is convenient to local contacts;
and 3. it would make an ideal local vhf net
monitor. If you were a CH'er turned ham
and still had the old rig hanging around, you
would have the added bonus of not having
to find a CB set to convert in the first place.

The major requirement is that you obtain
a CB set suitable for conversion. By suitable
I mean that it should be a tube type rig and
not a transistor one. Transistors in the receiver
work at 27 mhz, but they may not work at
50 mhz. You would save yourself a lot of
trouble by working with tubes. As far as test
equipment goes, a vtvm and a grid dip meter
are very helpful.

Conversion

The receiver section of the transceiver is
converted in the following manner:

1. Tune into the CB band, tune up the if
cans, and get the set working satisfactorily.

2. Resonate the rf and mixer coils to 50
mhz with the grid dip meter. Since the
oscillator usually runs above the if fre-
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quency, adjust the oscillator to its proper
frequency. The receiver is now ready to
operate.

3. Tune up a signal on six meters. In place
of the present tuning capacitor, if it tunes
too great a range, substitute one with a
smaller capacitance or remove several plates
from the one in the set to give less frequency
range. This, however, may not be desired, as
one may wish to receive, for example, a
MARS frequency, in which case he would
rather leave the original tuning capacitor
un touched. This finishes the receiver
conversion.

The transmitter section of the transceiver
is converted as follows:

There are two ways to convert the trans
mitter:

1. Leave the original oscillator in the
circuit and resonate its output coil to 50
rnhz. Insert a 5a mhz overtone crystal in the
oscillator and you're finished. Overtone
crystals, however, are more expensive than 8
mhz ones, and are usually not used in
today's six meter rigs, On the other hand,
use of an overtone crystal requires one less
stage in the completed rig.

2. The second method of conversion and

probably the most widely used is the use of
an 8 mhz oscillator-tripler stage and a
doubler stage. Refer to the circuit diagram
for details. Important: Be careful not to
leave out any bypass capacitors or any B+
decoupling resistors, otherwise the unit may
fail to oscillate, or a stage may not work
properly. An extra tube is required in this
circuit, that being the doubler stage, which,
as indicated, can be a section of a 12AX7 or
a section of a 6U8. In addition L4 should be
wound inside of L3 for good coupling. The
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transmitter conversion is now complete.
Tune Up

Procedure: I. Hook a No. 47 pilot lamp
on the antenna jack or terminals.

2. Set each coil for the approximate
frequency indicated on the circuit diagram.

3. Make sure the oscillator is functioning
properly. This can be determined by lis
tening to the signal in a nearby receiver. If
there is a spot switch on the set it can be
used to listen to the oscillator in the
transceiver's receiver.

4. Put the rf probe of the vtvm on the
grid of the doubler stage, and tune Ll for
maximum rf indication on the meter (maxi
mum pointer deflection). If an rf probe is
not available, put one end of a I N34 or an
equivalent diode on the end of the vtvm's de
probe, and touch the free end of the diode
to the circuit to be measured.

5. Place the rf probe on the grid of the
final, and tune L2 for maximum rf indica
tion.

6. Place the loading capacitor at mini
mum capacitance, and tune the plate tuning
capacitor for maximum brilliance of the No.
4 7 pilot lamp previously hooked up. In
crease the loading by increasing the capac
itance of the loading capacitor, and then dip
the current using the plate tuning capacitor.

7. If an overtone crystal is used instead of
the 8 mhz oscillator-tripier, the transmitter
should be tuned by resonating the oscillator
plate coil to 50 mhz. The rest of the tuning
is done as described above.

You now have a complete low power

station for six meters. All that remains to be
done is to hook up the antenna and a mike. I
might add that there is really no need to
have to switch the beam from the big six
meter rig, tha t is if you have one; the set got
out quite well on a simple dipole mounted
on a stick of board. The total cost of
converting the rig was nothing, as all the
necessary extra parts were available from t he
shack junk box. So if you want to have so me
fun on the band which is becoming more
popular every day, try this simple con
version; you' ll be glad you did!

. . . WB2FHW & WA2H NJ
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Proportional Control

Crystal Oven

Robert S. Larkin, W2CLL
RFD 1 Box 28R
Flanders, New Jersey 07836

... c. FEE DBACK

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of oven tempera
ture control.
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all off and all on and stays there. If there is
a change in the temperature outside the oven,
the heater power will readjust automatically
to keep the oven temperature constant. This
type of oven is used in almost all precision
frequency standards in commercial use today.
Many ideas used in the design of this oven
came from an article by W.L. Smith l .

An interesting aspect to this type of oven
is its relatively low cost. With any kind of
junk box at all, this proportional oven can be
built for less than the cost of a thermostatic
type crystal oven.

, I
I '_ IT H £R Ill \S ,Q R
I HEATER I
I I
I I
: OV EN I
L ...1

When the ultimate in stability is required
in an oscillator, a temperature controlled oven
must be used . Until recently, ovens took the
form of a box surrounded by a heating ele
ment and containing a thermostat. When the
temperature is too low the thermostat closes,
causing the heating element to come on. Af
ter the temperature rises to the thermostat
switching temperature the heater goes off, al
lowing the box to cool down. This process
continues with a full cycle usually taking a
few seconds. One limitation of this system is
having the heater either on or off This
means that at all times there is either too lit
tle or too much heat being applied. The re
sult is a cycling of the box temperature as
the heater goes on and off.

In the course of some uhf communica
tions experiments, where a stable frequency
and time reference were required, the oven des
cribed here was built. This oven is capable of
much better temperature control than the old
thermostatic type of oven . Proportional con
trol is used to allow the correct amount of
heat to be applied . Once the temperature of
the oven reaches the correct temperature, the
heater power adjusts to some level between

Vector board is used for the electronics.
The 2 watt heater resistors can be seen
clamped around the Minibox oven. When
used, the oven is covered by insulating ma
terial.
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Circuit is formed so when the resistance of
the thermistor is equal to that of resistor R,
no voltage is fed back to the input of the ac
amplifier. When the thermistor is cooled, it s
resistance increases . By choosing the correct
phasing of the transformer windings this will

6 0 0 CT, known asW2EWL sse t ransfo r m er .
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Circuit
Operation of the oven contro l is best un

derstood fro m the simplified diagram. The
thermistor is a temperature sensitive re
sistor2. Mechanically, it is at tached to the
inside of the oven case. Elect rica lly , a bridge
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The thermistor can be seen mou nted on the
inside of the Minibox oven. Paint was re
moved from the box where the resistors are
mounted. An unpainted box would be pre
ferable.

fier creating an audio oscillator. The voltage
level from the oscillator is converted to a de
voltage by the detector. A de amplifier rai
ses the power level to a maximum of about
25 watts to drive the oven heater. As the
heater warms the oven and the thermistor,
the bridge is brought back to balance by the
lowering of the thermistor resistance. If the
thermistor resistance is lower than that of R,
negative feedback occurs around the ac ampli
fier and no oscillation will exist. In this way ,
power is applied to the heater only when the
temperature of the oven case is less than the
desired temperature.

Between the point of no oscillation of the
ac amplifier and full clipped oscillation, there
is some voltage level that allows the heater to
supply exactly the heat lost from the oven.
Rather amazingly, this feedback arrangement
will eventually find this balance point and
bring the heater power to a constant level.
Typically, this takes about 30 minutes.

The actual circuit uses two 2NI67 transis
tors in the ac amplifier, and two 2N404's
and a 2Nl74 in the de amplifier. These par
ticular transistor types were used because
they were readily available. Almost any simi
lar type should perform satisfactorily.

With the components shown, oscillation
occurs at about 800 hz. A full wave detector
provides a maximum of about 8 volts to the
de amplifier. This amplifier uses three emit
ter followers for unity voltage gain, with a
current gain of about 20,000. The heater is
built from six IS ohm, 2 watt carbon resis
tors in parallel.

Construction

The layout is not at all critical. A heat
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sink of about 8 square inches area was used
on the 2N174.

A standard 2-3/4"x2-1 /8"xl-5/8" Mini
box (Bud CU 3000 A) forms the walls of the
oven. A IS ohm 2 watt resistor is fastened
by a cable clamp on each of the six sides. To
provide good thermal contact , the side of
each resistor is filed flat to a width of about
1/8". Transistor heat sink thermal compound
is applied between the resistor and the Mini
box. All six resistors are wired in parallel to
form the heater.

In order to minimize the time required for
the thermistor to sense the heater tempera
ture, the thermistor is mounted inside the box
behind one of the resistors. This gives a ther
mal lag of about 30 seconds and allows a rea
sonable warm-up time for the oven. The
thermistor is carefully soldered to a ground
lug that is then electrically insulated from
the side of the oven by a mica washer. Again,
heat sink compound is used to increase the
thermal conductivity.

Operation

The only initial adjustment required is the

•0•
~

• •
~

z •• INSID E TEMPERATURE•u
> •

I ,
•• •• •• ,- •
~. • •• HEATER

• i VOLTAGE•
~ •••z !

•!
e • ,. •

TIME · MINUTES

Fig. 3 . Oven warm-up characteristics. Tem
perature measurements were made lit the
center of the oven.

phasing of TL If oscillation does not occur,
or if operation is very erratic , the 600 ohm
winding connections should be reversed.
Normal operation is indicated by a warm-up
characteristic similar to the one shown in the
graph.

The oven should be enclosed in an insula
ted box. This reduces both the heat loss and
the magnitude of harmful transient events
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NEW FROM
HEAVY DUTY SSB POWER TRIODE

TYPE 572B/T160L
• Idea lly suited for grounded grid li nea r ampli fier service.
• Rugged graphite anode. • Compact Envelope,
• Durable bonded thoriated tungsten f ilament.
• Relat ively low operating vol tage min im izes power

su pply cost.
• Zero bias- no bulky auxi liary power supplies.
• May be used in instant-on, no warmup ampl if iers,

for home brew l inears. In most instances the
572B/T1 60L di rectly replaces the 8 1l A provid ing
greater peak power capabi lity and longer life.

MA.XIMUM ICAS RATINGS PER TUBE
DC plate voltage 2750 volts
DC plate current 275 Ma .
Plate dissipat ion 160 watts
Filament power 6 :3V@4.0 Amps
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such as cold breezes. A I" to 2" layer of
foam rubber or fiberglass is adequate insula
tion around the oven.

The contents of the oven should not touch
the walls. Components inside the oven are
best mounted by a thermal insulator such as
foam rubber.

By adjusting R, the temperature in the
oven can be set to almost any temperature a
bove the ambient. The maximum tempera
ture attainable is limited by the 25 watts de
liverable to the oven. If the oven is well in
sulated from the air this can mean tempera
tures over 100' C so be careful or you may
melt your new precision standard! Even
above about 75' C some components may
deteriorate. The oven takes about 30 minutes
for the insides to warm up to a constant tem
perature. As shown in the graph, the heater
power steadies up in about 10 minutes after
having considerable overshoot.

Bibliography:
I. W. L. Smith, "Miniature Tramistorized Crystal
Controlled Precision Oscillators," IRE Transactions
on Instrumentation. September 1960.
2. C. K. Klinert, "The Thermistor," 73 Magazine,
November 1968, p. 78.
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Donald Mead W2LT
235 South Irving Street
Ridgewood, NJ 07450

A Crystal Filter

Control

"They can make friends enemies, and
enemies friends, by philters," The Anatomy
of Melancholy, Burton, 1621.

Yes, even back in the 1600s, it seems
•

they were using filters ... er, philters, that
is .. .' to perform useful feats of magic. And
what better legerdemain can be found in the
modern communications receiver than a
crystal philter .. . filter, I mean.

Fig. 1. Front view of the unmodified capa
citor.

A crystal filter is useful in improving
receiver selectivity because of its ability to
pass one frequency while attenuating all
others. It has another useful attribute as
well - its ability to null out a specific
frequency near the acceptance frequency.
The use of a phasing control permits the null
frequency to be varied slightly so that a
near-by interfering signal can be eliminated
without unpeaking the desired signal.

Although the control described was used
in the "Second Chance" circuit," it can be
used in just about any standard if crystal
filter circuit with untuned grid. The phasing
control, which is simply a three-plate vari-

·"A Second Chance Crystal Filter for the
BC-348", 73, June, 1966.
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able capacitor, is mounted and wired in
place of the rotary "crystal on-off' switch
on the front panel of the BC-348. The
problem is - try to find a small variable with
an insulated rotor shaft in any of the parts
catalogs! After much looking, we became
convinced that the only way we could get
what we needed was to make one. The
victim was a small APC variable capacitor
with a short slotted shaft and locknut. These
have been a drug on the surplus market for
years and can be found very cheap. Figs.
I - 4 show details of the modification.

Surgery is performed as follows:
a. Remove and discard the locknut. Next,

with a knife blade or slender screwdriver,
spread the four slotted parts of the shaft
bushing apart and bend them away from the
shaft. Flex them back and forth until they
snap off.

b. Remove the collar from the tip of the
shaft by filing a slot in the collar. It is
mounted on the shaft with a force fit and
can easily be pushed off once it has been
weakened by filing.

c. Position the shaft so that the plates are

Fig. 2 . Side view of the unmodified capa
citor.
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Fig. 5. The variation of impedance as a
fun ction of frequency .

•
(B)

Fig. 4 . Shaft details; (a) before modifica
tion, (b) after modification.

•

covers the two machine screw heads holding
the capacitor in place. A small piece of black
plastic tape may be placed on the back of
the panel to cover the small hole which the
switch anti-rotation lug occupied.

By bending one corner of the rotor plate,
the capacitor will short-circuit itself when
the plates are fully meshed. This will disable
the crystal filter and provide normal low
selectivity reception.

One word of caution on connecting the
phasing capacitor across the crystal - be
sure you connect the grid side of the crystal
to the stator. We inadvertently connected it
the other way first and heard a beat note
every time we touched the metal knob. It
turned out that a local Be station, only a
khz away from the if frequency, was getting
into the if amplifier through the shaft
insulation capacitance, tiny as it is! Re
versing the connections cured this.

To understand how the filter is able to
perform this dual role, a small dose of
theory may be helpful. First of all, it is
important to accept the fact that a quartz
crystal has two resonant frequencies. One is
the series-resonant frequency. at which the
crystal offers almost zero impedance; the
other, about I khz higher, is the parallel
resonant frequency. at which the impedance
is very high. The variation of impedance as a
function of frequency is shown in Fig. 5. At
the series-resonant frequency. the crystal
acts like a series-connected coil and capa
citor. L-C combinations like this are useful
as wave-traps to short-circuit undesired fre-

disengaged. Then withdraw the rotor assem
bly, taking care not to bend the three-legged
flat shaft spring (one leg is the rotor con
nection terminal lug). File the rough surfaces
of the shaft bushing on the front of the
capacitor until the bushing presents a
smooth bearing surface. Remove all but the
two stator plates and the one rotor plate
nearest the ceramic body of the capacitor by
gently bending the plates back and forth
until the soldered joint fractures. File or clip
off the excess portion of the stator plate
support pins and the rotor shaft.

Fig. 3. Side view of the modified c apac ito r.

d. Prepare an insulating sleeve that can be
forced over the rotor shaft to receive the
tuning knob. The sleeve must be 1/4" in
diameter and can be about I/Z" in length.
We used a plastic test prod handle, cut to
length, that merely needed enlargement of
the bore down the middle. A No. ZI drill
makes a hole that fits snugly over the metal
rotor shaft. The tight fit is important
because the sleeve must be forced on in such
a way that the rotor contact spring is
compressed and the proper spacing between
the plates is maintained. Incidentally, the
rotor spring may be flattened a bit to relieve
some of the pressure it exerts. It need only
make good electrical contact against the
shaft shoulder when the plates are properly
spaced. A small metal washer is used
between the bearing end of the plastic sleeve
and the filed surface of the bushing to
prevent abrasion of the sleeve. To assemble,
place the rotor contact spring in position,
insert the rotor shaft through the spring and
bushing, add the metal washer over the
shaft, and force the plastic sleeve over the
rotor shaft until the pia tes are properly
spaced, noting that the spring is slightly
compressed and making good contact with
the rotor shaft. This completes the capacitor
modification.

The phasing capacitor is mounted on the
panel in place of the "crystal on-off" rotary
switch. The original knob is re-used and
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quencies in the output circuit of a trans
mitter or in the input circuit of a receiver,
for example. On the other hand, the crystal
also looks like a parallel-connected coil and
capacitor at a slightly higher frequency. The
crystal in the grid circuit of a conventional

•

crystal oscillator stage makes use of this
configuration. Almost everyone is familiar
with the fact that the frequency of a crystal
oscillator can be lowered slightly by
shunting a small trimmer capacitor across
the crystal ... a point to keep in mind.

c, o.

II0

1
.... ...

I
0

)1
o.

Fig . 6 . The equivalent "black box" electri
cal circuit .

How can the crystal do two things at
once? Let's take a look at Fig. 6 which
shows the equivalent "black box" electrical
circuit. It is clear that Cx and Lx are
arranged in a series circuit. However, Ch,
representing Ibe capacitance of the holder
and .wiring, is shunted across ex and Lx.

definite effect on frequency. If the value of
Ch is increased slightly, the parallel-resonant
frequency of the crystal will be lowered
slightly.

In the conventional if bridge filter circuit,
shown in Fig. 8, the phasing capacitor, Cp is
adjusted to balance out the holder capacity
Ch so the crystal will pass only frequencies
at which it is series-resonant. Cp can be
varied slightly either way from the balanced
condition to indirectly affect the parallel
resonant frequency of the crystal. Another
way of doing this, especially in the BC-348
receiver, is to connect a small variable
capacitor, Ca, directly across the crystal to
permit small increments of the holder capa
city as shown in Fig. 9. If trimmer Cp is set
to balance out the holder capacity plus, let's
say, half of Ca, then any change in Ca will
cause Cp to have a surplus or deficiency of
capacity as far as balance is con
cerned - exactly the same effect as if Cp
was the variable control.

o.

o•

c.
o.

"' I X Er·'---_~- --,--4-1

I "

Fig. 7 . The parallel resonant combination.

Redrawing it, as shown in Fig. 7, reveals the
parallel-resonant combination. Considering
the series-resonant condition, the presence
of Ch has little effect on the resonant
frequency; all it does is to act as an
insignificant by-pass capacitor. However, in
the parallel-resonant mode, Ch exerts a

.1
. ,,;:"'-----4

I

,.
Fig . 8 . Conventional bridge circuit with the
phasing capacitor adjusted to balance out
the holder capacity .

60

."
,.

Fig. 9 . A small variable capacitor is con
nected direCtly across the crystal to permit
small increments of the holder capacity .

•

A word about if alignment is in order.
The BC-348 selectivity curve with the filter
out is as wide as the proverbial barn door.
To make things worse, the if transformers
are slightly overcoupled, making for a
double-humped response curve. Originally,
we felt pangs of sympathy for the designer
who had to accommodate both the beacon
band and the hf bands, with the resuIt that
the if landed in the be band. But to

. deliberately broaden the selectivity that
much! No doubt the military wanted a
receiver that stood a chance of getting the
message through when tuned roughly to a
spot frequency.

The rough alignment can be made on
background noise. With. the bfo on and the
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tion slot. Try other offsets from the align
ment frequency; at least one setting should
result in almost infinite rejection as the
phasing control is tuned through it.

When operating the receiver in the "single
signal" mode, the phasing control is usu
ally set so audio images fall in the re
jection slot. That is, the bfo is set to a
desired pitch that corresponds with the
crystal filter peak frequency. Then, the
receiver is tuned to the same pitch on the
other side of zero beat. The phasing control
is then adjusted to eliminate this signal (the
audio image). In this way, half the potential
interfering signals are automatically elimi
nated whenever the desired signal is tuned in
on the crystal filter peak.

Fig. 10. The before and after if response
curves.

90B 9 10 91" 91 4 916 91B 9 z0 9 aa
FREQ { lo~ .l

,

,
•

•

,
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a
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The proof of the pudding is, of course, in
the ability of the receiver to dig that rare DX
out of the pile-ups. Using a homebrew
converter which translates 10, 15 and 20 to
the 80 meter band on the BC-348, we
worked 20 new countries in two weeks. For
the more scientifically inclined brethren, the
"before" and "after" if response curves are
shown in Fig. 10. Need we say more?

. . . W2LT

crystal filter in, advance the phasing con
denser until it is half meshed. Then adjust
the trimmer Cp until the noise has a tinny,
ringing sound. Then peak up the if trans
formers (top and bottom) for the loudest
noise with this characteristic sound. This
completes the rough adjustment.

For the final if alignment, you will need a
stable signal generator, preferably one that
can be modulated. We found that the vener
able BC-22l-AK is perfect for the job. Also,
you will need an ac voltmeter (say o-5V)
that can be bridged across the audio output
as a tuning indicator. The object of the
exercise is to find the exact series resonant
frequency of the crystal After this has been
determined, the signal generator is parked on
this frequency, and the final adjustment of
all if transformers is made.

Couple the signal generator to the mixer
grid through a gimmick condenser made by
twisting two pieces of insulated wire to
gether so they overlap for about one or two
inches. The end of one wire can be stripped
and wrapped around pin 5 of the 6SA7
mixer tube which is then replaced in its
socket. Tune the signal generator slowly
through 915 khz (with the modulation on
and the bfo off) and carefully adjust the
frequency for a maximum on the audio
output meter. If you have hit it on the nose,
the phasing control can be varied + I0
degrees rolation without appreciably
affecting the output. Peak up the if trans
formers. Repeat the procedure to double
check the alignment. A couple of hints: use
no more coupling from the signal generator
than is needed for a good output indication
so the if chain won't be overloaded; also,
short the antenna binding post to the ground
binding post to prevent the reception of
spurious signals which may interfere with
the desired signal from the generator.

Before disconnecting the alignment set
up, try testing the action of the phasing
control in nulling out a weak. signal near the
peak frequency. Detune the signal generator
about I khz higher than the alignment
frequency. Slowly tune the phasing control
until the output drops drastically. This
adjustment is very critical and takes a fine
touch. You should get at least 15 - 20 db
attenuation as the signal drops in the rejec-
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Grounded Grid

Ralph S. Yeandle, W21K
P. O. Box 252
Schoharie, New York 12157

Filament Chokes'

During the course of construction of my
linear amplifier employing two type 4-400 A
tubes, the market price of a 30 ampere
filament choke was suddenly raised from
about $9 to around $25. Whether this was due
to the high price of copper, the enamel on
the wire, or because a beautiful doll needed
a new diamond, did not interest me one iota.
It was high time for ingenuity to be sum
moned forth.

A look at the driving impedance of those
tubes in this type of operation indicated a
value of 300 to 500 ohms or thereabouts,
which was halved for two tubes in parallel.
This meant that the choke impedance at the
lowest frequency to be used should have a
value of, say, five times this in order to
maintain a low rf loss through the choke. So
we are then talking about a choke imped
ance in the order of 1000 ohms. One could
wind this kind of a choke with his eyes
closed unless he considered the current
requirement of the tubes. This required a
very heavy wire, size No. 8 or No. . l 0, and
even then a good fraction of a volt could be
lost between the filament transformer and•
the tubes. When a coil takes on these
proportions, there must be a better way than
rolling your own.

The solution was easy. Mount the trans
former on insulators at least ~" thickness,
thus isolating it from all chassis grounds.
Then connect the secondary directly to the
tubes using wire of sufficient size to prevent
any appreciable drop in voltage to the tubes.
If you find that the transformer has an
electrostatic shield, as did mine, disconnect
it and let it float. The secondary center tap
may be connected through a choke to
ground by employing one of those small
multiple-Pi types, but if you are particular

62

about getting too much de resistance in this
circuit, and about wasting a good high
impedance choke where it is not needed,
then here is a place where a simply con
structed device can be used. One of quite
adequate characteristics can be made on a 1"
diameter form about 3" long, wound with
about No. 30 wire. A primary choke in the
110 volt line was wound in bifilar fashion
with No. 24 wire, I" diameter and about
4*" long. The heavy capacitance existing
between primary and secondary. coming
about either by direct coupling or via the
core, indicates that there is little difference
in the magnitude of the rf voltage on either
winding and therefore the same amount of
choke impedance is needed for each.
Formex insulated wire was used on the
bifilar and no indication of breakdown
between adjacent turns has been evident in
the three years of use. If preferred, two
separate line chokes may be used in the
primary in which case each can be physically
smaller than the bifilar. A .01 mfd by-pass is
used from each side of the line to ground, on
the line side only. The above dimensions are
approximate and have served well in my
amplifier throughout 80 to 10 meters. They
were duplicated more or less for another
amplifier using 2 type 813 tubes. Of course a
high quality coil form may be used, but in
this case the circuit impedance is sufficiently
low to allow an old broomstick, hammer
handle, or a dried out sapling to be
used - even at 10 meters.

So the $25 with which I almost parted
was used for much more important things.
Come to think of it, 1 believe that 1 bought
an anti-gravity machine from a door-to-door
salesman.

. . W21K
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Mini-AF Generator for the laboratory or ham work
bench. 10 to 100-,000 hz in four bands, sine or
square wave. Worlo's smallest. 7Y," x 3%' x 4" 2
Ibsl Built-in AC power supply stabilized to O.~%
The output is maintained at minimum distortion
and constant level with FET oscillator and thermis
ter and heavy inverse feedback .

torized PC test equipment. Now a complete service
lab, including RF and AF signal generators, is buill
into a case about the size of an old VOM!

MINIATURE AF GENERATOR

The day of the great big piece of test equip
ment is past, made a memory by modern trensis-TEST

MINIATURE TEST LABORATORY

ONLY $59.95

.. -.

':-. I

- .

This is by far the single
most valuable piece of test
equipment. Built in meter
for measuring gain of each
stage under test . Easy to
find weak or defective
stages. Output speaker
built in or to VTVM or
scope. No line cord since it
is self powered. ONlV
Model SE·350 Signal Tracer $22.50

RF
Field

Strength
Meter

1-400 mhz

Comes with a-sectton antenna and earphone for
modulation checking. Invaluable for tuning any
transmitter. Magnetic base for mobile use.

Model FL-30 ONLY $8.95

Model 6803 AF Generator

52 Ohm 1 KW
SWR Meter

I
Simple

Inexpensive
Effective
$14.95

Model SE-405

AC Voltmeter DC Voltmeter
Ohmmeter Milliammeter
RF Signal Generator AF Signal Generator
Resistance Substitution Capacitance Substitution
9V DC Supply AF Field Strenp,th
Self Powered 7%" x 3%" x 3l4", n~lbs.

Thanks to transistors and printed circuits you can
hold this complete lab in one hand. Not long ago
this would have been 8 whole shelf full of test
equipment. 455 khz generator for aligning 11'5,.400
hz generator for audio circuits. Plus a normal yOM
and A&C substitution. Field Strength meter for
tuning transmitters. Everything in one small box I
Model SE-400 Mini-Lab ONLY $25.00

Buy DGP Miniature Test Equipment from Your
Local Distributor or Order Direct Mail from
REDLINE CO., JAFFREY, NH 03452. Please
allow a little extra for postage charges.
Distributors: Write for our distributor prices
Manufacturers Reps: We need you-Write
Enclose check or MO for:

IUIIllS1EI III"al
IC__I_.

nIH

Call

Miniature Test Lab $25.00

Miniature AF Generator $59.95

A F Meter $8.95

SWA Meter $14.95

Miniature Signal Tracer $22.50

Power Supply $16.95

Zip

o
o
o
o
o
o

Address ---t
Worth its weight in batteries. Invaluable for tinting
transistorized or Ie gear. Saves its price in batteries

City State -----I for long range operation of radio1J.. cassette tape
recorders, etc. 0 ·20 VDC @ 150·2uu rna. Metered
and regulated . .
Model SE-l00 Power Supply ONLY $16.95

Name -I
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George Wilson W10LP
318 Fisher St .
Walpole , MA 02081

Equipment Cabinets

with Style

SIDE VIE w
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1'- - 0

SCREW INTO
PANE l STOP -

(IF NECESSARYI

on the height and depth of your cabinets so
that they will present a uniform appearance.
The quarter-inch plywood recommended for
the sides of the cabinets wili provide plenty
of strength for even relatively large cabinets.
However, if you have a source of another
thickness or another material, it can proba
bly be used.
Building Suggestions

The quarter-inch plywood sides and top
and a three-quarter-inch pine or fir base
materials appear to be an ideal combination
of availability and usefulness. It is suggested
that these materials be cut on a table saw if
one is available. A table saw will provide
square, relatively smooth edges that can be
assembled without further furnishing. So
little cutting is required that any friend who
has a saw should be glad to make the pieces
for you. Cut the sides and top from a single

o

Most experimenters and homebrew equip
ment builders settle for commercial cabinets,
boxes and chassis to house their electronic
creations. This article will describe a method
of building cabinets that are simple and
stylish and that can be built in a wide range
of sizes. These cabinets have minimum cost
and yet have the good appearance necessary
to make your radio room and workshop
look highly professional.

The solution to the cabinet problem is to
build wooden cabinets like those shown in
the photographs. Considerable development
has gone into these cabinets. At this point I
feel that maximum simplicity has been
achieved without sacrificing utility and style.

The accompanying drawings and the text
that follows describes a "type" of cabinet
rather than a specific cabinet. If this type of
cabinet is attractive to you, a little fore
thought is in order so that you may adapt
the design to your own needs and to the
most readily obtained materials. The width
dimension will vary depending on the equip
ment that is to be housed. On the other
hand, perhaps you will want to standardize
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piece that has been cut to the finished depth
dimension. This will assure that the top and
sides are all the same depth and that they
will match perfectly when assembled.

The panel stops in the upper corners may
be glued to the top of the sides as the first
assembly step. Use white glue and half-or
three-quarter-inch brads to fasten the various
parts. Nex t, attach the sides to the base and,
last, attach the top. Use the white glue
generously, but wipe any excess off exposed
surfaces with a damp rag. When the glue is
dry - about an hour, the exposed surfaces
should be sanded to eliminate any ridges
between the sides and the top and to provide
a smooth surface for finishing. A belt sander
is handy for this operation, but hand sanding
is easy and adequate.

The assembled cabinet should be sealed
with shellac or a commercial sealer. It can
then be spray painted using one of the
quick-drying enamels or lacquers that come
in spray cans. Build up three or four coats.
Each individual coat should consist of sev
eral light sprays with special attention (re
sprayings) being given to any spots that
tend to soak up the paint. Allow at least a
half-an-hour between coats even though the
label will claim that the paint "dries in
minutes". The last coat should provide a
high-gloss finish that will be an asset to any
shelf in your house.

Nothing has been said about choosing the
color for your cabinets and very little will be
said. However, don't overlook the possibillty
of choosing one or more bright colors that
will fit with your decor. I use a "mix
and-match" scheme. In the workshop,
cabinets are "color coded". Power supplies
are red and test instruments are black. The
speaker that goes with the commercial re
ceiver in the radio room is black like the
receiver.

Panels may be metal. wood, "hardboard"
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negatives for
p. c. boards

BIGELOW ELECTRONICS

BLUFFTON OHIO 45817

or a plastic such as Bakelite depending on
the needs of the equipment to be housed in
the cabinet. Hard Masonite with a couple of
coats of a sealer like Firzite makes an
attractive looking panel that is easily worked
using wood tools.

Panels for speaker cabinets can be made
from perforated metal or with openings and
grill cloth in the accepted manner. The back
of a cabinet may be left open; closed tightly
with wood or metal; or it may be closed
using perforated metal or screening.
Openings in the back and sides may be
provided for cooling. Heating of the cabinet
top can be lessened by cementing a piece of
aluminum foil to the inside of the top.

The front panel can be mounted in most
cases by using three-quarter-inch round
head-wood screws through the panel into the
three-quarter-inch base. The panel stops at
the top will prevent the panel from being
pushed in. If added security is desired, wood
screws can be used in the upper panel
corners. If an extra long cabinet is built, it is
recommended that an additional panel stop
be installed on the inside of the top at the
center of the cabinet.

Uses
Cabinets of the sort described herein may

be used for many types of devices.
Power Supplies
Timers
Speakers
Signal Generators
Bridges
Clocks
Chargers
Meters
Receivers
Transmitters
Standing Wave Meters
Intercoms

The list above is just a fraction of the use,
that can be found. These cabinets free the
equipment designer from size limitations
and, at the same time, provide him with ~

source of easily made cabinets that wil
enhance the appearance of his equipment.

...WIOLf
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Richard J. Zach WB2AEB
33 Pike Place, RFD-4
Mahopac, New York 10541

VHF-FM:
Advantage s and

Part I
Pra ctices

When you operate, what do you want in a
system? You may say reliability, quality of
equipment , as well as ease of operation.
Perhaps you have as insatiable thirst to
tinker wit h equipment to get the absolute
best performance. VHF-FM can satisfy all
these requirements and more.

As you may know, VHF-FM is growing
fa ster than any other mode. Why has such a
relatively new con cept enjoyed such popu
larity? Perhaps we can answer this by asking
still another question. What is VHF-FM? Of
course, you could say that you FM a VHF
transmitter. But VHF-FM (or just "FM"
from now on) is also an entirely different
system of communications.

About 75% of all FM activity is operated
from the mobile. The rigs are surplus gear
taken out of commercial service (taxis,
police cars, fire trucks, etc.) . When you
purchase these rigs, they come with all
accessories ... transmitter, receiver, power
supply , mike, speaker, control head and
cables, but less crystals and ant enna. They
seldo m run over 60 watts, with most rigs
running 30 watts or under. Antenna
polarization is always vertical. FM deviation
is usually wide-band (+15 khz) but there are
a fe w scattered narrow-band outfit s (+5
khz). The trend today is toward narrow
band operation, though. You can get a
complete rig for as little as $25, but the
usual price runs between $40 and $90 when
obtained from a dealer. The possibility of
ob taining the used equipment directly from
the co mmercial user should not be over
looked.

As noted , just about all FM activity is
crystal controlled and hence, operates on
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"channels." Because of accepted channels,
repeater stations can be utilized. Such
repeater stations, usually located on high
ground with higher power, receive signals on
one frequency and simultaneously retrans
mit the received signal o n a different
frequency. Going through a repeater , you
can cover a 50 mile radius using just a one
watt walkie-talkie. However, in speaking
with other hams, I find that there is one big
misconception about FM. It seems that quite
a few people think that you must go through
a repeater. Quite to the contrary . As a
matter of fact, In southeastern New York,
most FM activity is "direct ," without the aid
of a repeater.

Another advantage of channelizing is that
most stations can, and do monitor. When an
FM'er gets out of work, on goes the mobile
rig. When he gets home, on goes the base
station. After a while, you know when
the different stations are monitoring. You are
now approaching the reliability of the land
line via ham radio.

Emergency communications is one of
FM's strongest points. The fact that all
stations are always on frequency and FM
receivers are not susceptible to lightning or
ignition noise provides for an extremely
reliable situation . With some repeaters, if the
commercial power fails, an emergency
generator automatically kicks in. The abun
dance of mobile and portable equipment as
well as the fact that much of this was
designed originally for emergency use, gives
FM the upper hand in most any emergency.

Operating procedure on channelized FM
is somewhat unique. In some parts of the
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country, the commercial "IO-eode" is used .
This does provide for quicker QSO's, but
this aspect of operation has not been used to
any extent in the New York City area as well
as many others. "CQ" is never heard on FM,
since there is just no need for it. All stations
are on frequency, so no long call is needed .

You might simply say , "This is WB2AEB
monitoring nine-four," and that's it. If
anybody wants to gab, they'll answer. Since
the channels are well known, when referring
to them you simply say the numbers to the
right of the decimal point. Thus when you
refer to 146.94 mhz you say "nine-four."
When referring to 52 .525 mhz you say
"five-twa-five."

Even where six-meters AM may reign king,
two-meters is often where the FM ham stays.
On a national scale, two-meters is also the
most popular channelized FM band . 146.94
is the national two-meter frequency with
other side channels such as 146.76. The
national 6-meter frequency is 52.525 mhz.

•
There is also a national ten-meter freq uency
and this is 29 .6 mhz. There are about 300
hams on this frequency and more are joining
every day. This band is popular because the
skip comes in more often than the VHF
bands. To get on teu-meters FM, you simply
tune the rig down to 29 .6 mhz instead of
52.525 mhz. The low-band rigs tune from 25
to 50 mhz often with few modifications.

As for UHF, the * meter band is popular
for your own "secret" repeater. To the
FM'er, six-meters is called "low-band,"
two-meters is called "high-band," while the
'A meter band is called "450" or simply
"UHF"

As you can see, FM is different.
. . . WB2AE B
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Robert L. Grenell, ex W8RHR
3926 Beech Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

Bring- Back

the Q Multiplier

Fig. 1. The Grenell Q -multiplier. L 1 & L2
can be either the Heath co ils, if you rebuild,
or Miller numbers 4414 and 4409 respec
tively .
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more sophisticated. When used to peak a
single signal, the high-Q tuned circuit in
parallel with the receiver's first if stage is
regenerative because of positive feedback.
This narrows the receiver bandpass. Effec
tively, the triode amplifies the high Q of the
tuned circuit. A signal passing through the if
at the tuned circuit's resonant frequency
sees a very high impedance, and thus passes
by the Q-Multiplier more or less unaffected.
A signal slightly off resonance, however, is
sharply attenuated, since it sees a low
impedance, and is shunted to ground.

In the notch or rejection function, nega
tive feedback is introduced by the second

Some fifteen or sixteen years ago, in
another amateur publication of which
Wayne Green was editor at the time, the
Q-Multiplier was introduced. It immediately
caught on big, and Heath began marketing a
kit version which went through several
models before it was recently dropped from
their line. Except for its use in certain
receivers as a notch filter, it has now just
about gone out of style with the ham
fraternity.

It 's too bad that this has happened,
because a Q-Multiplier can still do things no
other circuit can for the same price. It is
capable of a variety of functions which
would otherwise require much more compli
cated and critical (and expensive!) circuitry.
No other single circuit of such simplicity and
low cost offers such a desirable combination
of functions: I. Single signal cw selectivity;
2. Tunable rejection notch; 3. Continuously
variable selectivity; 4. Bandpass tuning.
How It Works

If aU this sounds good to you, let's take a
minute to examine the Q-Multiplier's prin
ciples of operation. Normally, more or less
by tradition, the Q-Multiplier has always
been set up to work with a 455 khz if.
However, with proper modifications to the
tuned circuit, it can be made to operate well
at any frequency under 10 or 12 mhz.

The principle .of the Q-Multiplier is
similar to a suck-out trap, but considerably
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triode, causing the impedance/frequency re
lationship to be reversed. Thus, a signal at
the resonant frequency sees a low imped
ance, while those not at resonance pass
through unaffected by the high impedance
they see. The sole purpose of Ll is to tune
out the capacitive reactance of the coaxial
cable used to connect the Q-Multiplier to the
receiver if.

With the function switch in the sharp
peak position, selectivity down to about 200
hz is available for CW reception. In some
installations, it may be possible to obtain
100 hz selectivity.

How to Use It

The peak can be tuned across the if
passband of your receiver to sort out a maze
of signals very effectively. Using the Q-Multi
plier in conjunction with a selective audio
filter is just about the ultimate in effective
CW reception. You really shave those signals
close! I omitted the broad position in my
installation, since the selectivity of my
75A-2 is set by a Collins 2.1 khz filter; but
for those lacking a filter, the broad position
is pretty effective for SSB reception.

In extremely crowded band conditions, it
is possible to use the Q-Multiplier to separate
SSB signals. With the selectivity advanced as
far as necessary, carefully tune across the if
passband. You'll find you can peak up the
most essential voice frequencies of the signal
you're trying to haul out of the mess. Under
these conditions, the audio is very restricted,
but you can copy! With a little practice,
you'll find that you're able to slice away
SSB QRM just as effectively as you can in
the CW mode.

The rejection function should be familiar
to most of you. It works just like aT-notch
filter or the rejection function of the old
style crystal filter. Tuning for the notch is
very critical, and must be done slowly. It is
also important to adjust the selectivity con
trol for the deepest possible notch. This does
not correspond to the setting for maximum
selectivity. but falls around the middle of
the control's range. The obvious use for the
notch is the elimination of interfering
heterodynes and adjacent CW signals. How
ever, adjusted for a slightly broader notch, it
will do a fine job of reducing QRM from
adjacent SSB signals, as well. In the process,
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you'll probably notch a good chunk out of
the signal you're trying to copy, but - again,
with practice - you'll find it quite effective.

Building One

A few months ago, I picked up one of the
old Heath Q-Multipliers from a local ham,
tore it down, and rebuilt it in a corner of my
75A-2. The schematic shows the final cir
cuit, except that it does show the broad
position, which ] omitted, for those inter
ested. The original circuit used two
pots - one for peak, and one for reject.
Since the two functions cannot be per
formed simultaneously, I used only one pot
on the panel, and put the pot for the reject
position under the chassis, since it only
needs to be set one time. I also changed the
tuning capacitor from a 100 pfd unit to 50
pfd to obtain better bandspread within the
passband. The 100 pfd variable tuned about
5 khz to either side of the center frequency,
Those who will be using the broad position
may want to retain the 100 pfd variable.

The Miller coils specified will work nicely
in place of the Heath coils I used. The circuit
layout is less critical than you might
imagine, and point-to-point wiring is OK.
Before making the connection to the plate
of the first if amp, be sure your receiver is
accurately aligned. With the Q-Multiplier off,
adjust LI for maximum signal Do not
repeak the receiver if, or you'll degrade the
Q-Multiplier's performance.

With the tuning capacitor at mid-point
and the Q-Multiplier in the sharp peak func
tion, adjust L2 for maximum signal. Repeak
LI with the Q-Multiplier off and L2 with it
peaking about 3 or 4 times, as there is some
interaction. Now check for the performance
of the rejection function. The tuning point
of maximum rejection will be just slightly
different than that for maximum peak
because of the capacity of the second triode
switched in the reject function.

That's it. You should be ready to roll.
You'll find the Q-Multiplier to be a valuable
addition to your receiver. I hope these ideas
will stimulate some new interest in this most
useful and versatile gadget. Since Wayne
Green was responsible for introducing it, it's
most fitting that he should have a hand in
re-introducing it!

... W8RHR
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Gerald Price VP2AC
Care of An tigua Star
P. O. Box 114
St . John 's, Antigua
West Indies

Activation
•

Ln VP2

Both in the American phone band and
the DX section, hams continue to say the
only VP2s that we have not worked are
Anguilla and the British Virgin Islands.
Meanwhile several hams would like to take
along their rigs while holidaying in the
Caribbean. Because of this I am writing an
account of my recent DXpedition to the
islands.

A request to VP2MY Frank, the man
aging director of Leeward Islands Air Trans
port (L1AT), for a complimentary flight to
the islands was answered with an immediate
roger, Frank is a patron of the Antigua
Amateur Radio Club.

My next move was then to get a license
and permission from the St. Kitts Govern
ment to operate on Anguilla island. Anguilla
was a ward island of 51. Kitts, but has since
seceded in June, 1967.

A telephone call from my home QTlI in
Antigua to the telecommunication officer in
SI. Kitts resulted in my learning that the
officer had QRT to Canada on business and
that I should write to the Chief Minister of
St. Kitts for license and permission.

A hurried letter to the Chief Minister was
answered by the Minister of Communication- -

Jerrv VP2AC making first stop in St . Kitts
to get government permission to operate on
Anguilla Island. The rig here is an HW-32
with a Hustler verttcet .
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requesting evidence of my British nationality
before consideration of the license could be
given.

My scheduled time of departure was too
short for correspondence, therefore it was
necessary to call at his office in St. Kitts;
and after routine inspections of my Antigua
license, etc" I paid for my VP2K license and
I was given the call VP2KC.

About I S days before leaving on the
DXpedition, Hurricane Inez destroyed my
Hygain vertical which was slated for the trip
with my Hot Water-32.

An immediate request to New-Tronies
Corporation in Ohio for a Hustler vertical
brought a donation of a 4-BTV Hustler
which I received five days after the request
via Amateur Radio Center in Miami, Florida.

On St. Kitts island it was necessary to
transfer to a smaller aircraft which would
fly to Anguilla, about 60 miles north. This
created an immediate problem - the 6 foot
by 11' inches pipe and the vertical which was
telescoped to 5 feet 8 inches could not fit
into the small aircraft, and with only IS
minutes before QRT time, I hurriedly
bought a hacksaw blade, quickly cut off 18
inches of the pipe, reduced the antenna to
about 5 feet and scrambled into the six
seater.

On Anguilla island, I booked in at Lloyds
Hote l, the most elevated location in The
Valley - the capital or chief town. The hotel
was the only place too that a generator
could be rented at a moderate price - there
being no electricity on the island.

Anguilla is a fascinating island In the
northerly Leeward group of the Lesser
Antilles in the tropical waters of the eastern
Caribbean. It is a flat island stretching
eel-like for approximately I S miles. Prob-
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among the 600 contacts on Anguilla was the
ever-popular PY2PS, Eva .

From this QTH WAC was logged and
surprisingly the Russians were contacted
long after 1300 Zulu unusual at this time in
our neck of the woods.

We regret- that several of the DL's were
not worked when they were coming in 5 x 9
plus about 2000 Zulu, but the generator
stopped and it took sometime before we got
it going again. Then conditions to DL land
had changed, and the DX section was prac
tically dead.

But the American Phone Band was a
bee-hive of activity. Several stations were
logged before I found out that I was
sandwiched between two other DXpeditions,
VQ9AA Don on Aldabra and FH8JF Hosay
on Cornoro island who were working just
about 30KC apart.

Tortola in the British Virgin Islands was
the next QTH of the DXpedition, but before
QRT from Anguilla I observed that the local
government was preparing to install 220-240
volts AC in The Valley. The next DXpedition
to Anguilla may be much more comfortable
for the operator.

To get to Tortola from Anguilla it was
necessary for one to enter St. Thomas in the
American Virgin Islands if one wanted to
travel by air. While booking for SI. Thomas
it was discovered that my certificate of
vaccination against small pox was missing,
possibly left in Antigua.

A quick check with the only doctor on
the island and I was revaccinated and given a
certificate. In St. Thomas swift motor vessels
and sea planes travel to Tortola, and to cut
down traveling expenses, I packed the equip
ment in one of the vessels, and I was happy I
did because I made a good study of the
islands. I was amazed with their number and
proximity. Here, there and everywhere were
islands - Virgin Gorda, Anegada, Jost Van
Dyke, Salt Island, Peter Island, Cooper
Island, Norman Island, Marina Cay, Guana
Island and many other islands ranging down
to mere rocks rising from the blue waters.
We sailed through Sir Francis Drake's Chan
nel and tied up to the pier in Road Town
Harbour.

The Tortola customs insisted that I pay
duty on my equipment, but after some

111 01 11
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Hustler antenna IS betng connected on top
of the hotel room in Anguilla Island. From
this location about 600 contacts were made,
including WAC and 65 countries.

•
ably named L'Anguilla by the French who
first owned the island, which in now popu
lated by about 7,000 people.

The antenna was ready shortly after I
arrived, and it was placed on the roof of the
hoteL From here the sea was visible from all
directions way out to the horizon. In the
distance 12 miles away was the French
Dutch island of St. Martin silhouetted by the
sun.

The generator was set into motion,
voltage check - 118 volts ac. The HW-32
loaded okay. The American phone band was
crowded and QRM plus plus. I gave several
CQ's which resulted in no reply.

In the DX section the first station
logged was VE3BWY Ham with 5 x 9 sigs
both ways. Second day on Anguilla the first
stateside station logged was W2RSJ and then
the pile-up. All districts in U. S. A. were
worked except the 7th district during the
five-day stay on the island.

Several VK's were worked every day, in
eluding my good friend VK4HR, Harry, who
was on the lookout for the DXpedition ; and
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explanation, I was allowed to pass through
free of duty, pending some further investiga
tion into my true mission.

On Tortola island, the Administrator, the
Telecommunication Officer and the Inspec
tor of Police gave me every assistance to get
up the station. Thanks to to the Chief of
Police in Antigua, Mr. Edmund Blaize, who
sent letters asking for assistance and reco
mendation to the DXpedition. Mr. Blaize is a
patron of the Antigua Amateur Radio Club.

The capital Road Town is a true valley
completely surrounded by high mountains
with an opening from the sea. To my mind
this location was not ideal for a DXpedi
tion - and I had decided to QRT to Marina
Cay three miles away, but this would neces
sitate renting another generator for electric
ity - and enough money was not available
for this, therefore I set up station in Road
Town, and after 5 days operating here 560
stations was logged.

Tortola is the largest island in the British
Virgin Islands with a population of about
8,000 people who have a strong inclination
to be Americans, and are greatly influenced
by their neighbours, the American islands SI.
Thomas, St. Croix and St. John.

First station logged from Tortola was
YV2GT sharply followed by WI CLX and
the pile-up bounced in over the mountains
with amazing 5 x 9. Another popular YL
logged in the pile-up was WI RLQ Grace who
was worked at all the stops as well as from
the QTH in Antigua.

Several Africans were worked every day
after 2000 Zulu. The SM's were constantly
logged and several HB9s were buried in the
QRM. My good friend VP7NA Harold from
the Bahamas was logged and we chewed the
rag for a few minutes. All the Canadian
districts were worked, and at the end of the
Tortola operation WAC was again logged and
65 countries worked.

My QSL Manager WA4AYX Pete was
co ns ta ntly monotoring the operations
through the islands, and the courtesy of the
American hams was indeed commend
able - while my QSL Manager and I were in
QSO, they were all QRX until he was
through.

And another commendable factor of the
Stateside hams was the orderliness in which
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the boys came in when called in districts.
Being transeieve I had to call in the stations
by districts because of the tremendous
pile-up.

My next stop was the island of Barbuda,
and I had first to return to Antigua. Flights
to the ward island 40 miles north of Antigua
were all booked until one week later. Having
only 25 more days of vacation I decided to
move immediately and boarded a fishing
vessel for Barbuda.

I was the sole passenger and after six
hours' sailing we anchored in the placid
lagoon of Codrington Harbour.

No electricity was available on the island
and therefore I set up station at the Police
Department with the kind permission of the
Chief of Police in Antigua

The police generator delivered 230 volts
ac and we stepped down the voltage to I 16
volts to power the Hot Water - 32. The
police officers. some were my schoolmates,
helped me get up the antenna. We went
on the air immediately and first worked
K2CWQ who is believed to be the first ham
to work Barbuda; there being no record of a
station being set here before.

Station K7TNE Meg was worked and this
was the first and only station logged in the
Seventh District through the entire DXpedi
tion. After 5 days of spotty operation, 480
stations were logged with a new bird FP8AC
on St. Pierre Island. At this moment a YV5
broke on the frequency and wanted to take
over operation. but I would have none of it.

Barbuda is a very flat island with high
lands up to about 200 feet in the northern
section of the 62 square mile land. It is
almost all of coral formation with a very
large lagoon on the western side which l eads
to the main and only village, Codrington,
where 1,200 people live like one big family.

It is one of the few islands where wild
deer are still found, and the only island in
the Caribbean with beaches of pinkish-white
sands stretching for more than 15 miles.

My QSL Manager Pete has been and is
still handling the QSL cards for Anguilla,
Tortola, and Barbuda DXpedition.

My next DXpedition is being planned for
Dominica (VP2D), St . Lucia (VP2L) and St.
Martin (FM7).

... VP2AC
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Arnold J. Cain, WB4FDQ
375 Ruffner Road
Melbourne , Florida 32901

/

lives about fifteen miles away. Using a
nineteen-inch ground plane at his QTH, he
was copying me at less than one half S unit
on his SR42, while I was transmitting on a
turnstile at about fifty feet of altitude. After
switching to my little CR beam, he reported
S 5-6, a gain of 41>-5 S units. If this isn't
good enough performance for you, you 'U
have to experiment with one of your own.
So, to work!

The basic materials for this rig are a
ten-foot length of 3/4 or l-inch aluminum or
steel mast, two six-foot and one eight-foot
lengths of one-by-two-inch cedar, a 100-foot
coil of aluminum clothes line, (you will have
about 25 feet left over) 40 inches of liz-inch
aluminum tubing, and assorted bolts, nuts
and insulating material. The 3/4-inch or
l-inch aluminum tube will be the mast (I put
my turnstile for local ragchewing, on top).

BeamThe CR

It seems now, that my two-meter antenna
has been up there for ten years, but on
checking the log, I find it has only been a
little over two. Of course, it may only seem
that way because, in this neck of the woods,
a lot of hurricanes and high wind conditions
have tested their strength on this rather frail
looking piece of gear. I am happy to report
that it's still doing what its supposed to, in
spite of them all!

The closest we have come to disaster was
last fall. During a three-week down-range
trip (I was working at Cape Kennedy as a
cameraman at that time) Melbourne was
sideswiped by a small, freak, tornado. On
my return I found that the two-inch,
thick-walled aluminum conduit extension
mast that supports my rotor and hf antennas
(and which is guyed, top and bottom) at the
top of my tower was bent at a forty-five
degree angle from the vertical, leaving the
antennas facing the ground but otherwise
intact.

This small twister had demolished quite a
bit of valuable property in our town,
including a beautiful tri-band array at the
QTH of W4JHM, only a hundred and fifty
yards west of us. It took me exactly
thirty-five minutes to saw off the five-foot
bent portion and get everything back up in
the air. So much for the ruggedness of this
kite .

As you will see, this antenna, even if you
don't scrounge (as I do) but buy all of the
component parts, will cost almost nothing.
As for efficiency, I'm sure there are antennas
you can buy or build that will give you more
gain, greater front-to-back ratio, etc.
However, for simplicity, ruggedness, ease of
construction and compactness, plus broad
bandedness and, last but not least, cost , you
will have to go far to beat this one.

One more word on efficiency. L'like most
of our breed, do not have access to
high-priced lab equipment, but I do have, as
you do, friends and fellow hams. K4JKX
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Fig. 1. Corner reflector construction.
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the apex of the corner reflector. To have
these parts line up accurately, the bolt hole
will have to be a bit below the center and it
is much easier to do this with the whole
assembly laid out on the ground. Once you
have your holes drilled and are sure of your
alignment, you may proceed with the
assembling which will go rather quickly.

For final assembly, I fastened the mast up
vertically and bolted the reflector frame to it
with the elements glued in place and ran a
thin bolt through the back end of the boom
and the reflector frame . I put the drive
element on last. Make sure that you bolt the
wood strips all on the same side of the mast.
It looks awfully funny the other way.

Finally, the driven element - I must say
at this point that I make no claims for
originality concerning any portion of this
rig - and the drive element is no exception.
However, in self defence, I have found that
combining these various components in this
particular way may be a bit original. The
driven element has been written up before,
under dlfferent titles. Finding it to be all it
was ever claimed to be, I am using this feed
on all of my antennas. Construction is
simple, quite weather proof and gives me an
SWR of 1.5-1 across most of the band. The
whole element consists of a half wave dipole
of \1 inch aluminum tubing fed by a
transformer consisting of a % wave piece of
RG8 U coax-shorted (cent er conductor to
outer braid) on each end and well taped,
after which the outer insulation is cut at the
center. The shield braid is cu t at the center
and separated by about 1 inch and soldered
to about a four-foot length of RG8U . One
side to the braid and the other to the center
conductor of the feed line . All joints are
taped with plastic tape to weather proof and
then the I> wave piece is slipped into the \1
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Drill holes in the tubing for bolting the
58-inch lengths of cedar, approximately 28 1>
inches either side of center and drill the
same size holes (to pass I> x 4" bolts) in the
58-inch cedar strips about 39W' from one
end of each strip (the ends that will form the
apex). Drill holes, for force fitting the
aluminum clothes line reflector elements in
the cedar strips every 8 inches, measuring
from the apex or corner end (you may put
an additional element at the apex if you
wish - I never got around to it). Straighten
the clothes line by anchoring one end to a
tree or other firm object and tugging gently
but firmly with a car on the other end . You
will wind up with a nice, straight piece of
aluminum wire from which to cut your
49-inch reflector elements. Force the ele
ments into the holes in the cedar strips until
they are halfway through. I put a drop of
weldwood glue on each side of each element
and have never touched them sin ce.

An important thing to' remember at this
point : don't put the reflector elements in
until you have layed this out on the ground
with the reflector frame strips loosely bolted
to the mast , because you will have to drill
another hole in the mast for a bolt to
support the boom. The boom will be made
in two pieces so that the director elements
will be in line (horizontally) with the driven
element, and the driven element in line with

ALl. WOOD PARTS
I II 2 CEOAR

YOU CAN PUT TCUl, _ _
TURN STl l.E HERE -
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CQ CQ CQ de B&W

TVl Low Pass Filter t KW
85 db on TV bands, 52 ohms charac. imp.,
80-10 mtrs. 1, "'x3"'x2".
# 425 $22.50

Coax Switching Sure
and Easy
Single pete. 2 position . UHF-type
connectors, rad ial mounted .

# 5S0A-2 $10.20
Single po le, S posit ion, UHF-type
connectors mounted on back plate.
;t590G $11.55

• . ....
B,•

•
• I
•
•
• "•

Coaxial Dipole Antenna
I Connector ••. Rugged,

Watertight
Weatherproof, strong. Al uminum
housin g, rustproof parts, steati te
insulation. Dependab le connections
under all condi tions .
# CCSO $6.60

wave dipole leaving the four-foot section of
coax for feed line.

You can solder your coax feed directly
without the four-foot piece, but I like the
convenience of a short length for testing and
pruning purposes. When I built mine, 1 made
each driven element about 19 3/4 inches
long and mounted them on a piece of scrap
~ inch plexiglass. Any good H. F. insulating
material will do, even bakelite, but 1 prefer
the high polish of the plastic for our salt and
weather conditions. After mounting the
driven element, I prune it to 145mhz using
my grid dipper, an impedance bridge, and a
cheap (95c) tubing cutter. The final touch
up was made by sliding the element back
and forth for lowest SWR and doing the
same for the directors for highest front gain.
The sketches should make everyt hing clear.

That about does it. I'm sure that if you
follow the pies and diagrams reasonably
closely, you will wind up with as good a
signal squirter as mine. Good hunting on "2"
and "73"5.

. . . WB4FDQ
References

" I nfinite I rnpedance Match," 73, March. 1963
p. 20.
1965 ARRL VHF Manual . pp. 208 and 225, Figs.
9 -31.

Write for complete catalog and prices

Barker & Will iamson, Inc.
Canal Street, Bristo l , Pa. 19007. (215) 788-5581.

The unit is assembled on a 5 x 21'> inch
piece of phenolic board. All the parts except
the I megohm pot and 27 k resistor are
mounted on the underside of the board .

Ray Ezelle, WA8YWK

A Simple Code Oscillator
This code keyer has a wide range of fre

quencies to please the tastes o f anyone who
wants to learn the code. It uses very few
parts and can be housed in the base with the
key. The circuit uses two inexpensive tran
sistors, one a PNP, the ot her an NPN; almost
any type can be used.

~~R 48hr.
DELIVERY

ORDER DIR ECT
with check or money order to

S p ec ia l Quantitv Prices
to Jobbers and Dealers

2400B Crystal Dr., Ft. My,rl. Fla. ISIO ICRYSTALS

We have in stock over six million crystals
whi ch include types CR I A/AR, FT243 ,
FT241 , MC7 , FT249, HC6/V , HCl3 / V.
etc. Send lOi for our 1970 catalog with
osc illator circuit s, listing thousands of fre
quencies in stock for immediate delivery.
(Add lOi per crysta l to above prices for
shipment 1st class mail; l Si each for air
mail.)

SPECIALS
Color TV cryslal (3578. 545K Hz) wire leads S1.60 4 tor S5.00
100KHz frequency standard crvstal (HC 13/U) 4.50
lQOQKHl frequency standard (HC6!U) 3.50
Any CBcrystal transmit or receive 2.25
AnV amateur band crystal (except 80 meters) 1.50 4 for $5 .00
Any marine frequency (HC6/U) 2.85
80 meter cyrstals in FT243 holders 2.50

.,.----'N,--,-",EED CRYSTALS?

8 0M M
SPIIR
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A simple c o d e o scillator
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T'lLe ARRL Board
A. David Midde/!on W7ZC
Box 303
Spr ingdale, UT 84 76 7

and A mateur Radio

T he A nn ual mee t ing of the ARRL Bo ard was
held in New O rleans on Muy 2. 1969 . fo llowing
seve ral days o f infor mal ga ther ings. com m ittee
meeti ngs and socia liz ing.

A serious attempt was mad e in the early '50s to
hold eve ry o the r Ann ual mee t ing in a place away
from the shadows of the lvorv T ower in the
Har t ford area. Denver '5 4 and ~fon trcal '65 are
tw o locales of this meet ing of th e Board and the
IIQ en to urage . T here may have been other travels
for th is im por tant ( to amateur radio) affair where
the fa te of AR may be decided o r at least
in tluc nccd. However. most such meetings arc held
ncar IIQ .

Present in New Orleans were fifteen directors
and one vice di rector act ing for h is ailing director.
Also presen t; a du tch of VPs: the General Mana
get-Secre tary, the Treasurer an d four vice direct ors
(wh o did not get thei r expenses paid by ARRL)
a nd a bevy of IIQ personnel. Missing from the
roster was ARRL's Public Relatio ns Counsel (Item
101 of t he 1966 minu tes reques ts t hat a s tud y be
made of retai ning PR counsel to a ttend all Board
and Executive Co mmittee mee tings). Also missing
- any representati ve of IIQ's technical staff.

In repor ting the activities of thi s meeting,
material has been placed in associa ted areas, each
li sted in a tenta tive "order o f impor tance" related
to the presen t and fu ture of bo th AR and ARRL.
References arc made by Item number and arc not
in the order Found in the mincocd minutes
prepa red and d istributed by the Secre ta ry. Cate
gory headings we re se lec ted by th is repor ter.

Public Rclatio ns-A motion (Item 12) passed
(114) that a stu dy o f. and recommendations be
made for . a form of h eld Organization which will
pro vide con tac t be tween HQ and those members
whose in terests d o not presently coinc ide with the
in terests of the Communica tions Dep t.

What ever became of the request for a Fi eld
Organizati on se tu p- made by a previous Board a
few years ago'! S uch a l'. O. is lo ng over due and
badlv needed to brine ARRL to the fi eld!

J\ ft er extended discussion , d uring which it was
almos t tabled. It em 39 req uests 0 3-3) that a
suita ble publica tion be written by ARRL (after
cons ulta tion with reading spec ialists) direc ted at
the 12- 16 year o ld gro up.

The idea is commendable. T he nega tive votes
arc ine xcusable.

A unanimo us affi rma tive vote (Item 41) in
stru ctcd the G eneral Manager to take ste ps lead ing
to the addition o f an " int rod uc t ion 10 Amateur
Rad io" course to high school and ad ult ed uca tion
classes.

Th is too is an excellent idea, but it will requi re
heavy fo llow-up.

i\ unanimo us vo te (aft er d iscu ssion Item 44)
instructed tile G en eral Manager to periodically
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publish in QST information on ARRL's struc tu re,
including d ire ctors and SCMs, and to include a
glossary of ham terminology.

T his will be excellen t PR and should enhance
relations between ARRL and the AR body. All too
few licenses know what ARRL is all about and
many care less! Such indifference docs not always
involve personalit ies but is often related to ignor
ance of basic AR R L concep ts. aims and goals. With
new blood coming into AR . and with the ever
expanding fields o f endeavor in AR . ARRL sho uld
do a better selling job of itself.

According to Item 60, a unanimous vote
req uested the Genera l Manager to have the PR
Counsel prepare material for d istribu tion to pro
spective members that will convey the tangible
value o f ARRL affiliation to the individual.

This idea , together with that immediately pre
ceding it, may make ARRL membership more
mea n ingfu l to ama teurs. This PR work is in the
righ t d irection since HQ has failed to do its iob on
this. Follow-up is necessary , if it is to succeed.

Item 81 states that W4GSX will be presented
with ARRL's 1969 Technica l Merit Award for his
ana lysis of typical ama te ur antennas using modern
computer techniques.

\V4GSX's work will be awaited impatiently by
many who have been looking for a typical antenna!
Maybe he has th e answers!

This reporter (the originator of ARRL's Merit
Award) is always de lighted and proud to see this
Award made as so me times the Committee has
passed it over being unable (?) to find anyone
worthy of the Award. It sho uld be noted that the
original mo tion creating thi s Merit Award included
HQ act ions to properly circulate news of the
Award to non-amateur media in order to obtain
the greatest possible PR from the amateur 's work ,
which resulted in his Award . Such PR has not been
properly done and much of the value in the
non-ama teur PR world has bee n los t

The General Manager was req uested (l tcm 87)
to " con tinue an advertising ca mpaign in magazines
which might be read by individuals who arc likely
to have an interest in becoming radio amateurs, in
an attempt to attract more individuals into the
amateur service."

Such ad ver tisements should be of great value to
AR and to ARRL. The word "cont inue" implies
t hat such adver ti sine has appeared. This reporter
wou ld be grateful fo r clippings of such ARRL
placed ads as so far they have escaped his notice
with one except ion.

Defense of Amateur Rad io Frequencies-T he
Dec. 3 1. 1968 ARRL fin ancial report ind ica tes
under " Reserves - for d efense o f amateur frequen
cies-S62,4 13.52."

T his is the balance of a S I00,000 fund fur
nished ARRL's Pre sident Hoo ver, \v6ZH , some
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years ago and which had become depleted with PR
studies and other expenses.

Item 30 states "on motion of Mr. Chapman,
unanimously voted (Messers Spencer and Thurston
abstaining [italics supplied - ADM]) that, in view
of an announcement of a forthcoming conference
of the International Telecommunications Union,
the Board replenishes the $100,000 fund for the
defense of amateur frequencies. "

Although little has been heard from the original
S100K or the nearly S37K spent to date, this fund
could become a vital weapon in the battle to
preserve and protect our frequencies in a world
that seems determined to take over all low and
medium high amateur bands in their obnoxious
spread ing of their own brand of propaganda.

All amateurs should be keenly interested in
what ARRL does and what it accomplishes with
this S100K fund . This reporter has seen little of
the results except th e Stanford and Waters reports.
The latter, at least, was worth it! That, plus some
HQ staff junkets to foreign lands is what has been
seen in QST.

ARRL can afford to spend almost its entire
resources in order to effec t suitable safeguards that
will help preserve and retain our useage of aU
bands. $ 1OOK. if properly expended, can do a great
deal of good for AR!

ARRL Membership-Item 42 orders that a
postpaid insert inviting membership be included in
selected ARRL publications and in QST, once a
year.

The necessity for such a Board directive escapes
this reporter. HQ should have been doing this for
years. Such a motion, or the need for it, raises the
question -does ARRL HQ really want ARRL to
have more members? More members-more work
remember? How about an ARRL membership
contest-with prizes? This idea (Item 42) should
bring results-if it is followed up .

QST- A motion to include a propagation
column in QST was lost when it was tabled (I tem
66) by a vote of 12-4.

Some will argue that this information appears
in other publications. True, and some have wide
circulation, but what about those d ie-hards who
read only' QST- and need this information? ARRL
should serve its membership regardless of other
publications.

Item 68 requests a study to secure more rapid
delivery of QST in 6-1and, KH6, KL7 and aU parts
of US and Canada and requests that the results of
thi s study (by the General Manager) be made not
later than the next Board meeting.

In by-gone days one could tell the date by the
arrival of QST. This reporter believes that the poor
delivery is not the fault of the QST and HQ staff,
and offers a thought that perhaps the postal
employees are delaying QST by reading them
before delivery! Co uld be potential amateurs?
Maybe! If they were ARRL members they would
get their own copy and thus perhaps speed up
ours!

ARRL-rCC Matters-This category is lengthy
and somewhat confusing. An attempt will be made
to simplify the various proposals and their fate at
the hands of the Board.

Item 13 requests that ARRL petition FCC to
permit Conditionals or higher in the KL7, KII6,
KP4 and USA insular possessions to use phone on
21.2 to 21.25 mhz. Also, that ARRL consult with
IARU regarding a future petition to FCC to permit
phone on these same frequencies by Extras. An
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amendment withdrew the IARU bit, but the
amended motion was defeated. No vote count was
gwen.

Item 14 would petition FCC to permit Techs to
use 29.0-29.7 mhz. This was amended to read
29.5-29.7 . Vote -14-1 with the Canadian director
abstaining as is done in matters pertaining to FCC.

The Planning Committee was instructed (Item
19) to consider the feasibility o f petitioning FCC
to-

Expand 75-fone to 3750-4000.
Move SO-Novice to 3650-3700.
Expand 40-fonc to 7150-73UO.
Move 40-Novice to 7100·7150.
Expand 20-fone to 14175-14350.
Move 15-Novice to 21100-21200.
This Item 19 also instructed that a report be

made by the next Annual Board Meeting. This
motion was amended to establish liaison with
IARU to evaluate international aspects of these
possible changes and to report by the next Annual
Board Meeting. The amended motion was passed.
A large follow-up tag, please, Miss Blue!

IF Item 37 is followed through and IF FCC acts
favorably, devotees of the art of EME, MS and
other valued VHF/UHF pursuits will be granted
higher power.

Note the IFs in that sta tement. High power
would tremendously aid important work being
done by pioneers in the most valuable facet of
amateur radio yet encountered and which may well
become our only area of activity in the near future.

Item 53 requests FCC to make 144-148 avail
able for Technicians instead of 145-147. ARRL
will so petition FCC.

After all somebody has to use those highly
valuable 4 megs! It is assumed the Techs would
have the same Ione-cw regs as others.

If FCC agrees with the motion made in Item
55 , potential Extras will only have to wait one year
to take the Extra exam instead of the current two
years.

Note the IF. This is a good idea, and let's hope
FCC likes it. Novices and Technicians will benefit
if the intent of Item 55 is OK'ed by FCC and
permission is granted for Techs to obtain a Novice
license without surrendering their present license
and waiting one year.

An excellent proposal will be made to FCC that
a typewriter (provided by the amateur) be permit
ted in copying code exams. Item 73 (always a good
number) covers this but its originator, the well
known contester and triple-A CW op, W4KFC.
overlooked petitioning FCC to permit headphones
over the ears of aspiring examinees! Any trembling
gun-shy neophyte will welcome a mill and maybe,
someday, headphones again..

Item ·74 (which was passed) requests FCC to
assign lx3 (preferred) calls to Extras who request
and pay the fee, such calls to be assigned on a
random basis.

If this idea gets FCC's nod. some Extras may
get desirable calls. Oh, for the old days of
call-swapping and initials in your call and all that
sor t of thing, sans computers!

MM boys will be pleased if ARRL's support
(Item 95) leads to FCC's approval of MM on 7 to
7.1 mhz.

AR will benefit if MM is so allowed , as
MM-working is both exciting and valuable for
con tactees.

RTTY addicts will probably rejoice if FCC
grants RTTY operation on 28-28.5 mhz (Item 96)
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but this is not likely to be favored by non-RTTY
ten-meter ops!

This same It em 96 asks FCC to move "ew
only" operation from 147.9-148 to 144-144.1. It
should have been there long ago. ARRL endorsed
FCC's docket 18508 covering this item.

Although belatedly, immigrants to our shores
will be permitted ham licenses (after filing their
fi rst papers) if K7UGA's bill S-1466 and SJ Res 27
become law. ARRL approves thi s (Item 97) bill as
should aU other American amateurs. Reciprocity
works wonders!

ARRL HQ Station W1AW-HQ was ordered by
Item 15 to establish beacon sta tions on one or
more VHF bands, as soon as practical, to operate
at regular hours and on a published schedule.

This recognition by the Board of the impor
tance of VHF in the ARRL program, although
belated, will be appreciated by all amateurs who
realize the necessity for heavy HQ participation in
VHF research if ARRL is to keep up with the state
of the art and advance VHFjUHF. This reporter
firmly requests that ARRL put an EME station on
the air , without delay! ARRL HQ should lead the
way-not follow the crowd !

Item 21 would have moved ARRL's WIAW
code practice and bulletin transmissions out of the
Extra Class portions of the bands, but the motion
was defeated.

WlAW should be operated on the border (in
the opinion of this reporter and others) between
the high and lower class segments, where practical.
ARRL's argument that WIAW is not a frequency
standard sta tion may be true, but perhaps the
Com m. Dept. should investigate 1969-type high
stabili ty transmission possibilities. Few stations are
equipped with 25-khz markers (even if they have a
calibrator) and WIAW could help them know
where these borders lie. ARRL could not be held
responsible for a legal WWV-type frequency ac
curacy, but being near the border (a no-mans land
for the holders of the lower classes of license)
could be a boon for all.

Item 49 (deba ted and fi nally adopted -vote
14-2) calls for WIAW to make a six months trial
run of a repeat of the 02 30 GMT scheduled code
practice at 1300 or so, five days a week .

Why would any director (two did) vote against
such an idea? Maybe these two did not wish to rise
at 1300 to improve their code.

The ARRL Board has consisten tly persisted in
using an irritating practice o f " referral to a
committee for study," or other delaying tactics
when faced with a sticky problem with which they
did no t wish to cope or make a firm decision.

Item 67 is just such a delaying tactic as it
authorizes a committee to work with the OSCAR
group and Foothills College in California to investi
gate the establishment of a joint ARRLjOSCAR
sta tion at OSCAR IIQ.

Is this to be the "west coast official ARRL
station" mentioned in League Lines, June , 1969
QST or is this to be the $1500 ARRL Space
Station ?

The Electronics group (plus able volunteers
from industry) demonstrated their many capabili
ties and abilities in the well-executed OSCAR
programs to which ARRL gave lip service, some
QST space. and the ARRL Technical Merit Award.

Thi s rep orter believe s that a joint
OSCAR/ARRL station would be like the infamous
"horse-rabbit" meatloaf, made of equal parts, one
horse and one rabbit. Name the horse OSCAR.
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The idea of a west coast location for either a
WIAW-type operation or a Space sta tion is merit
orious and should implemented without further
delay! Yes, Virginia, there IS a west coast !

If thi s is the HQ's answer to the 1967 (Item 24)
directive allotting $1500 for an ARRL Space
Station, then why wait any longer?

The director of the Pacific Division (in which
OSCAR HQ is located) is to he commended for his
fortitude and success in ge tting a "study" ordered.
But, why a study on a west coas t ARRL station?
There has been a dire need for such a facility for
many years and it will be welcomed by all who live
west of the Hudson!

The Board recognized AMSAT (see June QSn
and OSCAR by (Item 99) appointing liaison
directors to these timely and vital programs.

However, by their omission of NASTAR they
indicated either their indifference to the placing of
a ham repeater on the Moon, or their ignorance of
NASTAR, or both.

SI500 for an ARRL Space Station? Many
VHFers have antennas that cost that much.
ARRL's sta ted worth (Dec. 31, 1968) was
$1,244 ,288.45! Is ARRL really interested in VHF
or not?

ARRL and VHf Repeaters-the modus oper
andi of the Board can not be more clearly
demonstrated than in the progression of a good
idea to a weak one-as shown in Items 20, 38, 5 1
and 89.

Item 20 (tabled) comprehensive reporting of
and an interest in VHF repeater operation by HQ
personnel and in QST space. Itern 20 also called for
a section of the ARRL H'Book to cover VHF
repeaters and th eir operations. This motion was
well organized, vitally needed by those who get
their kick s form this newest facet of ham radio, a
phase that is rapidly growing in popularity and
usefulness.

Item 38 (tabled by a vote of ARRL's President ,
after a tie vote by the directors) called for a
separate VHF REPEATER handbook to be written
and published by ARRL.

In Item 51 the director who made the proposal
in Item 20 (apparently in a desperate effor t to
salvage something from his good idea) amended his
original motion, albeit emasculated, to request
QST to carry news of VHF repeater activities in a
principle subsection of The World above 50 MC.
This amended motion was then passed.

The same director then proposed (Item 89) that
ARRL include a section on VHF repeaters in the
1970 H-Bk. This motion passed .

Note that Item 89 calls only for a section in the
'70 H-Bk.

Your attention is called to Items 20-38-51 and
89 as a study in Board procedure, when faced with
HQ opposition and Board indifference! This study
should be entitled- "how to have a good idea
ruined withou t really trying! " The reporter is sure
that ardent VHr repeater fans will have less than a
huzzah for the Board on this matter.

Item 6 1 authorizes the General Counsel to file
comment and to petition FCC to impliment the
report of th e VHF Advisory committee with
consideration given the sta tus of various related
rule-making procedures now pending with FCC.

ARRL-RTTY Matters-ARRL approved (Item
17) FCC's Rm 132 (pending) permitting RTTY
operation at 60, 75 and 100 wpm. Good thinking!

Director Affairs-Several motions were made
regarding directors, their duties and other matters.
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Dept. H, 196·23 JamaIca Ave ., Hollls, N.Y. 11423

•

Model 407

$49.95
ppd.

THE BEST

3/4 METER
CONVERTER

•

VANGUARD LABS·

430.0432 MHz In. 28·30 MHz o"t
or up to 440 MHz wIth additional crystals.

available at $4.95 each
A f ull descript ion of this fa n t a stic converter
would fill th is page, but you can take our word
for it (or t hose of hundreds of s a tis fi ed users)
t hat it 's the best. The reason is s imp le--we use
three RCA dual gate MOSFETs, t wo birlan, and
3 diodes in the best c ir cu it ever. StH not con 
v inced? Then send for ou r free ca t a log and get
the full description, plus photos and even t he
schematic.
Can't wait? The n se nd us a postal m one y order
fo r S49.95 · and we'll rush t he 407 out t o you.
N OTE : The Model 407 is also availab le in a ny
frequency combination up t o 450 MHz (some at
lower prices) as listed in our catalog. New York
City a nd State residents add loca l sales tax .
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Item 11 called for procedure of impeachment of
any office holder elected pursuant to the Articles
of Assoc., the By-laws and the responsibilities of
his office. This motion passed. Perhaps we may
now have a method of ridding ARRL offices of
incompetents.

At last (Item 58) ARRL directors (not vice
directors) are au thorized to attend ARRL National
conven tions with expenses incurred chargeable to
authorized division allotmen ts.

It might be noted that the 1969 ARRL
National Convention was scheduled for Iowa, the
home state of ARR L's president. Any connection
purely coinciden tal.

Why has it taken until '69 to get such a
worthwhile measure passed? Not many directors
have t he wherewi thal to travel on their own
expense and few can arrange "business trips" to
permit their attendance at ARRL's own national
event. This motion is worthy and this reporter
trusts that all directors will take full advantage of
it.

Item 36 (which passed) is of extreme impor
tance! It is also highly significant of what may be a
new progressive spirit in the Board .

A Special ARR L Board mee ting is called for
~ov. 1, 1969 to consider or act upon the follow
mg-.

1. Actions pending before FCC.
2. Reports and studies of HQ staff.
3. Amateur band occupancy.
4. Committee recommendations.
5. Establishment of an ARRL Foundation.
6. Recommendations of Counsel regard ing

amendments to provide for two meetings of the
Board each year.

This item also states that any other matters to
be placed on the agenda may he added up to and
including Oct. 22, upon concurrence of at least
nine directors.

Note that a majority must concur even to get
an item on the agenda. However, the agenda is
potentially loaded !

Item 36 also urged direc tors to arrive at the site
of the meeting as fa r in advance as possible and
reasonable for committee and informal confer
ences.

This is SOP, allowing several days for informal
(non-reported in QST) conferences at which most
itemsare fa irly'well finned-up and prepared for the
" Iormal" reportable meeting. This May meeting
was not marred by "committee of the whole"
tactics. Several recesses were called for the purpose
of discussion , off the record , and other necessary
rest periods.

A second meeting each year, if made officia l
and acted upon yearly (after '69), will be one of
the most lasting and beneficial acts of the May
meeting. The ARR L has long suffered from a
communications gap with a year be tween meetings.
This has often resulted in permitting the Exec.
Comm. (which meets frequently) to act without
referral to the full Board or to handle matters
which should he Board-controlled.

A single yearly meeting for a megabuck corp
oration, is less than justifiable. This demand fr- r a
second meeting is commended. It is truly a step
forward in directorship. If directors meeting in
November will study the minutes of the May
meeting as well as those of recen t years and
follow-thru on some of the unfinished business
(tabled or otherwise) something of value may be
achieved .
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The agenda of the November meeting contains
cont roversial items.and the meeting should be most
intriguing!

Item 76 li sts budgets for administrative ex
penses of directors for '69. These amounts are set
by the individual director who may request any
amount de emed necessary to spend in the interests
of ARRL in his division. These amounts range
from $1000 to $3200.

With the high cost of travel and printing, it
appears that these figures are (for the most part)
puny. T here would be no objection if any director
raised his expense figures although when this
reporter was a d irect or there was some effo rt on
the part of many directors to see just how cheap he
could be in his directorship, rather than see what
was needed to really do a job of representation and
request sufficient money to do the job.

Many directors must spend money out of their
own pockets to fulfill their responsibilities and this
does not seem proper when the ARRL gross
income is large (1968 - $1 ,498.574 .62) and the
need for better and mo re extensive communication
between director and member is so prevalent. With
larger budget autho rity each director could more
effec tively represent ARRL in the field .

Item 34 provides vice directors with advance
copies of QST each month. Now, that is a
magnanimous gesture on the part of the directors.
At least vice directors get that much out of their
almost non-existent duti es. ARRL officers receive
no salary.

One of the motions that can usually be counted
upon at each Board meeting is contained in Item
9 2. This motion called for authoriza t ion to permit
vice directors to attend (at League expense) one
Board meeting during a two-year term of office.
This long-needed authorization was defeated by a
vote of 9 ne-e? yes!

The thinking of those nine directors must be
fuzzy. Why would not they welcome the presence
of vice directors at the Board meeting so they
could see wh at goes on, first hand , at these
meetings. Many cannot affo rd to do this. Vice
directo rs can only monitor the meetings anyway,
and have little or no voice.

Vice directors, could if allowed and en couraged
to do so, become a vital part of the activities of
ARRL policy-making. But NO! Not only are they
excluded from such opportunities they are forced
to either pay their own way or obtain funds
elsewhe re to attend a convention or meeting. It is
time that vice directors were recognized and
brought into the ARRL political picture and
ac tivi ty to the full est ex tent. Their talents a re
badl y needed in the field!

Ironical as it may appea r the ill-fated motion in
Item 9 2 was followed by a unanimous vote of
appreciation by the Board for the several vice
directors pre sent-ad nauseum! Such a motion
seems rather puerile and in the case of nine
directors, penurious!

Ele ctioneering -Items 10 and 70 provide an
other example o f Board stalling by referral to a
committee of a sticky problem.

Item 10 calls for procedure wherein candid ates
(fo r director or vice director) would furnish HQ
wri tten information concern ing his qualifications
(not more than 200 words) and a list of his
amateur radio affi liations. This ma terial was not to
conta in any derogatory (by innuendo or directly)
statements regarding any opponent for the office.
This material to be prepared with a photo (if
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supplied) in a standa rd size sheet for each can
didate so furnishing the information, and pub
lished, with no HQ ediling, then enclosed with the
ballot sent each potential vo ter. The same item
provided that no li sts of names and addresses or
addressed envelopes be supplied to any candidate
or his committee or to anyone for e lectioneering
purposes. This motion was tabled by a unanimous
vote.

Another stall was made when in Item 70, the
same director presented an almos t similar motion,
albeit shorte ned, with the same motive. Another
amendment assigned the matter to the Planning
Committee for study. This amendment passed
10-5. The whole idea was then demoted to a
" study of election procedures by the Committee"
by another unanimous vote .

A uniform electioneering literature release, with
the ballot, would be beneficial and would save
much expense on the part of electioneering groups,
provided, of course that HQ did not censor or edit
such material submitted and that no difficulties
arose as to what const itu ted "derogatory remarks,"
etc. All candida tes would therefore have the same
opportunity for exposure , at less expense, than
with the present method whi ch is unfair in that it
gives a break to any candidate able to raise
sufficient funds to widely advertise and also
deprives candidates not so fortunate, who may be
just as qualified for the office. Holding any ARRL
office sho uld not be cont ingent upon how much
money a candidate or his suppor ters can raise.

This reporter hopefull y looks for this reform at
the ea rliest opportunity. And, that the intent of
the original motion be preserved, in toto!

Item 46 is a somewhat confused attempt to
secure redress through a committee of tellers for
unfair, unethical or otherwise undesireable action
by, or on behalf of an opposing candidate. Such
complaint to be made in writing. A move to table
was lost as there was no second . After more
di scu ssion, another tabling motion passed , 124.

The thinking behind thi s motion may be well
founded but the intricities of handling such a
complaint would challenge the mind of a Solom on.
Regardless of that fac t, tabling such a motion
solves nothing and is an indecisive way of handling
a hot potato but indicative of the lack of direct
action displayed by the Board on such occasions.
Sort of reminds one of the Congress! Sweep it
under the rug, boys, and forget it!

Communications Department -In Item 59, the
Board crea ted a five-band WAS award to be
initiated by the Comm. Dept. and effec t ive after its
availability.

This is an excellent award idea and should
create a lot of interest in domestic operat ion but it
is hardly a matter for deliberation by the directors
of a megabuck corporat ion.

Why did not the Comm. Dept. just up and
create this miracle and put it into usc? Perhaps it
was not their idea at all, and it doe s mean more
work for the Comm. Dept.!

Those seeking cred it for their personal net
accomplishments will be pleased to learn that
ARRL's Comm. Dept. will now recognize (a) net
check-ins; (b) net contro l duties; (c) net liaison
duties; (d) Emergency Corps participation; (e)
phone patch operation. Points are to be established
and reported in QST by SCMs. This motion was
unanimously accepted in l tem 65 .

This reporter is fully aware of the importance
of certain types of net opera tion and the training
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value contained in some nets and does no t belitt le
such act ivity. It does appear that QST space could
be better occupied with articles on net operation
and net concepts of general information to all, thus
stimulating more interest in and understanding of
the motives and practices of the better class of
nets.

The point standings cou ld be better hand led in
the Comm. Dept. voluminous bulle tins sent to
those interested rather than take away QST space
from technica1 and other valuable material. Only a
few QST readers have interest in traffic matters.

What a comedown for the Corum. Dept. to have
to recognize phone patching and to have to issue
poin ts for it. Wow!

Stand by for a cut in readable QST space and
an appropriation for computer rental!

The Board, after delibera tion, established the
ICAO phonetic alnhabet (Item 63) as approved

Now to get the lad s to use it -or any other
standard phone tics. It is unlike ly tha t ARR L
approval is going to reduce or change the silly
practice followed by so many with their inane and
confusing self-established phonetics.

Item 82 will change the rules -to require that
candidates for SCM must have been a Full Member
of ARRL and, to have held a General, Cond it ional
or higher license, for two years.

This is a good move designed to insure better
qualified persons in this important, unpaid and
difficult task of being an SCM.

Item 83 places the determination of the stand
ards of qua lificat ions fo r an 00 to be the
respo nsibility of the Corum. Dept. Manage r. 00
- Official Observer-a volunteer Grand Island-type,
with no authority or back-up to cause operators to
"fly right ." SCM-Section Communications Mana
ger -a volunteer unpaid local rep resentative of
ARRL at state or geographical level. Reports in
QST and handles traffic matters for his area.

Contestees will delight in Item 33 and all others
(a majority) will climb the nearest wall! This item
proposes a Comm. Dept. party once a year in
which members are invited to work the League 's
official family of officers or appointees .

There used to be a similar type contes t called
LO Nite (League Officers Night) and it is surmised
that this new bit of QRM-making "togetherness"
may be in addition to LO Nite.

This reporter wonders if certain League officia ls
will answer pointed ques tions du ring these QSOs?
Let's find out !

SCMS and the Board - Item 18 instructs the
General Manager to furnish each SCM (at his
request and at ARRL expense) a set of training and
operating manuals. The SCMs are perhaps the
hardest working members of the LO, and they
must be a rea l hardy breed!

AR RL and its Affilia ted Clubs- Item 16 (which
failed to pass due to no second) would have
furnished a free sub to QST to any affiliated club
who could produce ten members of ARRL who
would sign such a request . The loss of this motion,
due to failure of a second, is lamen table and sure is
poor PR!

ARRL and the DXCC- The Board again delved
into petty non-Board delibera tions when (in Item
47-passed) it permits DXCC members to submit
QSLs in increments of 10 after 250 countries have
been credited. A wo rthy idea-but hardly a matter
fo r Board considera t ion.

Item 56 attempted to secure a un ified countries
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list. After several amendments and much delibera
tion the following was adopted-"that the Presi
dent and General Manager study the feasibility of
implimenting preparation of a count ries list jointly
prepared by IARU societies. "

This will solve no thing! Many of the important
countries lists (and awards) are made by groups,
organizations or publicati ons who are not IARU
members. The original motion was well-organized
and important. Read it in QST and see for
yourself. It should have been passed without
debate. Now some time we may have an IARU list,
which will be dominated by ARRL's DX clique,
and it will be ineffectual!

In the '50s this reporter advocated and fough t
for a DX committee with representatives of leading
ham organizations, DX clubs and publications. This
idea was defeated. Result-utter confusion in the
DX ranks as to what , where; when is a country. By
the beard of TOM-this IS a Rotten Mess!

ARRL Founda tion - Item 28 instructs the Gen
era! Manager and Counsel to promulgate the
establishment of the ARRL Foundation, as a
separate non-profit corporation. Objectives and
purposes to provide ways and means for perma
nently establishing authority to utilize special
fund s and property of the Foundation and income
therefrom under restrictions as might be imposed.
(T he motion is long and wordy and does not
coinside with the version given in League Lines
June QST). The Foundation would be managed by
a Board consist ing of the ARRL President, Treas
urer and Secretary plus other director-elected
members.

The basic idea appears to be a means whereby
ARRL can receive funds (gifts, bequests, etc .) and
expend them as a separa te corporation from ARRL
Inc. The outcome of thi s excellent idea will be
forthcoming in November.

It is hoped that the Foundation will not be as
miserly as is the official body of the parent
corporation when it comes to advancing the state
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of the art of amateur radio and stimulation
thereof!

ARRL and Assistance to Foreign Amateurs 
Item !2 voted unanimously that ARRL continue
its program of assistance, etc.

There is no quarrel with this motion except
that ubiquitous word continue. Study of past
ARRL affairs reveals little that has been done in
this line and to continue along the present path of
"assistance" does not seem to be of much value to
anyone. ARRL could and should do a great deal in
this line-but like many, this reporter believes that
charity begins at home. Perhaps a communications
gap exists between HQ and the reader-membership
or perhaps it is another example of the familar
phrase-credibility gap!

Conspicuous by its absence was reference to the
ARRL Space Station ordered ins talled under Item
24, 1967 minutes, unless Item 67 can be so
construed as to that .station to be located at
OSCAR HQ. No mention could be found in the '68
minutes of the Space Station.

Another matter not mentioned in '69 minutes
was the ARRL out-going DX QSL bureau as
discussed in Item 37 of the '67 minutes. A study
and report was ordered (I tern 17-'68) and was
given to the Executive Committee Jan. 1, 1969,
meeting 325 . The committee unanimously voted
against the establishment of such a bureau conclud
ing "that it would be in the best interests of
amateur radio not to expand the existing system."

The existing system is that of HQ receiving
incoming QSLs and sending them to unpaid velun
teer bureaus who mail cards to those having
envelopes on file in the bureau.

This incoming sys tem is excellent due to the
hard-working and tireless group of volunteers but
ARRL (the largest and most wealthy) ama teur
radio organization in the free world should long
ago have established an outgoing DX QSL system.

The Executive Committee decision appears to
be another example of abrogation of responsibili
ties by the Board who passed the buck to the Exec.
Comm. whose record in the past has been toward
the reactionary side .

There are at least two out-going QSL bureaus
doing business at this time. Perhaps DXers are
better off dealing with "private enterprise" than
with an agency , especially if it does not want to do
the job.

In addition to the above items the Board
considered and acted upon various other matters in
one way or another. Most did not seem of
sufficient import to be reported here.

A sincere effort was made to preserve the inten t
and meaning of each motion discussed . Although
some were paraphrased for brevity, in no case was
any idea or motive deliberately distorted or taken
out of contex t.

Deliberations and decisions of the ARRL Board
of Directors (as well as those of the Execu tive
Committee) affect ALL amateurs and AR. You are
urged to carefully study the minutes in July QST
and, with this commentary at hand, attempt to
reach your own conclusions as to the results of this
meeting.

A ball-park estimate of the items in the entire
proceedings resulted in a tally of 38 that were
beneficial, in one way or another, to AR, and there
were 16 that were considered negative. You can
make your own tally after digesting the minutes.

. .. W7ZC
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A Cheap

and

Earl Spence K4FQU
1413 Davis Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33901

Easy Power Supply

Many of the transceivers on the market
oday are packaged separately from the
lower supplies. The easiest way out is, of
ourse, to pay the $100 (or so) and buy the
lower su pply along with the transceiver.

But if you happen either to be obstinate
,r hold that $100 in a little more awe than
eerns to be average these days, you might
zant to follow my lead and build your own
lower supply.

First, let us examine what is needed in a
rower su pply capable of powering an SSB
ransceiver of the NCX Class. Most similar
igs utilize about the same voltages and
.urrents. We find that my rig required a final
ilate voltage of about 700 vdc at 300 rna
vhich is maximum current under load. A
iias of 80 vdc negative at 6 rna, 280 vdc
upply at 200 rna, and of course filaments,
nake up the balance of the needed voltages.
~his is not a lot of power and can easily be
urnished with a good husky TV trans
ormer. The transformer is the most expen
ive portion of a power supply and, natu
ally, the most important, so care should be
aken in choosing it. Test the one you select
a make certain it will deliver under pro
onged load without overheating. It is far
asier to check before than after the supply
s finished. Keep in mind that the trans
ormer has to produce full voltages under
'EP conditions so the full drain even at top
oad is not extremely heavy. Therefore don't
rverlook a transformer just because it is not
IS big as a bread box.

'CTOBER t969

My junk box produced a number of likely
looking transformers, but none had just the
right voltages. A little scrounging in a
friend's junk box turned up one which did.
It was center-tapped, produced about 750
volts across the winding and was large
enough to gamble on its providing the
needed current. It also had three filament
windings which are used for the bias trans
former and the filaments. The bias trans
former is a cheap 6.3 volt filament trans
former and is run backwards off the 5 volt
winding of the power transformer to
produce about 100 volts.

The output high voltage of the power
transformer was a little over 700 volts using
a solid state bridge rectifier and the center
tap was used for the low B+ supply. Al
though theoretically the center-tap should
have produced about 350 volts, this one
only ran 300 and dropped under load to 285
volts .. . just about on the nose.

Fig. I shows that the circuit is clean and
straightforward and not of unusual or new
design, It should be quite easy to under
stand, even to those of us with limited
knowledge. Notice the bias supply in par
ticular. This is an easy method of obtaining
negative voltages and has been used in many
similar circuits. The output of the reversed
filament transformer is rectified by a single
diode of the same type and ratings as those
in the bridge network. Although I included a
variable pot in this bias supply, it is not
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Fig . 1 . The schematic for tho cheap and easy power supply.

needed for the NCX-S as it has a pot for this
on the rear apron. Mine was included, since
the supply is used on occasion as a bench
supply, You may elect to do without it.

Physically the supply is small though
quite heavy (about 35 pounds) due mostly
to the transformer and the two chokes. It is
built on a 2 x 8 x 10 inches aluminum chassis
with the transformer and two chokes mount
ed on the top along with the bridge network.
It has enough room to include the speaker if
you wish. Control circuitry, filters and bias
transformer are mounted under the chassis
with lots of room for large finger s. All con
nectors are brought ou t one end of the chassis
and include a nine pin Jones connector, an
RCA phono plug for the speaker lead, the bias
pot and the ac line. No switch is required in
the ac line as this is done in the transceiver;
however, I have one built in for bench use

I
which is left in the on position when used
with the rig (not shown on the schematic).
The ac line should be fused in each leg per
standard safety measures.

The heart of the unit is the diode bridge
network and a few words are in order about

•
the subject. All diodes are the top hat
variety and are readily available in most local
supply houses at about SO cents each. They
are rated at 400 volts PlV and 750 mil
capacity. This is a full wave bridge using
three diodes in each leg or twelve in all. Each

diode is protected by a resistor and capacitor
in parallel across it. Surge resist ors are used
ahead of the bridge in each leg; without
them you might soon be replacing diodes.

Mount the bridge network on a small
piece of Vector board about 2 x 4 inches. This
board should be the type on which the lugs
go through the board on both sides. Mount
all the diodes on the top side of the board
running around the board so that it is fed
from the center on both sides. Ground and
the dc will be from each end of the board.
Mount the resistors and capacitors on the
under side of the board making sure that
they do not short across the board. Bore a
hole in each corner of the board and mount
on I" stand-off insulators. Be certain that
nothing shorts to ground or you will have
smoke!

The rest of the supply is common sense
and so nothing more will be said about it.
Make a cover with Reynolds perforated
aluminum and paint to match your rig. Take
care so you can be proud to say that you
built it. This circuit and supply is not
offered as the perfect solution to your
needs. however it will suffice with minor
alteration for almost any modem 200 watt
SSB transceiver.

I have been using this power supply for
about a year now without a moment's
trouble. It ran the NCX-S for 24 solid hours
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Getting" rour Extra
Class License

Part IX - Modulation
73 STAFF

One factor which all forms of communi
cations share is "modulation." While we
use the word, in radio, to refer to a specific
process involved in generating a signal for
transmission , it's used elsewhere with much
wider meanings - as for example in the
phrase "he has a well-modulated voice."

Even if we limit ourselves to the meanings
of "modulation" involved in radio, it's a
most important subject. A maier group of
questions in the Extra Class license examina
tion study list deals with various specifics of
modulation - and that's our subject this
time.

The FCC's study questions which we'll
cover are:

I. What are sideband frequencies?
During 100% sinusoidal amplitude modula
tion, what percentage of the average power
is in the sidebands? How is the sideband
power related to the percentage of modula
tion?

2. What do the modulation envelopes of
amplitude-modulated waves with 75%,
100%, and greater than 100% modulation
look like?

18. Define the deviation ratio in a fre
quency modulated signal.

19. What type of signal will be produced
when the output of a reactance modulator is
coupled to a Hartley oscillator and multi
plied in frequency?

56. What is a grid-bias modulated ampli
fier? Should the source of. fixed bias have a
high or low internal resistance? Explain.

63. How are reactance tubes used?
As is our usual custom, we won't answer
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these six specific questions directly, Instead,
we'll paraphrase them into four questions of
much broader scope which will cover the
details involved in the official questions.

For a starter, we'll attempt to find out
"What is modulation?" After all, we can't
very well examine the details of anything
until we know what we're trying to examine.
An adequate definition of modulation, also,
may help to put the rest of our discussion
into a proper framework.

Having defined "modulation," we can
then ask "What can we do to a signal to
modulate it?" This will sort out the various
forms of modulation into appropriate groups
and, along the way , will defme the major
classes of modulation types.

When we know what we want to do, the
logical successor in our list of questions is
how. That's our third one: "How can we
modulate a signal?"

And finally, having seen how to produce
modulated signals using any of the major
classes of modulation which are in wide use
by hams, we need to examine the charac
teristics of these modulated signals. Our last
question this time will be "What are the
characteristics of a modulated signal?"

We've got a lot of ground to cover to
answer those four questions; we're on our
way!

What Is Modulation ? As we observed
back at the beginning of this installment,
"modulation" is a word with many
meanings, and only a few of them are
applicable to radio communications in gen
eral or to ham radio in particular.
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For radio usage, the word has been
defined many , times in many ways - and
then applied with some new meaning which
has made the older definitions obsolete.

An example: In 1938, the Institute of
Radio Engineers published an official defini
tion of "modulation" as being "the process
of producing a wave some characteristic of
which varies as a function of the instan
taneous value of another wave, called the
modulating wave."

This definition was adequate until the rise
of telemetry, in which the modulating signal
is as likely to be a de level as it is to be a
"wave" (whatever a wave may be). When the
modulating signal is a de level, however, the
1939 definition must be interpreted rather
liberally to be applied.

Neither does it adequately cover the
concept that what we call CW is actually
amplitude modulation (see last month's
installment for a discussion of this
idea) - and when RTIY is involved, it gets
downright difficult to visualize the FSK
signal as being the product of a "modulating
wave"; the definition had to change.

Another definition of "modulation" is
that given in the Radiotron Designer's Hand
book, fourth edition, page 140I: "The
process by which the amplitude, frequency,
or phase of a carrier wave is modified in
accordance with the characteristics of a
signal. "

This one, too, is a bit short in view of
modem practice. No SSB or other sup
pressed-earrier signal could satisfy it, but no
one would deny that a SSB signal is modu
lated. Neither could any type of pulse
modulation qualify as modulation, under
this definition,

Note that neither of these definitions
cited as examples is completely wrong; the
trouble is that they're merely incom
plete - and being incomplete is an unfor
givable sin in a definition.

What's needed is a definition broad
enough to include not only the types of
modulation used in communications today,
but hopefully all future types of modulation
as well. We've had to generate our own to
get one that broad, but we feel that it
accomplishes the goal and defines modula
tion in such terms that we can move on to
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more specific details.
Modulation, as we use the word in this

installment at any rate, is the transmission of
information by variation of some charac
teristic of a transmissible signal (which we
will call the carrier) in such a manner that
the original information (modulating signal)
may be recovered from the result (modu
lated signal) by a definable process without
prior knowledge of the original information.

This does not require that the carrier be
transmitted as a part of the modulated
signal; elimination of the carrier itself may
be one of the variations used to accomplish
modulation. Just so long as information is
transmitted in a manner which permits its
recovery, that's modulation.

Note that this definition is so broad that
a conventional land-line telephone circuit or
intercom qualifies as a "modulation"
system. The sound waves which are the
original information vary the 'current flow in
the connecting wires; if we consider the
at-rest :current as "the carrier," then the
change in current flow when sound strikes
the microphone provides "modulation," and
when the earphone or speaker changes this
current flow back to sound waves, that's the
"definable process" which demodulates the
signal. It's hard to get much broader than
that while remaining specific enought to be
useful

In practice, though, we don't deal very
much with intercoms or land-lines, We're
radio operators, and we deal primarily in
radio signals. Our "carrier" signals, then, will
most often be radio waves.

Our definition of modulation permits US

to vary any characteristic of our carrier in
order to apply the modulation. Let's see
what characteristics of a radio signal we can
vary in order to modulate that signal.

What Can We Do To A Signal To Modu
late It? We've agreed that our carrier signals
are, most often, radio waves, and our defini
tion of modulation permits us to vary any
characteristic of the carrier to apply modula
tion just so long as we can recover the
original information from the modulated
signal by some definable process.

So the first step in deciding what charac
teristics of a radio signal we can vary to
apply modulation is to decide just what
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Fig. 2. This motor-alternator c ircuit illus
trates the differences between the major
types of modualtion ; it wouldn't work in
practice because of the inertia of the moving
parts, but it gives an idea of the pr inciples
involved.

Before we use this circuit to illustrate the
three major types of modulation, let's brush
up rapidly on some of the most basic facts
of ac power generation by means of alterna
tors. After all, it's not one of the things we
usually concentrate upon as hams.

The major difference between an alter
nator and a generator is that an alternator

Fig. 1. The three charact eri st ics of an ec
sine-wave signal wh ich may be vari ed to
produce modulation are shown here. Ampli
tude refers to the peak-to -peak strength of
the signal and may be measured in either
volts or as cu rrent , so long as all references
are consistent. Period is the time between
two points of similarity in the waveform,
such as the two zero-crossings shown; fre
quency is the reciprocal of period and is
simply the number of cycles per unit of
time. Phase is the timing between the signal
itself and some arbitrary reference of identi 
cal period or frequency.

AC OUTP'UT

vv

~ ,-, f\
/ \ , \

\
\
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i l'
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FM. And if we vary the phase, we have phase
modulation or PM.

Fig. 2 shows a theoretical circuit which
can be used to illustrate the differences
between AM, FM, and PM. This circuit
consists of an ac alternator driven by a de
motor, together with separate controls for
the power applied to the de motor and to
the alternator's field coils (the power level in
the field coil of an alternator or a generator
controls the power level produced by the
device).

characteristics a carrier has in the first place.
A conventional rf carrier is a single

frequency radio wave; some attempts have
been made to apply modulation to non
coherent or "noise" carriers, but that's far
from general practice (and no one has
publicly reported any success in these
attempts so far as we have been able to
learn). Such a single-frequency rf wave has
three major characteristics: amplitude, or its
strength relative to some scale of measure
ment; frequency, or its timing relative to
itself; and phase, or its timing relative to an
arbitrary starting time.

In addition to the three major charac
teristics of amplitude, frequency, and phase,
there's an even more fundamental charac
teristic of its existence at all. If the wave
does not have the characteristic of "exist
ence," it has no other characteristics at all.
This might appear to be a merely philo
sophical point - and at this level of
examination it is. But if we accept "exist
ence" as a characteristic, we can then extend
this idea to accept a "pattern of existence"
as a special form of the "existence" charac
teristic; and this opens the door to the
exotic forms of pulse modulation which
convey information, not by the frequency or
amplitude of the carrier involved, but by the
patterns in which the carrier either exists or
fails to exist.

We won't labor this point very much,
because pulse modulation is illegal on the
most popular amateur bands, and we have
more than enough to attempt to cover
without getting into !lulse work too deeply.
We must, however, note it in passing in order
to be complete.

The three major characteristics which are
varied in the most popular types of modula
tion are illustrated in Fig. 1.

When we vary anyone of these charac
teristics to modulate our carrier, the re
sulting signal is identified according to the

•
characteristic which we vary. If we vary the
amplitude, we produce amplitude modula
tion or AM. Both SSB and DSB are special
cases of AM, in which amplitude is varied
but in addition the carrier itself (and in SSB,
one sideband as well) is suppressed from the
final modulated signal. If we vary the fre
quency, we have frequency modulation or
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produces ac while a generator puts out de.
This difference is accomplished by the
absence of either a commutator or brushes
in an alternator. Instead, the output is taken
off directly through slip rings. (In practice,
the "field" of an alternator is usually the
rotating part, while the "armature" is
stationary; this is done because a small
amount of field power suffices to permit a
large amount of armature power to be
generated, and the designers want to mini
mize the amount of current which must pass
through the slip rings.)

The output power level, as we mentioned
a few paragraphs back, is controUed by the
amount of power applied to the field
winding of either an alternator or a gen
erator.

The output frequency of a generator is
always dc, but· the ac produced by an
alternator must have some frequency. The
alternator's output is virtually always pure
sine-wave in form, and the frequency is
determined by the speed of rotation of the
alternator's shaft. The faster the rotation,
the higher the frequency produced.

Now let's look at the arrangement shown
in Fig. 2, and imagine that the whole
rotating system is so light and has so little
inertia that we can change its speed of
rotation almost instantly. For a start,
though, let's adjust both R I and R2 to their
midpoints and take a look at the ac output.
With both Rl and R2 steady, the power
level and the frequency of the output will
remain constant, and the signal will look like
that shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. If both power controls In the circuit
of Fig. 2 are left in mid-position, the
alternator's output will be constant in both
frequency and amplitude, and will in ccnse
quence be 8 sine-wave signal such 8S that
shown here. This corresponds to an unmod
ualted carrier signal.

Now let's vary R I from minimum to
maximum and back regularly, thus varying
the amount of power applied to the field
coils of the alternator and in tum varying
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and that the rotating system has so little
inertia that it also can change speed
instantly, our output signal in this case will
resemble Fig. S.

The amplitude is constant, but the period
and the phase both vary as R2 is varied. The
tick marks on 'the baseline in Fig. 5 show
where the waveform of Fig. 3 crosses the
zero axis. You can see that as the de motor
turns faster and frequency rises, the period
of the output signal shortens, and as it turns

Fig. 6. If the circuit of Fig. 2 is connected
to a constant-frequency generator as shown
here, frequency of the output signal will be
locked to that of the second generator.
Varying speed of the alternator now cannot
produce permanent change in frequency,
but will produce change in phase of output
signal while speed is changing. Result corres
ponds to PM, and has same waveform as FM
shown in Fig. 5; differences between FM
and PM are largely a matter of definitions.

slower, the period lengthens again. This is
frequency modulation.

We could perform the same actions again
as we did to produce Fig. 5, but connect the
output to a fixed-frequency generator
through large series inductances as shown in
Fig. 6. When we do this, the frequency is
locked to that of the fixed-frequency gen
erator - but the phase will vary while the de
motor's speed is changing. This is phase
modulation. We don't show a separate illu..
tration of it, because for any single-fre
quency modulating signal, there is essentially
no way to tell the difference between FM
and PM at the output signal. The outputs of
each are identical.

The functional difference between FM
and PM lies in the fact that the amount of
change in period or phase which occurs in
the modulated signal is determined by
different factors. When FM is employed, the
amount of change is determined by both the
strength of the modulating signal, and by its
frequency. Lower-frequency modulating

Fig. 5. When field power level is left con
stant, but the driving speed is varied from
high to low and back, the alternator's
output will be of constant amplitude but
will vary in frequency, This is shown in this
waveform; the tick marks on the time axis
are the times at which the waveform of Fig.
3 crosses the axis, assuming that the tett
most zero-crossing occurs at the same time
for boht waveforms. This corresponds to
FM, All of these waveforms have been
traced from an X -Y plot produced by an
electronic computer, using a carrier fre·
quency three times that of the modulating
signal in order to clearly show the actions.
Normal practice is to use a carrier of several
hundred to several million times the fre
quency of the modulating signal.

Fig. 4 . If the sp eed control is left alone but
the field power control is varied regularly
from minimum to maximum and back
again, the output of the alternator will be
almost zero when field power is minimum
and will increase 8S field power Increases
until it reaches a maximum, then fall back
as field power is decreased. The resulting
waveform looks like this, and corresponds
to amplitude modulation of a constant-fre
quency carrier signal .

The result looks like Fig. 4. The period
(which determines frequency) and the phase
remain the same as in Fig. 3, but the
amplitude varies from near zero to maxi
mum and back down again as the field-coil
power varies. This is amplitude modulation.

For the next illustration, we'll leave Rl
set at midpoint so that output power level is
constant, but vary R2 at the same rate as we
did Rl before. Assuming that the de driving
motor can change speed instantly as we
change the amount of power supplied to it,

the output power level, but leave R2 set at
midpoint so that the signal is still of con
stant frequency.
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signals give greater change for the same level
than do higher-frequency signals. When PM
is employed, the amount of change depends
only upon the strength of the modulating
signal.

There is no practical difference between
the two types of modulation, since any
filtering of the modulating signal ahead of
the point at which modulation occurs can
compensate for the functional difference
between FM and PM, and permit an FM-type
output signal to be produced by a PM
modulator, or a PM output signal to be
produced by an FM modulator. Most com
mercial FM broadcasting uses an output
signal which is about halfway between true
FM and true PM characteristics. Almost all
commercial two-way FM equipment actually
uses phase modulation, in order to permit
crystal control of center frequency.

How Can We Modulate A Signal? Now
that we have an idea of the basic charac
teristics and differences, if any, between the
three major types of modulation - AM, FM,
and PM - we need to know how we can
modulate a signal with any of these types.
The circuit of Fig. 2 is obviously not very
practical for use at radio frequencies; we
need something with a lot less inertia than a
physical generator, and we must be able to
control it with an audio-frequency speech
signal.

Let's see just what we have to work with,
and go from there. If we're going to modu
late a radio signal, we have some type of r[
carrier generated by an oscillator and
brought up to the output power level we
desire by a series of rf power amplifiers, and
we have some sort of modulating signal
which (except for TV) is an a[ signal.

To modulate that carrier, we must change
its amplitude if we want AM, its frequency if
we want FM, or its phase if we want PM.
Whichever of these characteristics we
change, the change must be controlled by
the a[ modulating signal.

We can vary the amplitude of the signal in
either of two basic ways. We can vary the
amount of power supplied to one of the r[
power amplifier stages, or we can vary the
operating efficiency of one of those ampli
fiers. This can be done at any amplifier
stage, but if modulation is applied to any
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amplifier stage except the one finally feeding
the antenna, then special care must be used
to keep later amplifiers from distorting the
modulated signal - that is, all amplifier
stages following the modulated one must be
linear.

We can vary the frequency of the signal
by changing the operating conditions of the
oscillator which originally generates the

•earner,
Phase of the signal can be varied by

change of operating conditions in any of the
TI amplifier stages, or by special processing
very similar to the "phasing" techniques
used to produce SSB.

This all sounds simple enough, but for
each of the three basic types of modulation
an almost uncountable number of different
ways of doing the job has been developed.
To take AM as a partial example, we can
apply the modulating signal to the plate, the
screen, the control grid, or the cathode of
the TI amplifier. If we apply it to the plate,
we may connect it by means of a trans
former, an autotransformer, or a choke. We
may also combine any of these connections.
And each of these variations of AM has its
own name, and its own set of rules for
achieving the desired results.

Before we explore any of the more
specific details of the different techniques of
achieving AM, let's look at some points
which all of them share in common.

To do so, we'll take two sine-wave signals;
their waveforms are shown on the top two
lines of Fig. 7. We're using a 3-to-l fre
quency ratio for these signals to make the
illustrations easier to draw; in practice, the
higher-frequency signal normally is several
thousand to several million times the fre
quency of the lower.

If we apply either of these signals by
itself to the input of an amplifier, we will get
approximately the same waveform at the
amplifier's output.

If we apply both at the same time to the
input of an amplifier which is reasonably
free of distortion, the output will look
something like the waveform shown on the
third line. The higher-frequency signal "rides
upon" the lower, but except for that there's
no interaction between the two.

But if the lower-frequency signal is
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Fig. 7 . These waveforms illustrate modulat
or action. Top line CA) is carrier signal and
below that (B) is the positive hett-cvcte of
the modulating signal. If both are applied to
a linear amplifier, output waveform will be
that shown at C; carrier swings about the
lowlV-frequency waveform (dotted) rather
than around the zero axis. Modulator's
action is diHerent (0); both signals swing
around zero axis, but amplitude of carrier is
controlled by amplitude of mOdulating sig
nal. Object of AM mocutettcn circuits is to
achieve waveform shown at O .

applied to the amplifier in any manner
which causes the gain of the amplifier to
change as a function of that signal, and the
higher-frequency one is applied to the input,
then the output signal will resemble the
waveform shown on the bottom line.

As you can see one of the major differ
ences between the lower two waveforms lies
in the "zero reference" of the high-fre
quency signal. In the bottom waveform,
both the low and the high frequency signals
are symmetrical about the actual zero line,
but in the next-to-bottom waveform, the
"zero reference" of the high-frequency
signal actually is the waveform of the low
frequency one, shown by the dotted line.

A linear amplifier works to produce the
effect shown on the next-to-bottom wave
form; a modulator produces the bottom
waveform.

Note that the requirement for producing
the modulator-output waveform was that
the lower-frequency signal - which repre
sents the modulating signal - had to cause
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the gain o f the amplifier to change . while the
higher- frequency signa l - the carne r - was
fed through from input to out pu t in a
normal manner.

One of the simplest ways to change the
gain o f any a mplifier is to cha nge its grid
bias. This -means that we should he able to
feed the carrie r to the amplifier grid as an
input. and the modulating signal to the grid
a t the sa me time to vary the bias, and o btain
modulating action. And , as a matter of fact ,
we ca n.

Grid-bias modulation, as such a technique
for producing AM is called, has a number o f
charac te ristics which mak e it preferable to
a ny o the r fo r some types of signals, as well
as o ther characteristics which make it unat
tractive for general usc.

Among its advantageous fea tu res is the
fac t that co mparat ively little power is re
quired in the modulating signal ; all that's
necessary is a voltage swing great enough to
produce the desired change o f bias. Anot her
advantage is that this technique is capable of
handling a wide frequency range in the
mod ula ti ng signal, since no transformers are
necessary. This feature alone mak es it a lmost
the o nly way to apply a video-frequency
modulating signal to a carrie r, and grid-bias
modulat ion is the sta nda rd technique in T V
transmission.

T he sa me advantage is put to use in many
receiver designs; any time a receiver uses a
conve nt ional triode or pe ntode as its mixer
stage, with "control-grid injection" o f the
local-oscillator signal, a grid-bias modulator
is at work.

The disadvantages which make grid-bias
modulation unattractive for general AM use
include its requirement for critical control of
o pe rat ing cond itons. The variation o f bias
introduced by the modulating signal must
change the gain in a more o r less linear
manner in o rder to sa tisfy the modulation
requirement tha t the origi nal modulating
signal be recoverable by a definable process.
That is, if the positive peak of the modu
lati ng signal increases gain by say 20%, th en
the negative peaks of the same amplitude
must reduce gain by the same percenta ge.
Ot he rwise the modulato r's out pu t will no t
be a true representation of the modula t ing
si~n a l , and any process for recovering the
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information won't get back exactly the same
signal we started with. In more conventional
terms, the modulation will be distorted.

Adding to the problems of the grid-bias
modulator is the fact that the modulating
signal swings both positive and negative from
zero, while the bias on a conventional
amplifier must remain negative at all times in
order for the control grid to retain control
of the amplifier's action. We can take care of
this by supplying a source of fixed bias,
which offsets the zero reference of the
modulating signal to some fixed negative
voltage. Then the actual grid bias will swing
from moderately negative to less negative
when the modulating signal goes positive,
and from moderately negative to more nega
tive when the modulating signal takes a
negative swing.

Since this fixed-bias source is electrically
in series with the modulating signal, it must
have low internal resistance. In fact, it must
effectively be a dead short to ac signals at
the lowest frequency present in the modu
lating signal. Grid-leak bias is not suitable; in
practice, it's usually necessary to provide
voltage regulation for the bias supply in
order to keep the resistance low enough.

Other disadvantages to grid-bias modu
lation are that the modulated amplifier must
be adjusted to produce only one-quarter of
its maximum rated output in the absence of
modulation; this is necessary because at the
modulation peaks, the power output must
be four times that at no-modulation levels.
The modulated amplifier's grid imposes a
varying load on the modulating-signal
source, which can cause distortion of the
modulating signal before it ever actually
reaches the modulator, and the rf driver
supplying the carrier to the modulator must
be capable of supplying two to four times as
much power as is normally used, again in
order to supply the drive at the modulation
peaks.

If a tetrode or pentode tube is used as the
modulated amplifier, the modulating signal
can be applied to its screen grid rather than
to the control grid. Action is much the same
as ingrid-bias modulation, but adjustment is
not so critical. Regulation of screen voltage
is more customary than is that of grid
bias - and in addition it's possible to achieve
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satisfactory screen modulation without
regulating the voltages. The tolerances in
screen modulation are great enough that
many operators consider this the simplest
and least critical type of grid modulation.

Advantages of screen modulation are cir
cuit simplicity and the need for only a little
modulating power.

Disadvantages are the need for more
critical adjustment (as compared to high
level modulation which we'll examine a little
later) and reduced output power capabilities.

All forms of grid modulation - grid-bias
or control-grid, screen, or suppressor - are
ways of varying the amplitude of the output
signal by changing the operating efficiency
of the modulated amplifier. Because of this,
all of them must operate at below-normal
efficiency in the absence of modulation, to
leave room for modulation peaks when a
modulating signal is applied. Most such
modulating schemes operate at about 25 %
efficiency when there's no modulating
signal, and produce their maximum rated
output only during the relatively infrequent
positive peaks of modulation.

It's possible to operate an amplifier at
nearly its maximum rated output in the
absence of modulating signal, and produce
up to four times the maximum rated power
during modulation peaks. We can do this
simply because the modulation peaks are so
infrequent that the amplifier components
aren't damaged during the occasional over
loads. To do this, though, we must stay far
enough below maximum rating in the no
modulation or at-rest condition to permit
average modulation levels to stay inside
maximum ratings, and we must achieve our
modulation by varying the supply power to
the modulated stage rather than by varying
its efficiency. Such a modulation scheme is
known as high-level modulation, and it's the
most popular form of AM in communica
tions use.

High-level modulation is also called plate
modulation, since the power variations occur
in the plate circuit - but if the modulated
state uses a tetrode, beam-power, or pentode
tube the power to the screen grid must be
varied right along with that to the plate in
order to make things work.

This type of modulation requires that the
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modulating signal be provided at rather
hefty power levels; the modulating signal
must supply half as much power as does the
dc supply during at-rest periods. That is, a
kilowatt amplifier that is to be plate modu
lated requires a modulator capable of
supplying 500 watts of audio, and a trans
mitter operating with 100 watts input (dc)
requires 50 watts of audio from the modula
tor.

The audio power, at audio frequency. is
combined with the de power and the result
is applied to the modulated stage. One of the
most popular techniques for doing this is
known as " series" plate modulation and is
shown in Fig. 8; the ac from the modulating
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Fig. 8. Ser ies plate modulator, verstc n . most
popular among all AM modulation systems,
is shown in this schematic . AC outpu t f rom
modulator either adds to or t a kes away
from d e level of power sup p ly . thus c h a n g
ing Input power level to modulated rf stage.

signal is connected in series with the dc from
the power supply. When no ac is present, the
modulated stage receives the power supply's
dc output with no modification. When a
modulating signal swings the ac positive, the
positive component of the ac signal is added
to the de from the power supply, and the
modulated stage gets more power input than
the power supply furnishes. When the modu
lating signal swings negative, though, it
bucks out some of the dc from the power
supply and the modulated stage gets only
what's left. This reduces the power input,
and so cuts down the power output.
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Heising modulation can be looked at in
either of two ways. We'll try both: To
compare it to the picture of series plate
modulation which we've just presented, in
the absence of modulating signal the modu
lated stage gets full dc power from the
power supply. When the modulating signal

goes positive, it adds to the de power and
the series choke prevents it from affecting
things on the supply side of the choke, but
the modulated stage gets more de than
before. Similarly, when the modulating
signal goes negative it subtracts from the
power level on the modulated-stage side of
the choke, and the choke prevents the
supply from making the level up. Thus the
effect on the modulated stage is the same as
with series modulation.

The other way of viewing Heising modu
lation is based on the behavior of vacuum
tubes. Both the modulated stage and the
amplifier producing the modulating signal
are fed from the same power supply,
through the same series choke. When no
modulating signal is present, both tubes are
furnished the same supply voltage and each
draws the current determined by its own
operating conditions.

When the grid of the modulating tube
goes less negative, that tube draws more
current. The additional current through the
choke produces a voltage drop and reduces
the voltage available for both tubes at the
same time. This cuts down the power avail
able to the modulated stage and so reduces
its output. When the grid of the modulating
tube goes more negative, the tube draws less
current. The reduced current through the
choke releases energy from the choke's
magnetic field and raises the voltage avail
able for both tubes. The modulating tube
has no use for the increased voltage, so the
effect is to raise the power input to the
modulated state, and thus increase output.

This second viewpoint indicates that a
large part of the action of Heising modula
tion could be accomplished by using a large
resistor instead of the choke - and this can
be done. In low-power equipment where
both space and cost are important, Heising
modulation with resistor instead of choke
can be used. The percentage of modulation
obtained when this is done depends upon
the ratio between the current drawn by the
modulating tube and that drawn by the
modulated tube. If the modulating tube
draws less current, modulation percentage
remains comparatively low. If the modu
lating tube draws more current than does the
modulated stage, though, it's even possible
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For such a scheme to work, the modu
lated stage's output power level must be
determined directly by its de power input
level; the amount of input signal fed into its
grid circuit must not be able to affect power
output. As it happens, a Class C amplifier
that is driven slightly harder than necessary
to saturate it fulfills this requirement. This
fact makes high-level series plate modulation
exceptionally simple to adjust.

It isn't necessary to connect the modu
lating signal in series with the de power
input as shown in Fig. 8. There's another
way of doing it that gets by with a little less
in the way of components, but is somewhat
restricted in other areas.

This alternate way is actually an older
technique. Instead of connecting the modu
lating ac and the power supply's de in series,
we can connect them in parallel. We must
place a choke in series with the de power
supply so that it won't short the ac signal to
ground. The result looks like Fig. 9, and the
technique is known as "Heising" modula
tion.

Flg. 9 . Parallel connection of modulator and
modulated stage is also possible. The circuit
is known as " H aising" modulation and has
many variants. It is especially popular for
low-power equipment since it avoids need
for bulky modulation transformers and is
capable of excellent modulation quality.
Disadvantage is that modualtor must be able
to dissipate power equal to that supplied to
rf stage.
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to overmodulate.
Some circuits used for screen modulation,

incidentally, amount to the application of
the Heising technique to just the screen of
the modulated stage. A notable example is
that known as " clamp-tube" modulation,
which uses the Heising technique with a
resistor ra ther than a choke.

Cathode modulation, which is sometimes
employed , is a cross between grid and plate
modulation, because in most amplifiers the
cathode is common to both the grid and the
plate circuits. It shares most of the disadvan
tages of grid modulation and achieves few of
the advantages of plate modulation, and so
has not found its way into general use.

Now that we've looked at the various
ways to produce AM by varying the ampli
tude characteristic of the carrier, let's tum
our attention to FM and PM. Since the
output signals produced by FM and PM are
so similar, we'll look at these types of
modulation together.

We produce FM by varying the frequency
of the carrier, and PM by varying the phase.
However it 's not possible to change the
frequency of a signal without at the same
time changing its phase, nor can we change
the phase without an accompanying change
of frequency. This makes the difference
between FM and PM largely a matter of
definition ; the distinction normally used is
that FM can be applied only to the oscil
lator, while PM is applied to the signal once
its center frequency has been firmly estab
lished.

The frequency of any rf carrier is estab
lished by a resonant circuit of some sort in
the oscillator. This resonant circuit may be
electromechanical, such as a quartz crystal
which uses mechanical resonance to produce
an electrical signal, or it may be electronic,
such as a normal Ie tuned circuit. To vary
the frequency, we must vary some factor in
this resonant circuit.

One of the most convenient ways, today,
to produce FM is to make use of the
voltage-variable capacitor - a semiconductor
device which acts as a capacitor, but the
capacitance of which varies with the applied
voltage. If one of these is included in an Ie
circuit to provide a part of the tuning
capacitance, the modulating signal can be
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Fig. 10. Typical reactance-tube circuit is
shown here. See text for details of opera
tion .

the tapped-off plate voltage out of any
earlier stages in our modulating-signal chain,
we can make it control the plate current and
thus change the amount of reactance present
in the plate circuit.

And that's exactly what we do in the
reactance modulator. The net effect is that
we have a circuit which acts as either a
voltage-variable inductor or a voltage
variable capacitor (to make it act as a
capacitive reactance rather than inductive,
we simply interchange the positions of RI
and CI to shift the grid voltage phase 90° in
the other direction). The resulting device is
then connected across the frequency-deter
mining tank circuit of the oscillator. When
the reactance tube changes the reactance
present in the tank circuit, the circuit is
instantly tuned to some different fre
quency - and the exact frequency to which
it is tuned is determined by the modulating
signal applied to the reactance-tube input
terminals.

If we connect a reactance tube, or a
voltage-variable capacitor, to the frequency
determining tuned circuit of an oscillator,
we can produce FM. This is not, however,
the only application of the reactance tube. If
we want more frequency stability than we
can get with an Ie oscillator, and use crystal
control- to generate the carrier, then we have
to use PM rather than FM - and the react
ance tube can give us that, as well. All that's
necessary is to connect it across a tuned
circuit in the rf amplifier chain between
oscillator and antenna. Its reactance varia
tions will detune the circuit to which it is
connected, and this will change the phase of
the signal to produce PM.

The reactance tube also finds application
in some receiver circuits, to provide auto
matic frequency control; the combination of
a reactance modulator and a self-excited
oscillator is sometimes called a voltage-con
trolled oscillator or VCO. The VCO is the
heart of the advanced receiver technique
known as "synchronous detection" or "phase
locked reception"; it's also a key element in
a TV receiver where it helps keep the sweep
signals synchronized with those of the
transmitter.

Use of voltage-controlled circuit react
ances such as the voltage-variable capacitor
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The reactance modulator circuit, a typical
version of which is shown in Fig. 10,
depends upon the phase relationships
between grid and plate voltages and currents
in a vacuum tube. Under most operating
conditions, the plate current of a vacuum
tube is in phase with the grid voltage applied
to that same tube, without regard to the
phase of the plate voltage.

This means that we can place such a tube
in a circuit where ae voltage is present upon
the plate, and tap off some of this ac plate
voltage. If we then shift the phase of this
tapped voltage by 90° and feed it to the
grid, the plate current will be 90° out of
phase with the plate voltage.

Such a condition defines the presence of
reactance in the circuit. If the current lags
the voltage by 90°, the reactance is induc
tive, and if the current leads the voltage by
90° • the reactance is capacitive.

In Fig. 10, resistor RI and capacitor CI
perform the voltage tapping and phase shift
ing actions, and cause the reactance in the
plate circuit to be inductive.

The amount of reactance present depends
upon the ratio of plate'voltage to plate
current, and the plate current is determined
by the tube's transconductance (which is, in
tum, determined by its grid voltage). If we
apply our modulating signal to the control
grid, through rf choke RFC I which keeps

applied to it to change the tuning of the
circuit in accordance with the variations of
the modulating signal. This changes the
oscillator frequency and produces FM.

The voltage-variable capacitor is a rela
tively recent device, however, and a more
conventional method of producing FM
makes use of a special vacuum-tube circuit
called a "reactance modulator" or "react
ance tube" to accomplish the same purpose.
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or the reactance tube isn't the only way to
achieve either F~1 or P~1. Any practica l
oscilla tor circui t is, pote ntially, a freq ue ncy
modulator, becau se the frequency of the
signal it prod uces is affec ted by any cha nge
in circuit voltages. This is why we mu st
regulate the voltages applied to the oscillator
in order to keep frequency sta ble. If we
want F!\1, we can simply reverse things and
apply any of the amplitude modulation
techniques to the oscillator itself. This wil l
cause frequency cha nges which are deter
mined by the modulating signa l. The ampli
tude cha nges which result can be wiped out
by ovcrdriving the fo llowing a mplifier stages,
so that only FM comes out at the antenna.
We ca n p roduce PM by doing the sa me thing
to an early amplifie r stage, bu t it's more
critical.

These are n' t th e only techniques of
achieving F~I or PM; in the broadcast
indust ry a special type of tu be is ofte n used
which produces Ptvl almost aut omatically,

and one of the most po pular ways of
achieving broadcast F11 is that inven ted by
Major Armstrong and known as the " Arm
strong method:' It' s used sometimes by
hams, to o , who are se t up for SSB AM
modulation using the phasing techniqu e and
want to produce PM as well. However, this
method is based largely upon mathematical
relatio nships and a knowledge of it isn't
required in the Extra Class study quest ions,
so we'll bypass it for now .

Neithe r will we examine the production
of SSB, DS B, o r any of the suppressed
ca rr ier modulation techniques at this po int,
since they are sufficien tly complex to
warrant their own separate discussion in a
fut ure install ment.

What Are The Characteristics Of A A/adu
lated Signal? We've seen that modulation
itself consists of any process fo r varying the
characterist ics of a carrier signa l to permit a
modulating signal to be t ransmitted , and
we've looked at both the charac te ris t ics of
the carrier which we vary , and at a number
of techniques fo r varying them, Ho w about
t he characteristics of the modula ted signal,
which results from this process?

Like the carrier, the modulated signal
possesscs three maj o r charac teris tics - am
plitude, frequency (or period), and phase.
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Unlik e the carrier, though, the modulated
signal never consists of only a single fre
qucncy - and so its characterist ics are
not ably di ffe ren t. Th e difference is. in fact ,
what carries the information!

It's onl y logical to deduce from this that
the modulat ed signal's characteristics should
be strongly influenced by the type of modu
la tion used, and they arc. Because the type
of modulation employed has such an effect
upon the various characterist ics of the
modulat ed signal, we'll look at the charac
terist ics as they appear wit h different types
of modul at ion separately.

Amplitude modulation is still the most
widely used type, and in addition we've
considered it first all the way through this
installment, so we' ll examine the charac
teri stics of an AM signal first and then tum
our attention to FM and PM .

In our previous insta llment we examined
the how and why of mixer action, and
discovered that when tw o signals of different
frequencies are mixed (as opposed to
li nearl y a mplified ) the result is not two, but
four frequencies. The two origina l fre
quencies are still prese nt in the out put, but
together wit h them are one new frequency
representing the difference between the two
(a nd so known as the " difference" fre
quency) and another new frequency which is
the sum of the original pair (called the
"sum" frequency).

The process of am plitude modulation is a
mixing process; any circuit which is capable
of modulati ng a carrier freq uency is non
linear, and when two or more frequencies
arc app lied to a non-linear circ uit, mixing
occurs.

Thus wh en we apply our carrier to an
ampli fi er stage, and apply our modulating
signa l to that stage also, the outpu t of that
stage mus t contain at least four frequencies
rather than just two. If the modulat ing signal
is anything more complex than a simple
single sine-wave, as it usually is, there arc
m arry more than four freq uencies present in
the output.

Since the modulator docs its job by
mixing, the output mus t con ta in signals at
eac h of the origina l input frequencies, at
their su m, and at their difference.

Normally , though, a modu lator is used to

100

apply audio-frequency infor mati on to a
radio-frequency carrier. In this case, the of
modulating signal will be at a Irequ...-ncy so
far below that of the cartie r tha t no trace of
the audio signal itself can appea r in the
amplifier's out put circuit; it 's reject ed by th e
tuned circuits,

The sum and difference frequ encies,
though. are extremely close in frequency to
the ca rrier. If we're mod ula ti ng a l-rn hz
carrier with a IOD-hz audio signal, then th e
difference frequency will be at 999.9 khz
and the sum will be at 1000.1 khz. These arc
so close to the carrier that most tun ed
circuits which accept the carrier will also
accept the sum and difference frequencies.

Since these tw o new signals lie very close
to, and on both sides of, the carrier, they arc
known as "side frequencies." The name
dates from the early days of radio, before it
was generally realized that modulation and
mixing were one and the same effect.

When a band of many frequencies com
poses the modulating signal - the normal
case with voice signals - then the sum and
difference products alongside the carrier are
no longer called "side frequencies" ; instead,
they are known as "side bands." Within the
past several years, the two words have
blended into one, and we know these part s
of the modulated signal now simply as
" sidebands."

The lower sideba nd corresponds to the
difference frequencies, and the upper side-

I""I""'1e--
Lsa I USB

(: l. RR' [ R

F ig. 1 1 . Side frequ encies are generated b y
mixing o r mod ual t ion w henever two inp u t
signa ls are so widely separated in the spec 
trum as are af and rf . D It terence signal is
towe r in frequ ency t han carr ier, and sum
freq u ency is h igher . When an aud io b a nd ,
ra t h er than a single spot frequency , is
applied to mixer or mcduattor , output
consists of ca r r ier and two sidebands. L o w er
sideba nd ( LSB) correspon ds to di fference
f req u enc ies, and upper sideband (USB) to
sums. T o t a l signal bandwidth extends from
low est f requency in lo w er sideba nd t o high ·
est f requency in upper sideband, o r twice
the highest frequency in the original audio
band .
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land to the su m frequencies, produced by
n ixing the carrier with each component of
:he modulating signal. Fig. II shows a single
lair of side frequencies (top) and a typical
ret of sidebands (bollom) as they might be
ziewed on a wide-range spectrum analyzer.

In passing, we noted in our previous
installment that mixing action comes
through a multiplication of one signal by the
other. If each of the signals applied to a
modulator (the carrier and the modulating
signal) are described by their eq uations, the
result in each case is a mathematical expres
sion involving the sine of the amount of time
since "zero time." If the two are multiplied,
the trig relationships involved in mult iplying
one sine function by another produce an
equation with one sine term and. two cosine
terms; the sine term turns out to represent
the carrier, and the cosine terms represent
the sum and the difference frequencies. All
of this math was worked out in the mid
1920's - but at the time the "side fre
quencies" and resulting sidebands were
thought to be a mathematical fict ion. The
experts felt t hat they couldn 't possibly
exist, but they were necessary to make the
math work out pro perly .

Then in 1927 John Carson demonstrated
the physical existence of the sidebands, and
took out a patent on a system of single
sideband transmission. The math was vindi
cated ; unfortunately. it's still no t an
accurate picture of what goes on, because
the mathematical expression fails to account
for the original modulating signal.

Much later it was realized that modula
tion and mixing are two names for the same
process (at least so far as AM is concerned),
and the body of theory developed to
describe mixer action was applied. Many
college-level engineering texts still, however,
teach modulation wit hout going in to its
connection with mixing.

The references generally available to most
hams, though, are even less clear, because
many of them leave the im pression that the
amplitude of the carrier is varied to produce
amplitude modulation.

In fact, we've even implied as much
ourselves - and its time to correct that idea.

We saw just a few paragraphs back t hat
the sidebands lie very close indeed to the
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carrier in the frequency spectrum. For all
practical purposes, the two sidebands and
the carrier together constitute a single signal,
because most receivers are not sufficiently
selective to strip out any part of this
combination from the rest of it.

But when this composite signal is applied
to any electronic circuit, there's only so
much energy present in that circuit at any
specific instant. That is, the energy present
in the circuit is the net total of that
contributed by the lower sideband, the
carrier, and the upper sideband, all at the
same time. If the energy in the sidebands is
of just the right amount and polarity to
completely cancel the energy of the carrier,
this net total will be zero, and on the other
hand if the same amount is contributed but
with polarity to boost rather than buck the
carrier level, the total will be twice as much
energy or four times as much power as with
the carrier alone.

The variations of net energy in the total
,

signal produced by the amplitude and
polarity changes of the sidebands relative to
the carrier are called the "modulation
envelope" or simply the "envelope" of the
signal - and in amplitude modulation it's
the amplitude of the envelope rather than
that o f the carrier which varies.

The distinction is more theoretical than
practical. because as we said, it's almost
impossible to separate parts of the com
posite out with most receivers. A "selectable
sideband" receiver, though, has the ability to
accept or reject a single sideband of an AM
signal, and the whole art of SSB is based on
the fact that all the modulation information
is contained in the sidebands, and that the
sidebands are mirror images of each other so
that only one is necessary to carryall the
information.

Fig. 12 shows the envelope of an AM
signal over a half-cycle of modulating signal .
This is not typical since only a 3-to-l ratio
between carrier and modulating frequencies
was used, in order to permit easy vision of
the relationships between net energy in the
composite signal (dotted line) and the
envelope (solid). Normally the frequency
ratio is much higher. Like all the other
waveform illustrations in this installment,
this figure was traced from a plot produced
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Fig . 12. Envelope of AM corresponds to the
peaks of the energy levels present in the
co m b ined carrier and both sidebands (d ot 
ted w avef o rm). This illustration shows a f u ll
cycle of modulating signal from negative
peak to the next negative peak, with six
cycles of carr ier/ sid eband.

by an electronic computer.
The relationship in strength between

either sideband and the carrier is a measure
of an AM modulation system's effectiveness.
The stronger the sideband, as compared to
the carrier, the more effective the system.

This relationship is usually expressed by
engineers as the "modulation index" of the
modulated signal, but hams and the FCC
refer to it in a slightly different form called
the "percentage of modulation." This, again,
is a carryover from the days when only the
envelope was considered - and as a result
the definitions of modulation percentage
make very little sense when applied to a
suppressed-carrier signal, and none at all
when applied to FM or PM.

For "percentage of modulation" is deter
mined by the ratio of peak envelope voltage
(or current) to the carrier voltage (or cur-

•
rent) without modulation. Fig. 12 shows
these parts of the envelope. The carrier level
is indicated by the dotted line.

Percentage of modulation may be dif
ferent for "upward modulation," which is
the half-cycle of the modulating signal which
produces the positive modulation peak, than
for "downward modulation" which pro
duces the negative modulation peak. For
sine-wave modulation both are the same, but
for voice the two are normally different. The
larger of the two figures is customarily used
as the modulation percentage of the signal.

In the case of upward modulation, the
modulation percentage is 100 times the ratio
of the positive modulation peak (above
carrier level, as shown) to the carrier level. In
Fig. 12, both are equal and the ratio is 1/1,
so the modulation percentage upward is
100%.
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Fig. 13. Key factors involved in calculating
percentage of modulation are identified
here. Wave form represents 100% modulated
envelope (carrier cycles are not shown) as
described in text. Carrier level furnishes zero
reference for envelope; envelope's outline
duplicates mOdulating signal on both edges.

For downward modulation, the per
centage is 100 times the ratio of the negative
modulation peak (below carrier level) to the
carrier level. In Fig. 12, again both are equal
so the ratio is Iii, making the percentage
again equal to I 00%.

FCC regulations limit modulation per
centage of an AM signal to 100% in either
direction. There's very good reason for this
in the downward direction; 100% modu
lation justs cuts off the envelope at zero
energy. Anything in excess of 100% modu
lation represents an effort to make the
envelope less than zero ; it doesn't work.
What happens is that the negative modula
tion peaks are highly distorted, and this
distortion produces spurious signals which
clobber communications over a wide spread
of the frequency spectrum. See Fig. 13.

Modulation percentage is relatively inap
plicable to SSB or DSB, since these signals
have no "carrier level" to measure against.
We'll find out why it's not applicable at all
to FM or PM a little later.

When you understand how modulation
percentage is defined, it's not too difficult to
visualize the envelope of a sine-wave-modu
lated signal at any prescribed percentage of
modulation. Simply establish a carrier with a
peak voltage of, say, 10, and then sketch in
the modulating sine-wave along the carrier
level Positive peaks of the modulation
envelope will rise above carrier level by the
modulation percentage times the carrier
level; that is, with a IQ-volt carrier and 50%
modulation, positive peaks will rise to IS
volts. Negative peaks will drop below carrier

CAR
ce
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level by the same amount; in our example,
to 10-5 or 5 volts.

If the percentage exceeds 100%, positive
peaks still go up in the same way, but
negative peaks cut off at the carrier zero
reference line to produce a distorted
envelope.

We have seen how all of the information
content of the envelope is produced by the
sidebands, in AM. We have also seen how the
sideband energy levels produce the envelope
of the signal. It shouldn't be too surprising
to learn that all of the power furnished by
the modulating signal goes into the side
bands.

Strictly speaking, that's true only of plate
modulation, because that's the only type of
modulation we've examined in which the
input powei is varied to produce modula
tion. But with plate modulation, that is what
happens. The amplifier treats the carrier the
same at all times, whether modulation is
present or absent. When modulation is
applied, the modulating-signal power pro
duces the sidebands.

We also saw that 100% modulation is
produced when the sidebands have just the
right amount of energy to completely cancel
out the carrier energy at the negative modu
lation peaks. Because of some rather com
plicated phase relationships, this occurs
when each of the two sidebands has peak
voltage equal to half that of the carrier.
Then the two sidebands each contribute
balf, and the total exactly balances out the

•earner,
With half the voltage in each sideband,

this means that each sideband must contain
1/4 as much average power as does the
carrier in order to attain 100% modulation
with a sine-wave signal. To put 1/4-<:arrier
power levels into each of two sidebands
requires that the modulator supply power
equal to half that in the carrier.

Should we reduce the modulation per
centage, I the amount of power required in
the sidebands would also be reduced. Should
we use something other than a sine wave as a
modulating signal, as for example normal
speech, we could also get by with less power.
As a rule of thumb, though, most designers
try to furnish half as much audio power as
there is going to be rf power in the carrier.

104

This offers a safety margin, and also permits
speech processing such as clipping and com
pression without running short of modu
lating power.

Because the carrier level remains constant
with plate modulation, which is the most
popular kind, many people believe that
carrier level is always constant with modula
tion. This is not necessarily so.

When AM is achieved by varying effi
ciency of an amplifier, as is done in all types
of grid modulation, it's simply the designer's
choice as to whether carrier remains con
stant, or varies with modulation. Many
designers of suoh systems have attempted to
produce output indistinguishable from that
produced by plate modulation - and in
these systems, carrier remains constant.

Other designers, though, have chosen to
control the carrier level All controlled
carrier systems (a notable example is a
Heathkit design originally introduced about
1955 and still current) produce carrier levels
which vary with the intensity of the modu
lating signal.

Even in these, though, the ratio of power
between carrier and sidebands remains fixed
by the modulation percentage.

Now that we've given AM signal charac
teristics a thorough going-over, let's see how
FM and PM differ.

For a starter, the envelope of an FM
signal carries no information. In fact, a legal
FM or PM signal has no envelope variations
at all, because that would constitute AM and
the rules don't permit mixing the types.

FM and PM silfals do, however, have
sidebands - many more sidebands than are
produced by AM at the same modulation
index. Mott texts drop into a deep and
somewhat murlty study of Bessel functions
when they attempt to discuss the distribu
tion of sidebands in FM signals. Since we
don't, at this point, need all that infor
mation, let's skip the details of how they are
produced and simply note that the visualiza
tion most of us carry <if an FM signal - a
single carrier which wanders about in fre
quency around a "center" frequency, and. ,
whose wanderings carry the modulating
signal information - is np more accurate in
detail than is the conventional view of an
AM signal as one whose strength varies with
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modulation. See Fig. 14.
In both cases, it's the envelope charac

teristics which vary rather than those of any
specific components within the signal.

This comes about because a signal of any
one frequency cannot be at any other
frequency - and it can't get from one fre
quency to another without getting to one in
between first. When it's necessary to analyze
in detail how a modulation system works,
it's more convenient to view the signal as
being made up of many signals each of
specific frequency and strength, which are
either present or absent, than it is to try to
consider one signal of varying frequency or
strength.

Since the advent of SSB, it'. become
necessary to examine AM in this amount of
detail. When looking at FM, we can get by
with studying only the behavior of the
envelope; we don't have to break down the
various components within the envelope.

The FM signal is characterized by its
center frequency, strength, and the amount
of deviation above and below this center
frequency. The deviation may be expressed
either as an absolute frequency difference in
hertz or khz, in which case it's called
"swing," or as the "deviation ratio," which
is the ratio of the maximum carrier-fre
quency deviation to the highest modulating
frequency. The effectiveness of the modula
tion is measured by the "modulation index,"
which is the ratio of the carrier frequency
deviation to the modulating frequency. That
is, a 30khz swing" with a l-khz modulating
frequency would produce a modulation
index of 3; the same swing with a 60khz
modulating frequency would produce a
modulation index of 0.5, and if the 30khz
swing were the maximum employed in the
system, and the 60khz signal the highest
frequency , then the deviation ratio would
also be 0.5.

In ham use below 52.5 mhz, the maxi
mum bandwidth which an FM signal is
permitted is 6 khz (the same as a state-of
the-art AM signal). If frequency response is
limited to 3 khz, then the deviation ratio
would be 2; the modulation index would
vary with the modulating frequency, from 2
at the high-frequency limit up to 20 at a
3000hz modulating signal
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Fig. 14. This composite view shows an FM
signal's waveform (solid line). compared to
that of an unmodulated carrier of the sam e
center frequency (dotted) and to the modu 
lat ing sine-wave (also dotted). Sine-wave
shape of carrier and modulated-signa' wave
forms has been simplified to straight line
connecting peaks and passing through axis
at proper zero-crossing time.

In AM, modulation index is the ratio of
modulation peak level to average carrier
level - the same quantity which we multiply
by 100 to obtain modulation percentage. A
100% modulated AM signal has a modula
tion index of 1.0. Modulation percentage is
sometimes defined, in fact, as 100 times the
modulation index.

This is part of why modulation per
centage has no meaning in FM work. Modu
lation peaks are always at the same level as
the average carrier level, and by conventional
definitions all FM has 0% modulation. But if
100 times modulation index is used, then
the modulation percentage of a legal ham
FM signal may vary from 200 up to 2000%,
depending upon modulation frequencies
present.

In practice, the deviation ratio is used to
measure FM in the same way modulation
percentage is used for AM.

But while it's possible, physically, to
overmodulate an AM signal and produce
splatter, this cannot be done with FM. An
FM signal with more swing than a receiver is
designed to accomodate will sound distorted
on that receiver - but will be fine on any
receiver which can handle the maximum
swing of the signal. The limits on.swing of an
FM signal are administrative, while those
upon modulation percentage of AM are
physical .. . 73 Staff
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Artieles on OSL design
secrets, winning OX con
tests, OXCC rules, OXpeditions, reciprocal li
censing and many more. World postage rates,
WAZ record lists, time charts, propagation, etc.
Special ham maps and bearing charts. A must
for the 0 Xer. $3

'3"

\
-,'.

AMATEur /fADIIJ

ADYANCED
CLASS

LICENSE
STUDY GUIDE

ADVANCED
CLASS

STUDY GUIDE

128 pages of up-to-the
minute simplified theo
ry. written with the be
ginning radio amateur in
mind. This unique book covers all aspects of
the theory exam for the Advanced Class license
and has helped hundreds of hams to sail through
the exam•..nothing else like it in print. $3

•
~ li ll f isk IIDn

For the ham who wants
to work OX on the
bands about 432 MHz,
there is nothing that can
beat the gain .d noise figure of a paramp.
This book shows you how they work and how
to build and use them. Lavishly illustrated with
phctoqraphs and drawings. $3

PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIERS

PARAMETRIC

AMPLIFIERS

..-COAX

HANDBOOK

I nvaluable book for the :
ham or the lab and for
everyone else who does-
n't want to have to keep ..
a whole library on hand for reference. . .or even
worse, have to write to the manufacturer for
coax spec. $3

.. - ....
u ,••

II __
~ ~-

INDEX
TO

SURPLUS

Do you have a piece of
surplus equipment that
you want to convert but
can't find an article?
If so, this is the book you need. It lists all of the
surplus articles and conversions in popular elec
tronic and amateur magazines from 1945 to
1966. $1.50

VHF

ANTENNAS

VHf
ANTENNA

HANDBOOK..
I

This handbook is a com
plete collection of up-to
date information about
VH F and UH F anten- - -nas. with design hints, construction and theory.
If you've been vvondering what array you need.
this book will give you enough background to
make the right decision. $3
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DIODE

CIRCUITS

HANDBOOK
An invaluable reference
book. Covers recti
fiers. mixers, detectors.
modulators, FM detec-
tors. no ise lim iters. AGe, BFO'/a-multiplier,
AFC, Varicap tuning aud io clippers. balanced
mods, f ield-strength meters, RF probes, zeners,
control circuits, etc. III different circuits. $1

73 USEFUL ,

TRANSISTOR CIRCUI'S.,j

~

73 USEFUL

TRANSISTOR

CIRCUITS
If you've been looking
for a transistor circuit to
do a special job. chances
are there is a circuit in
th is book that w ill give you a head start. It
covers circuits for audio. receivers. transmitters
and test equipment. $1

SIMPLIFIED

MATH

Does math scare you?
- It shouldn't . This
easv-to-cnderstand book
explains the simplified
exponential system of arithmetic, simple for
mulas, logarithms, and their application to the
ham shack. 50!!

II

---

---_.. - .-- ---------
HAM

TELEVISION

The Amateur Television
Anthology is a collec
t ion of the techn ical
and construction articles
from the ATV Experimenter. edited by W0 KYO.
If you're interested in ATV. this is the book for
you . It covers the gamut from the simple to !he
complex in amateur television equ ipment . :ti3

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK,
fi lled wit h fo rmulas, cha rts, design specif icat io ns
for every type of circu it, antennas, power sup
p lies, math tab les, convers ion tables. Hard
bound. While they last - $ 3

CW by WGSFM explains code and how to
learn it . 50!!

MILITARY SURPLUS TV EQUIP-
MENT by W4WKM is a necessity to the sur-
ptus-scrounqlnq ATV addict. $1

CUMULATIVE INDEX lists all thear
tides in 73 up through December 1966. 25e

••••••••••••

•••••••
Call :

•••••••••••••••••••••

Please send me the becks checked at left:

City State Zip
Books shipped prepaid in US and Canada.

Address .

N a me .

73 Magazine
Peterborough, N. H. 03458

_Coax Handbook $3.00
_ Transisto r Circu its $1 .00
_ Index to Surplus $1.50
_ Paramet r ic Amplifiers $ 3.00
_ Ham RTTY $3.00
_ VH F Antennas $3.00
_ Simpli fied Math. . _ $ .50
_ A T V Anthology $3.00
_ CWo $ .50
_ Milit ary TV $1 .00
_ Cumulat ive Index $ .25
_DX Handbook $3.00
_ Advanced Class $3.00
_ Rad io Data Ref $3.00

••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Ed Gribi WB6IZF
229 Vivian Street
King City. CA

Ham Jamboree

A number of Scouts operating the ama
teur station during the World Jamboree in
England in 1957 were concerned that so few
Scouts of the millions could actually partici
pate in the face to face building of interna
tional friendships. Perhaps radio could ex
tend the reach of the brotherhood and
involve more Scouts, even if vicariously', in
such events. Les Mitchell, G3BIIK, con
ceived the idea of a Jamboree on the air and
the first formal JOTA was in May, 1958.
The idea has mushroomed with the aid and
abettment of enthusiastic Scouts, Scouters,
and amateurs so that now thousands of

•J 1411--'_ '"

Scouts at Geneva, Switzerland . Operator is
Len Jarrett, HB9AMS, Director of Adminis
tration, Boy Scouts World Bureau.

.- -

. ,

I

Editor Wayne waxed eloquently in July
73 about the need for attracting newcomers
into our hobby. One of the largest groups of
ready-made potential newcomers are the ten
million or so Boy Scouts around the world.
There are a number of points of contact
between scouting and amateur radio, but
one of the best is the annual "Jamboree On
The Air."

What is Jamboree 01\ The Air? Let me try
to describe its background, purposes, and
format for y~u from a very personal stand
point. I had the good fortune to be one of
the operators at K7WSJ, the official amateur
station at the World Scout Jamboree at
Farragut State Park, Idaho, in August, 1967.
Those ten days were one of the high points
of my 43 years. Meeting Lady Powell; the
night the entire Australian contingent jam
med our shack as we worked VK after VK
(no third party traffic, please!); the colors of
the tents and banners against the green
Idaho forest; the Belgian Scout who brought
his sleeping bag into the shack in the hope
we could work an ON; the myriad of
colorful uniforms and thousands of smiling
faces thoroughly enjoying one of the great
experiences of their lives. These and hun
dreds of other thrills and pleasant memories
will always be with me. I made many lasting
friendships from a dozen different countries
and still exchange letters with several of
them. But I was one of the lucky ones.
Fewer than 1% of the Scouts are able 10
attend a World Jamboree or one of the
greatest national or regional jamborees.
Therein lies the reason for the development
of Jamboree On The Air.
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stations from every Scouting country parti
cipate in the event every year.

The primary purpose of JOT A, therefore,
is to enable Scouts everywhere to talk to
other Scouts across town or around the
globe by radio . A secondary purpose is to
give them exposure to amat eur radio which
may help a boy discover a latent career in
electronics or some allied field, or perhaps in
amateur radio as a hobby . It has undoubted
ly enco uraged many a boy to work on
related Scouting accomplishments such as
radio and other merit badges.

The 12th annual Jamboree On The Air
will occur October 18 and 19 , (GMT) , 1969 .
Participating statio ns with Scouts and Scout
ers in their shacks will be calling "CQ
Jamboree" on all bands and modes during
that period. There are no rules nor points to
count-this is not a contest ! The theme is to
let Scouts talk to Sco uts wherever they may
be. There are no formal fixed frequencies.
but the Boy Scouts World Bureau has
recognized traditional operating practices by
noting the following as "World Scout Fre-

. ..quencies :
3 ,5 90 khz. - CW
3,740 khz. - European phone,

U. S. Novice CW
3,940 khz. - U. S. phone
7,090 khz. - CW, Euro pean phone

14,090 khz. - CW
14,290 khz. - phone
21,140 khz. - CW, U. S. Novice
21 ,360 khz. - phone
28 ,1 90 khz. - CW
28,990 khz. - phone

In addit ion , U. S. amate urs ha ve found 7290
khz to be a good frequen cy and 7 190 khz a
good CW frequen cy for novices .

If you, as an amateur and/or Scout or
Scouter are not already involved, then per
haps this should be yo ur year for Boy
Scouts. You might contact a local Scout
office or executive or, even better, a Scout
master or Den Mother or Patrol Leader.
They may not be fa miliar with t he event
unless they are avid readers of "Scouting."
"Boys Life," or "World Scouting." You may
have to explain the purposes and what they
might reasonable expect from participation
(remember, though , that propagation may
not cooperate). In many areas amateurs talk

OCTOSE R 1969

to Scout Troops several weeks before the
event to explain such things as how we're
able to communicat e hundreds or thousands
of miles , typical terminology involving
equipment and operating , and perhaps even
to arrange a preliminary visit to a station.

During the event get your amateur opera
ting exchanges out o f the way as briefly as
possible. Then turn the boys loose and let
t hem talk to ot her Scouts. If t hey're a little
tongue-tied at first, encourage them to talk
about such things as themselves and their
own personal involvement in Scouting; their
Patrol , Troop , Post , or Den; their camping
and other activities ; their home, town, area ,
and its culture and environment ; and, of
co urse, to ask similar questio ns of those on
the other end . Don't feel like you have to
hurry off to make more contacts or to let
them talk to some exotic DX Scout station.
It is much more meaningful and closer to the
purposes of the event to have a two-hour
ragchew with a gang 100 miles away than it
is to exchange signal reports with statio ns in
ten co untries . I've listened in on some
marvelous QSO's during past events where.
for instance. a couple of Patrol Leaders in
different parts of the USA exchanged no tes
on their summer camp experiences or Ten
derfeet talked about their firs t hike . On the
other hand, if conditions are favorable it can
be a real t hrill for them to talk " live" to a
Scout in some foreign country . The language
barrier is no barrier when international
friendship is involved.

When it 's all over the very least you'll
have is a lot of satisfaction in having
associated with a fine group of young men. I
know it always restores my faith in the basic
good sense of our youth whenever 1 get
around a group of Scouts . Beyond that there
are several things that can be done that will
extend the interest period and firm up the
relationships begun. Encourage the Scouts to
make up and send QSL cards to the groups
they talk to and perhaps to initiate corres
pondence or exchange of photos. Many
permanent overseas links between Sco uting
groups have begun this way . And by all
means send a note regarding your JOTA
activities (including contacts and critique) to
your National Organizer (i n the United
States it's Harry Harchar W2GND , Boy
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At Baden Powell House. London-English
Scout headquarters.

July,
Reference:
"Scouting and the Radio Amateur," QST,
1967, p.52, WB6IZF

operation this year that I haven't even
cleared with Len Jarrett at the World Bur
eau. Let's try using these World Scout
Frequencies as calling frequencies during
JOTA instead of ragchew frequencies . In
other words, call "CQ Jamboree" on the
frequency, then QSY up or down for a QSO.
That way there would be much more effi
cient utiltization of frequency space and
much .less random calling. Perhaps we could
even have net control stations active on one
or more of the frequencies, particularly
21,360 khz. I imagine Bob WA7GOO, could
organize two or three net controls to pick up
breaks, periodically call a list of stations and
localities on the frequency, and help stations
who wish to QSY for a chat. I'll see if
something-like this might be arranged by the
time this appears in print. During other
times these frequencies should make natural
frequencies for any stations interested in
Scouting to get together.

So there you have the story of Jamboree
On The Air. If you're interested in young
people and in the health of amateur radio,
this should be a regular event for you. If you
feel as I do that once a year just whets your
appetite, then you might follow some of
these other suggostions that could lead to a
Jamboree On The Air the year round .

. . . WB6IZF

Australian Scouts at VK2BW during the
1968 JOTA.

Scouts of America, New Brunswick, New
Jersey, 08903) with a copy to the World
Organizer, Len Jarrett HB9AMS, Boy Scouts
World Bureau, Case Postale 280,1211 Gene
va 11, Switzerland. Len is an enthusiastic
participant in JOTA's and will again this
year be operating from 4UIITU until a
permanent World Bureau station can be set
up. World Scout Bureau will send you a
handsome QSL-sized ceritficate of participa
tion in return for your courtesy in telling
them of your own activities.

So you've done all these things but it still
seems like the contact between amateur
radio and Scouting-should be more than a
once-a-year thing. I always have that feeling
myself. There's no reason why you couldn't
continue the relation with a particular
Scouting group with such diverse projects as
teaching them code , providing communica
tions at a Camporee or camp, or maintaining
schedules with someone contacted during
JOTA. There are several nets devoted to
Scouting in various portions of the world.
G3BHZ and HV3SJ operate on 14~90 khz
on Saturdays at 0930 GMT, mostly with
other European participants . World Scout
Net operates on 21360 khz at 1800 GMT on
Saturdays. Bob Hallock WA7GOO, is the
prime mover in this group. Bob was an
operator at K7WSJ in 1967 and at the
National Jamboree station this last July. Bob
is an Eagle Scout from Boise, Idaho. and has
injected a lot of enthusiasm into the WSN.
These groups are devoted to the furtherance
of the ideals of Scouting via amateur radio
and as such deserve support and participa
tion by all with similar aims.

I -have one suggestion regarding JOTA
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requmng 117 vac, and like the FM·20M
mobile model, can increase 2 watts input to
20 . For further information, write Vari
tronics Inc., 3835 North 32nd Street , Suite
6, Phoenix, Arizona 85018.

~" , .

Two Meter Transceiver
1larry ama teurs, tired of using older taxi

ana police FM equipment, have been looking
for reasonably priced new equipment to
come on the market. Varitronics has just
announced a new solid state FM transceiver
designed and priced for the amateur market.
It has six crystal controlIed channels and
runs from 12-15 vdc. The power is 10 walls
input. The unit is built with sub-prin ted
circuit boards of the computer module type,
making the unit smalI enough for easy
portable and mobile use.

Now the HA·800
Lafayette introduces the new completely

solid-state, model HA-800 six-band SSB/
AM/ CW amateur receiver. This 80-6 meter
amateur receiver has a built in dual solid
sta te power supply permitting either 117
volts ac or 12 volt de operation with zener
regulation . The receiver section sports 3
FET's and 2 mechanical if filters to assure
high selectivity with superior noise suppres
sion . An S meter, product detector and
crystal calibrator (less crystal) are among the
other features. Specifications: sensitivity:
better than I uv on 80 , 40 ,20 meters, .5 uv
on 15, 10 meters a nd 2 .5 uv on 6 meters ;
selectivity: -6db at +2 khz, -60db at +6 khz;
intermediate freq uencies! I st if 2.608 mhz,
2nd if 455 khz; BFO frequency : 455 khz
+2 .5 khz; image rejection : better than -40db ;
audio output imped ance: 50 ohms; power
requirements 105-1 20 volts 50/50 hz ac, 12
volts de (negative ground) ; size: 15w x 914d
x 8 ~h. For additional information, write
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., III
Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I., NY 11791.

FMT-1 FM Transceiver
VHF Associates, Inc. , is now offering a

six channel,S watt input F M transceiver for
$289.95. It opera tes with a de input voltage
of 12 to 15 volts and weighs but six pounds,
being fully transistorized. IC's are used in
the if and audio circuits for superior perfor-

PRODUCTSNEW

Varitronics also has a one wa tt output
unit available which can work with a battery
pack, a six meter crystal controlIed FM
transceiver and a dual vfo six meter AM-FM
transceiver. Write to Varitronics, 3835 North
32nd Street , Suite 6, Phoenix , AZ 850 18.

More Power for FM'ers
Varitronics Inc. has come out with two

new linear amplifiers for users o f their
deluxe FDFM-2 transceiver.

For the mobile enthusiasts, the com
pletely solid state FM-20M mobile rf linear
amplifier can be had for $150.00, weighs but
a pound, requires12 .S vdc and can boost
your rrere 2 watts to 20 walts input and 10
walls rf output. For those using the FDFM-2
transceiver as a home station , you might
look into the new FM-20BM, available for
$235.00. It weighs 61> pounds, is completely
solid state, has a built-in ac power supply
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mance and reliability and the receiver is dual
conversion. The transmitter has a 20 khz
maximum deviation and has a frequency
range of 142 to 149 mhz, For further
information, write VHF Associates, lnc., PO
Box 22135, Denver, CO 80222.

Arcturus
Arcturus Electronics Corp. has been lucky

enough to acquire 9800 obsolete tubes, circa
1925-1930, to add to their considerable in
ventory of the same hard-to-obtain types.
Listings plus prices of thousands of other
items are included in their recently published
Mid-1969 Catalog, which they will be glad to
send to you without any obligation on your
part. Write direct to Arcturus, 505-22nd St.,
Union City, N.J. 07087.

Cassette Albums Available
Now that more and more of us are using

cassette tape recorders to tape our friends
and unusual DX contacts, the problem of
storing those little cartridges begins to in
trude. They are a terrible size to store and
they soon rattle around in the desk drawer.
Robins Industries, College Point, N.Y.
11356, has come out with a nice album.
Each cover holds six cassettes and each
compartment has a built-in stop to keep the
tape from going slack! The cost is $3.30
each. A bargain.

Microflect Towers
Aluminum towers may be harder to

manufacture , but they sure have a lot of
advantages for the fellow who has to put

112
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them up and use them.
First of all, of course, they weigh but a

fraction of what we are used to with steel
towers ... about one third as much. A ten
foot section weighs only 121'2 pounds! This
may not mean a whole lot to you when you
are dawking it around on the ground, but
when you are putting the sections one on
top of the other up in the air you will bless
every last pound that you don't have to
struggle into place.

The weight makes an enormous dif
ference if you have your tower hinged at the
bottom for easy work on the beam and
rotator. It's the difference between walking
a 72 pound, sixty foot tower into place and
walking a 212 pound monster into place.
One man vs. maybe three to do the job.

Some towers are just terrible for climb
ing. Those diagonal struts hurt the feet and
are dangerous if at all damp. The Microflect
tower is different. Some genius thought
ahead a little bit and decided that it would
be a good idea to build flat step segments
into each brace. The result is a tower that
you can walk right up.

Aluminum towers can't rust, of course,
and never need any paint. They look great
when you put them up and look just as great
years later.

For a catalog and prices send to Micro
fleet, 3575 25th S. E., Salem, OR 97302.

73 Tests the Globeplotter
One of the cleverest ideas for beam

aiming at DX to come along in recent times
is the Megert Globe Plotter. This consists of
a six inch world globe sitting up on a
pedestal with a beam-path indicator.

To use this gadget all you have to do is
turn the globe so that your station location
is beneath the locating circle on the top of
the stand. Then, as you turn the pedestal,
you can read the beam heading of any city
that falls under the beam-path indicator.
Charts and regular world globes are all well
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and good, but there is absolute ly nothing
like having a globe mounte d with your home
on its axis. For the first time you will be
able to see how the great circle paths really
swing...and how your signals travel. If YO'J've
ever wondered why your beam heading is
almost the same for Brazil as it is for South
Africa, the quest ion will be dispelled when
you swing your Globe Plotter around .

And, since the globe is not perma nently
fixed in place (unless you glue it to the three
pillars that hold it to the pedestal) you can
easily swing it around to any other location
and get the beam heading from there t o any
other spot in t he world. If a station in
Germany is working New Zealand, do you
think he could here you? The plotter will
tell you immediately.

You don't have to scrunch over to see
what the other side of the world is like...GP
has a built-in mirror for looking at Aust ralia
and environs,

The Globe Plotter is just under 10" high
and is mounted on a nice looking base . Price
is $17 .95 by mail order from Megart, Box
2097, Des Moines, Iowa 50310.

Does Math scare you?
"Simplified Math for the Ham Shack"
One of 73's books will make it easy.

Order foday, only SOc.
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1

1 2

35

65

.. . Mich ael Kresila

3

6. Speaker designed for treble frequenc ies.
8. Worthless person.
9. A section or branch of a component or

system.
Unit of surface measure in the metric
system.
A short pin or bolt.
End section of a transistor.
Also called diamond antenna.
Male nickname .
Partner of bolt.
Weekday. Abbr.
Indefinite period of time.
A fitting designed to change the termi
nal arrangement of a jack, plug or
socket .
Sometimes called matrix.
Absolute unit of pressure.
A type of dipole antenna.
Atom which has fewer or more e lec
trons than normal.
Snake.
Stations capable of direct communica-
tions on a common channel.
A globe or sphere.
Discharge of electrici ty through a gas.
Also.

34.
39.
41.

Solution on page 122

27.
28.
29 .
3 1.

32 .
33 .

11.
16.
18.
2 1.
22.
24.
25.
26 .

10.

2

43

Across
I. Also called a ham .
4. Electronic path be

tween 2 or more paths
providing a number of
channels .

7. Type of tree.
8 . Logarithmic expres-

sion of ratios of
power.

10 . Ampere. Abbr.
12 . Electromagnetic unit.

Abbr.
13. A generator that pro

vides fie ld curren t for
an AC generator.

14. Organ of sight.
15. Megohm. Abbr.
17. Basic unit of work in

the egs system.
19. Period immediately

before some event.
20. Surrounding.
23. Used in T.V. receivers

to supply high DC
voltage required by
the second anode of
cathode-ray tubes.

26. Chemical compound used to coat
recording discs.

28 . Audio amplifier frequency equal to the
square root of the product of two
half-po wer frequencies .

30. Maiden name.
31 . International Radio Association . Abbr .
33. G.!. club.
35 . Affirmative side.
36. A type of battery.
37 . To move with pressure and friction .
38 . Short sleep .
40. Surface between two adjacent grooves

on a recording disc.
42 . Period of time.
43 . A device that introduces inductive or

capacitive reactance into a circuit.
44 . Process of entering informat ion or

answers via the agency of a printer.

Down
I . A means for radiating or receiving radio

waves .
2. Short wires used to connect open-line

wires to insulators .
3. Stepping relay actuated by an arma

ture-driven
4. Prolonged undesirable opening and

closing of elecrtical contacts .
S. Used in mechanical push-button tuning

systems.
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The ESSCO M odel TU·] Teleprinter
Demodulator is a co m plet ely essem
bled, ready to run syst em, fully w ired
with loop supply, co nnec to rs, tuning
indicato r, reversing switch, modular
tracks, sco pe o u t p ut s, 50 ua zero
center meter, f unction switch and
fam ous ESSCO solid state modular
plug-in units.

a o ar a copy? I
•

It may be ridiculous, but it is also not far in
the future. The dollar won't make us rich, either .
W e hope that it will bring us back into the black,
and that's about it .

Wha t h app ened to bring on this substantial
inc rease? Two t h ings. First and foremost was the
J u ly incr ease i n posta l rates. Th is was the biggest
rate increase yet fo r us . . _ and we are paying
over 50% more in postage now than we were a
year ago. The 5 % profit we made last year just
broke us even with inflation, so we found
o u rselves working like the devil to break even.
Now, with the new postal rates we will work
our selves sil ly for a handsome net loss. Somethiny
has t o gi ve ... and t hat means you, the read er .

I t is not all give and no take, by any means,
however. Just look at the size of this issue of 73 .
We've been runn ing 144 pages a month or better
since May and intend to keep it up. W hen you
figure that we are, mo nth aft er mo nth, b ringing
you more featu re ar tic les t ha n all three o t h er
magaz ines com bi ned, then the qua rt er ex t ra is n't
all t hat bad a deal.

Of course t here is still t im e to hedge against
the increase by buying a subscription right now,
before the subscription rates go up, too. We'll
accept a three year extension of your p resent
subscription at the cu r rent ra t es . __ bu t don' t
expect to be ab le t o take ad van t age of t h is f or
much longer. By n ex t month we may have t o roll
o u t t he new su bsc r ipt ion ra tes fo r y ou.... ......-..-.. -.- -..-.-..-.--.--.-.--.- - --.- -.· , .

: NAi\1E CALL:• •• •
: ADIlHESS CITY:
• •• •
• STATE ZIP·• •• •• 0 I WA NT THE $ 12 BARGAIN RATE FOR THR EE YEARS •• •· o rLLTAK E ON E YEAR AT T HE$ 6 RAT E •• •· o T IIIS ISA R EN EWAL •
: 0 ENC LOS ED IS CHEC K, CAS H O R MO N EY ORD ER :
• •• •
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Operation Cats

A. David Middelton WSCA/W7ZC
Box 303
Springdale, UT 8 4767

Patu

Of Th e I'll Ie Of 7/[' 0 Kitti es

I should have rea lized what was going on
when those QSL cards would not check out
with my log! My memory did not include
any recollection of QSOs with those
stat io ns, and there were no entries for them
in my log book.

Before getting any deeper into my
problem. let me explain the W5CA station
set-up. My garage-ham-shack is a San ta Fe
railroad b oxca r, o f the old wooden type. It
is 44 fee t long and makes an excelle nt garage
for my Buick. By adding a partition I made a
cozy hamshack and workshop in the end of
the old box car. The shack has comfortable
old chairs , a battered sofa and, of cou rse , the
rig and workbench, plus the usua l pile of
surplus gear.

The YF and [ are cat lovers and have
always shared our home and household with
cats. Currently we have tw o furry friends:
Golden Nugget 3rd, and Ebony , a jet black
cat two years younge r than old Nugget who
is twelve. Both are fine cats and friends.

Long ago, I thought up a convenient
method of letting our cats in and out of
their quar ters. I cut an open ing in an outside
wa ll, ove rlaid with pieces of canvas to keep
out the wind- unwanted dogs, and yet
permit the cats to go in and out of their
home without bothering us. Such a "cat
door" was placed in the b o x car wall so that
the cats would have a snug, wa rm p lace to
sleep or to hide out. The only human access
to the shack is a door that is kept locked to
protect the rig from "unauthorized usage" .
Or, so I thought !

I pra ctice the old hab it of leaving all
filaments burn ing on the rig and the receiver
fully fired up. All it takes to get on the air is
to punch a push-button switch on the table.
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T his energizes the input to the t ransmitter
power supplies. A foot switch. when pressed.
completes the relay circuits and the rig is on
the air, subject to keying. With the foot
switch up , the receiver is back in ac tion. As I
said before, I should have known better!

Lo ok ing back, I recall that Nugget spent
an awful lot of time in the shack. I presumed
tha t both ca ts slept there at night but, even
in the day time, there was usually a cat
snoozing away on the sofa or in one of the
o ld chairs.

Nugget was also a freq uent guest on the
operating table. This began when he was still
a small kitten . He was fascinated by the
IIRO d ial an d entranced when t he co lored
pilot light jewels lit up. The Pano ram ic
adapter 'scope pattern seemed to attract his
attention and the wiggles of the 'scope
pattern almost hypnotized the cat. He would
sit by the hour an d watch. As he grew older.
his lo ng whiskers would twitch as the CW
screeched out of the cans perched high on
my head. Ebony was not so impressed and
gave the rig and its operation scant
a ttentio n.

Another th ing I should have no ticed was
Nugget's staring at the QSLs pinned on the
walland ceiling. He'd sit by the hour, golden
head cocked to one side, peering at the cards
wit h their brigh t numerals and in tricate
pa tterns.

Then one day I added a new one
FE l INE. Shortly after this, things began 10
happen that were beyond my comprehen
sion. I have always, like most ac tive
ama te urs, received a few QS Ls tha t would
not check out. Even inactive hams some
times receive them! I'd had my share of
unknowns, but now there were more than
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normal. I pile up my incoming cards, and
some evening when the band is dead I sort
them out, check them against the log, record
their receipt and then fill out answers.

This one evening there were several cards
which would not fit into my records. There
were the usual Wand K cards, many of
which were from guys so anxious to work
New Mexico that they overlooked making
the . necessary QSO first. But there were
several OX cards in the pile and they did not
show up in the log. This should have been
warning enough, but as I said, I was not
hep- not yet!

I filed away those inexplicable cards with
my collection of swl cards, sighing as I did,
for there were some really rare ones in this
new group of "unknowns".

A few days later our 5th call area QSL
Bureau sent me another batch, and with
those cards was a scribbled note from Brad,
W5AOZ, our QSL sender-outer and noted
DXer. His note read-"OM, you sure have
some goodies in this batch. This makes me
drool to see such choice morsels go out to
you. What special calling formula do you use
at Tijeras, or is it merely the altitude?
Lemme in on the secret."

I spread out this new batch of cards
which had evicted a comment from blase'
Brad, who, I thought must have seen
everything in the line of OX himself. No
wonder Brad had mentioned these cards.
Here is the list, just as I wrote them down on
the back ofa log sheet. MEflUW-URIKAT
CAITS- PU3SS- M~USE- YLIKIT
UPI PUS! I was sitting there mulling over
these rare cards when I chanced to look over
at the old sofa. Ebony was asleep but Nugget
was obviously "playing possum". I could see
his eyes gleam through narrowed lids. He
was far from asleep.! I had been picking up
the cards, one by one, examining them , and
then I placed them face up on the table.
Nugget looked as if he was watching me, so I
tested him by holding up the colorful
YLI KIT QSL. Nugget's long white whiskers
twitched and I could see him drool, as cats
do when they are pleased or excited about
something. The look in the cat's eyes was
enough to tip me off, but how dumb can we
humans be? There was still another clue to
the mystery but I muffed it, also. At W5CA
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I use an elapsed-time meter across the ac
input to the transmitter plate supplies. This
meter records the actual time-an-air of the
transmitter. I took a look at the readings for
the past few months. My figures showed that
there was more time on the meter than a
quick inspection tallied on the log. But, I
merely made a mental note to keep better
records and put down the discrepancy as
lousy bookkeeping.

I continued to wonder about those
"goodies" as Brad called them and regretted
the fact that they could not be counted in
any awards or total. I did not even recall
hearing such stuff as ME\'lUW, although
there had been some really screwy calls
issued in the past few years. Yet- there was
something that bugged me about those
QSLs!

A few evenings later I got out those
strange cards and spread them on the table.
Nugget was sitting on the end of the
operating table looking out the window. I
noticed that he kept slyly turning his head
to watch me lay down the QSLs. When I put
down the pretty one from YLI KIT I saw a
furry paw reach out and give the card a pat!
The paw drew back lightning-quick as the
cat obviously did not wish me to see his
actions. He sat there- silently and with not a
whisker twitching. Then he resumed looking
out the window.

Suddenly, as it so often does, the band
came alive and KA I TS came blasting in, the
cans screeching out his call. The KA signed
and I looked at Nugget. His eyes were open
in a wicked fashion. His right front paw
stiffened and reached out toward the key.
The cat started to tap on the Navy knob!
Shocked speechless and motionless, I just sat
there". Nugget saw me stare at him and drew
back his paw and began a careful inspection
of the sheathed claws, completely indif
ferent to my bewildered glance as he took
refuge in a routine cat-type operation- paw
inspection.

I have been a ham for over Jorty years,
boy and man, but what followed is the
weirdest thing I ever had happen to me!

Startled, I said out loud, "I'll be_". A
furry paw shot out and I heard the key click
out "BK BK" as the cat manipulated the
key.
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Incredible thoughts raced through my
brain . Could my pet understand what I say?
To test him, I spoke out firmly . "Look here,
Nugget! Can you understand my speech?
Can you send Morse code?"

He did not hesitate. The eat's paw acted
and the key clicked "C". I gasped and
muttered, half to myself, "Oh, a traffic
man!"

"Not me, OM" came the clicked reply, "I
just know all the tricks." The cat looked
smugly at me as I sat there bewildered and
amazed .

As I sat there looking at my unbelievable
pet he jumped from the table to the work
bench where there was a transistor code
practice set. He stood over it staring, until I
reached for it and picked up the set and put
it on the operating table . Nugget immediate
ly moved close to the practice key and sat
there- waiting.

I saif out loud, "Let's get this matter
straightened DUt." I paused and continued .
"So you understand when I speak to you?"

Then came the answer that almost rocked
me from my chair. "Sure, OM. All us cats
dig English." The tiny loud speaker on the
code practice set rang out th is unexpected
reply as the cat skillfully manipulated the
key.

"How long have you understood human
talk?", I quickly queried the cat.

"That is the second most important thing
we learn. First comes eating, and then comes
language." The cat seemed very sure of
himself as he pounded out the code in a
precise fashion,

"Why don't you ever speak to us?" I
inquired.

"We do, but you dumb clods can't hear
us cats talking!" The golden-furred face bore
a smirking look . I could see I was being
forced into a corner, so I tried another angle
of attack .

"Look here, Old Cat. What about your
operating on code? Isn't that unusua/?"

'Well, OM. I am getting through to you
on CW. Right?"

"How about the rest of you cats?", I
asked my pet.

Nugget drew himself up proudly and
replied in well-sent Morse: "That is a
different story . Very few cats can pound
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brass. Most cats are 'fane men'. If you don't
believe it, just listen in on any phone band
and hear all the cat-calling and squeals,
especially on AM fane."

I muttered to myself, "He's got some
thing there!" But, being undaunted, I
plunged in even deeper as I queried, "How
did you learn the code?"

" It was this way . You always leave the
receiver going full blast. Right? And , you
know how some signals just seem to drift
back and forth across the dial?" I knew just
what he meant.

The cat went on. "That is the way I
started . I lay here trying to get some rest
after a hard night out, but that CW kept
whistling in my ears. I'd hear a station call.
Then another would answer him . I got so I
could read letters. Then came whole calls
that I could catch. Finally, I got so I could
copy whole QSOs." The cat stopped and
looked at me, but I said nothing so he went
back to his brass pounding.

"Soon as I got 'over the hump' it was
easy, OM. Later I found out about tuning
and happened to tune in a code practice
session. Then, I listened whenever I could
hear WI AW and W60WP. That is when some
lid did not smother their code practice
transmissions with QRM. Say? OM! Do you
think I could get a Code Proficiency
Certificate from ARRL?" The golden-haired
puss looked up at me, with great pride in his
huge yellow eyes.

"Come now! You don't think I believe
that you have qualified for a CPC." I did not
give him a chance to reply but pushed right
on into my next question. "How did you
learn to send?"

Back came a snappy answer in the form
of another question. My cat was up to
people-type tricks! "How did y ou learn?" ,
he sent.

Without thinking, I replied. "Why, all us
Yo ung Squirts learned by tapping out code
on a desk or table with our fingers ." I
looked at Nugget who did not seem
impressed , so I added. "We even had QSOs
that way ."

"Why not?", snapped the cat. "I've tried
lots of times to raise you, but OM, you sure
are slow on the up beat!" Then the cat really
set me back on my heels as he told me his
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theory of learning the code. "Once my
subconscious mind had mastered the code it
was easy for it to transfer this ability to
digital functions and what happened? I
could pound brass as well as receive." The
car's face was full of smugness as he sat back
and waited for my reply.

"Was it you, Old Cat, who ran down the
batteries in the code practice set?" I asked in
an accusing tone.

"Sure, I had trouble operating that little
switch so I just left it on all the time."

"So- you learned to copy and to send
CWo Now tell me, how did you work the rig
and the receiver? What about the foot
switch, Old Cat, how did you use that?"

I looked so scornfully at my cat that he
lowered his head but tapped out, "Ebony
was my second operator and foot-switch
man'."

I looked around for the black pussy cat,
Ebony, but he was not in the shack. The
golden-furred paw went on and continued to
send flawless code to tell me this amazing
story. "I tried to get Ebony to learn the
code so he could operate as well as I. But he
would not practice and he thought it was
not worth the effort. Oh, he learned to read
and to send calls, and he could even hold a
simple QSO. But, let's face it. He was never a
hep cat on CW:'

"Tell me, Nugget. How did you work the
rig? The foot switch? That takes coordina
tion!"

"OM, I sit in front of the receiver, like
this." The big cat moved over in front of the
HRO and put one paw on the huge dial. This
dial turned easily due to its well-worn
smoothness through years of use. The cat
moved the dial with practiced ease. He then
returned to the practice set and sent, "That's
the way I tune the receiver. Then I hit the
key at just the right instant."

"The foot switch? What about that?" I
implored. "How did Ebony know when to
press the switch?"

"We cats have our own private means of
communication and it sure beats electronics.
Not a tube or even a transistor." The cat
seemed to sneer as he manipulated the key
with precisely-formed characters.

I had no reply as that comment only
substantiated what I had long believed about
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animal communication.
The cat went on sending. "I tell Ebony

when to press the foot switch and he knows
from my sign off when to release it."

I had about reached the limit of my
credulity and was about to blow my stack
but I took one more chance and ordered
"OK! Old Cat, let me see an actual
demonstration."

Nugget shrugged a whisker and replied on
the key, "Why waste the juice? You know
the band is dead ."

I was in no mood' to argue with a cat.
"Never mind that. I want to see you operate.
Dead band or live band. Hop to it! "

'OK, OM. If you insist. QRX one."
Nugget jumped from the table and darted
out the eat's door to the outside. In a few
minutes he was back close-herding a
reluctant, paw-dragging Ebony. The black
cat crouched on the floor beneath the
operating bench, obviously still half asleep.
Ebony looked up at me with a mournful,
resigned look. This being drafted to help
operate was nothing new to him and not
very pleasant either, his sad eyes implied.

Nugget said something in cat talk to his
assistant operator which, naturally, I could
not hear. Ebony moved over and crouched
near the foot switch. There he sat,
Sphinx-fashion, paw on board, waiting a
command.

"Let's see you cats raise someone. Any
one!" I demanded.

Nugget smirked at me, whiskers twitch
ing, but moved to the HRO and sat up on his
hind quarters. With infinite patience and
considerable finesse, he slowly rolled the dial
by applying paw pressure to one side. I
heard a loud signal calling CQ. The paw
stopped and the CQ ended. It was K9DOG.
The signal was loud and clear. The cat
ignored it and continued tuning over the
band. Puzzled, I inquired, "Why not him?"

Nugget jumped to the practice set and
replied, "OM, we cats do have our pride."
Then he strutted back to the HRO. Tuning
around he brought in another CQ and the
letters of the call were CAT. The
cat-operator slipped a paw and nudged the rf
gain control. The signal rose to a more
readable level and the cans rattled out the
code. Nugget raised up, pressed the spotting
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Micro-Switch on the vfo and, with his o ther
fro nt paw, carefully tuned the variable
oscillator to zero beat. Then he relaxed, paw
on key until the stated signed. It was
K8CAT.

My two pets, by their ow n communica
tion method undetectable by humans, were
in contact and ready to go into act ion. The
black puss was almost asleep, and relaxed.
but at just the proper instant down went the
black paw, the foot switch closed, relays
clattered and WSCA was on th e air! I
watched speechless with amazeme nt !

Nugget tapped out a sharp 3 x 3 call and
sent AR. His co-operator under the tab le
raised his paw, the re lays snapped over into
"receive" position and I heard K8 CAT come
back with a good report to which he ad ded,
" You must be a visitor at W5CA. That fist
does not have Mid's Lake Erie swing:'

I could stand this incredible sequence of
eve nts no lo nger so I reached fo r the key,
iust beating Nugget to the Navy knob by a
whisker's width. I scnt,"This is Mid . The
other opera tor was my cat ." I stood by.
There was a long pause-

"Did you say your c.a.t?" inquired the
dista nt 8.

"Yes, OM." I repeated, "my cat." f
looked over at Nugget who was now engaged
in a microscropic examination of his le ft
paw. He showed o nly indifference on his
golden face. I looked down at the black cat,
Ebony . He was st ill crouched at the
foot-switch with a paw in the "ready"
position.

K8CAT was sti ll unconvinced as he asked,
"You mean a feli ne anima l? A pussy cat?"

This time Nugget's paw beat my hand to
the key and he replied, "Sure-a cat. I am
twelve years o ld, name is Nugget. I have a
golden coat and a long fluffy tail. BK."

There was a vast quiet on the freque ncy.
Then came a stu ttering sound o f characters
incoherently formed . Finally the dots and
dashes dribbled off into gibberish . Then 
more silence and lot s of it!

Nugget looked at me and I am sure he
shrugged his whiskers . His look said-well,
that guy just could not take it. The cat
seemed unmoved by the distant amateur's
confusion.

I reached for the log book to record the
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ill-fated QSO with K8CAT. That action
brought back a flood of memories and raised
some pointed questions in my mind . What
about those un checkable QSLs? Such an
event could have brought in QSLs fro m
those "unknowns".

Then the shack roof fell in on me!
MEql UW- Mql USE and YLI KIT! Could it be
that my cat operators were that se lective?

The golden cat moved over to the
practice key and resumed our cross-band
QSO in his excellently-sent code. "O nly the
good OX. Ebony worked some of the locals.
He does not dig OX like I do. Besides, he has
a lousy fist-I mean paw. I do n't let him
operate often."

I glanced at Ebony but he appeared to be
sound asleep. Perhaps he was and had not
heard Nugget's slanderous remar k, o r per
haps the code was just a bit too fast for him.

"Perhaps, DC," I continued, "you wqHld
care to tell me how you learned about D,X
and what is choice DX?" My voice was more
respectful as the awsome fac ts began to sink
In .

" I read QST's 'HOW'S OX' . You always
leave the magazine open at that page, OM"
sent my intell igent pet.

"Now, Nugget!" I said with triumph in
my voice . "I've got you! It takes a
magnifying glass to read that fin e print 111

QST."
"BK -" sent the cat, "you know that us

cats are very proud o f our keen eyesight.
Why, OM, I can even read the add resses
listed in the call book!" Nugget was really
smirking now.

That did it! I realized that this discu ssion ,
while enlightening, was not placing human
beings in a favorab le light. I leaned do wn
and picked up the sleep-limp Ebo ny . I
placed him by the practice key and said ,
"Let's hear your fist, Ebony!"

Nugget must have said someth ing to
Ebony. The little black cat put out a stiff
paw and slowly tapped out in uneven
characters -"Ur s igshere 5 59Q T HTijer ~s

Ne w Mexic 0 handlehereEbony how cpyb k
toyou.' Ebony relaxed in a heap beside the
key.

Nugget shot out a paw and sent brisk ly,
"You see what I. mean, OM He has listened
to and worked too many Novices." The
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Rockville . Conn. 06066

RCA TV-EYE . See QST Nov. 1962 fo r
Amateur Te levision Transmitter use.
Mav be wired for Video o r RF output. Camera head with cont rol, test vidicon and schematic, less
lens. #6 130-Used-$139.95.

Ask fo r new f ree flyer 96951 - listing this and other incredible bargains.

DENSON ELECTRONIC CORP.
12031875-51 98PO Box 85, Longv iew St.

. . . wnc

BIGELOW ELECTRONICS

BLUFFTON OHIO 45817

ANTENNA STUFF
In 100 foot rolls only

450 ohm open wi re . Pe r 100 fee t • . .•. . .. .. .. $ 4.95
300 ohm open wi re . Per 100 feet . .. . . . . .. . . . 4 .65
Standoff-MilSt or Screw-In. • • •• • • •. •. •.• •• • • • .19

In 100 ft. interconnected coils
18 Copper weld . Per 100 fee t $ 1.19
14 Copperweld . Pe r 100 fee t. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 2.95
12 Copperweld. Per 100 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .99
14 Ccpper-Sclid . Per 100 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.29
12 Ccpper-Solld. Per 100 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 .79
Times T4·50 L/Loss BU. Per foot . . . . .... . . . . . .18
Times T5-50 L/L oss 5BU. Per foot •. • • • • •. . .. • .10
Times Solid Sheath Alumafoam in stock
Kits with connectors SO/ IOO ft
Glass Line ·g uy wire. Per 100 feet 500 lbs Test 3 .51
Glass Line-guy wire . Per 100 fee t 1000 Ibs Test 5.27
Hy·Gain Ba lun. Each • • • ••• •• •••• •• ••••• •• • .. 14.95
W2AU Balun. Each •• .••••• ••• •• . ••• • • ••• . • . . 12.95
Blitz Bugs. Each ••• .• • • • • • •. •. .... _. _. • • • • .• 4.95

500 ledyard St., Hartford, Conn. 06114
203·527·1881

n Bloclr. E..t of W.th.nfl.ld Av• • off
Airport Rd., Rt. 6)

T.lephone: '203-527·1881

S•• CORKY, W1KXM or WARD, W1WRQ

••••••••••••••••••••••••
HATRY ELECTRONICS

All major lines of Amateur gear . Rohn #25 towe rs
and accessories • Waters Pre tax swi tches • Dow Key
re~av s • DPZ Vacationer (40·6) Antenna 27.95 New
Tron ics Hustler Mob ile All antenna lnsctetcrs in stock

(Ca nadia n Amoteur s Sen d U.S. Funds Only)
r .e.b. Hartford

Pktue Include Poswge
CONNECTICUT'S OLDEST IIAM ST O RE

••••••••••••••••••••••••
FREE FLYER

golden-furred cat seemed almost ashamed of
his compa nion's inept operating skil l. "B ut",
the send ing continued, "he is really a sharp
foot-swit ch man ."

I was chagrined at all these proceedings
but yet I was determined to add some
reproach ment for the cats 'act io ns. "Look
here , you furry scoundrels. What about FCC
regulations regarding 'unauthorized opera
tions'? What about Rule 12. 1?"

Nugget bro ke me on the practice key and
replied. "You mean where it defines an
'a mateur' as a person interested in radio
technique? The FCC cannot bother us cats.
Cats are not perso ns!"

I could think of no fitting response to
that obvious truth so I pressed on to another
point. " How come you never filled in the log
or answere any of those QSLs?" My
questi ons were almost a sneer.

Nugget's reply was the coup de grace as
he snapped back . "Who ever heard of a cat
wh o could write?"

What's with UFO 's ?

Check in the

on 14,300 kc

WEONESOAY NIGHTS at 9 prn

GIANT
ONL Y $24.95

Postpaid

NU~IBERS-24 HOUR DESK CLOCK
Can be rea d from t 5 fee t in a dense fog.
Available in Charcoal Gre y. Cora l Red , Light
Blue, White or Brown . If yo u don 't spec ify
we will send one at random. They are all
beaut iful. 12 hour movement also available.
REOLINE ce.. Box 231 , Jaffrey, NH-03452
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Save That Manual
Every ham who has been actively associ

ated with the hobby for any appreciable
length of time has around the shack a multi
tude of rigs, rotors, and test equipment
which requires occasional maintenance of
one type or another. When the equipment
was new, the last thing on the owner's mind
was a future need to refer to the instruction
and/or service manual. All too often it is
tossed into a corner and forgotten. Comes
the day service is necessary or a sale immi
nent and the manual is not to be found.

One excellent way to keep this valuable
information at your fingertips is to place all
such data in a three-ring notebook (three
ring because smaller manuals will still be
held by two of the rings). The dime-store
variety binder will do nicely. While there,
also buy a set of inexpensive dividers, and
label each with a type of equipment. Having
separate sections for the various types of
equipment will speed your progress when
you need a particular manual.

A second method, which I find to have
advantages, is to buy a separate folder for
each piece of equipment. The cardboard
type with three double metal tabs is avail
able at your local stationery store in various
colors. In this shack red indicates transmit
ters , black is test equipment, grey is anten
nas, rotors, and other outside hardware. A
typed, gummed label on the cover indicates
the exact contents. These folders may be
neatly kept on a bookshelf where they will
be easy to find. The uniform size and the
color coding make the shack take on an air
of neatness which could well become con
tagious. William P. Turner, WAIIABI
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$ P E P $
Dollar Sale

EACH PACKAGE
MONEY SACI( GUARANTEE

Tel. 603-893-0276
I AMP ZENER-DIODES

Silicon Rectifier 21.,0 .400 MW
Chole. of P.M:k_Ke I EA 4V .llV ·8V .lOV

Bullet_CI••••Mln·Me••1§2O.I;OV §'·","V 1 WATT
11 .IOOV .. . IOOOV 1 f:A .. V.6V.gy.IOV12 ·200V :l· I200V

1.5 AMP 2 WATT§18·;;oV §.;.","V IZ to 60V1.; ·lflOV " ·IOOOV f'HOI ("f: OF TllftEE
HI·200V 2·I200V

J AMP 3 WATT
~ " ·,"V ~ 4·r,()(lV I()V 3 · $1.00Hl.IOOV :1·/lfIO V

1l·200V 2· IOOOV
(;· 40C1 V 1·1 2I1O\' 10 WATT

5 AMP
12 10 lOOV THREE

~ lo·mv ~ 4 .,1I~JVg.IOOv ~. l4l M1Y SILlCON·CONTROLLED
6 ·200V 2· ItMMI\' RECTIFIERs-aoov I ·I ZOO\,

TO·;) rA f"K .-\(a:
• AMP STUD 8 ,,·'-,(I V R:I. ZOO\'Bti ·IOOV 8 :)· 400Y 4·]OCIV 2.400V

4.200V 2.WM'l\·

12 AMP $TUD 7 AMP
BS. IOCI V R2· fIl1O V 8 4· ,,(1\' B2. 2110 \'

a.seov _ 1·IIMlOY :l-IOOV I ·H'I)OV

20 AMP STUD 20 AMPB4·:;(tV 8 2-!"~1O\· C 2.;;OV o t.aoov3. IOCI Y ... I ·I "IMI\'

40 AMP STUD GENERAL PURPOSE8 3· !',(IV o \ · :100\' GERMANIUMZ-I OOV
TRANSISTOR

CO AMP STUD S n ll l.A R 10 2S404o 2·WV c 1·IOWV ~ USITS

RADIATION FREI[ TUBE FOR COLOR TV

50 .000 V olt s. Repteco s R CA 3A - 3 A or equivalent .

Gauranteed rcr lire o r se t or 5 y ear s. Eliminates h eat

to prolong life or o t her t u bes.

$8.99 e.ch

SPECIAL

INTECRATED CIRCUITS

Dual 4 Input Nan d Gate Digita l .. • • • . . • • •. $1.50

Quad 2 Input N and Gate Dil':"ital . •••• • • • .. . $1 .50

J K Fli p F lop xt aster Steve D i gita l . .• • • • • •. $1.75

Linear I C O pera tion al Amp 709C T ype . . • •. $1.7.

POWER TRANSISTOR

85 Watt Si m ilar to 2 N - 2 12 -17 24 -1208
1 Unit. • . • . . .. $1.00

$1 HOBBY CORNER SPECIALS $1
SILICON RECT LOW V COMPUTER DIDDlES

I AMP FAST SWITCHINGo 5 0 units $1.00 NO TEST
J AMP o 100 units $1.00

LOW VOLTACEo 35 units $1.00 HALF POUND

STUD MOUNT R ect . D iodes. Transis -
15 AMP tors Etc . Each ditTerent

o 25 units $1.00 $1.00

NO SALES TAX-WE PAY POSTAGE

OTHER PRODUCTS ON REQUEST

PARK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
P.o. Box 78, N. Salem, N.H. 03073

LET US TRY TO HElP YOU WITH YOUR ENG PR01lLEMS
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V-107

or Six and

VFO

Two Meters

J ust finished the Knight-kit V-IO? VFO
and it took me one hour to do it . Would you
believe two hours? Honestly it took me
three hours by my sto p watch to assemble,
wire and calibrate this VFO. T ime was not
essen tial, but I was anxious to see how long
it would take to complete t he kit and have it
operating.

Assembling the Knight-kit V-IO? VFO is
so sim ple tha t any previous ex perience is not
necessary. T he instructions in the manual
make every step of co nst ruct ion easy to
follow . The text and pictures show exactl y
where each wire or co mponent fits in. Yes,
the wires are even cut to length, stri pped and
ready fo r soldering. " you are not an expert
on soldering now, there arc some excellen t
lessons in the const ruc tio n manual which
will make you one.

T he V-IO? VFO is usually sold as an
accessory for the TR-I06 and TR-I08
Knight-kit T ransceivers but it can be used
with any 2 or 6 meter transceiver or trans
mitt er. It uses the Clapp oscilla tor (some
times known as Colpitts) for maximum
stabi li ty and has a high LIC ratio in the tank
circuit, resulti ng in less drift. The outpu t of
the VFO has a minimu m of 20 volts RMS
which is enough to dr ive most any trans
mitter for the 2 a nd 6 meter bands. A
high-gain pentode, 12BK6, is used fo r the
oscilla tor tube and a voltage regulator tube.
OA2, is used to stabilize the voltage on the
screen of the 12 DK 6.

Calibra t ing the V-IO? is no problem if the
step-by-step inst ructions are followed in the
const ruct ion manual. You will find it just
tak es three, important adjustments, L-I , L-2
and C-2, to ca librate the VFO for either 2 o r
6 me ters. With these adjustments finished
you arc ready to work anybody on these
banos and be on freque ncy of any sta tion. It
might be suggested that these calibra t ion
adj ustments be made a fter a thirty-minute
warm up to make sure t hey are correc t.
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Ralph Steinberg K6GKX
110 Argonne A venue
Long Beach, CA 90803

Power requirements are 200 volts DC at
30 rna and 12.6 volts AC at 150 rna for the
12DK6 oscillator tube and can be supplied
from the TR-I06 or TR-I08 Knight-kit
Transceivers. Should the VFO be purchased
separately. power can be taken from the
transmitter or transceiver of your choice. An
outboard power supply with the same
voltages will do as well.

When the V-IO? VFO was finished, "on
the air" workouts were done to check drift .
temperature and mechanical stability. On
drift it was minor and in line with the
specifications of the manufacturer. Allied
Radio Corporation. For temperature, it was
cool as cucumber and this is due to power
levels kept at a minimum allowing for very
little heat dissipation. The mechanical sta
bility can be said that the V-IO? is rugged
and designed like the well known expres
sion . . . " just like a battleship."

Two different 2 meter transmitters were
used for checks on this VFO and in each
case there was plenty of drive and it operated
the " rigs" sat isfac torily. Much of this was due
to keeping the output cable of the VFO
short , as recommended in the construction
manual.

For the ham that has just a few crystals
to operate on the 2 or 6 meter band, the
Knight-k it V-IO? VrOjust cannot be beat at
the price of $24.95.

.. . K6GKX
Technical Specifications
Frequency coverage: 8.333 to 8.666 mhz for 6~t;

8.000 to 8.222 mhz for 2M.
Frequency stability: +/-500 cycles per hour
afte r 30 minutes.
RF outpu t: 20 volts rms minimum into 47K /30
pc.
Power requirements: 200 vdc t!£ 30 ma ; 12.6 vac
(~ 0. 15 amp.
Tube comp liment: 12DK6 oscilla tor; GAl volt
age regula tor.
Cabinet size: 5%" .'\ -t-5 / 16" x 6Y2" .
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Careers
•

the FAA

Sam Kelly W6JTT
12811 OwenSt.
Garden Grove, CA 92641

Looking for a way to combine a career in
electronics with adventure and above average
earnings? Want exciting work on a tropical
island, a tracking ship on the high seas or in
Europe? If so, you should look into the
opportunities in field service.

Field service (also called field en
gineering) provides technical support and
operating personnel for equipment after it
has left the home plant. As you can guess,
the U. S. Government is the biggest
customer for electronics equipment and field
services. The government needs technical
help to keep the vast amounts of electronic
equipment associated with our space
programs and weapon systems operating.

Besides private industry , many branches
of the government operate their own field
service organizations. An example is the
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). The FAA
maintains an excellent field service organi
zation that performs such widely diversified
tasks as making radar surveys to determine
the best locations for long range radar
stations to the installation and check out of
the latest digital computers. Many other

IEC Field Service Engineers prepare a port
able telemetry system for a polaris tracking
mission at sea .
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government agencies operate similar services.
Field service organizations have openings

for job skills ranging from engineers "to
electronic assemblers. In general most hams
would be interested in becoming engineers
or technicians.

This is one of the few fields where a man
can still work into an engineering job title
without a degree in engineering. However,
this is rapidly changing. If you are planning
on becoming a field service engineer you
should obtain a Bachelor of Science degree
from a recognized engineering school.
Concentration should be on applied en
gineering courses rather than the more
theoretical subjects. A Master's degree is just
as desirable here as in other engineering jobs.
It is especially important if you later decide
to change to "in-plant" work.

Requirements for field service technicians
vary between companies, In general, the
higher quality organizations require two
years of junior college electronics, a
technical school certificate, or advanced
military electronics training.

Completion of military service is
advisable for all field service positions as this
provides invaluable experience in working
with military personnel, and most field
service organizations deal directly with the
military. In addition, most companies pay a
premium to men who have received training
in armed services schools on equipment
related to their products.

The current demand is greatest for
personnel with backgrounds in telemetry
systems and metric radar, particularly those
with experience in the uhf range . This is due
to the big change in telemetry frequencies
from the old 215 - 265 mhz band to the
1435 - 1540 mhz and 2200 - 2300 mhz
bands. Other critical areas are radar repair
and digital data systems.

Field service work may be any where in
the world. As an example IEC, the prime
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... W6JTT

CONCORD NH 03301

FONE 603·22$-3358
BOX 893

OfHER MODEL VERTICALS
IN STOCK.

l"'AVQ 10 Ihru 40 M.ters $35.95
12AVQ la, l' & 20 Meters $26.95

ALSO CHECK WITH US FOR OTHER
HYGAIN PRODUCTS.

&ttaH4 RADIO

FROM
STOCK
A COMPLETE LINE OF

f\ r .
\'.Jill-98 1ft

'-'
VERTICAL ANTENNAS

MODEL 18AVQ . . . " high.perfor.
monce all·bond vertical. Automatic
band switching art-bands 10 thru 80
meters. Features ir.dividually tuned
Hy·Q trap. that provide peaked
performance on ..ach band. Tak••
malilimum legal power. feeds with
52 ohm coax . SWR len than 2:1
on all bond •. Simple to install on
ground or rooftop. Withstand. 100
MPH winds when properly guy.d.

Mod.r 18AVQ ' $67.50 NET

better than hiring halls for semi-skilled
technical personnel. Others provide men
capable of ·doing advanced engineering. It
pays to carefully investigate before accepting
employment. The company's name isn't
always indicative of the quality of their field
service branch. Arrange to talk with. per
sonnel working in the organization, and visit
one of their facilities, if at all possible. In
general, the smaller the company the greater
the variety of work available - and the
greater the individual's responsibility.

There are many "pros and cons" to field
service jobs. In the asset column you have
travel, adventure, the challenge of working
on a wide variety of state of the art
electronic equipment, working with inter
esting people and high pay. On the liability
side you have extensive travel, complicating
your family life, high living costs, wierd
climactic conditions, and high pressure
work. If you are looking for adventure and
are single, the liabilities are quickly over
come! The pay, which is above average,
helps, and in most instances there is an
additional tax free per diem allowance of
from $12 to $25 per day.

FAA Field Service Technicians aligning
UHF receiver banks. In addition to cn-the-.
job training, the FAA provides excellent
classroom instruction at the FAA Acedernv.

contractor for POLARIS/POSEIDON test
instrumentation has operations in Spain,
England, Guam and at shipyards in the U. S.
In addition, they supply personnel and
equipment for special operations on ships
throughout the world. Men in organizations
of this type learn to move fast. Frequently
they have to be at a new location thousands
of miles away overnight. This type of work
demands the development of tremendous
versatility. One job may be trouble shooting
the latest S-band telemetry system on a
tracking ship, the nex t may be installing
missile test equipment on a nuclear sub
manne.

A well-known field service organization is
Philco-Ford's Educational and Technical
Service Division. This organization grew out
of the famous "Tech-Rep" group. They
currently have operations throughout the
world, from exotic pacific islands to Viet
Nam. The services range from operating
missile test ranges to running mess halls!

How do you find out about job openings
in field service? Probably your best source of
information is the Sunday edition of the Los
Angeles Times. Other sources are the trade
journals such as the IEEE Spectrum and the
Engineering Opportunities magazine.
Remember, most big electronic companies
have field service divisions. A letter to their
personnel offices will usually bring you a list
of their openings.

There is a wide range in the quality of
field service organizations. Some are little
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continued from page 7
agers, I frequently find that they have no
desire at all to make money. This may be
apathy or it may be a reaction to parents
that idolized money. It is frustrating though
to have what seems to me to be a really
simple way to almost unfailingly make a
fortune and find that no one is listening.

How long do you think it will really be
until we have space stations parked in our
skies making wires across the earth a thing of
the past? Telephones in the shirt pocket. FM
radio and TV from space. Instant accounting
down to the smallest store in the country.
Letters and photo copies anywhere instant
ly. The hardware and software for this boom
will be manufactured by new companies,
and hams will play an important part. The
youngsters that recognize this now and get
ready for it will be the winners .·Ham radio is
an excellent start. And courses such as
advertised by Cleveland Institute can't but
help.

It might be inspirational for the younger
members of your radio club if you invited
some of the older members who have used
their background in ham radio and parlayed
it into success to give a talk. If you don't
have any real success stories in your club,
look around your local area and you'll find
them.

Much of the hard work they will tell you
about and which is a key ingredient of their
success, is education . It may not be in
college, but it could be self-education, read
ing, mail study courses, and brain-picking
every expert you can corner.

Before you sit down to write a heated
letter hating me for discussing such out
rageous ideas, please take some time and
marshal your facts. I will bow to documen
tation and facts, not to steam and emotion
based upon disturbed beliefs. As always, I
will most enthusiastically publish further
thoughts along this line, pro or can.

Reactionaries
The next time you run into someone on

the air or at a club meeting that gets mad
when you try and discuss methods of im
proving the ARRL, just remember that
reaction is a very normal human condition.
The human body tends to reject the trans-
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plant of foreign tissue on it. This certainly is
rather parallel to the way in which any mind
tends to reject any idea which seems un
familiar or which threatens an existing
system. The intrusive forces are sloughed off
or ignored, just as an aging lion tamer resists
the decision of a circus manager to buy more
lions, or just as an executive tends to resist
the decision to computerize a business,
forcing him to grow into new skills.

Ideas must be presented slowly and
cautiously, always equating them to pre
viously understood concepts, if they are to
be accepted. It is all too easy to leap into a
conversation, as I frequently do, presenting
the solutions to problems rather than the
groundwork for understanding the problems,
which will in turn lead to the obviousness of
the solutions. Don't do as I do, do as I say .
Marathon Nets

Bud Massa W5 VSR has been registering
some legitimate complaints about the over
bearing arrogance of some net control opera
tors. His letters are inflamma tory, so I'll
digest the complaint for you. The prohlem is
that some net managers have gotten the idea
somewhere that the net frequency is sacro
sanct and that everyone should move off the
frequency when it comes net time. After
using a certain frequency for some months
or years they have developed the strong
belief that this is now their frequency .

As a strong believer in the value of nets, I
recognize that they serve several very useful
functions. First of all, by making it conven
ient for a group of similarly interested
operators to get together they make amateur
radio more fun for all involved. I'm all for
this. Secondly, by stacking a large number of
stations all on one frequency with, normally,
only one talking at a time, great gobs of
frequencies that might otherwise be used are
conserved. I'm all for that, too.

There is no question that it is a lot more
difficult to run a floating net than a fixed
one. When the qrm is heavy, it can be
awfully hard to locate a net if it is even a
khz off its regular channel. Most of the time,
this really isn't true, and the gathering could
easily take place plus or minus 5 khz with
little difficulty.

Perhaps a little more consideration from
everyone concerned will smooth over the
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problem before it gets to the FCC petit ion
stage. Net managers could make a try at
starting on the net frequency and, if resist
ance develops, could ask the fellows using
the channel to direct net call-ins up or down
a few khz to a clearer channel. Four years
ago I was given the stiff arm by the net
control of the YLRL net and I am still
resentful. Let's try real hard not t o have this
continue.
FCC Actions

RM-1455 is a request for the FCC to
return to its previous practice of issuing
requested amateur radio calls, when avail
able, when sufficie nt reason exists for their
issuance. It proposes that similar calls be
issued to amateurs changing call areas. Thus
WI XYZ could request and receive W2XYZ ,
if available, upon moving to the second call
area.

With roughly one fifth of the amateurs
moving every year, it would be nice if we
could return to the old FCC custom of
permitting the retention of the call suffix
when changing call areas. Please drop a letter
to the FCC backing this proposal so we can
maintain our call letter individualities.

RM-1456 is a request for the Technician
Licensees to be granted the same A-I oper
ating privileges as the Novice Licensees.
Since the only difference between the
Technician and the Novice License is the
theory exam, there would seem to be as
much value in the Tech having the same
opportunity to learn CW by practice on the
air as the Novice. Since few VHF receivers
are capable of receiving CW, the Techs are
robbed of the use of code. We might see
many more of them going to the General
Class License if they were not bottled up on
voice bands.

Please write to the FCC and give them
your thoughts on this matter. FCC, Washing
ton, D.C. 20554. Only one copy is required
for comments on RWs.
FCC Pronouncement

Since the faU amateur contest activity will soon
be here, we believe you will be interested in a
resume of a recent explanation of what the
Commission considers to be an acceptable station
identification, as follows:

For compliance with rule Section 9 7.87(a) , the
last transmission of the exchange of transmissions
with another station must include that "other"
station's call sign. For example "BK 589 CAL TU
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DXIDX de W6XYZ K" would be in compliance
with §9 7.87(a). When there is a need for identifl
cation of the "other" station in an exchange for
the benefit of our monitoring facilities, it is most
likely to be heard if it is in the last transmission or
at the end of a long single transmission.

Where the transmissions of an exchange are
very brief, such as the typical contest exchange, if
it is less than 30 seconds duration, the entire last
transmission is considered the "end of the ex
change" for the purpose of compliance with
§9 7.87(a). Provided there is no mistaking which is
the transmitting station's call sign, the call signs
may be anyw here in such last transmission. While
the rule no longer gives examples, continuat ion of
the traditional practice of placing the transmitting
station's call sign last or preceding it by "de" is
acceptable for this purpose.

Examples of acceptable end-of-exchange trans-
missions of less than 30 seconds are:

"DXlD X de W6XYZ 589 CAL BK"
"DXlDX W6XYZ 589 CAL K"
"DXlDX 589 CAL de W6XYZ K"
" DXIDX 589 CAL W6XYZ K"
"589 CAL DXIDX W6XYZ K"

For telephony, the voice equivalent of the fore
going examples may be used, substituting "this is"
or "from" for "de", etc.
ARRL Questionnaire

Some $37,000 has been quietly spent by
the League General Manager out o f a fund
set aside several years ago for the inter
national protection of amateur radio . Are
the members of the League entitled to any
accounting of this substantial expenditure?
Usually reliable sources- tell us that a good
part of these fund s have been used for
pleasure junkets for top HQ o fficials. Who is
responsible for accounting for these fund s?
Has there been any evaluation of the inter
national status of amateur radio or of the
effe ct that the spending of this $37,000 has
had? When some thing like this is kept a tight
secret it is only natural to worry that there
may be a cover-up of skullduggery.

The stockholders o f most corpora tions
insist on knowing where the mon ey goes.
They demand to know the salaries of the
officers and want nothing hidden from them
in the published financial statements. ARRL
members have, for many years, been asking
for the same basic information ab out their
club, but with no success whatever. The
truly impressive salaries at HQ are highly
classified and subject only to conjecture,
even by staff members. If the salaries are
reasonable, then why this tight secrecy?
What is being hidden? W. .. ayne
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ZL to SM Moonbounce
John ZLl AZR arranged schedules with

Kjell SM7BAE during early 1969, but the
very short overlap of mutual moon visibility
made it difficult. Times and frequencies
were worked out, with 144.003 mhz being
selected. The antenna would have to be
pointed within 2 °of the moon. "On our first
sked on March 3rd we heard each other at a
just detectable level. The next day, at 1728
GMT, call signs were partially copied and at
1746 signals peaked to 12-15 db above the
noise. In the next few minutes call signs and
signal reports were exchanged to comply
with the accepted standards required to
constitute an official contact.

"The total useful period was about eight
minutes, the moon's elevation was 9° and we
think that the extra 3-6 db ground reflection
gain due to low angle radiation greatly
assisted ..,

SM7BAE ran 1500 w to a 4CX250R and
16 ten element yagis . The receiver used a
2N4416 preamp up at the antenna. ZLl AZR
ran a pair of 4-400's in Class B with about
600 watts output and eight bays of 6/6 slot
fed yagis. The receiver had a preamp up at
the antenna and a bandwidth of some 200•
cycles.

The signal report system used was a code
containing the letters T, M and O. T means
that weak signals are present. M means that
partial call signs are being copied. 0 means
that both the call signs and signal report
have been copied. If almost perfect copy is

. possible the number "S" is used. Dots are
hardest to copy, so dots are only used in the
signal reports when good copy is probable. A
contact may be claimed if an 0 level is
achieved.

The distance involved was 11,370 miles, a
little better than Ray VK3ATN's 10,417
miles.

John tells us, "There is no easy way with
moonbounce. Anyone deciding to have a try
must be prepared to stop being a communi
cator and become an experimenter."

The above information is from the Journal of
the Aukland VHF Group, via Amateur Radio, the
Jownal of the Wireless Institute of Australia.

"Up with miniskirts!"
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Boy Scout Jamboree-On-The-Air

October 18-1_9
Held since 1958, the Jamboree-On-The

Air (JOTA) has become one of the most
popular events on the annual scouting calen
dar. Like scouting itself, the JOTA has
grown from what in 1958 was just an idea in
the head of Les Mitchell G3BHK to an event
which every year attracts some 3000 stations
in over 70 countries, each with its own little
group of Scouts, Cubs and Guides. Some
stations have as many as 150 Scouts atten
ding during the 48 hour event.

Apart from its main object in promoting
friendship between the boys, the JOTA does
have one" other major aim -that of intro
ducing boys to amateur radio. It is interest
ing to find that several hundred boys have
obtained their own amateur licenses as a
direct result of being exposed to our hobby
for the first time during the JOTA. Some of
them are known to have gone on and made
their careers in electronics and allied fields.

On a world wide basis the JOTA is
organized by the Boy Scouts World Bureau
which was until early 1969 located in
Ottawa, and whose permanent station
VE3WSB became a most sought after stat
ion, not only during the annual week-end of
the event, but also during Jamborees, Ex
hibitions, etc., to which it was transferred by
special arrangement.

In May 1968 the World Bureau was
transferred to Geneva. While awaiting the
completion of their permanent home, the
directors have gratefully accepted the offer
of the use of 4UlITU for the 1969 JOTA.

Thanks to the Bulletin of the Swiss Union of Short
Wave Amateurs for the above.

Movin9? Please
Let Us Know!
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Carl Drum e /ler W5JJ
5824 NW 58 th Street
Ok/ahoma City, OK 731 Z2

Scanning the Fly ers

Scanning H& R's Catalog 35
Il erbach an ti Radcrnan catalog vo lume

35. number 3 hardly can be classifi ed as a
"bargain shed" in the usual sense of the
term . It docs. how ever , pr ovide th e widest
select ion of high-quality electro nic anti
mechanica l gea r you can fin d an ywhere. , .
and ofte n at much red uced pri ces. As cus
tomary, this ca ta log leans heavily toward
laborat ory-grade good s. Some of th e items
arc used , hut all are in top-class co nd it ion.
Meter mult iply ing resistors. a t 0 .5% accuracy
and standard capacitors a t 0 .5% acc uracy arc
examples of co mpo nents . There is page after
page of Gen eral Radio, Hewlett -Packard,
Tektronix, and other laboratory-type eq uip
ment. These arc not cheap. For the amateur
const ructor. th ere's a 0-400 microarnrnct er
with a needle mo vement from right to left
... j ust the ite m for a signal-st rength meter
in the plat e circuit of a tube . Another choice
article is a miniature 200-0 -200 microampere
met er. ze ro ce nte r, that mount s with a single
Yz-inch pa nel hole. This sho uld be handy for
a discrim inat or o r a phase meter. The first
listed is pri ced at 53.00, th e other a t $2.00 .
For a permanent sho p set-u p you can buy
(for 5 15. 00 ), mount ed o n a black anodized
aluminum panel, 2-inch West on meters : O~I

rna dc. 0-5 kv dc, 0-500 v de , 0-20- 100 ma
tic, 0-150 v ac, If you're inte res ted in stable
frequency standards. how does this strike
you? A 500 khz crys ta l osci llato r with a
two-stage harmon ic a mp lifier for 55.00; the
crysta l is in a n oven wh ich requires 6 .3 vat I
a ; the oscilla tor and its amplifier need 105 v
at 10ma .

Scanni ng the Rad io Shack No. 189 Flyer
A new bargain fly er always makes

int erest ing sca nning. This one is no
ex ception . Several unusual "buys" ca tch
your eyes immediat ely . Likc , for instan ce.
10-walt resistor -s in fruct ional- and low-ohm
values such as arc needed for power
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transistor emitt ers: th ese arc two for 79(:.
Their a luminum " mi ni" box es arc bo th
inexpensive (89¢ to 5 1.::!9) and ada pta b le to
ma ny a hamsha ck proje ct.

It seems that most project s invo lve
tran sist ors. And transist ors often arc happier
if you usc a heat-sink when so ldering to their
leads. At 99¢ for a kit o f five, yo u ca n bu y
peace of mind inexpensively , espec ia lly
when yo u conside r tha t one of the five has a
magnetic base that' ll o ft en prov ide that third
hand which nature fa iled to prov ide to
electronic experiment ers.

Although the de signers probably didn 't
have ama teur radio in mimi , the "Servo
Sw itch" ( $ 14.95) can be used to go od effect
by many operators. It comes in two units,
both of which plug int o the AC power line.
One unit, the receiver, se ts adjacent to the
device you want to turn on. The other is a
transmitter that you can take into any o th er
part of the hou se. If you want to watch a
TV program right up to the minute you're
due on a sched ule. you wat ch it. But , ubout
ten minutes before "air time," you snap a
switch on that litt le ha nd-held transmitter
.. . and on comes your rig.

The 69¢ packet s o f sma ll hardware arc
hard to pass up . It seems that you're always
short o f so me small item. With 28 to choose
amo ng, most of your needs can be mel.

Scanning World Radio lab's Catalog

This cata log is unique in at least o ne
respect: It is the o nt v one that starts o ut
with amate ur radio gear and then drifts int o
CB a nd audio equipme nt! And wha t a
welcome relief it is.

In another matter , too . it is highly unu
sual. That relates to the wid e variety o f
amateur equipment lines it lists. You might
th ink Leo would push his own exce llen t line
(Galaxy) to the exclusion of others. Not so.
You'll find Swan . Drake . Sideband Eng i
neers. Johnson . Ameco, Gonser . Mi llen .
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Waters, Hall icra ftc rs, Collins, National, Ham
marlund , So nar, and a few ot her but lesser
-known brands given quite complete cover
age. The prices are right, to o. Like many
ot her dealers, you'll find "discounts" (a very
naughty word among manufacturers and
many dealers) hidden und er the guise of
inflated "trade-in" allowances. These, of
course, apply o nly in instances of purchases
of higher-priced items. Most dealers consider
themselves fortunate if they don't have to
pay too much to have traded-in equipment
hauled off to the city dump ; so they can
take this lo ss only when there's a consider
able profit on the sale.

This cata log lists quite a number of items
that you can't find easily elsewhere . Open
wire transmission lines, copperweld antenna
wire , guy wire , three-gang capacitors for
pi-networks, coils and switches for pi-net
works, and (hold your hatsl) ferrite beads!
Another item seldom seen is a miniature
rotary switch that has a progressive shorting
feature ... a very desirable capability in
some applications. Another rare o ne is an
adapter to mate a male uhf co nnector to a
female Type N connect or; this for just
$2.95.

From the stand-point of a really complete
listing o f manufactured amateur trans
mitters, transceivers, and receivers, plus a
reasonably good listing of components for
amateur building projects; [ conclude that
the World Radio Laboratories catalog is one
o f the most valuable available.

Scanning the Poly Paks Flyer
Bargain hunters are getting a glassy look

in their eyes ... that new Poly Paks catalog
has just too many attractive "buys" to keep
track o f them. You can pass over page one,
rut page two lists a 1.5 A, 2000 PIV diode
'or just $1.00; it ought to hold just about
my power supply for modern transceivers.
'age four shows a Fairchild 703 linear
ntegrated amplifier for $1.59. That 's hard
a beat. Across on page five , you'll see a 23
{ NPN transistor, rated to 400 mhz, for
2.99. At that amo unt , one can afford to
rdulge in frankly experimental "cut and
ry" exploration in the field o f transistorized
ransmitters. Page six is a happy hunting
round. There you'll find IS-ohm earphones

30

at 4 for 51.00; 3000-ohm ones at 2 for
SI .OO. Hand som e instrument knob s are 5 for
$1.00 in the 2" size and 3 for $1.00 in the
3" .size . These are for Y.J" sha fts. The back
cover, really page eight, shows 2Nn22 NPN
transistors at 5 for $1.00. Considering that
these are good for a half-watt dissipat ion,
can stand up to 60 volts or take up to 800
ma (but not both at once ), and work
satisfactorily at 250 mhz; YO I\'d be hard put
to come up with a better source of oscilla
tor, multiplier, and buffer stage transistors.

Scanning the Allied Summer Flyer

Like many flyer s, this o ne tends more
toward completed items o f consumer's
goods rather than components. Nevertheless,
it's of interest to the avid bargain hunter.
Leafing through it, the first thing to perk
your interest may be the $10 price reduction
of the Model A-2515 solid-state
communications receiver, which makes it an
even more desirable item to have around to
supplement yo ur amateur-bands-only
receiver. Overleaf is an f\.M-FM receiver for
$8.88. This triggers a thought : Why not a
converter feeding into this for a nearly
no-cost 50 mhz or 144 mhz F M receiver?
(More on this lat er.)

Now for some components . Twelve heat
sinks for popular-size transistors for just
$1.78 looks like a real bargain. So does a
transformer having 6.3-V and 65-V (center
tapped) secondaries for only 98¢; this is
nearly .ideal for transistor experimentation.
A wide range of zener dioded at two for 68¢
(l t o 2 W rating) suggests inexpensive
voltage regulation for that power supply.
And there 's a crystal microphone for 88¢!
Remember what they used to cost 30 years
ago?

Let's get back to that converter-plus-F M
receiver combination. This begins to look
even more interesting when you read over
the specifications for the ~29 .9 5 Model
KG-nO receiver kit. This has all the goodies
that would cost you time, effort , and money
if you were to build your FM receiver from
scratch. It has a ratio discriminator (none of
this slope-detect ion makeshift), squelch, and
slow-motion tuning. Its metal cabinet should
provide some measure of shielding, if you
were to use it as a tunable if. Having both
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Errata

This was left out of the article on page 88
of September. Please cut it out and stick
it in .

DISTRIBUTOR INQU IRIES
INVITE D

3sa1SI~ST R ( eT

SAleM. O R(GO~ 91301
At Sl)J363-9161 nu SID-S9H I1 D1

MICROFLECT

V H F COAXIAL AN TENNA: all brass com
plete Wi th 4ft . RG 58/U coa x. T uned to
VHF Aircraft , 2 meters and can also be
tr immed to other freq... . . on ly 52.95 ea.

FA CSIMI LE T RA NSMITT ING CONV ER·
T ER: Converts facsimile subcarrier A M to
subcarrier FM. Output connects directly to
microphone input of VHF AM or VH F FM
transmi tters. New with d iagram, can be
used w ith teletype 5 19.9 5.

EARPHON E WIT H SWING AWA Y BOOM
MI KE: combination . H63 . . only 53.95 ea.

CRYSTA L: 1000kc for LM or BC22 1$4 .95ea.
200 KC S1.49 ea.

2 METE R TRANSCEI VER SPECIA L : compact
1" '", 8 " '<1 2 " . OUlpUI 1 _ us. Includes dyna ·
mota, II. modul" tOl with 10 c hannel crystal
turret : all in l hi s lillIe packa9~ .

2 fo, 535.00 0' S19.95 e"ch
SPECIA L:
5" SCO PE: MANU FACTURED BY

HYCON Reconditioned each S75.00
New each 100.00

HYCDNCDlDRBARGENERATDR
Recond itioned each 65.00
R·11 LATE TYPE U5er each 12.95

TRAD E ON L Y
T OO 2 METER T ransmit ter also RCK com

panion receiver. bot h trade value (5 150.00 )
MIT E Telet ype (cost 53500.00 new) with

solid state supply, compact and overhauled
... .. ............ (trade value 5250.00)

TE KT RONI C5 53 1 SCOPE w ith plug in, in
good cond i tion (value 5530.00)

MODE L 28 ASR Telet y pe (t rade value $7 50)
Tekt ron icsmodel512 less case (trade value $175)

J . J . Glass Electron ics Co.
1624 S. Main St., Los Angeles. CA 90015
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tubes and transistors, you'd have power
available for eit her type of conver ter.

A simple crystal-controlled converter for
either 50 mhz or 144 mhz should be easy to
design and construct. For local signals, one
dual-purpose tube would do the job. Or, if
you're really ambit io us, yo u could come up
with a converter t hat would break the
squelch on a one-microvolt signal!

Scanning the Olson #769 Catalog

Olson is a firm that issues catalogs at
rather frequent intervals; therefore each edit 
ion differs but little from the previous one .
Catalog 11769 lists the usual lines of imports,
mostly useful gadgets, but few items relating
directly to ama teur radio. Of course, crysta l
microphones at two fo r one dollar will
att ract the attentio n of any amateur who
works phone . And if that amateur has a
phone transmitter without VOX, he may be
interested in spending $14.95 for a hand
held microphone with a built-in six-transis
tor VOX circuit. As no a nti-VOX is provi
ded, he may have to keep his receiver
volume low or wear headphones to avoid
chattering. Another useful item is a circuit
brea ker that may be used on everyt hing
from low-voltage dc to 11 7-vol t 60-Hz ac .
These may be had for I , 5, 8 or 20 A at
prices ranging from $2.99 to $3.49 .

. . . W5JJ

osc _A ~O"
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out
Today's youth has been speaking out all

over the world as it has never before in
history. The protests are heard in colleges
and even high schools. The pressure is
building up and perhaps we can look
forward to some explosions in amateur
radio.

Youth has been getting the dirty end of
the stick from the ruling cliques in many
amateur radio clubs. In others, and more
usually, they drop out in disgust. Bad scene
either way.

The rumble of discontent has been rising
steadily at ARRL conventions and the day
may not be far away when something
breaks. The youth are well aware of the
dirty deal they have been getting from the
entrenched old timers who are running the
League. They've watched the ARRL Incen
tive Licensing scheme eat dangerously into
the ranks of the youngsters and they are
angry over the new two year wait for a
higher class license. They've watched the
FCC figures showing a catastrophic drop in
newcomers to our hobby and they point an
accusing finger at ARRL HQ.

The rigged ARRL Open Forums at
conventions are no longer fabling the
youngsters. They want answers. They want
action. They want a change in the basic
ARRL policies which prevent a Novice or
Technician from holding office. They are
bitter over the recent change in the by-laws,
obviously aimed at them, where the
Directors expJicity prohibited anyone under
21 from running for the office.

1\ 0
AN-URR-13 RECEIVERS
225-400 me/s Needed Urgently. Highest Prices.

Military Electronics Corp.
11 Summit Ave., E. Paterson, NJ 07407

(201) 791 -5050
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Ralph Irace WA1GEK
Assistant Editor, 73
Peterborough, NH 03458

crum
Have you run into an SCM that refuses to

appoint teenage hams to leadership posts
(EC, SEC, etc.)? If you run into this, and it
is not unusual, unfortunately, then get
together with some friends and try and get
the rascal out of office. Let him know that
you care. If you round up the teenage votes
you could well win, because many of the
older hams are, sunk into disinterest and
could care less even if the hobby continues.
They may 'be dead from the neck up, but
you aren't and you can run rings around
them.

Teenage traffic nets are fun and informa
tive. They are a step in the right direction.
There are only a handful at the moment,
such as the New England Teenage Net which
meets daily on 3905 at 1900 EDT. The
Missouri Teenage Traffic Net meets Monday
through Saturdays on 3904 at 1900 CST.
The Cornhuskers (Nebraska) Teenage Traffic
Net gets together daily on 3982 at 1830
MST. The Tennessee Teenage AM Net works
Monday, Wednesday and Fridays on 7280 at
2200 EDT. If you know of more nets please
tell me about them,

We really do need a lot more teenage
nets, so how about getting things started in
your area and passing along the word to me?
We could even use a national teenage net if
some of you want to bite off a really big
chunk to chew on . Sound groovy? Alright,
write to me.

In the meanwhile, how about making a
big try at getting some teenagers into the
SCM chairs. Do you realize that not one
single SCM in the entire 74 ARRL sections is
a teenager? It is really about time that the
teenagers got into gear. It takes only five
signatures from ARRL members to run for
SCM, you know. Don't let them keep you
down forever . .. give them a battle this
year!

.. . WA1GEK
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DUAL TRANSISTOR IGN IT ION SYSTEM UNIVERSAL LOGIC CIRCUIT CARDS
,

TELEGRAPHER'S TYPEWRITER

p.p.

p op.

p.p.

2 ieee
$ 2.50

10 ICCC
$10.00

ICCC
$88.00

Ca rd s & mat ing co nn ectors

Cards & mating conn ectors 100

These boards are the most usefu l items w e have
eve r offered f o r bread bo a rding wit h low cast ln
tegrated c ircui ts . The ca rd s a re made from 1/1 6 "
G· I 0 Glass Epo xy, w ith pads f or 14 lea d d ual in
l ine mount ing pads o n one side and 10 lead TO·5
pads on the at her. 8 lead TO ·5 ca ns will moun t
In t he 10 lead TO-5 pads a lso. D iscrete Tran 
sisto rs and components can be mounted in the
locations between t he I.C,'s , power supply leads
a re already routed around the board. Our com
peti t o rs charge $9. 50 each for circuit ca rd and
m ating con necto r . We g ive you a su rp lus , un.
used p.c . board with components a n it (t hat yo u
can keep f or you r junk box), a co nnecto r and its
m ate, and o ur g reat c ircu it ca rd . You dri ll out
t he d es ired hale pattern , unsolde r th e con nec to r
f rom the surp lus card and insta ll it on the new
card, wire in the I.C,' s and compute. A few
minutes of your time, and you save over 80 %
of the cost of c om p ara b le p .c. cards. Get
enough for your breadboarding needs now be
cause th ese are going to go f ast .

2 Cards & mating con necto rs

10

100

Inst an t
log ic!·!-!

fo.
10 pin
TO-S

o.
14 lead

d ual
in-l ine

INTEGRATED CI RCU ITS

...__... " ..~.w. _ "
_ _ '~~#2. -: _

J' .--:; ---'" ' ......

Th is system was m ade by Canadian T ire to sell
fo r $35.00. These are Brand New f ully wired
surp lus, not rejects. T he extra high vol tage coi l
prov ides s moot he r runn ing at high spe eds and
longer plug l ife , and t he lower current t h rough
the paints ma kes f o r lo ng er pa int life and fa ster
winter st a rts. Special connector allows instant
c hange ove r to conven t io nal ignition. Fu lly Guar
anteed, with instructions ready to insta ll f o r 6 or
12 volt negative ground car. CLOSE OUT SPEC IAL
DTI ~_ _ _._ _ $ 10.00 p.p.

POOR MAN'S HI FI HEADPHONES

The Ca nad ian Ai r Fo rce has surp lus al so and we
w ere fo rt unate to o bta in over 500 head sets from
them and a re pa ssing t he savings a n to yo u.
They are unused and in the origina l cartons. The
headphone element s are actually miniature speak.
ers , as pictured , and this is the w ay H i·Fi p hones
a re construct ed. Will g ive exce llent f id eli t y with
either voic e o r m usic. They have r ubber pa ds
wit h c hamots-type covering. m et a l headband , cord
and p lug. 4 t o 16 ohm im peda nc e f or use w ith
any rad io or TV, etc .. by at t ac hing t o th e speak
er lea ds. M ay be conver t ed to " stereo " by
making connections at each ea r phone. Thi s is
a rea l barga in f o r qual it y RCA F head set s.
RCAF HP .._ _.._ _ __ _ _ $3.00 p.p.

FOR OUR LATEST, BEST CATALOG
PACKED WITH ELECTRONIC BAR-

o FREE WITH AN ORDER 0 0 •

Enterprises

P. O. BOX 44, HATHORNE, MASS. 0 1937

T hese Gov't surplus standa rd manua l UN DE A
WOOD typewr iters with 11 " carr iage w ill give
your messages t hat authentic RTTY look. Last
t ime we offered these, we were so ld out in t hree
weeks. Only 25 availab le. Pin feed type, but
eas ily co nverted to regular type by cha nging
ro ller. Mill key board in good cond it ion .
Shipping wt. 50 Ibs. UT T $29.50

SEND 25('
YET, JAM
GAINS 0 0

-

.-.:::;:
• •

~: ...=••"" :: ':.- :;:r. "--
~ ".~
:.: . <

c

GSECS9.50

,
t

GOV'T SURPLUS-EUUIPMENT CASES
Cast Aluminum case with han dle and rubber feet .
T hreaded bosses inside provides means of fasten ing
items. Toggle clamps provided for ease of open ing
case. This rugged
m ilita ry c a se
m e a s ur e s
13 " x12 " x9"
deep. This case
will give that pro
fessiona l look to
your p ro j e cts.
T his case will
scrap out at over
$5 .0 0 & co st
$80.00 to manu
f a c t ur e . Q TY.
LT D.
Shipping wt. 30 Ibs.
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LETTERS
Dear Wayne,

I believe your honorable draftsman made a
sma ll error in the "ultra stab le power supply"
d iagram on page 11 6 . T he IK resistor o ught to be
in the "down" lead from the +300 volts; the low
voltage end of the 1K then goes to solid-state VR
and to plate of VI-B.

Neil Johnson W2QLU
74 Pine Tree Lane

Tappan, NY 10983

Dear Wayne,
"The Genesis of Rad io Reception " by WI USl\.l

in Aug. 73 was most interesting, 3S it contained the
technical information on early radio experiments
that history books always leave ou t.

Bill Hood 's excellently written article. however,
ma kes no mention of the American, Nathan
Stubblefie ld, who is certainly no t an unknown. On
the contrary, Stubblefield must be rated as the
most inventive and advanced of the radio pioneers.
In 1892, he demonstrated his apparatus which
could send and receive voices and music at
distances of at least a mile over land or sea. li e
even buil t small, portable rigs that eq ualled or
bet tered the performance of today's economic
marvel of Japanese techno logy-the three t ransistor
walkie talkie!

This, mind you, was happening several years
before Branly learned how to make iron filings
fidget in his "coherer." many years before the
electron tube or the ccrysta l d iode, and quite a
while before the eighteen year o ld Marcon i would
become famous with his crude spa rk-gaps and
"conveyor-belt" receivers.

I would certainly like to see some information
on the circuits and equipment used by Nathan
Stubblefield, the apparently forgotten inventor of
modern rad io communication.

J. R, Johnson WA5RON
5111 Boca Raton
Dallas, TX 75229

Dear Wayne,
After reading your recent editorial about the

AR RL proposing to give away ten me ters to the
CB gang I went on the air and tried to get some'
letters going to the Directors, Out of 25 con tac ts
only three said that they would wri te . The o thers
said it sure was terrible, c u agn sn sk.

Russell Platt WA9ZVD
126 Laura Lane

Thornton, IL 60476

Dear Wayne,
In reference to my letter published in the May

issue, I would like to thank the many hams for
their letters and cards. Everyone received was in
accord with my remarks on the incentive licensing
issue that was for ced on us by the AR RL and the
FCC.

As I continue to observe the resu lts of this
insidious incentive licensing rule l see how it will
have continuing cumulative psychological effects
that will be detrimental.

134

Most hams that do get the Advanced and Extra
Class find a coolness towards them when they
begin to mention it ove r the air. The maj orit y seem
to feci-we ll so what, now stay in your exclusive
part of the band and don ' t bother us, there is
enough qrm around without your type. So I
suggest to the amateurs that wish to waste their
time and money taking the Advanced and Extra,
keep q uiet about it. J ust remember the ham on the
o ther end may feel as I do that yo u have let your
fellow hams down -they arc sitti ng this one ou t
because they feel it is a stupid, senseless.
undemocratic and unfair ruting that will, if given
enough time and is ignored by the majority of
sensible thinking hams" be rescinded as it was
before for what it is-useless and a waste of our
band allo tment.

I suggest hams con te mplat ing Advanced and
Extra give the above serious consideration. I would
rather keep all my friends than be thought of as a
superior big brain and resented.

I sometimes wonder if this was not instigated
for the express purpose of reducing the ranks of
the ama te urs in the Uni ted Sta tes. Could this be
th e ama teur pill?

O ne of the trut hs of warfa re is to d ivide and
conquer. T hey have certain ly d ivided the amateurs,
sca red off many a newcomer and d isgusted many
an o ld timer into hanging up his key.

George Brook Taylor W4PZS
1133 S. W. Fifth Place

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312

Wayne,
This is just a letter from a member of the

younger generation who feels that while everyone's
telling everyone else to run a ham radio, he might
as well throw in his two bits.

The cred it for my original interes t in ama teur
radio goes to Walker T ho mpkins K6AT X. As a
twelve year old in need of a book report I read his
adventure story, "SOS at Midnight" and got so
excited about it that I read his o ther books, • CQ
Ghost Ship" and "DX Means Danger,' of my own
free will. After fo llowing the books' hero, Tommy
Rockford (16 year o ld electronics ge nius, foo tball
player, detective, and superhero-K6ATX),
through many exci ting adventures, I had learned a
lot about ham rad io and I was eage r to become a
ham. As I've always thought that I was a normal
twelve year old, I will surmise that other twelve
year olds can be equally impressed with Tommy
Rockford and ham radio.

Attention hams and ham clubs! Be certai n that
K6ATX' s books or books like them are in every
grade school library. But -make sure that in every
book is an insert giving names, addresses, and
te lephone numbers of amateurs in the area who are
willing to help people get started, or willing to just
show a wide-eyed youngster a ham shack. I could
have become a ham five years ago when I read
" 50 S a t Midn ight ," but I did n't ma ke myself
known, and local hams didn't make themselves
known.

Duane McG u ire
933 Crescent St.

Raymond , WA 98577
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Paul Terrell, MD WSNTZ
1440 N. H;gh St.

Hillsboro, OH 45133

Dear Wayne,
This bait store is located about a mile north of

Hillsboro, Ohio on sta te route 73, hence the name
"73 Bait." Mr. D. L. Simpkins is the owner and has
given permission for you to publish the picture if
desired.

We could have "doctored" it up a bit with
someone posing with a 7553 on the end of a line.
but thought that thi s was suffic ien t to get the idea
across.

Dear Sirs:
I not iced the two following errors in the

printing of my article "4 Thirty Twoer" in the July
issue of 73. In figure 3, the cathode pins (pins 6) of
both V1 and V2 sho uld be shown grounded. Also ,
the value (riot too important , however) of C7
should be .001, and C2 and C3 should have a
maximum value of 20 pC. While this may seem
trivial, I did receive a long di stance phone call from
another ham who wanted to know the capaci tor's
values. His keen interest in beginning the proj ect
overwhelmed me, since I hadn 't even received my
copy of 73 through the mail yet!

Larry Jack WA3AQS/KL7GLK
3 Barry Ave.

O W
Annapolis, MD 21403

ear ayne,
Just happened to run across the article ("Kluge

Tube") in the March , 1969, issue. As I (along
with a few other hams) was deeply involved in the
development and mass production of this tube
during WW2. perhaps I can shed some light on its
cha rac terist ics and purpose.

The VT-158 was the brain-child of Dr. (Major
at that time) Harold Zahl of the Ft. Monmouth
Signal Corps Laboratory. It is essentially a 304TL
with increased filament power and temperature
(for increased emission) and with rather limited
life by ordinary standards.

Although the internal tank circuits may look
like they are intended for a frequency o f 1000mhz,
the operating frequency was 600mhz. The dif
ference being due, of course, to the in temal capaci
tances. Mu was, like the 304TL. in the neighbor
hood of ten. Power output of the VT-158 was
about 200 KW peak, at an input of ap~roxjmately
1 megawatt , peak. The efficiency wasn t too good,
but considering high-power triodes at this frequen
cy, it wasn't too bad, either. Operation was at a
plate voltage of approximately 20kv with 1 or 2
microsecond pulses ata repetition rate of 240

ITEMS OF TRIVIA
Page 123-124 of July issue appears to have

diagrams reversed -right? When I took my lst class
telephone test almost fifteen years ago. one of the
questions involved an fM discriminator and all I
could remember was where it was grounded. Still
remembering only that, the diagram totally con
fu sed me until the text tended to clear it up.

I'm sure glad you stay away from space-fi lling
cha tter ( t'Operating News") as one of the other
magazines uses, such as W6XXX bought a new call
book, or WA3XXX put some new finals in his
linear. Seriously, the Pickering Radio people have
an excellent product in their code practice tape,
and after seven weeks of intensive work. I pa ssed

Doug McGarrett WA2SA Y
28 Holbrook Road

Centereach, L. I., NY 11720

pulses per second. The pulse modulat or was a
rotary spark-gap network-discharge device attached
to the shaft of the gasoline-engine driven genera to r
whi ch provided power for the whole sys te m. The
audio output from this spark-gap outfit was deaf
ening, and security of the installation mu st have
been negligible.

The radar sys tem employing this tu be was, so
we were told, part o f the DsDay invasion appara
tus. Although I was never privileged to see the
comple te installation, it was reported to have been
housed in a tent with center-pole mounted para
bola. Its mission was to detect low-flying and dive
bombers. As I recall , the prime cont ractor for the
sys tem was W9ZN 's Zenith Radio.

R. L. Norton, WGCEM
722 East Gutierrez sr., P. O. Box 1469

Santa Barbara, California 93102
Gentlemen:

Recently I've run into some "old timers" who
would like to get back on the air. One of the things
that seems to give them pause is the new termino
logy which pervades the ham magazines. Modern
elec tronic magazines are written only for the
"in-crowd" who have mastered the new abbrevia
tions that these magazines have fois ted upon them.
Perhaps I can be of assistance - here is a list of these
modern abbreviations, along with the translation of
what they really mean:
pf ... not a snea ker-usually, " mickey mice"
J,Jf • • • too small to measure, forget it
cap •. • pronounced "condenser"
hz . .. pronounced "cycles." with one exception

some modernists claim tha t "hz" is pro
nounced "Hertz, " but who ever heard of a
"cycles an tenna"?

khz pronounced "Kilocycles"
ghz this horrible-looking glitch is the excep-

tion- say "kay-em-cee"
ERP your rf ammeter reading times at least 50.
PI a magic number equal to (a) exact ly 3 or.

(b) exactly the sq uare root of 10 depending
upon the equation in which it' s used

SWR
VSWR . . . swer or vizwar-this you ignore In

quoting ERP-ignore it
FCC ... means the same old thi ng-this yo u can' t

igno re!
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the FCC test. T he Pickering tapes should receive
enthusiastic endorsement. (WA6CPP passed his
advanced exam ... )

Paul Schuett WA6CPP
14472 Davis Road

Lodi, CA 95240
Dear Wayne,

I've been reading your 73 Ma gazine editorials;
and I like your frankness and open-minded views,
so I'm writing to express mine. •

Just a li tt le background so we talk the same
language. I've been int erested in ham radio since I
bought my first receiver in 1933 for $33.00.
Twenty-seven years later I sold it for $30.00 to a
young fellow trying to get his ticket , and it worked
like new.

Over the past years. I've belonged to several
radio clubs and have helped man y a ham get his
ticket and a TVI free rig on the air. Why not, ham
radio has been and still should be the best hobby,
and it is a good investment for our country. You'll
notice I said has been and should be.

I conside r the years up until the early 1960's
the Golden Years of ham radio. Those were the
day" of home brew equipment and comradeship.
Fi fty or seventy-five miles was no t even considered
when it came to helping a fellow ham de-bug his
rig. The accomplishment and the feeling of pride
one received when he heard " old Virg's" rig on the
air made ham radio have a meaning. To sit up half
th e night and work on a piece of eq uipment while
ragchewing with a mobile or two that were
following the local H. S. or college team bus home
through a storm was just part of being a good ham .
Integrity, responsibility, and justifiable pride were
a part of the teaching to be a good ham that was
given each new ham. He knew if he did not
measure up he would be dropped .

In the early 60's several things began that have
changed the conditions and attitude of ham radio.
The two major ones were the introduction and
acceptance of CB radio and SSB ham radio.
Progress is inevitable and new things will come out.
To classify or not , CB or SSB as good or bad is not
really the issue, as both have their good and bad
points. To point out the real issues, I will give an
example that happened to me. Many (too many)
similar examples have happened since ; and I got to
thinking.

After successfully building my own, mobile and
home, AM & F ~I rigs and could use the home rig as
a relay sta tion, I figured I'd try SSB. Some surplus
xtals and equipment and many moons later I had
an excellent workable rig with a grounded grid
(4-1625'5 parallel on 75 mtrs.) on the air , TR
switch and all. My first contact (outside local) gave
me a good report at first but when we exchanged
Q-th equipment types he never came back. Later
(several day s) I heard him ragchewing with another
station, and he said he was not abou t to talk to
anyone who did n't have top line (no commercial
names) equipment. If the sigs weren 't coming in
S-9 + he wouldn't even answer them. As I said, this
happened so many times to me that I began to say
I had " top line" equipment. Then I really started
thinking. Is this really ham radio?

Where had my integrity and pride of accomp
lishment gone? This is not the ham radio for me.
So projecting a long look far into the future I
could see only one workable plan to keep ham
radio alive and with something to look forward to.
So I began to express myself at clubs and on the
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air. Several old timers were with me, but that was
the support I got.

About this time CB radio was blossoming and
(even through 1968 this is still happening) young
high schoolers and the college set found they could
get on the air for $40 to $100 mobile or fixed
station and no code, not even an exam for a
license; and they could yak away to anyone in the
country. The cost of SSM eq uipment for a mobile
rig is from $300 to $500 and if they get that kind
of money they invest it in wheels, a bomb or some
sort, and then maybe, I say maybe, a CB rig. It's
easier, costs less, and they have less restrictions.
They can even get a 65 watt transmitter for around
$50; so who need s ham radio? Facing this reality,
how docs one go about getting them interested in
being a true ham.

One young {H. S.) fellow purchased a SSB
transceiver and before he had it paid for it was
obsolete (pwr. & selectivity wise) and his trade-in
would be a lot less than he had a right to expect so,
he operated as is . Try selling ham radio to some of
these youngsters and they may go so far as to
invest in a novice Tx & Rx and for a short time
they enjoy it: then they find the temptations and
the going tough. They have invested in low power
AM equipment and have a hard time selling it.
They key up and get a 2 or 3 word per min.
contact and then the return op comes back with 10
or 15 w. p. m. and they get discouraged and start
tuning up the bands; and soon they find the CHefS
are having a ball. Knowing most of them, he finds
he can get a xtal and pur his rig on with the rest of
them. Another ham lost.

It's not hard to see today's problems, or mess,
or hangups, or what ever you call them, they are
real and definitely with us. So once again I'll
propose what I feel is a solution to our problems. I
know I'll get a lot of static but then I'm used to it
by now.

The main thing is to think for the good of ham
radio and not for the good of oneself.

With SSB and RTTY proven to be fa st and
superior to CW why not leave CW out of the
picture (except as a rider) . All hams should by
exam prove they know theory and good opera
tional practices. All hams should be general class
and usc any band but be restricted to 250 watts
input or pep power. (No more spiraling of power
and price out of the reach of the junior and the
overseas ops.) After 3 years of a general ticket and,
the building of a complex workable piece of
equipment plus an exam one could get an advanced
ticket that would entitle him to put a kw on the air
on any band.

Area clubs who have at least one advanced
ticket holder as an officer would and should be
permitted to give the exams. They would also have
the responsibility of updating the hams in their
area and of policing (if I may use the word) the
same. For th e ham to again be looked upon as
anything but a nuisance he must accept the
responsibility and let those who can perform be
the liaison between the FCC and the ham . The
local newspapers are supposed to be for the good
of the people they serve, so, why not have local
committees or representatives to approach the
local hams and CBers who are directly violating the
rules and privileges of the area and print their
name, address, and call in the local paper for a
week or so. If they don't conform then let the FCC
designate the action to be taken.

Active clubs with dues and a place to use
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Bill Eslick, KOVOY
2607 E. 13th

Wichita, KA 67214

modern equipment are a must as technology has
advanced beyond the stage of each ham owning his
own test equipment or of (in many cases) the ham
even repairing his own equipment. If we don't pull
together, we will be (as we are now) pulled apart.

As the first part of this letter ex pla ined, hams
had a sense of togetherness that comes by doing
things together , especially workinq together. We
can no longer push the "on" switch of a high
priced piece of equipment and be just appliance
operators. If all we put in to ham radio is money, I
don' t think we can expec t much out. I was always
taught the things worthwhile in life came from the
heart and only the heart. All else just comes and
goes.

So what say, fellows, lets put a little heart into
ham radio and once again make it a worthwhile
thing.

Wayne, I know that yo u and the rest of the
staff will kick this around. Hop in, the band is
open.

William A. Gardner WSEAU
5704 Decker Road

North Olmstead, OH 44070
Dear Sir:

Why doesn't yo ur magazine run a series of
articles on computer and binary logic as applied in
Integrated Circuits. There are very few hams that
can boas t even the slightest familiarity with com
puter logic and I. Co's. It wo uld be nice to have a
series of educa tional art icles of the same quality as
the "Getting Your Advanced Class License" in the
past and now the "Gett ing Your Ex tra Class
License:' Thank you. I got my Advanced License
thanks to your study course.

John C. Koning WB6VQE
4680 Crestview Drive

Norco, CA 91760
Sounds like a loser to m e; any other votes on this?
. . . ed.

Dear Wayne,
Glad to report the acquisition of the "EXTRA"

ticket recently!
Biggest factor toward s getting it was the great

articles on ob taining the "big" ticke t. T hey are
written so the " self-taught guy" can grasp it - no
technical terms, (or at least very few) very explana
tory, and really "step by step.' Other magazines
are great if you're in electronics, or have an E. E.
degree, b ut as for me -J needed some " plain 01
language" descriptions!

I found 'em in the articles and must say
" thanks a lot" to the staffs effort.

R. J. Renart WB2AUF
117-099 Ave.

College Point, L.I., NY 11356

Dear Wayne,

In August issue, page 98, on output section, on
leads going to the meter, a d iod e was left out (any
small diode) for the rf outp ut meter.

Though t I'd bring this to yo ur attent ion before
someone else did !

Dear Wayn e ,

During the past many years I have enjoyed
amateur rad io to its fullest degree. I have met some
of the finest persons in amateur radio - and a few
of the others. The spirit of maxim and others has
carried amateur radio for decades. Today we need
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WE PAY CASH

FOR TUBES
Lewispaul Electronics, Inc.

303 Wesl (rescent Avenue
Allandale, New. Jersey 07401

~.!'~"UL .y' .Y F; NO. LM. ETC.
PP·l06/U: Metered . Knob 'adjustable 9 0 ·2 7 0 v up
t o 8 0 m a de ; al so select a n AC o f 6 .3 v SA. o r 12 .6
v 2 Y.. A or 28 v 2 Y. A . With mat ing output plu g &
all t ee n . ce re . Shpg wt SO,," 19.50
BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER :
LM·(·I Freq . Meter : . 12 S· 2 0 mt'lZ • .01 %. CW o r
AM . wit h seri a l 'ma tc hed calib . b oo k. t ec h . d ata.
mat ing pl ug . Chec k ed & g rtd 57 .50
TS·323 Freq . Meter : S im ilar t o abo ve but 20·480
mhz . .001 %. Wit h da ta 169.50
TS-175 Freq . Meter : 85-HK>O mh z 75.00
A .R.C. Rl1A : Mod e r n Q -S' er 19 0 -5 S 0 kh z 12.95
A .R .C. R22 : S4 0 -160 0 k h z w/ t u ning graph 17.95
A .R.C. R13B : 108 ·132 m h z w /tu ning grllph .27 .50

HI·SENSITIVITY UHF RECEIVER
375 ·1000 mhz . S t o dd a r t RFI Meter NM ·50A
w ith pwr . sply , c o rd s , dipole holder, 3 pa ir d i
poles. Input 5 0 o hms . IF 6 0 mh a . Band 
width I mhz a t 3 7 0 and 1.8 at 19h z RF . Image
& sourtous.resoonse re ject . bette r than 40 d b .
Senstt. a s a 2 -terminal tuned vo ltmet e r is 10 u v:
will be less with l -pair di pole, b u t you can ma ke
an array to brin9 it up . If the voltage-attenua
tion calib . charts didn 't get lost it would be
worth $1,250 in surplus, $2,852 from the
factory . . .. . so we will sell it as a simple re
ce iver in grtd-ex cel. c o nd it io n for o n ly .__ $ 275

ULT RA·WID E·BAND RECEIVER :
AN/ALR·S : Late postwar A M /F M Co untermeasures
rcvr Has S-Meter ; variable IF Allen . & passba nd (0 .2 or
2 mh z from 30 mhz center) : AF . Video & Pan . o ut puts.
New , modified for 120 v 60 hz, includes new (Method II
pack) 4-band plug-in co nvert er .0 38-1 ghz. 4 Ty pe-N
plugs automatically select correct ant . as ba nds are swit
ched . Sensu . a t -6 db setting : 6 YJ uv thru J32 mhz , J3
thru 780 mhz & 45YJ at I ghz , BRAND NEW , with boo k
& mating pwr·input plug, o nly 275 .00

VERSATILE PLATE & FILAM. TRANSFORMER
Depot Spares for SP-600-JX : Pr i. 9S/105/11 7/1 301
190121012341260 v 5 0 / 6 0 h z . S ec . 1 : 30S·()..30S
v , 1 S0 m a o Sec. 2 : S ... 3 A . Sec . 3 ; 6 .3 v 5 A .
S ec . 4 ; 7 % v , 3/4 A . Sec . 5 : 7% v, 1 % A . Leqend
for pins is pl ain ly m a r ked . Harm . seal ed 2.95

FOUND! A NEAT & COMPACT SCOPE XFRMRI
Freed 12691 ; DAS Loran S p a res. supplied 5" CR .
p la t es & hlrs. Pr i. 105-1 30v SO/60 hZ . Secs. insul.
S k v : 149 0 & 1100 v, 5 m a : 390 ·0 ·390 v 100 m a ;
electro.sta~ica llv ·~hielded 6. 3 v , 0 .8 A : rwc 2 % _v,l. .2
A . S ec s. IOSUI. 1 Y. kv : two 6 .3 v , 6 A . 5 v , 3 A . L Y..
v , 5 A . Case 5 %xS x7 %. With d iltgram . Shipped
n·,,' b v collect RE A Ex re ss 2.95

FAIRCHILD SOLID-STATE SCOPES all w/dual
trace p lug · ins 25 & SO rnb z , w/delayed ttrne-bese
plug ·in s. w/books. o verhauled & grtd . A s low
as 825.00

We probably have the best inventory of 900d lab
t est eq uipment in t he country . But, please do n ot
ask for cat a lo g! Ask f or spec ific ite m s o r kinds of
items you needl We also buyl What d o you have?

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220 ·GC . Beverly Hi ll s . Calif . 9 0213

Phones ' Area 2 13 Office -2725707
Messages -2755342
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LATEST
ARCTURUS
SPECIALS

a regeneration and real vital vitamin shots to
maintain the privilege of amateur radio operation
throughout the world.

The value of your efforts in publishing the
magazine "73" is of tremendous value in preserving
amateur radio as a hobby and as a public service.
Many of us are grateful to you and to your staff
for ajob well done-but one that must continue.

John Tracy, W1 GH
49 Broadway

Taunton, MA 02780

• Cotor focus rectifiers, 14,000 PIV
at 1 MA. 99t each . 6 .5 KV - 79t .

o 0
• Color TV yokes. 70 and 90 types.

Fit almost all sets " $ 10 .9 5 each.
• 1700 Transistor tvpes - 39« each .
• OS -Sal , 2N278 power transistor

t y pes. Ca t.K3 49 - 69t each .
• HEP170, Motoro la HV/Current

epoxy silicon rectifiers, 2 .5 amps at
1000 PtV - 49« each .

• Fully 't rans istorized UHF tuners.
F it most sets. Cat.NUHF 567 - $4.95
each .

• UHF tuners , 1 tube type. Fit most
sets. Cat .HUH F3 - $3.95 each.

73 Editor,
I wish to express my thanks and congratu

lations on such a fine Advanced study course. I at
first tried to learn from another well known
publication, which need not be mentioned, and did
nothing but memorize the answers as you said
would and did happen. I am now using your Extra
study, but because of the asinine 2 year wait for so
called experience is keeping me back another year.
Anyway thanks again for such an outstanding
study. You should publish the courses under a
different cover. I am sure you would have a great
success with it.

Robert McGwier, Jr. WB4HJN
P. O. Box 565

Grove Hill, AL 36451

RAD IO BOOKSHOP Peterborough, NH 03458

Pl ic t~ arc pmlpaid in LISA , ClO....uu l uf .Iock . one of I kind,
f1r~1 cnme , ti c ,

Complete listings of electronic items at
s im ila r barga in prices are ava ilable. Write for
o u r lat est cat alog. Minimum o rd e r $5 .00,
plus postage.

ARCTURUS ElECTRONICS CORP.
502-22nd St., Union City. N.J. 07087. Dept. 73

Phone 201·UN4-5568

Good idea . . .ed.

Dear Editors:
Congratulations on your decision to cover allied

fields with separate publications. While there are a
great many hams who use CB radio (to good
advantage), and many who follow the SWbroad
casts, they would do better advised to subscribe to
magazines in their special interest. I do not wish to
hunt through SWL or CB news to get at the Ham
articles. And those with one of the other special
interests should not be so burdened .

I recently checked an issue of QST and found
about one third of it of interest to me. There are a
great many Hams who are interested in contest
news, organizational matters and other items which
do not appeal to me. I do think QST does a fine
job of covering this wide area. They have. however,
fallen victim to a common failing of such
publications (yours excepted). The people who
write about articles they would like to see, but
never bother to write that letter. Since the desired
articles are usually advanced engineering, the
Editors get the erroneous impression that their
readers all want it . They forget that they must
attract more readers, and they necessarily will
come from those just starting.

Your study courses have been by far the best
"Self Help" courses I have seen. With the
traditional Q & A approach. there is too much
tendency on the part of the student to try to
memorize, rather than fully understand. There will
always be a demand for the "quick and easy"
memory course. From this group come our
appliance operators, although many do go on to
learn, and build.

Lester Ulch WB4HPB
'248 Haven Dr.

9irmingham, AL 35214

Dear Mr. Green,
Having been a charter member of your institute

of amateur radio, and followed with enthusiasm
the meteoric rise of 73 from its inception, this
letter is addressed to you because it is felt that it
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Elecl'on", HobbV.II'IIC P,o,..,,, HondI>OOk
101 E.-y Tnl Inll,,,..-I PrOlec"
l nlegr ..od C"e,,"". F.. nd........"h So PrOl«1I
l Oot Ham Rod ... P,o,.., ,, 10< No.r",e & Toch
TV 5e'nofCl"'J G..Kle Book
104 EMy Tr."o.., o r Pro leell
Semocond..e IO... From A 10 Z
Ho w 10 US"' G'1d D,p OSCIII-'O<I
How '0 Sclec ' a'>d Inllall An' ...nas
99 W..,. 10 Use YOu' o.c.UOlCOPl!
Troublflftooll"9 , .... Sohd 5111f Ch....
Papular T~T,_"00' 5ub1111 .. 10 GuKk
5emocon<l"elor Po_ C"c...!1 Handbook
Inle<pr,,''''J FCC B,olldeftl R..1ei
Rod . Delec"on
Handbook 01 T,.""IIo... and MIC,oeleclron lcl
Rod io Salco Pro moho no
WOO'k lfM) w!lh rhe o..c.lloscopa
Engo,,",ong Conlltfence Ted,nfCIII p_.
5emocondouClo< Hand_
RCA L..... Inl~"od ClfC,,'!I
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NAB 1967 E ng.n_ ' tIg Conference Proc_
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On Ihe COlO, TV ServIC. Bench. hardbound
Man..,.ng Toda',," R8<lOO S""on, hardbound
Electron"," Referenc. Oalabook. h...,bound
The T,.....lIor Radoc> Handbook . hardbound
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Our Advertisers
Saw It in 73

"If your nose runs and your feet
sme ll , you're built upside down ."

• • . . John W4AEG

Tell
You

from the all-new, still unpublished "17M Repeater
Directory," which is updated conti nuously and
published quarterly in PM Journal.

Ken Sessions K6MVH
Editor r FM Journal

Dear Wayne,

Yes, quite a few of us are out here want to be
able to use more , not less, frequencies. Opening
3650·3700? Now that would be incentive and
would give us all a lift. I know that my operating
has dropped off, way off, since last November. I
find myself squashed toward the high end of the
band, hearing how great it is back on the low end
where I operated for the past 19 years. Yes, open
something new. It certainly would cut down the
QRM. And what about this VHf' beacon for
W1AW? What good is that going to do me? We sure
do need something to spark pp amateur radio, but
I don't think the punishment we have been getting
is the answer.

All prices f ,0 B. All ....eighls lisl ed are net Please allow for packaging,
Please auc.... enough fo r postage. We ....ill relurn an y extra

TO ER
COMMUNICATIONS

1220-22 V illa St., Rectne, WI 53403

AG 196 AU 50 ohm tlflon <;ouill cabll . Outs idl diameter .080" RF
10u.29 db per tcoe I t 400 Mhz, S ilver p lat l d sh illding and cond uctor .
Used fo r int e' nal cha.i, wiring. I nll nna coupling. RF coupling be tween .
Iteg.... elc . Random lengt hl fr om 35 fOOl to 150 fOOl. Colo" , blec k. red.
b row". blul. grey . or'''91 A&guler price· 23t per fOOl. Our price fit pe'
foot $3.00 per 100 It
455 Khz cer . m ic filII" t ype BF-455·A. Th... f illerl will hel p to sherpen
the .., I<tet ivity of mo~ MIS using 455 Khz 'F 'I, Use ICroSS cllhodl bies
r il lor in plecl o f • capacitor . Or in In.nl iltori zld Sl IS, I cr ollth• • min er
bi ,in o r. ' mpldance i, 20 ohml II 455K hz.• DC rlll in ence i, in fini te.
' mpldlnce incrl aSlS rlp idly .. vo u I. ""e 455 Kh z. P I.n yo ur Own LC
f iller c ircui ts al very 10.... CO~
10 lor $1.00 25 for $2,00

TOROlD POWER TRANSFORMERS
I T·2 This loroid was designed fo r use in a hy brid F ,M, mobile un' f. uling
• single B647 lube in Ihe RF . mp. lo r 30 ....tts oulput. Sc llemalic in
cluded, 12 VDC pr i, us ing 2N 1554's Or eq uivalenl , S ec . II 5OO \fO III DC
out at 70 ....ans S ec 12 -65 vollS DC o.es. SltC, '3 1.2 \fO ilS AC for,
fila menl of 864 7 lube Sec '4 CiT feed back .... indi ng fo r 2NI 554's. 1 '4"
t h ick. 2%" dia. $2.95 ea , ·2 for $5.00
, T ·3 Has a powdered iron core and is bui!l like a TV fly back IfBndormllf',
Operate, al about 800 CPS. 12V DC Pri . u,i ng 2 N442·. Or eq u'va lent . DC
oulpul of V /D8L R 475 vo ln gO ...a ll•. CIT feed back .... ind ing for 2N442'.

$2,9 5 1111, . z for $5.00
TRANSFORMERS

P·7 117 VAC Pr!, Sec. " 185 CAV@ 120 rna Sec. ,2 6 ,3 VAC@ 4A,
Double Half Shell Mail Bo . Ty pe, S X 146 fy pe, $ 2.75 ea. -2 fo r $5,00
p.g ' 17 VAC Pr i, Sec. ~ 900 VAC@300ma , Sec . /1 2 100 VAC@ 10 rna
Bias Sec. '3 12 6 VAC @AMP WI 161'; Ibs. Doubla Half Shall $ 4 ,50
P·l0 11 7 VAC P, i. Sec , " 9 60 VAC C ,T, @ 160 rna, SIIC . /12 4 25 VAC
C.T . and l ap at 100 VAC 10 rna Bia' , Sec, '3 12.6 VAC@ 4.5A Double
Sha ll Mail Bo" lype. Wt . B'4lbs $3.75
Oulpul lrans tormer" aill ypes 59 cents or 3 lor $ l.SO
OT·1 TransiSl o r TD·3 Po....er Diamond.. Imp. 15 ohms 10 3.2 ohms DC
Res, Pri . ,&o hm , SI<:, .3 ohm.
OT·'] Pri imp, 7000 ohm Sec. 3-2 and 500 ohm for Ph one. Or 70 vo11
line 3 ....a ll., full shielded Oouble Half Shell.
OT·3 Pr i, imp , 5500 ohms, Sec, 3 ,2 ohms, SC t22 Iy pe

.40

2.00
c o n-

Rush Order ro: RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK, Inc.
Dept. E. 925 Sherwood Drive, lake Bluff, III. 60044L _

call letters

$5.00 Ea.

call fetters

$5.00 Ea.

o Gold

o Rhodium

o Gold

o Rhodium

D

D

o Gold

o Rhodium

;)D) call letters

7:::2n...- ~ $5.00 Ea.

All illustrations
are eetvel size .

Radio Amateur
Emblems engraved
with your call letters.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GATEWAY
ELECTRONICS

6150 Delmar Blvd.. 51. Louis, Mo. 63112
314·726·6116

BLOWER~Squlrrel Cage (new) 115 volts AC
4x4x3 50 CFM
S hipping w t. 2 Ibs $ 4.9 5

SOUNDSCRIBER 24 hour logging recorder'
Shipping wt. 50 Ibs $350.00

ARC 1 TR ANSCEIVER (good for 2 meters
AM) 50 c h a n nel ex . co ndo

T A~~ig~S~Ef;-1~~C:60 Ti' ·ho~ri " " · .s 3 0.0 0
~~~~gi(~ ~~u ~ Ib $ 1 .00

co~:lPiC~N~~2CI~b RS:':':PL2·59····'Ma~e
nectar .
Shipping wt. % lb $
SO-239 Female c o n nect o r

wE~~~RJin~E~.rRlb40:0:40 .. ·r:Xi~~O·.Am$p 2 y"1~
new-ideal for 2 -wa y radio alignment , etc .

12 SC~ElpgcJrlT~~.. ·fAPp·E·D·..T·R·A:~S?O~~
MER -70 AMPS . 115 volts AC input
7x5%x6%
Shipping wt . 35 Ibs $ 9 .95

12 VOLT DC to 115 VOLT AC INVERTER
KIT- Transistorized -200 watt output c o m
plete with all parts , case a nd d iagram.
Shipping wt. 25 Ibs _ $ 18.95

Polar , RE LA Y - Me rc u ry wetted; s im ila r to the
255A (direct replacement)
Shipping wt . 2 Ibs $ 4 .95

Minimum order $5.00. Sorry, no catalog at this
time. Write for specific items. Watch for our
ads in 73. Stop in and see us when you 're in St.
Louis.
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will, at least, receive some kind of consideration.
The subject: the QRM problem and crowding

on our phone bands. It is time we press for
remedial action. Incentive licensing certainly did
nothing for this problem. At the crux of the matter
there seems to be a glaring inequity in the
frequency allocation that confines the U. s..
amateur to a portion of the phone band , while
foreign stations have full freedom of the range, so
to speak.

Late callbook figures show the U. S. amateur
total to be near 290,000. While foreign registra
tions, not including Russians, are near 137,000. If
we are the greater in number, and confined to the
area of the North American continent geographic
ally, wh-y should we be penalized for our numbers?
Why should special portions of the phone bands be
pre-empted for foreign use?

If you tune across the American portion of our
phone bands on most any weekend, you'll find
something that pretty well borders on bedlam.
While tuning the foreign portion of the band,
you '11 find vast empty spaces there.

At the time these frequency allocations were
made for our phone bands, our numbers were not
such as to create any problem. Today, even with
our sophistica ted equipment, the frequencies
available are not adequate for the prevailing
demands.

For a long time that has been a rather taboo
subject; however, it 's time to open up Pandora's
box and let the thing out for an airing.

We'll never get our share unless we're in there
fighting for it. It 's time now to pick up the cudgel,
pen and microphone to join in a combined assault
on an unfai r, outmoded agreement 's bailiwick .

W. A. Hanks W0KJ
Tebbetts, MQ 65080

Dear Wayne,
Congratulatio ns on a beautiful issue (August

1969). I particularly enjoyed your PM articles; the
timeliness of 73 in covering the " in" aspects of our
hobby never ceases to amaze me. You people
always seem to be "right on top of it. "

Referring for a moment to the article,
"PM-Fun Maker": Lest 65,000 anxious amateurs
run out quick and buy crystals and FM units based
on the author's stated popular frequencies, I think
it advisable to contradict one small point. The
author says:

Nat ional repeater frequencies are 52.80 in,
52.72 out for six meters and 146.34 in, 146.76 out
for two meters.

Prospective FM operators should be advised
that in the United Sta tes and Canada there are 106
repeaters whose output is on 146 .94 mhz. There
are only 29 repeaters in these areas with output on
146.76. For my money, 146-,94 mhz could hard ly
be considered anything other than THE national
repeater output frequency. Also, I know of only
two six-meter repeaters in the en tire country with
an output of 52.72, and one of them is keyed from
two meters. But there are 18 with an output of
52.525 mhz.

Like many other FM'ers, the author of the
above-referenced article obviously does not like
repeater ou tputs on national simplex channels. But
he can hardly change the facts by ignoring them.

As a miscellaneous tidbit of nonessential
information, there are 234 open-access repeaters in
the U. S. and Canada. Nearly 200 of them are on
two meters. All information given in this letter is

OCTO BER 1969

HAMS! DON'T BUY USED TUBES
COMPARE OUR PRICES

FOR NEW TUBES
RCA-GE-EIMAC-AMPEREX-ETC.

811A-4.75. 4·125A-27.50. 4-65A-12.00.
5R4GY-1.75, 807 -1 .75. WE350(8071-1 .25.
4-4ooA-38.50, 813-20.95, 4XI50A-19.95,
4-250A-36.50. 4PR60B-55.00, 4CX250B-21 .00,
8236-13.25, 2E26-2.75,1625(807·12v fill -l.50,
417A-2.25: 404A-2.25. 6146-2.75. 6360
3.50, 2X2- .50, OD3-0C3-.80 , 5879-1 .75.
5881 -3.25. WE-CV677 1000WATT TETRODE
5.95, EIMAC-MACHLETT VT-158 1200-3000
WATT BOTTLE-READ MARCH 1969 ISSUE 73
HOW GREAT THIS IS-$9.95 12V 20AMP DIOOE
POWER SUPPLY (LESS XFORMERI -4.95. RCA·
6·12 VDC CONVERTER DEL. 20AMP-12.95
IDEAL FOR VOLKSWAGEN . SEND FOR OUR
LIST OF OVER 3000 TYPES OF AMERICAN,
BRITISH AND EUROPEAN IMPORTED TUBES.
LARGEST STOCK OF XMITT ING T UBES IN
THE WORtD. SEND FOR OUR LARGE PARTS
CATALOG (OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST IN
THE USAI .

UNITED RADIO COMPANY
56·A FERRY STREET

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07105

BACK ISSUE GUNSMOKE !
30, count 'em 30, stupendous tremendous
(more handbooks than magazines) fascinat
ing enormous devastating incredibly ener-
vating back issues of 73 .

ONLY $5.00
po st p a id worldwide

Yes... yes.. .yes... here is a
golden opportunity t o
blow you r mind on 30
b ack issu es of 73. You
send u s $5 in negotiable
sec u r it ies, cash or c hec k
and we w il l send y o u an
unbelievable miscellany
of thirty different (all
d iff e re ntl back i$sue~
al l f ram the 1960-1960
era . These are all rare
co l lec tors items. Every
one c o u ld likely be wo 

rth a f ortune to you. Who kn ows, you might
even find a rare January 1961 in thi s pilei We
don't even know wh at IS in these p ackages. To
keep costs down w e hav e had these magaz ines
packed into slop p y bundles b y the C h im ps
from B enson' s Wild A n im al Farm (nearby ).
Watch ou t f o r banana sk in s. - I f you want
specific i ssues of 73 they are available at the
low low (high ) pr ice of $1 each , Unless we
d on't have t h em, In which case the price is
hi.Qher. - H o w about sending a bundle to 8 O X
frt end ? Back issues of 73 are w orth their w eigh t
in unicorn dung in m ost coun tries. - M o n ey
rece ived w it hou t a shipping address will be used
f or beer.
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Price-$2 per 25 w ords for non-commercial ad s;
$10 per 25 words for business ventures. Nodtsptav
ads or a gen cy discount. Include your check with
order . D eadline for ads is the 1st of the month two
month s prior to publication. For ex a m p le: Januar y
1st is the d eadline for the March issue which will
h e mailed on t h e 10th of F ebruary. Type copy .
Phrase and punctuate e x actly as you wtsh it to
a ppear. No all-capital ad s. We will be the judge of
sw ta b ility o f ads. Ow responsibility for errors
extends only to printing a correct ad in a later
issue. We can n o t check into each advertiser, so
Caveat Emptor •. •

FOR SALE: Old 73's complete sets : '64, '65 , 'S1;
nearly complete : '61 , '63, '66, '68. Make offe rs .
Pau l Capitola, W6RQG. 173 5 LeRoy Ave. , Ber
kelev, CA 94709

3 PLASTIC HOLDERS will frame and protect 60
ca rd s, S1 - or 10 holders $3. Prepaid & guaranteed.
Patent 3309805. Tepabco. Box 198N, Gallatin,
Tennessee 37066.

RTTY GEAR FOR SA LE. List issued monthly , 88
or 44 MHy torroids 5 for $ 1.50 postpaid. Elliott
Buchanan & Associates, lnc.. 1067 Mandana Blvd .,
Oak land , Cali forn ia 94610.

"TOWER HEAOQUARTERSI" 11 Brands! Heights
aluminum 35% off I Strata Crank-ups-Iow costl
Rotors, antennas and gear d iscounts. Phone patch
$ 11.95. Catalog·2~ postage. Brownville Sales Co .
Stan ley , Wisconsin 54768 .

SELL: COLLINS KWS-1. Ser. B96. $640; 75A4.
Ser. 5 763, $420 -or both for $ 1025 . I w ill sh ip.
Lew H inder t, Rt . 4 , Box 290, New Braunfels,
Texas 78130.

ON AIR NOW: Complete SSB xm itter-A pache
plus ssa adaptor p lus mike . Mint cond o A ll new
tubes. $ 150 . J . F. Weathe rly K1ZYO, 473 A ub urn,
Newton, MA.

JOB WANTED. 15 years experience w rit ing and
teach ing, 12 years w r it ing in space p rogram. Have
first telegraph and p ho ne licenses. Now in New
England , bu t ca n relocate. Anyone need a good
experienced w r iter? Bo x 0 -1 , c/o 7 3 , Peter
borough , NH 03458.

CHRISTIAN Ham Fellowsh ip now o rga nized for
Christian hams to have fellowship, t o do tract w ork
amo ng hams. Ch r ist ian Hamm Callbook $ 1 donat
io n. Christian Ham Fellowship, Box 218, Holland,
Michigan 49423.

SWAP MEASUREMENTS Model 59 GOO. excel
len t w ith man ual for Freq . meter TS-323 with data
20-480 mhz. Gordon W2MPT, 25 Norma Ave.,
Lincroft, NJ 07738.

SAS E I O UA R T E R coin br ing GE -OSL s
P24·7 -"73." W2RUT, Box 275 , Fair Ha ven , NY
13064.
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SURPLUS PARTS
Latching Relay - Potter & Brumfie ld KB. JPDT.
11 5 v. 60 start, 6 v 60 stop. The 2 relays can be
separated, making a DPOT relay with 115 v,
co il, & a SPOT with 6 v, co il. 5 amp contacts.
$ 1.25 each , 6 for $6.00.
POWER TRANSFORMER, 275 v, no ct. 150
ma.. 12 v. @ 2 amps . 11 5 v. 60 pri. 2 3/4" x 4"
x 3 y,, " h. Shpg. wt . 7 Ibs. $ 1.75 each, 4 for
$6.00.
POWER TRANS.. 350-0-350 v . @ 130 rna., 6.3
v. @ 3.6 A., 5 v.@3A . 115/ 230 v. pri. Open
frame with leads, Shpg. wt . 7 Ibs. $2.00.
.5 mf 400 v. oil-fitted capacito rs, rectangular
case. mil. spec. $1.00 per dozen.
Loading capacitor, 5-sections. 400 pf. per sec
t ion. 3/8" shaft . Will load full power into 50
ohms. $2.00 each . Adapter to Y." shaft . 2st.
Shpg. wt . 4 lbs.
'l -inch PM speakers. 5.4 ohms . Also make
good mike . American made. 751l! each.
Transistors: 2N1187, 2N1311. 2N586. 1!5li
each. 25 for $ 2.50.
Command XMTR SPEC IAL: BC·457, 4-5.3
Mc.. good for vto or for parts. Fair condo Less
tubes . Shpg. w t . 13 los. $3.00 each. 6 for
$ 15.00.
GUARANTEED USED HAM GEAR
Natio nal NC-303 with calibrator. Mint . $ 200.00
Mosley CM·1 receiver s 80.00
Surplus BC-348 with AC power. $ 70.00
Galaxy V with AC supply. $300.00
Heath DX·100 xmtr . $ 75.00
Globe Hybander VHF-62 Xmtr. $ 49 .00
Hammarlund HQ-140X receiver. $100.00
Hammarlund HQ-145X receiver w/spkr $160.00

.JEFF-TRONICS
4252 Pearl Rd . Clvlnd,O. 44109 749-4237

BRI
ELECTRONICS

10ALlCE ST. BINGHAMPTON. N.Y.

13904. AC 607 723 - 3111

• COPPER CLAD PC BOARDS. 6" X 36"
CC both sides $2.16. 6" X 9 3/4" CC
both sides 60¢' 7" X 11 3/4" Cone
side 84t1. 5" X 7Y,' CC both sides 40tl,

• STUD MT SILICON RECTIFIERS 12
amp. 50 PRY. pkg of 5 $1.00

• ELECTROLYTICCAPACITOR 1250 mfd
180 vdc. 2" X 4%" 50tl ea.

• JUST BOUGHT OUT ORIGINAL CASE
FOR CB RADIO_ Includes rntq bracket
for mobile use & slide-in chassis. Holes
pre-punched for power transistor & pow
er cord. May be used for mobile power
supplies. P_A_ system or speaker box or
many other uses. Size - 3 Y," H X 7" W
X 8 Y," D. Weight 3 Ibs. Original cost
$9.95. Our price $1.95

MIN ORDER $5.00
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Send 25¢ [or Catalog 69-2

VARIABLE DISC
TRIMMER

Min iatu re ceramic variab le
t rimmer capac ito r. Piston ty pe
tu n ing, size .375 diam, .275
deep. Printed circuit mount .
Amateur net on this is $1.68
each . OUf price only 25lt each
or 24 for 55.00. All are brand
new. State size, may be as
sorted if you wish .

#N300 2_5-11 pi
#NPO 5.5-18 pf
#N650 9-35 pi

$6,400.00 MEMORY ORUM

Mili t ar y su rp lus made by . H UGHES fo r t h e AF .
Co n dit io n appea rs excellent due t o bei ng e nclosed
in air tigh t case with t er m ina t ions on p lug con
n ect io n s . 134 read/write heads, 1 2 h ead s p hase
adjustable timing . Integral drive motor 1 15 vo lts
400 cycle.

Shipping wt. 39 Ibs NDRUM $1 0 0.00

900 Buffer $ 1.00
9 10 Dual 2 -input NOR 1.0 0
2 -903 Dual input gate 1 .0 0
914 Dual 2 -input gate 1.00
914-925 Dual 2 ·input gate dual

expander 1.00
923 JK flip f lop 1.00
925 Dual 2-input gate exp 1.00
9 46 DT L 4 z-Input NAND/NOR

gate 2/1.00
DT L Clocked flip flop 2/1.00

l M5 Dual 4-input logic gate 2/1.00
7M6 6 NPN t ransistors in one

package, gen use 3/1.00
12M2 Diff Amp 1.00
71 1 Dual Comp Amp 2.00

JOHN MESHNA JR.
19 ALLERTON ST., LYNN, MASS. 01904
P. O. BOX 62, E. LYNN, MASS. 01904
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MANUALS- TS-323/UR . TS-173/UR , BC-638A .
R-274/FR R. TS-1860/UP. sse -roo. L M . $5.00
each. Hundreds of others. List 20«. S. Consa lvo
W3lHD, 4905 Roa nne Drive, Washington, DC
20021.

TEXOMA HAMARAMAI The ann ual Texoma
Hamarama wil l by held agai n Nov 15-16-17 at the
beautifu l Lake Texoma State Lodge. Plan a plea
sant weekend for al l. Bring the family. Mail
regist ration fee of $2 per person to: Texoma
Hamarama, PO Box 246, Kingston, OK 73439.

GREENE . . center d ipole insulato r w it h . . o r
. . w it hout ba lun . . see September 73, page 41.

QSLS???? Largest varie ty samp les 25ri. Sacke rs,
WaDED , Holland, Michigan 49423.

WANTED MODEL 28KSR in good operating
condi tion for $250.00. K . Schwieker K 4KOR,
1124 Opelika Road, Auburn , A L 36830.

HEATHKIT S8-110 and Pow er Supply HP-23
L ike New - $270 .oo. Char les Keh ler, 1067 Western
Ave., Green Bay, WI 54303.

SSTV MONITOR, 12 transistors, 5 tubes, 3RP7A
CRT, Bud Portacab cabi net, tuning indicator, $ 190
plus sh ippi ng costs, Cohen W4UMF , 6631 Wake
f ield Dr., Alexand ria, VA 22307 .

COLLINS 75A4, Serial 2530. E xcellent condition .
Best offer over $ 300.00. Paul Delaney WB6BOa,
1328 Calle Pimiento , T housand Oaks, CA 91360.

FOR SALE: HT-37 -HT33A , 2000 watts. PE P.
Original ow ner. Good cond it ion. $250 .00. Pickup
only. Fred Fetherol f , phone 614-332-3421, Laurel
vil le, OH 4 31 35 .

ROCHESTER, N. Y . is again Hamf est , V HF meet
and flea market headquarters for largest event in
northeast, May 16, 1970 . Write WNY Hamfest ,
Box 1388, Rochester, NY 14603.

VHF ROUNDUP Syracuse vhf rou ndup Oct. 11,
1969, T hree Rivers Inn , Rte 57 , 10 m iles north
Syracuse. T ick ets, W2RHQ, 902 First Nort h St.,
Syracuse, NY 13208 .

TELETYPE PICTURES FOR SALE. 50 pic, for
$ 1.00. Perforated and audio tapes available. Write
fo r prices specifying speed and tracks. Pictures to
be included in second volume solicited . 'N9DGV,
22 10 30th St.• Rock I ' land. I L 61201.

WARREN COUNTY N. J. W2JT/2 , October 18 ·1 9 .
3555. 7055. 14055, 2 1055, 28055. 3855. 7255.
14255.21355,28555. OSL to W2 bureau .

HILLSBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY,
INC., (HA RS) Annual Tampa, F lor ida Hamfest ,
Sunday, October 12 ,1 969 , Lowry Park , Sligh Ave.
& North Blvd. Free Park ing- Many Prizes .

SELL : ART-13 Transmitter with maintenance
manual , con nectors, spare 8 13, 837, and 81 1's;
$40. RME 435A Rece iver w ith book and some
spare t ubes; $ 60. PCA -2 Panadaptor, 455 kh z, w ith
book , needs work ; $5. You pay shipping, K9KRW,
Box 436 , H ighland Park , I L 60035 .
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2020
AMP me.

EPOXY SILICON HIGH VOLT'''
TRANSISTORS , 1 AMP •

EPOXY /.,
5 for $1 .. PIV SALE

Type Sale o 2000 ~ 1.00
0 2N2222 5 (0,.$1 o 30DD 1.35

§ 2N2368 5 for $1 0 4000 1.65
2N2711 5 for $1 C1 50DD 2.25
2N2368 5 for $I 0 6000 2.96

0 2N3396 5 for $1 o 80DD 3.50
0 2N3565 5 for $1 [l 10000 3.95
0 2N3568 5 for $1 .:' 1.5 Amp rat ing

B2N3638 5 for $1
1 AMP SALE2N3641·] 5 for $1 PIV

0 2N3645 5 for $1 50 0 ·06

B2N3662 5 for $1 tYO'j.~ 100 0 ·0 7
2N3683 5 for $1 200 0 ·09

0 2N3793 5 for $1 \A\Ct'.O 400 0 . 12

§ 2N4248 5 for $1 600 0 . 16
2N4284·5 5 for 51 lIo'\'\.\

800 C1 .21
2N4288·9 5 for $1 1000 0 ·32

0 2N4290 5 for $1

EPOXY & ° M ET A L CASED RECTIFIERS

PIV 1.5AMP 2A ' 3 A M P
50 0 .06 D .06 0 .15

100 0 .0 7 0 .0 7 0 .19
200 0 ·09 0 ·09 0 .22
400 0 · 12 0 . 12 0 ·3 1
600 0 · 16 0 .16 0 .43
800 0 .2 1 0 ·21 0 .49

1000 0 ·32 0 .32 0 .7 '

100

FAIRCHILD '· BAA:':'
"FLAT PAK" ~ RTL
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS'ol.
B900 Buffer $1 .4'

'03·903· 3 Input Gate $1 .69o 904·'04· Half Adder $1 ,69
o '23 JK F1ip Flop $1.6'o 923·923· JK F1ip Flop $1.911o 927 Q uad Inverter $1 .69
flO First time a ny wher e two iden tical ICs in o ne
package, example 923-92 3 contains two sepa
rate J K fl ip. flops in on e package.

400 me
299 7 AMP TRIACS

ea PRV SALE
NPN HIGH POWER o 50 .75

UHf TRANSISTORS B100 .85
200 1.35

lJ 0 400 1.95o 2N3632 23W.3A.

150

~\\.~~\'l~~~\ T E X A S

INSTRUMENT
150 WATTS

• HIGH FREQUENCY
2NI907

HAM
SILICON
TUBE
SPECIALS

$2.22 310'\6
U,.

D.C. Amplifier .
Operational Amp .
Oifferential Comparator .
Sense Ampl ifier .

(Re p lace ,' Sole
D 1N 12 3 8 SU4GB I 2 .39
O l N 12 39 SR41 4 .39
D 1N2 6 3 7 866AI 9 .99

Gua ranteed! W ,th Spec . Sheets!

It'.''
"Sl\S'

pJ,tf,lO
Type

§702
70'

, 710
0 711

SALt.
.05
.0 7
.09
.12
.1'
.24
.2'

+. . . ./ -

o to 200

,.•...---.-

"°9'·'•• •

t;'.. • ':
,",.. ....
:::·... v···

It's FUNI

MICRO MINI
"PORCElAIN"
1 AMP

MICRO$19 5

AMPMETER

1400-PC, GLASS FIBER OPTIC KIT

jil.ANT 'XMAS ' CATALOG ON: Parts, Rectifiers.
~ Transistors , SeRs. I .e.'s. Equipment, 10c

P.O. BOX 942 A
l ynnfield, Mass.

01940

PIVo 50
o 100n 200
n 400

B 600
800

[) 1000

--:":'--:":'~~~~

U's Educational! U 's Giffy!

[J * Make light " pipes"

$4 88 * Da.uling displays.. * Triggers photo &.
infra-red cells

npTlCA t. SC I ~; NT n' I C Il R EA KT H KU !
All ,. " ho i, l~;n" .1• • • fi ...... !2- fl . ~,n. ,

t.. " oonlt .. ,,,,,,i,. .... ,ld h.-hl ........ o r
any " .... b. ,nt,rn.1 ••ft...-t i<on . l' u n d lfo,4 .
, ar b ,hol, " If", d o nugp O, "i"•• Ii.- '"
....... .... ..... n rh 110• • ' ... ,n tj~,"",. h '" .
......,. 1> oIPY to..", ..... ... ;y. '.on•
• , ol u .•• • • . It CUTS. IU:NDS.

LIGHT A(."Tll h h i t. O"t, _ .
;"'. "' '' ' '''' '' , ..no"", it. IH.' , o f ...

GUIDE It:~: , It· kll . • 't" · · ho .:
01.. "' . .... , .

---------5 - 1 AMP 1000 PlY RECTIFIERS 5 for $1
6 - 1 AMP 800 PlY RECTIFIERS 6 for $1o 4 - 2 AMP 1000 PlY RECTIFIERS 4 for $1

._-----------~
LOWEST PRICES ON
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
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LIBERTY
PAYS MORE! LIBERTY

OFFERS MORE!

Only$120.00 FOB N. Y.

PRESTEL FIELD STRENGTH..METER
(Model 6T4G l

Frequency Range: 40 to 230
a nd 470 to 8bO Megahertz.
Calibrated outward from 10
to 50,000 Microvolts. Nothing
m.... kes it easier to properly and
sp eedily find th e correct place
to install TV, FM and Com
munica tion Antennas. You can
measure and hea r the sig nals

volt baHery economically powered
nothi ng else like it l

with this 4'12
unit. There is

*Never Anything Like It!

*1 Man Can Do a Better Job
than 3 in the Same Time!*A Gold-Mine for Antenna Installers!

WILL BUY
FOR CASH
ALL TYPES

• ELECTRON TUBES
• SEMICONDUCTORS
• Military Electronic

Equipment
• Test Equipment

WIRE, WRITE, PHONE COLLECT! WE PAY
FREIGHT ON ALL PURCHASES WE MAKE

40 METER SUPER GAIN ANTENNA
See article in O1:t . '69, 73; pg . . Potted , precut dipole 7.2·7 .3 MG, 2000 W PEP, 50
Ohms; & w ire for reflector screen. A ll u need is fi ve 8' sticks. Only 7' above ground but
much qainl l 514 .75 PPD in USA. ~.

';, OU51NIl ENTERPRI5E5
SASE for tech. data ~ 5 7 1 O ra nge Grove, Melbou rne, Fla.3290 1

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Aeeonon 57
Ama teur Wholesale E let: 43
Ameco Books 1 1
Arnerrcan Crystal 93
Antenna Ma" 99
Arcturus 138
Arnold 10 3
ATV 55

B & F 133
Barker-WIlliamson 75
BIgelow 65-121
Bob's Amateur 67
Brrqar 141
Burghardt 97

Cauhook 57-97-1 10
CB RadIO 95
Coax Handbook 49
Columbia 95

Dahl 93
Denson 121
OGP 63
Dow-Key 27
Dusma 14 4

Epsilon 82
Essco1 15
Evans 12 5

Fair Hadto 10 1
Freck 79- 101
Gala xy 11-4 1
Ga teway 140
G & G 93
Glass 131
Global 101
Goodbear t 13 7

Hafsr rorn 23
HAL Devices 85
Harr v 121
HCJ 85
Hea th B
Henry 13
H & L 95

Instant Gourme t 10 5
tnteroauonat Crystal 3

James Research 53
Jan Cr ystal 75

Jet t- T rorucs 141

Lewrspaur 137
liberty 144

Megdrt 89
Mesh na 14 2
Mtcrot tect 13 1
M Ilitary E lee. 132

National RadIO 2 1
Newtronics I V

Pant rallies 93
Park 122
Plckenng 67
Poly Paks 143

Ouemeot 33

RadloShop 103
RadIO Today 17
Redhne85·12 1

Sams 19
Scholler B9
Secootv 9 1
Signal One III
Slep 103

Spectrum 10 3
S tanley 82
Swan 4 7

Telre ~ 85
To w er 140
Two -W ay 9 9

U FO Ne t 121
United Hadro 139
Universal 8 1

Vanguard 23-31-67-79-9 1
v.brcu!e 53

Western 95
WR L 35
Wor ld OSL 101

73 Maqallne
Books 106 ·10 7
Binders B1
Club F .neqte 99
Gunsrnoke 139
Radio Bookshop 13B
Subscript rons 115

144 73 MAG A ZINE
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COMPARE IT?
.. lI fE
... MEM 8 ER

,
,

...WITH WHAT?
The CX7 practically demands comparison. Question is ... what to use for a standard?
A transceiver? Or transmitter-receiver separates?

You'll really need one of each. Don't forget power supplies, speech processor, keyer,
directional wattmeter. Pick the best. In fact, set up your "dream station" .. . at least
on paper, NOW " ,

CONSIDER the CX7's incomparable fre
quency coverage and readout precision . . .

aerospace-bred excellence in engineering
and craftsmanship built-in "extras" ...
overall versatility .
SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING ?

" It Speaks for Itself"

COMPARE the CX 7 with any transceiver
for total size and weight . . . the extreme
flexibility of its dual-channel system . . . the
convenience of its completely self-contained
design . . .

s/J7nal/one
A Division of Eel ( An NCR Subsidiary )

2200 Anvil Street N . • St. Petersburg. Flor ida 33710

COMPARE the CX7 with any transmitter
for continuous power output in all modes,
P.A. ruggedness, crisp audio punch, low
distortion, instant CW break-in and spotting,
quick band-change . ..

WHATEVER YOUR CHOICE IN THE
PAST " .

COMPARE IT POINT·BY·POINTwith
the NO-COMPROMISE CX7 ...

Write for detailed technical information.

COMPARE the CX7 with any receiver for
sensitivity. selectivity options, dynamic
range. AGC merit, VFO smoothness, inter
ference rejection . . .

•



See your
distributor or
write for
new catalog

•

MODEL4BTV FIXED STATION
TRAP VERTICAL

@IJ1JA:~B) ANTENNAS

GET THE ENTIRE BAND BOTH CW AND
:PHONEWITH ONE TUNING ADJUSTMENTI

10-15-20-40 METERS
Only from HUSTLER will you receive the
mechanical and electrical performance you want
in a 4 Band Trap Vertical. Make the com
parison and see for yourself.
Look what you get with Hustler!
• Individually and precisely tuned traps!
• Lowest SWR and Widest Band width!
• Outstanding mechanical construction!
• Heavy gauge heat treated aluminum!
• Stainless and cadimum plated steel parts!
'. Base impedance nominal.52 ohms!
• WHOLE BAND OPERATION WITHOUT

READJUSTMENT!
• FOR 75·80 METER OPERATION ADD HUSTLER MOBILE RM 75

OR RM 75S RESONATOR ON TOP OF 4BTV. BAND WIDTH 60 TO
100 KC ••• UNDER 2 TO 1 SWR

•

-- .
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